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I propose to develop first what you might call ‘a naive physicist’s ideas about
organisms’, that is, the ideas which might arise in the mind of a physicist who,
after having learnt his physics and, more especially, the statistical foundation of
his science, begins to think about organisms and about the way they behave and
function and who comes to ask himself conscientiously whether he, from what he
has learnt, from the point of view of his comparatively simple and clear and humble
science, can make any relevant contributions to the question.
It will turn out that he can. The next step must be to compare his theoretical
anticipations with the biological facts. It will then turn out that — though on the
whole his ideas seem quite sensible — they need to be appreciably amended.

Erwin Schrödinger
What is Life? The Physical Aspect of the Living Cell (1994)

A la Mariona
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Preface

This thesis presents my PhD research in biophysics, performed under the super-
vision of Jaume Casademunt at the University of Barcelona between November
2013 and October 2017. It covers three main topics related to mechanical aspects
of cellular behaviour, both in single cells and in tissues, for which we develop
theoretical physical models. However, to give it a well-defined scope, this thesis
does not include all the work that I have performed during my PhD. Here, I briefly
comment on the inception and development of the different research projects that I
have pursued during my PhD, giving a minimal account of some of the ones that
have not been included in this thesis.

What is in this thesis

The first topic of this thesis concerns the mechanics of the adhesion between the
plasma membrane and the actin cortex in eukaryotic cells. This research stems
from my Master thesis, which arose as an extension of one of the topics of Jan
Brugués’ PhD thesis. This work is summarized in Chapter 2, which was published
in 2015 [Alert 2015]. Then, as a first project of the thesis, we used the model for
membrane-cortex adhesion to study bleb nucleation. This work is summarized in
Chapter 3, which we published in 2016 [Alert 2016a], thus completing the research
line on membrane-cortex adhesion and blebs.

The second topic concerns the theory of active gels. Although I was using
this theory in the context of tissues, specific research on the theory itself was not
in the initial plan, but it rather arose spontaneously during my PhD. Motivated
by the interest of David Oriola in the theory of active gels, and upon preliminary
discussions on friction forces, we derived the constitutive equations of active gels
from a mesoscopic description. This work is presented in Chapter 4, and we
published it in early 2017 [Oriola 2017], in a paper with shared first authorship with
David.

Finally, the third topic of my thesis concerns collective cell migration in ep-
ithelial tissues. This research line was planned as a natural continuation of the last
topic of Carles Blanch-Mercader’s thesis, and it was one of the core elements of
my PhD proposal. However, I only focused on it during the second half of my PhD.
The specific research questions were largely influenced by the interaction with the
members of the lab of Xavier Trepat. In fact, results from the Master thesis and
early stages of the PhD of Carlos Pérez-González motivated me to develop the
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model for tissue wetting. This fact sparked a close collaboration with Carlos that
has spanned the last few years. The results are presented in Chapters 6 and 7, and
they are currently being prepared for publication. In parallel, the interaction with
Bart Smeets and Romaric Vincent, respectively a visitor and a postdoc in Xavier’s
lab, led to the collaboration on the collective behaviour of cell colonies. The results
of this collaborative work are presented in Chapter 5, and they were published in
late 2016 [Smeets 2016].

What is not in this thesis

Motivated by the experimental results obtained by Raimon Sunyer [Sunyer 2016],
a researcher in Xavier Trepat’s lab, I also modeled the phenomenon of collective
durotaxis. The results of this research are not presented in this thesis.

During my PhD, I enjoyed two 3-month stays at Institut Curie under the su-
pervision of Jacques Prost. There, I started an ongoing collaboration with him on
modeling cell-cell adhesion. In addition, during my second stay, in collaboration
with Jean-François Joanny and coinciding with Jaume’s sabbatical period at Institut
Curie, I started working on simulations of complex spontaneous flows in active
liquid crystal layers, with the aim of exploring regimes of active turbulence. The
results of these two ongoing projects are still very preliminary, and they are not
included in this thesis.

Moreover, starting in my Master and continuing throughout my PhD, I pursued
my interest in statistical physics by working on fundamental aspects of phase tran-
sitions. This research was done in collaboration with Pietro Tierno, who conducted
experiments in magnetic colloidal crystals, which we used as an experimental model
system. I outline the main findings below.

By means of a mean-field model and Brownian dynamics simulations, we
predicted two structural phase transitions in the crystal [Alert 2014]. The theory
allowed us to discover that one of them does not proceed via the usual mechanism
of first-order phase transitions, but that it is due to a complete inversion of the
energy landscape of the system. This mechanism opens a new scenario in the
traditional field of phase transitions, thus adding new phenomena and possibilities
to the well-known textbook scenarios. Most strikingly, we have recently proven
that the transition is indeed of a mixed order, exhibiting critical phenomena due
to the divergence of the correlation length like second-order transitions, yet being
discontinuous like first-order transitions. The paper reporting the latter result is
currently under review at PNAS.

We also studied the kinetics of the so-called “Landscape-Inversion Phase Tran-
sition” [Alert 2016b], which revealed surprising phenomena. For example, we
showed, both experimentally and by means of a dynamical field model, that do-
mains of a metastable phase are formed by spinodal decomposition and subsequently
eliminated by front propagation. This phenomenon is but an illustration of how
the new scenario allows for unexpected relations between classical concepts of
phase-ordering kinetics.
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Finally, during my PhD I have also started writing a textbook on cellular
biophysics together with Jaume. In addition, with Marta Ibañes and Jordi Soriano,
we prepared and gave a course on biophysics in the fourth year of the physics
degree at the University of Barcelona. Altogether, these two experiences combined
my pedagogic interests with the opportunity to continue learning different aspects
of biological physics.
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1

1
General introduction

1.1 Context and overview of the thesis

In the last few decades, research at the interface between physics and biology has
flourished. On the one hand, biology has become an increasingly quantitative
discipline, progressively drifting from observation to measurement. On the other
hand, physics has embraced the challenge to expand its borders towards areas of
knowledge traditionally belonging to biology. This interdisciplinary enterprise has
two-way benefits: physics provides quantitative approaches, tools, and concepts to
biology, and biological phenomena inspire whole new areas of research for physics.

In this context, biological physics emerged as a field that aims at applying
physical principles to understand biological phenomena. This endeavour often
leads to new concepts, methods, theories, and experiments that do not only advance
our biological knowledge but also expand the frontiers of physics. In fact, in
my opinion, biological physics should ultimately address whether new physical
principles are required to build physical theories of biological systems. In the path
towards such a grand challenge, unraveling the physical laws that govern specific
biological processes has the prospect of gaining predictibility over the behaviour of
biological systems.

The scope of biological physics is very broad by definition: with approaches
rooted in different fields of physics, including statistical physics, condensed matter
physics, and the mechanics of continuum media, it addresses questions in several
fields of biology, spanning from the molecular to the population scale. At somehow
intermediate scales, one area that has rapidly expanded is the biological physics of
cells and tissues. Particularly, because of the ability of cells to exert forces to move,
change shape, and divide, physicists have been interested in mechanical aspects of
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cellular behaviour, often addressed from the point of view of soft matter physics.
The present thesis belongs to this area of research, and focuses on developing
theoretical models of the forces and flows involved in some specific biological
processes at the cellular and multicellular scales.

The thesis is structured in three parts. Part I is devoted to the adhesion between
the plasma membrane and the actin cortex of a cell, which are two of the main
structural elements of eukaryotic cells. In Chapter 2, we propose a continuum
model that couples the mechanics and hydrodynamics of membranes to the force-
dependent binding kinetics of proteins that link the membrane to the cortex. Then,
we use concepts and methods of statistical physics to study the fluctuations of an
adhered membrane. In Chapter 3, the model is employed to study the physics of
a specific cellular process: blebbing. Blebs are cellular protrusions arising from
local detachments of the membrane from the cortex, and they have specific roles
in some physiological cellular functions such as cell motility. In particular, we
apply concepts of statistical physics and stochastic simulations methods to study
the nucleation of blebs.

Part II deals with the physics of active gels. Active gels are soft, transiently
crosslinked materials, usually based on polymer networks, that are maintained out
of equilibrium by internal energy-transduction processes that locally break detailed
balance. In addition, the constituents of the gel, e.g. protein filaments, are usually
polar, and hence they can form orientationally ordered phases such as liquid crystals.
Thus, active gels are a member of the larger family of active matter systems, which
are currently the subject of intensive research by part of the statistical physics
community. In Chapter 4, we provide a derivation of the constitutive equations of
active polar gels from a stochastic model of their constituents, in an effort to bridge
the mesoscopic and macroscopic scales of description. Our approach is largely
based on the statistical physics of polymeric networks and of liquid crystals, with
the aim of combining them and extending them to active systems. Thus, this part
of the thesis takes a more fundamental perspective, in the sense that it does not
intend to model a specific biological process. Yet, the development of the physics
of active gels was originally inspired by the behaviour of the cell cytoskeleton.
Recently, other biological systems, such as the mitotic spindle or tissues, have also
been described as active gel materials. In this sense, our work is both inspired by,
and has implications for the physics of cells and tissues. In fact, we discuss how
our predictions could explain experimental results on the rheological properties of
several biological systems.

Finally, Part III is devoted to cell colonies and tissues, focused on collective
cell migration and tissue morphology. In Chapter 5, following an active matter
approach, we model cell colonies as collections of self-propelled particles with
interactions meant to capture generic cellular behaviours. Then, we employ con-
cepts of nonequilibrium statistical physics to interpret the results of simulations,
predict phase transitions, and hence build a phase diagram of the model. In the
biological context, we discuss how the different phases in our diagram could be
related to existing types of tissues, encompassing distinct morphologies and collec-
tive behaviours. In turn, in Chapters 6 and 7 we study the spreading of cohesive
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monolayers of collectively migrating epithelial cells. In both chapters, using the
framework provided by active gel theory, we model a cell monolayer as an active
polar fluid continuum medium with specific properties, such as featuring active
contact forces. Specifically, Chapter 6 focuses on the “active” wetting transition of
such a medium, which separates the spreading of epithelial monolayers from their
retraction into droplet-like aggregates. Respectively, Chapter 7 concentrates on the
“active” fingering instability that occurs during epithelial spreading, whereby the
propagating front of the cell monolayer develops finger-like protrusions. Therefore,
these last two chapters illustrate the application of active gel theory to modeling the
spreading of epithelial monolayers.

In the following, we briefly review the context and background of the topics of
this thesis. First, we discuss the different modes of cell motility, emphasizing the
role of the membrane and its adhesion to the cortex. Then, we discuss the collective
migration of cells in tissues, particularly in cell monolayers. Finally, we present a
brief overview of active gel theory as an overarching theoretical approach to the
modeling of mechanical aspects of cells and tissues. More focused introductions to
the specific questions addressed by our research are provided at the beginning of
each chapter.

1.2 The plasma membrane in cell motility

Cell membranes are ∼ 5 nm-thick phospholipid bilayers self-assembled by the
interactions between the amphiphilic lipid molecules and the surrounding water. In
addition to the basic lipid bilayer structure, cell membranes include other molecules
such as cholesterol, as well as a number of inserted proteins involved in a myriad
of cell functions (Fig. 1.1). Despite their complex molecular architecture, from
the materials perspective, membranes are extremely thin sheets with striking me-
chanical properties. On the one hand, lipids can almost freely move within each
layer of the membrane. Hence, in the bilayer plane, lipid membranes are essentially
fluid, opposing no resistance to shear. On the other hand, both in-plane stretching
and out-of-plane bending deformations of the bilayer expose the apolar tails of the
lipid molecules to water. Consequently, stretching and bending have a free energy
cost that generates elastic restoring forces, respectively defining bulk and bending
moduli. Thus, lipid membranes are complex materials featuring distinct mechanical
responses to different types of deformation. In fact, the unique combination of fluid
and elastic properties enables membranes to flow and change shape yet preserve
their integrity as a physical barrier.

Lipid bilayer membranes are ubiquitous within the cell. From the plasma
membrane that encloses the cell to the endoplasmatic reticulum through the Golgi
apparatus and the mitocondrial and nuclear envelopes, lipid membranes are key
structural and functional components of the cell. On the one hand, membranes
are structures that physically separate the cell interior from the external medium,
and that isolate cellular organelles from the rest of the cytosol. On the other
hand, membranes have many nonstructural functions. They not only mediate the
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provide mechanical support for cellular membranes. These 
interactions are essential for the cell to assume its specific 
shape and for many types of cell movements.

Despite playing a structural role in cells, membranes are 
not rigid structures. They can bend and flex in three dimen-
sions while still maintaining their integrity, in part because 
of the abundant noncovalent interactions that hold the lip-
ids and proteins together. Moreover, there is considerable 
mobility of individual lipids and proteins within the plane 
of the membrane. According to the fluid mosaic model of 
biomembranes, first proposed by researchers in the 1970s, 
the phospholipid bilayer behaves in some respects like a 
two- dimensional fluid, with individual lipid molecules able 
to move past one another as well as spin in place. Such fluid-
ity and flexibility not only allows organelles to assume their 
typical shapes, but also confers on the membrane the dy-
namic property that enables membrane budding and fusion, 
as occurs when viruses are released from an infected cell 
(Figure 7-2a) or when the internal cellular membranes of the 
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FIGURE 72 Eukaryotic cellular membranes are dynamic 
 structures. (a) An electron micrograph of the plasma membrane of 
an HIV infected cell, showing HIV particles budding into the culture 
medium. As the virus core buds from the cell, it becomes enveloped by 
a membrane, derived from the cellí s plasma membrane, that contains 
specific viral proteins. (b) Stacked membranes of the Golgi complex 
with budding vesicles. Note the irregular shape and curvature of these 
membranes. [Part (a) from W. Sundquist and U. von Schwedler, University of 
Utah; part (b) Biology Pics/Science Source.]
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FIGURE 71 Fluid mosaic model of biomembranes. A bilayer 
of phospholipids about 3 nm thick provides the basic architecture 
of all cellular membranes; membrane proteins give each cellular 
membrane its unique set of functions. Individual phospholipids can 
move laterally and spin within the plane of the membrane, giving 
the membrane a fluidlike consistency similar to that of olive oil. 
Noncovalent interactions between phospholipids, and between 
phospholipids and proteins, lend strength and resilience to the 
membrane, while the hydrophobic core of the bilayer prevents the 

unassisted movement of water soluble substances from one side to 
the other. Integral membrane proteins (transmembrane proteins) 
span the bilayer and often form dimers and higher order oligomers. 
Lipid anchored proteins are tethered to one leaflet by a covalently 
attached hydrocarbon chain. Peripheral proteins associate with the 
membrane primarily by specific noncovalent interactions with inte
gral membrane proteins or membrane lipids. Proteins in the plasma 
membrane also make extensive contact with the cytoskeleton. See  
D. Engelman, 2005, Nature 438:578ñ 580.

Figure 1.1 Sketch of the cell membrane. A phospholipid bilayer provides the basic
architecture, and membrane proteins endow each specific cellular membrane with its unique
set of functions, in what is known as the fluid mosaic membrane model. In particular, the
plasma membrane that encloses the cell is attached to the cytoskeleton via specific proteins.
From [Lodish 2016].

communication between the cell and other cells or the extracellular medium, but they
are also instrumental in many intracellular processes such as molecular transport,
as well as in processes at the whole cell scale such as cell motility [Phillips 2012].

In particular, through its interaction with the underlying cytoskeletal structures,
the cell membrane is directly involved in cell migration. Eukaryotic cell motility
mainly relies on the actin cytoskeleton, a dynamic network of actin filaments that is
found throughout the cytoplasm. In addition to passive crosslinker proteins, actin
filaments are crosslinked by myosin motor proteins that transduce the chemical
energy of ATP hydrolisis into forces exerted on the polymer network. In general,
a coordinated combination of the forces generated by active actin polymerization
and by myosin motors powers cell shape changes and motility. However, there are
different modes of cell motility [Mierke 2015], based on distinct types of cellular
protrusions, such as lamellipodia, filopodia, and blebs (Fig. 1.2), which involve
different patterns of force transmission to the extracellular medium.

The so-called mesenchymal motility mode is based on the extension of lamel-
lipodia, which are wide, actin-rich protrusions at the cell’s leading edge. At the
front of the lamellipodium, actin polymerization pushes the membrane forward,
and gives rise to a retrograde flow of actin monomers. Behind the leading edge,
the lamellipodium attaches to the extracellular matrix by means of focal adhe-
sion complexes based on integrin proteins. By engaging the retrograde flow of
actin, focal adhesions exert traction forces on the extracellular matrix, thus pro-
pelling the lamellipodium forward. Inside the cell, focal adhesions at the front
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Figure 1.2 Sketch of different actin structures in a migrating cell. From [Blan-
choin 2014].
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Figure 1.3 Major steps of mesenchymal cell motility. From [Jacobs 2013].

J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 27 (2015) 273103 Topical Review
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Figure 4. Scheme of how migration speed could depend on membrane tension. In the hypothetical situation where membrane tension can
be changed without changing other cellular properties (actin/myosin activity, adhesion. . . ), we expect the following curve. At low
membrane tensions, speeds are sub-optimal because the cell is not well polarized and its lamellipodium is not streamlined in the direction of
movement. Increasing tension rectifies these problems to reach an optimal speed. However further increases in membrane tension could be
expected to reduce speed due to inhibition of polymerization and/or increase in retrograde flow (zooms).

both cases it is observed that cells are more streamlined in the
direction of movement in higher membrane tension conditions.
It is hypothesized that membrane tension helps organize
protrusive forces by either inhibiting spurious protrusion away
from the leading edge, or by causing protrusions to coalesce
and work together, thus improving cell polarization (figure 3).
Coalescence could be driven by the reduction in membrane
deformation energy of combining two independent protrusions
to one, illustrated by estimating the coalescence energy of
actin-filled membrane protrusions. The energy of a single
cylindrical protrusion of length Lf and radius rf much larger
than the natural radius of an empty membrane tether is on
the order of Ef(rf) ≈ 2πrfσmemLf ≈ 104kBT (for σmem =
100 pN µm−1, Lf = 1 µm and rf = 100 nm). The energy
gain when two such protrusions coalesce into a single one of
identical volume, containing the same number of filaments, is
thus quite large: #Ef = −

(
2 −

√
2
)

Ef ≈ −104kBT . Of
course this energy estimate does not consider other factors,
such as membrane anchoring to the cytoskeleton cortex,
which could make coalescence less favorable. It does show
however that membrane tension may play an important role in
organizing cellular protrusions.

In keeping with the idea that membrane tension can
drive coalescence of protrusions and thus enhance motility,
when large amounts of membrane (cell area increases of
over 70%) are delivered to moving keratocytes by liposome
fusion experiments, movement is significantly hampered by the
formation of multiple lamellipodia [27]. Multiple lamellipodia
are also observed in low membrane tension conditions
in protruding fibroblasts [37]. In other circumstances,
where a keratocyte lamellipodium splits into two lobes upon
encountering an obstacle (an atomic force microscopy tip),
one of the two lobes eventually shrinks and reincorporates
with the main cellular protrusion in a way suggesting an

abrupt, mechanically induced slippage possibly triggered by
an increase in membrane tension [47].

So overall it seems that for many different cell types
and using varied manipulations, high membrane tension is
associated with an organized lamellipodia, a single coherent
structure with an unvarying polarity. Interestingly in the World
Cell Race where the migration of multiple cell types along thin
adhesive lines was examined, rapid movement was consistently
associated with cells that did not switch direction [72]. Fast
cells that lost polarity and moved in the opposite direction
were not observed, meaning that high speeds and polarity
maintenance are correlated. We can qualitatively understand
why increased polarity gives increased speeds on the single
filament level: a filament that is growing at some angle in
relation to the direction of movement only contributes to
forward motion by its projection onto the axis of movement
vr = cosθvp, where vp is the polymerization speed [29]. It is
less clear how membrane tension suppresses lateral protrusions
and favors the main protrusion. One way of thinking about this
is by treating the membrane tension as the load that is shared
by the actin filaments that grow up against it. The force per
filament is therefore inversely proportional to the local network
density (see section 3.2), so in regions of higher filament
density, like the leading edge of a cell, the impediment posed
by membrane tension to filament growth is less than in sparser,
lateral regions of the lamellipodium [12, 73]. The lateral
regions are suppressed and the main protrusion is favored. This
is also what is hypothesized to define the shape of the back of
the cell [74].

In the preceding, we have considered that the
lamellipodium is a flat, essentially two-dimensional structure.
However the geometry of the cell leading edge membrane
may also be important, not just its tension. When treated via
classical hypo-osmotic shock to increase membrane tension,

10

Figure 1.4 Effects of membrane tension on mesenchymal cell motility. Membrane ten-
sion can concentrate and confine lamellipodial protrusions at the cell front, hence increasing
migration speed and persistence. However, large membrane tensions can also hinder actin
polymerization and promote the retrograde flow of the lamellipodium, thus decreasing cell
migration speed. From [Sens 2015].
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and the back of the cell are connected through bundles of actin filaments called
stress fibers. These fibers sustain myosin-generated tension that couples the lamel-
lipodium extension with the detachment and retraction of the cell’s trailing edge
(Figs. 1.2 and 1.3) [Ananthakrishnan 2007, Jacobs 2013, Blanchoin 2014]. Thus,
traction forces on the extracellular matrix point inwards both at the front and at
the back of the cell, forming an asymmetric force dipole in the migration direc-
tion [Fournier 2010, Tanimoto 2014].

During mesenchymal cell migration, the membrane remains generally attached
to the underlying actin cytoskeleton, adapting to cell shape as a glove. However,
the membrane does not simply act as a passive participant in cell motility. In fact,
through its interplay with cytoskeletal dynamics, membrane mechanics is a key
regulator of mesenchymal migration [Diz-Muñoz 2013, Sens 2015]. For example,
membrane tension can confine protrusions at the cell front, thereby favouring
cell polarization and directed motion, but also oppose actin polymerization, thus
hindering lamellipodial extension (Fig. 1.4) [Sens 2015]. Even front-back gradients
in membrane tension and in membrane-cortex adhesion have been proposed to be
implicated in the directed migration of some cell types [Sens 2015, Lieber 2015].

The membrane is even more instrumental in the other major mode of cell motil-
ity. The so-called amoeboid motility does not necessarily rely on polymerization-
driven protrusions, but it often uses membrane blebs. Blebs are balloon-like protru-
sions arising from a local detachment of the cell membrane from the underlying
actin cortex. The cell cortex is a thin dense layer of the actin cytoskeleton located
underneath the membrane, bound to it by specific linker proteins, and maintained
under tension by myosin-generated forces (Fig. 1.2). Consequently, membrane
detachment can be induced by a local myosin-generated contraction of the cortex,
which gives rise to a local increase in intracellular pressure that breaks membrane-
cortex bonds. Alternatively, the membrane can detach because of a local decrease
in the concentration of membrane-cortex linker proteins. Moreover, a bleb can also
form because of a local rupture of the cortex. Cortical rupture can be due either to a
local dissassembly of actin or to a local increase in cortical tension sufficient to tear
the cortex (Fig. 3.2) [Charras 2008c].

As in mesenchymal motility, membrane mechanics has a major influence on
bleb-based motility. First, membrane-cortex adhesion is locally regulated to polarize
blebbing in the migration direction. In addition, membrane tension and bending
rigidity limit the pressure-driven expansion of the bleb. Finally, the mechanical
properties of the membrane were also thought to play an essential role in bleb
nucleation [Sens 2015] — a view that we challenge in Chapter 3.

Upon bleb expansion, a new actin cortex reassembles beneath the unbound
membrane. Then, to translocate the cell body, traction forces must be exerted on
the extracellular matrix. However, the mechanisms of traction force transmission in
bleb-based motility are less well known than in its lamellipodial counterpart. In
nonconfined environments, the bleb must adhere to the extracellular matrix to move
the cell body forward, similarly to the lamellipodium in mesenchymal migration.
However, in confined environments, a blebbing cell can move even in the absence
of specific cell-matrix adhesions, relying only on nonuniform friction forces of
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Figure 4 | From blebbing to movement. a | A tumour cell (blue) migrating through a collagen matrix 
(orange). Contraction of the uropod (arrowhead in all images) moves the cell body through the col-
lagen mesh and, subsequently, a new protrusion is created (in the direction of the arrow, right image). 
Time between images ~7 minutes. Scale bar, 20 m. Reproduced, with permission, from REF. 25  
(2003) Rockefeller University Press. b | Bleb migration of a deep cell in a mid-blastula fish embryo. The 
cells in the top part of the image are part of the periblast. A bleb can clearly be distinguished at 
the leading edge of the lowest cell (arrow, left image). This bleb broadens and possibly adheres to the 
periblast (middle image) before elongating into a lobopodium (right image). Time between images is 
4 seconds. Scale bar, 50 m. Reproduced, with permission, from REF. 13  (1977) Blackwell Scientific 
Publications. c | In two-dimensional (2D) cultures, in order to translate polarized blebbing into move-
ment, the cell must adhere to the substrate. When a new bleb is formed and comes in contact with the 
substrate, new cell–substrate adhesions are formed and the cell mass can stream forward. The pink 
dots indicate cell–substrate attachment points. d | When the cell is in a confined environment (for 
example, between two glass coverslips or in a thin microfluidic channel), it can move in the absence 
of cell–substrate adhesions. Instead, the cell exerts forces perpendicularly to the substrate and can 
squeeze itself forward; this mechanism is known as chimneying53. e | When the cell is migrating in an 
extracellular matrix (ECM) gel (three-dimensional (3D) matrix), it can move by a combination of the 
mechanisms described. The fluid nature of growing blebs enables the cell to squeeze through  
the ECM network mesh. The dashed line indicates the position of the leading edge before bleb 
nucleation, arrows indicate the forces that are exerted by the cells on the extracellular environment 
and dashed arrows indicate the streaming of cytoplasm.

switch between motility modes depending 
on their environment. What determines 
the type of protrusion a cell will form is not 
well understood. Some tumour cells pref-
erentially migrate using pseudopodia (the 
mesenchymal migration mode), whereas 
others use blebbing motility (the amoeboid 
mode)6,9. Strikingly, protease inhibitors, 
which prevent mesenchymal motility, can 
induce a switch from mesenchymal to bleb-
bing motility9. By forming blebs, the tumour 
cells can then squeeze themselves through 
pre-existing gaps in the matrix25. This 
plasticity in migration modes represents 
a putative escape mechanism following 
protease-inhibitor treatment of cancer  

dissemination. Neutrophils and lymphocytes 
can switch to blebbing migration when 
adhesion to the substrate is reduced30,53. 
Finally, in D. discoideum cells, osmolarity of 
the medium seems to modulate the mode 
of motility, with blebbing the dominant 
mode in low osmolarity media and lamelli-
podia the dominant mode in high osmolar-
ity media7. Strikingly, blebs in Fundulus deep 
cells can flatten and spread as lamelli podia, 
possibly because of locally higher adhesion 
to the substrate4. Similar transitions also take 
place during cell spreading over a substrate55.

How cells switch from one type of 
protrusion to another is unclear; cortical 
contractility and/or the strength of substrate 

adhesions might be key determinants. 
Because bleb formation depends on myosin 
contractility, lower myosin activity might 
favour the form ation of lamellipodia 
rather than blebs. Indeed, myosin II-null 
D. discoideum cells form lamellipodia under 
conditions in which wild-type cells would 
use blebbing motility7. Conversely, factors 
that facilitate membrane detachment from 
the cortex should favour bleb formation, 
perhaps explaining why blebbing domi-
nates during D. discoideum migration in 
low-osmolarity media7. However, strong 
adhesion to the substrate seems to promote 
lamellipodia formation9,30. Adhesions might 
promote actin polymerization, reduce corti-
cal contractility, stabilize the actin cortex, 
or cause all three simultaneously. Studies 
on cells that can switch between modes of 
motility will be necessary to understand 
what regulates the type of protrusion that  
is formed.

Finally, given the scarcity of data 
available, we can only speculate as to the 
respective advantages of blebbing and 
lamellipodial motilities. Bleb expansion is 
faster than lamellipodial protrusion and 
can occur in any direction, and because 
blebs have no cortex they can easily adapt 
to the shape of the extracellular environ-
ment. Blebs might therefore be useful in 
complex 3D environments, such as ECM 
gels or living tissues (FIG. 4a,b,e), in which 
lamellipodia have no obvious surface to fol-
low9,10,16. However, lamellipodia might allow 
for a precise and controlled sensing of the 
substrate. Focal adhesion formation can be 
activated by tension56, which, when coupled 
to myosin contractions at the base of the 
lamellipodium, can mediate sensing of the 
underlying substrate rigidity57, allowing cells 
to selectively migrate towards stiffer regions 
of the substrate (durotaxis)58.

Blebbing motility might represent a 
simpler mode of locomotion than lamel-
lipodial motility. Indeed, myosin-driven 
cortical contractility alone can lead to bleb 
nucleation and expansion32,47. By contrast, 
lamellipodial growth might require precise 
coordination of actin nucleation, polarized 
growth of a dendritic actin network, adhe-
sion to ECM and, in some cases, matrix  
proteolysis2,9. Moreover, data on cell spread-
ing suggest that bleb growth requires less 
energy than lamellipodium formation55. 
Taken together, these observations sug-
gest that blebs (the formation of which 
only requires the presence of a contractile 
cortex), could be a more ancestral protru-
sion than the finely tuned and energetically 
costly lamellipodium.
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a b c

Figure 1.5 Force transmission mechanisms in bleb-based motility. a, In nonconfined
environments, the bleb must form specific adhesions to the substrate to allow the cell body
to stream forward (dashed arrows). b, In contrast, in confined environments, cells can move
by exerting normal forces on the environment (solid arrows), which generates nonuniform
friction forces that enable cell body translocation even in the absence of specific adhesions.
c, When migrating through extracellular matrices, cells can combine both mechanisms of
force transmission. Thin dashed lines indicate the position of the leading edge before bleb
formation. From [Charras 2008c].
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Figure 4 Force distribution underlying migration in the absence of specific
adhesion. (a) Distribution of forces (variation around the mean, see
also Supplementary Fig. 4i) exerted by migrating Walker cells on the
channel wall. Cell migration direction is to the right, the force is oriented
on average in the direction opposite to this motion, and the stress
magnitudes are in the millipascal–pascal range, considerably smaller than
stresses reported for adhesive cellular movement. Propulsive thrust is
generated in the rear part of the cells, and cells exert a positive, extensile
force dipole on their surrounding environment (⇢BSA =7.710�17 Nm,
⇢BSA/F127 =2.5⇥10�18 Nm and ⇢F127 =4.4⇥10�20 Nm). (b) Schematic
comparison of stresses exerted during adhesive versus frictional cell
migration. Adhesive cells exert large stresses, and induce strong, contractile
deformations on their environment; frictional movement relies on small
stresses and generates weak, extensile deformations. (c) Schematic
classification of swimming and crawling cell motion according to the sign of
the force dipole.

friction, cell velocity is roughly constant whereas friction-generated
stresses increase (Fig. 3b inset), highlighting that cell velocity does not
correlate with the amplitude of the stresses exerted in this migration
mode but is dictated by the velocity of the actomyosin flow.

We then tested whether our theoretical description could
quantitatively recapitulate observed cell and cortex dynamics in
the di�erent friction regimes, and quantified the spatial profile
of cortical flows in the di�erent friction conditions (Fig. 3c). We
performed a simultaneous fit of the model equations to the cortical
flow profiles and the cell velocities measured for di�erent frictions.
Flow profiles and cell velocities could be fitted accurately with a
single set of three fit parameters (Fig. 3b,c), yielding estimates for
the mechanical parameters of the model. We found a cortical tension
gradient 1⇣ = 68 ± 7 pN µm�1, consistent with reported cortical
tension values12,18 and a 2D cortex viscosity ⌘=27±3⇥10�4 Pa sm,
consistent with reported values of 3D cortex viscosities20. The drag
coe�cient was found to be ↵D = 208± 29 kPa sm�1, corresponding
to about 50% of the extracellular medium being pushed forward as
the cell migrates, in agreement with direct estimates of medium flows

(Supplementary Fig. 4e–h and Supplementary Note). In summary,
we could accurately fit both cell and cortex dynamics for all three
friction conditions using a single set of three fit parameters. The
strong agreement between data and theory suggests that rearward
cortical flows coupled to the substrate through nonspecific friction
are su�cient to drive focal-adhesion-independent migration.

Finally, we used themodel and the extracted parameters to compute
the spatial distribution of forces exerted on the substrate during
adhesion-free migration (Supplementary Note). We found that the
total force exerted by migrating Walker cells on the channel walls
was a few piconewtons, balancing the drag experienced by cells in
microchannels. The spatial force distribution of amigrating cell can be
described by a force dipole, ameasure of the separation of pushing and
pulling forces exerted by the cell (see Supplementary Note for details).
A positive force dipole characterizes a cell that pushes itself from the
rear, whereas a negative dipole describes a cell that pulls at the front.
The force dipole determines the pattern of substrate deformation
and can influence cell orientation and cell–cell interactions (reviewed
in ref. 1). Cells migrating using focal adhesions exert a contractile,
negative force dipole, where strong pulling forces on adhesions at
the cell leading edge are counterbalanced by contractile forces at the
rear1,21. In striking contrast with adherent cells, we found that in
migrating Walker cells, the dipolar moment of the force distribution
was positive (Fig. 4a). This indicates that the cells tend to expand
rather than contract their substrate, with the propulsive thrust being
generated in the cell rear (Fig. 4b). Thus, even though force generation
relies on actomyosin-driven flows for bothmigrationmodes, the force
dipoles during adhesion-free and focal-adhesion-based migration
have opposite orientations.

In summary, our study reveals fundamental di�erences in
force transmissionmechanics between focal-adhesion-dependent and
-independent migration modes (Fig. 4). We find that stresses gener-
ated during adhesion-free migration are orders of magnitude smaller
than stresses typically exerted during specific-adhesion-basedmotility
(Fig. 4b and Supplementary Fig. 4i). Indeed, even cells relying on weak
or transient adhesions, such as fast-moving keratocytes or adherent
cells with reduced myosin activity, exert forces in the nanonewton
per square micrometre range on their substrate22,23. We report here
that Walker cells exert stresses of ⇠1 Pa or lower, corresponding to
forces on the channel walls in the piconewton per square micrometre
range. This range of stresses is under the limit of detection using sensi-
tive traction force measurement methods23–25. Instead, our approach,
which relies on friction measurements coupled to fitting of imaging
data to a mechanical model of migration, provides a technique to
extract forces and cell physical properties from cell shape and cortex
dynamics. Such fitting-based measurements are increasingly being
used in studies of cell mechanics26,27. It will be a challenge for future
studies to design substrates allowing for amore direct measurement of
stresses under 1 Pa during migration in confinement.

Our study suggests that the large forces transmitted by focal
adhesions, rather than being essential for motion itself, could function
mostly to guide persistent directionalmigration28 or to probe substrate
sti�ness29,30. Furthermore, in integrin-based migration, large forces
are required to detach focal adhesions and adhesion that is too strong
prevents migration31; in friction-based migration, the detachment
forces areminimal and above a threshold friction, cell velocity remains
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Figure 1.6 Traction patterns in adhesive versus frictional force transmission. Adhesive
cells exert large, inward-pointing traction forces that cause contractile dipolar deformations
on the environment. In contrast, nonadhesive cells exert weaker, outwards-pointing traction
forces that cause extensile dipolar deformations. From [Bergert 2015].
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mode characterized by the formation of a
single stable bleb, similar to the A2 mode
described by Liu et al. (2015). Spatial
confinement of zebrafish cells in the
absence of serum also induces stable
bleb formation and migration. Further-
more, for both LPA-induced and confine-
ment-induced stable bleb migration,
myosin II accumulate at the rear of the
cell, and myosin-II-driven contractile ac-
tivity is required. These results, together
with those of Liu et al. (2015), indicate
that stable bleb motility is observed in pri-
mary cells and cell lines isolated from
various animal species.

To understand how cortical contractility
contributes to stable bleb motility, Ru-
precht et al. (2015) develop a mathe-
matical description of this process. Their
model predicts that local fluctuations in
cortical contractility at the cell periphery
are amplified by external cues or physical
confinement, causing symmetry breaking
and initial polarization (Figure 1). Cell po-
larization is then enhanced and stabilized
by positive feedback between cortical
flow of actin and myosin II toward the

cell rear and the formation of a cortical
contractility gradient that reinforces flow.
In support of this model, they observe
coupling of cortical flow of actin and
myosin to stable bleb migration. Thus,
the theoretical model and experimental
evidence suggest that contractility itself
is sufficient to initiate stable bleb motility.
They then examine the incidence of sta-

ble bleb motility in zebrafish embryos in
response to contractility. Cells expressing
a constitutively active variant of the Rho
family G protein RhoA (to enhance cortical
contractility) exhibit similar shape, migra-
tion behavior, and cortical actin and
myosin II flows as stable bleb cells
in vitro. Moreover, when transferred into
cell culture, these cells exhibit charac-
teristics indistinguishable from primary
germ layer cells undergoing stable bleb
motility. Notably, at wounding sites in
embryos, which exhibit high levels of
contractility, cells not expressing exoge-
nous RhoA also assume a stable bleb
motility mode and migrate from the
wounding site with the rapid speed, direc-
tional persistence, and characteristics of

stable bleb cells in vitro. This confirms
that stable blebmotility initiates at regions
of high contractility in a developing
embryo.
The findings of Liu et al. (2015) and Ru-

precht et al. (2015) for animal cells, along
with the previous study of Dictyostelium
amoeba (Yoshida and Inouye, 2001), sug-
gest that stable bleb motility is a funda-
mental motility mode of eukaryotic cells
and that it operates in a variety of
contexts. These may include embryonic
development, where it is speculated that
this rapid and directionally persistent
motility enables extrusion of cells from re-
gions of high contractility and mediates
long-range cell interactions. Moreover,
stable bleb motility is prevalent in trans-
formed and tumor cells subjected to
confinement, suggesting that it may be a
fundamental property related to invasion
and metastasis. Future work will establish
the detailed mechanisms of force genera-
tion during stable bleb motility, the contri-
bution of this process to development
and tissue maintenance, and the impact
of this form of migration on cancer and
other diseases.
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Figure 1. Motility Modes, Influencing Parameters, and the Initiation and Maintenance of
Stable Bleb Motility
Motility modes include mesenchymal motility, or various forms of amoeboid motility characterized by
blebs, pseudopods, or stable blebs. These are influenced by environmental factors, including the strength
of adhesion to the substrate, or the extent of physical confinement and contractility. The formation of a
stable bleb is theorized to involve fluctuations in cortical contractility, followed by symmetry breaking and
the formation of a bleb. Cortical flow of actin and myosin II toward the cell rear then enhances contractility
in this location, stabilizing the formation of a single bleb at the front and generating force that drives
migration.

582 Cell 160, February 12, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.

and E. histolytica cells [4], while local disruption of the
actin cortex induced by laser ablation has been shown to
result in bleb formation in cultured cells [14], as well as in
zebrafish PGCs in vivo [18!]. Analogously, blebs can be
induced by disruption of the actin cortex by local delivery
of an actin depolymerizing drug [14,19].

The precise mechanisms responsible for determining the
site of bleb initiation during migration are not known.
Nevertheless, several observations suggest that asymme-
tries in the degree of membrane–cortex attachment could
play a role in directing blebs to the cell front. For example,
in Walker carcinosarcoma cells, the level of the actin–
membrane linker ezrin (a member of the ezrin–radixin–
moesin (ERM) family) is elevated at the back of the cell,

consistent with the idea that in these cells, membrane-to-
cortex attachment is reduced at the leading edge, facilitat-
ing bleb formation in this part of the cell [20,21!,22].
Indeed, an increase in the level or the activity of ERMs
is correlated with reduced blebbing in zebrafish germ cells
[18!], in A375 melanoma cells [23] and in mast cells [24]. In
the same direction, as shown in various cell types, weak-
ening the tethering between the membrane and the cell
cortex facilitates bleb formation [10!,13,18!,25]. Together,
these observations highlight the reverse correlation be-
tween the level of membrane–cortex linker molecules and
the potential for bleb formation.

Bleb formation was shown to be critically dependent on the
level of myosin contractility [4,5,18!,26] and increasing the
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Examples of migrating cells forming exclusively blebs, exclusively lamellipodia, switching between protrusion types or forming both protrusion types in
combination. Top left: zebrafish PGC expressing a filamentous actin marker (Lifeact-GFP, green) with plasma membranes of all cells labeled in red
(mCherry-F globin); image courtesy J. Bandemer. Scale bar: 5 mm. Top right: HL60 cell expressing Lifeact-GFP; image courtesy K. Wilson and G.
Charras. Scale bar: 10 mm. Bottom left: Walker carcinosarcoma cells expressing Lifeact-GFP. Cells are selected for (lamellipodia forming) or against
(bleb-forming) adhesion [28!!]; image courtesy M. Bergert. Scale bars: 10 mm. Bottom right: zebrafish mesendoderm progenitor cell expressing a
plasma membrane marker (GPI-RFP, red and Lifeact-GFP, green); courtesy A. Diz-Muñoz. Scale bar: 10 mm.
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Figure 1.7 Cell motility modes, their interplay, and the influence of external parame-
ters. (Top) Examples of migrating cells forming exclusively blebs, exclusively lamellipo-
dia, switching between protrusion types or forming both protrusion types in combination.
From [Paluch 2013]. (Bottom) Influence of cell-substrate adhesion and confinement on the
mode of cell motility. From [Welch 2015].
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nonspecific origin. In this case, the cell can push on the extracellular environment
perpendicularly to the direction of motion and squeeze the cell body forward — a
force-transmission mechanism known as chimneying (Fig. 1.5) [Charras 2008c,
Paluch 2013, Paluch 2016]. With respect to adhesion-based migration, traction
forces exerted by chimneying cells are much weaker and point outwards (Fig. 1.6)
[Bergert 2015].

The mesenchymal motility mode is used by cell types such as fibroblasts
and some cancer cells, whereas the different variants of amoeboid motility are
primarily employed by cell types such as amoeba or embryonic cells. However,
both motility modes can coexist in most cell types, which rely on either mode
under different environmental conditions. For example, confined and/or poorly
adhesive environments favour amoeboid motility, including blebbing. In fact,
to adapt to changing environmental conditions, cells can rapidly switch motility
modes or even combine different kinds of protrusions, such as lamellipodia and
blebs (Fig. 1.7) [Paluch 2006, Yoshida 2006, Lämmermann 2009, Diz-Muñoz 2010,
Bergert 2012, Paluch 2013, Tozluoğlu 2013, Tyson 2014, Liu 2015, Ruprecht 2015,
Welch 2015,Mierke 2015,Diz-Muñoz 2016,Ibo 2016]. Therefore, rather than acting
as independent migration strategies, the different motility modes can cooperate to
endow cells with versatile migration abilities.

1.3 Collective cell migration

In many biological settings, eukaryotic cells do not move individually but rather
in groups. Migration of cell groups is key to many physiological and patho-
logical processes in different contexts, such as embryonic development, tissue
morphogenesis and renewal, wound healing, angiogenesis, and tumor spread-
ing [Friedl 2009, Rørth 2009, Weijer 2009, Scarpa 2016, Mayor 2016, Hakim 2017].
In all these processes, groups of cells migrate in a coordinated manner. In addition to
coordinating their migratory behaviour, collectively migrating cells move more effi-
ciently than if they migrated individually. Therefore, collective cell migration is co-
operative, implying that, rather than simply being a response of many cells to an ex-
ternally imposed signal, coordinated migration emerges from intercellular commu-
nication. Such a communication is generally based on a combination of biochemical
signaling and direct mechanical interactions [Mayor 2016, Rørth 2012, Rørth 2009].

Different cell types exhibit distinct modes of collective migration, with different
degrees of coordination and involving from a few cells to whole tissues [Friedl 2012,
Rørth 2012, Theveneau 2013]. For example, cells of the so-called mesenchymal
phenotype, such as neural crest cells, fibroblasts, embryonic, and immune-system
cells, are generally motile and they do not form stable intercellular adhesions.
Nonetheless, they can migrate directionally as a group, coordinating their migration
both by means of transient cell-cell contacts and via extracellular biochemical
signaling (Fig. 1.8) [Weijer 2009, Theveneau 2013, Scarpa 2016, Hakim 2017].

In contrast, epithelial cells establish stable cell-cell adhesions based on cadherin
proteins, thus assembling into cohesive tissues. In vivo, epithelial cells usually
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Collective migration in development 145

orchestrate sprouting angiogenesis of vertebrate blood ves-
sels in the postnatal mouse retina (Fig. 2 a′). In this context, 
however, stalk elongation is obtained via mitotic division of 
follower cells and active stalk cell rearrangements (Fig. 2 b′; 
Gerhardt et al., 2003). The tip cell state is specified by high lev-
els of VEGF-A signaling, which in turn induces expression of 
Dll-4 (Delta-like 4) and Notch1-dependent lateral inhibition of 
tip cell state in the neighbors, compelling them to become stalk 
cells. Indeed, Dll4 haploinsufficiency or endothelial-specific 
deletion of Notch1 results in supernumerary tip cells (Hellström 
et al., 2007; Suchting et al., 2007). Another well-studied model 
of branching morphogenesis is mammary gland development. 
In contrast with tracheal and vessel branching, here elongation 
of the mammary duct network during puberty requires a variety 
of rearrangements of the epithelial tissue, in which stalk cell 
elongation is obtained via asymmetric division of luminal cells 
to produce a transiently stratified terminal end bud of the mam-
mary gland (Huebner et al., 2014). Collective migration of cells 
in the stratified epithelium then occurs concomitantly to cell 
proliferation in absence of outward directed protrusions (Ewald 
et al., 2008), with individual cells actively forming protrusions 
in the bulk of the epithelial bud (Ewald et al., 2012). Although 
mammary gland collective migration shares some features with 
tracheal branching, such as requirement of FGF (Branchless 
in Drosophila) signaling (Lu et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2014), 
morphogenesis of the mammary gland greatly involves transi-
tions between epithelial states, which have been comprehen-
sively discussed in recent reviews (Andrew and Ewald, 2010; 
Huebner and Ewald, 2014).

Figure 1. Epithelial and mesenchymal collective migration. (a) Epithelial 
cells move as cohesive groups, maintaining cell–cell adhesions. Leader 
cells form protrusions oriented in the direction of migration, whereas fol-
lowers form smaller cryptic protrusions (not depicted). (b) Mesenchymal 
cells migrate directionally as a collective, but they form transient cell–cell 
connections, which may redirect protrusion formation contributing to the 
overall directionality.

Figure 2. Overview of models of collective migration in development. (a) 
Branching morphogenesis of Drosophila trachea. (a′) Sprouting morpho-
genesis of mouse retina, red arrows indicate the direction of migration. 
Orange shadow represents the source of the chemoattractants Bnl (b) or 
VEGF (b′). (b) Bnl/FGF signaling induces tip cell state in the drosophila 
trachea via Delta/Notch lateral inhibition. Stalk cells intercalate passively. 
(b′) VEGF signaling induces tip cell state in endothelial cells via Delta/
Notch lateral inhibition. Follower cells contribute to stalk elongation via 
proliferation. (c) The lateral line primordium migrates caudally along 
the horizontal myoseptum of the zebrafish embryo, which is a source 
of CXCL12/SDF-1 (orange); red arrows indicate direction of migration.  
(d) CXCL12/SDF-1 acts as a chemoattractant for the primordium. Back 
cells express the Cxcr7 (red) and Cxcr4 (not depicted) receptors, whereas 
front cells express Cxcr4 (blue) receptor. Front (leader) cells form large 
protrusions, cell–cell contacts are maintained throughout the primordium.  
(e) Border cell migration. Border cells delaminate from the anterior pole 
of the egg chamber to migrate posteriorly (red arrow) and then turn dor-
sally (red curved arrow) toward the end of their path. Orange shadow 
represents the gradient of chemoattractants PVR/EGF and Gurken. (f) The 
border cell cluster migrates in between the nurse cells. Cell–cell adhesions 
are present at the border cell–border cell (yellow) interface, at the border 
cell–polar cell (purple) interface, and at the border cell–nurse cell (white) 
interface. PVF-1 and EGF guide border cell migration by polarizing the 
protrusions of the cell with the highest RTK signaling levels. (g) Neural 
crest delaminates from the neural plate border and migrates dorsoventrally 
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Figure 1.8 Epithelial and mesenchy-
mal collective migration. a, Epithelial
cells move as cohesive groups, maintain-
ing cell-cell adhesions. b, Mesenchy-
mal cells can migrate directionally as a
noncohesive group. Transient cell-cell
contacts and intercellular signaling co-
ordinate the directed migration. From
[Scarpa 2016].

form cell monolayers that cover organs, acting as protective physical barriers.
On the so-called basal side, epithelial monolayers are adhered to the underlying
connective tissue via a basement membrane of extracellular matrix, to which they
attach via integrin-based adhesions. In turn, the outer part of the epithelial layer,
called the apical side, is exposed to the external environment, which is often a
fluid-filled luminal space, such as the interior of the digestive and respiratory tracts,
excretory ducts, blood vessels, lymph glands, etc. As a consequence of these
different environments, epithelial cells feature an apico-basal polarity, which directs
transport of nutrients and other substances across the epithelial layer. Therefore,
in mature epithelia, cells do not normally exhibit any polarity along the plane of
the basement membrane (planar polarity), and hence they remain mostly nonmotile
(Fig. 1.9) [Alberts 2008].

Similar to motility modes, cell migratory phenotypes are plastic, and many
cell types can exhibit more mesenchymal or more epithelial traits under different
conditions. In fact, in development and in metastatic invasion, cells undergo the so-
called epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), whereby epithelial cells lose their
apico-basal polarity and intercellular junctions to gain a planar polarity and become
migratory (Fig. 5.15) [Thiery 2009, Lim 2012b, Nieto 2013]. Rather than being
a sharp transition, the EMT is currently seen as a multistep phenotypic evolution
that encompasses several collective behaviours of tissues. For example, when
exposed to lateral free space, epithelial cells can migrate collectively as cohesive
groups (Fig. 1.8). Recent investigations of the molecular programs governing the
collective migration of epithelial monolayers have led to propose that it constitutes
an intermediate state in the complex spectrum of epithelial-mesenchymal behaviours
[Revenu 2009, Friedl 2012, Nieto 2016, Hakim 2017].
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Sensing and integrating forces beyond focal adhesion s. 
The majority of cell surface receptors that have been iden-
tified to date are characterized by their ability to respond 
to chemical factors. Despite the prevalence of these 
receptors, only a relatively small set (that is, the integrins 
and cadherins) appear to be capable of responding to 
mechanical cues. Given the importance of regu lating 
and sensing forces across multiple length scales, from 
the molecular level to the tissue level, it stands to reason 
that a versatile set of force sensors must exist that have yet 
to be fully described. One explanation for the elusiveness 
of these types of force-sensors lies in the fact that many 

proteins fall into multiple receptor categories, such that 
they are capable of responding to mechanical strains and 
biochemical cues. Accordingly, a broadened view of the 
role of cell surface receptors is currently being developed 
that includes their ability to work across length scales and 
encompasses their generalize d role in maintainin g tissue 
structure and function.

There are multiple examples in which cell surface 
receptors serve to modify cell fate and tissue behaviour 
through the coupling of biochemical and mechanical cues. 
For instance, tumour cells can generate autologous gradi-
ents of chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 21 (CCL21) and 

Figure 1 | The mechanical network. a | Tissues are mechanically integrated structures, the physical behaviour of which 
is defined by interconnected networks of cell–cell junctions, cell–matrix adhesions, intracellular filament networks (of 
actin, microtubules and intermediate filaments) and the extracellular matrix (ECM). Embedded throughout the network 
are mechanotransducing machines that convert mechanical stimuli into biochemical signals. This process, termed 
mechano transduction, enables cells and tissues to sense and respond to their physical surroundings. The ECM controls 
network connectivity and tension on the network, thereby regulating sites of mechanotransduction. b | Cell–matrix 
adhesion complexes containing integrins can also directly sense the physical properties of the ECM. These complexes 
contain specialized protein sensors, including talin, p130Cas (also known as BCAR1), and integrins themselves, that 
undergo force-dependent conformational changes to elicit downstream signalling responses. The physical properties of 
the ECM are determined by its composition, the organization of its components, and their degree of intramolecular and 
intermolecular crosslinking. Interactions between the cell and ECM are dynamic, interwoven and reciprocal. Transcellular 
tension transmitted across adherens junctions affects ECM remodelling, which in turn regulates cell–matrix and cell–cell 
adhesions. Increased ECM stiffness owing to remodelling can result in changes in cell and nuclear shape, chromatin 
organization, assembly of cell–matrix adhesions (called focal adhesions), formation of actin stress fibres, destabilization 
of cell–cell adhesions, and changes in microtubule dynamics. FAK, focal adhesion kinase.
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Figure 1.9 Cell-cell and cell-matrix adhesions in epithelial monolayers. Epithelial
monolayers are cohesive tissues in which cells are tightly adhered by different adhesions
complexes, mainly adherens junctions based on cadherin proteins. Cells are also attached to
the underlying extracellular matrix by integrin-based adhesion complexes. Inside the cell, the
actin cytoskeleton connects to both adhesion systems, thus allowing cells to exert cell-cell
and cell-substrate forces, and to sense the mechanical properties of the environment. In
particular, mechanosensing feeds back on the architecture of the cytoskeleton and adhesions
themselves. a, On softer matrices, epithelial cells are generally taller, and they feature
actomyosin belts connected to stable adherens junctions on their apical sides. b, In contrast,
in stiffer matrices, epithelial cells are shorter and exhibit stronger focal adhesions connected
by stress fibers on their basal side. From [DuFort 2011].

Epithelial migration is constrained by the maintenance of cell-cell adhesion,
which ensures the physical integrity of the epithelium. Consequently, unlike mes-
enchymal migration, the collective migration of epithelial cells involves force
transmission not only to the extracellular matrix but also among cells through
cell-cell junctions (Fig. 1.10) [Trepat 2011, Vedula 2013, Saw 2014]. Thereby, ac-
tive forces generated by the actomyosin cytoskeleton propagate through the tissue,
making it a mechanically coherent structure. Moreover, the actin cytoskeleton
also mediates a mechanical crosstalk between cell-cell and cell-matrix adhesions
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even originate far away from the edge and be
brought to the front by flows within the epithelium
(51). Indeed, cells far away from the edge of a
monolayer have been shown to extend cryptic la-
mellipodia underneath their neighbors (21), sug-
gesting that leader cells are not necessarily
restricted to the edge of a monolayer (FIGURE 3B).
These leader cells drag along a small cluster of
follower cells, resulting in the formation of “finger-
like” instabilities of the leading front (51). Staining

reveals thick actin bundles (51) as well as stretched
E-cadherin morphology (48) connecting the lead-
ers to the followers, suggesting a strong mechani-
cal coupling and force transmission within these
finger-like structures. Velocity field analysis and
mechanical perturbation of leader cells using laser
ablation strongly support the role of leader cells in
providing local guidance cues to cells following
them (53). It was further observed that inhibition
or expression of a dominant negative form of Rho

FIGURE 3. Mechanisms of collective cell migration from a mechanistic perspective
A: positive (left) and negative (right) fluorescence image of a migrating monolayer of MDCK cells stably expressing
actin-GFP showing finger-like instabilities capped by cells with mesenchymal morphology characteristic of leader
cells. Right image is superimposed with “cartoonized” structures (red and green) to illustrate the distribution of ac-
tin bundles and lamellipodia that is typical of leaders and followers in finger-like protrusions. B: cryptic lamellipodia
extended by cells far away from the leading edge. Inset: magnified view of the region bounded by the dotted box
showing cryptic lamellipodia. Right image is superimposed with pseudo-colored structures (red and green) to illus-
trate the distribution of actin bundles and cryptic lamellipodia. C: cartoon illustrating the mechanical interaction of
cells with the substrate through focal adhesions and with their neighbors through cell-cell junctions. The former re-
sults in traction forces, and the latter transmits the tension across the sheet of cells. D: cell-cell junctions are sub-
jected to shear and normal stresses during migration as a result of mechanical coupling. Cells tend to migrate
along the direction of maximal normal stress and minimal shear stress. E: particle image velocimetry (PIV) tracking
of MDCK cells migrating within wide channels (!400 "m) showing vortex formation (top) and within narrow chan-
nels (!20 "m) showing a contraction relaxation mode of migration (bottom). Cartoons showing the distribution of
traction forces under both conditions are depicted below the respective images (F) plot of the correlation distance
(of velocities) of MDCK cell clusters as a function of the radius of the confining circular pattern.
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Figure 1 | Experimental model. a, A PDMS membrane is deposited on a
collagen-coated polyacrylamide (PA) gel. Cells are seeded and allowed to
attach only over the gap defined by the PDMS membrane. When confluent
cells reach a relatively high confluence, the PDMS membrane is peeled off
and cells start invading the surrounding space. b, Transversal view of
LifeAct MDCK cells at the specified time points after the PDMS membrane
was removed; scale bar,20 µm. c, Basal actin (LifeAct–GFP), E-cadherin,
ZO-1 and paxillin immunofluorescence micrographs before, 1 h after and 4 h
after removing the membranes. Scale bars,15 µm. d, Cell sheet area (filled
circles) and cell sheet area due to proliferation (white circles) at different
time points. The area due to proliferation was calculated by counting the
number of cells in the monolayer at distinct time points and then
multiplying the number of new cells by the average cell area. Data are
mean ± s.d. (n = 5). Inset: relative contribution of cell proliferation to cell
sheet area.

With time, these boundary layers became markedly heterogeneous
but systematically grew to encompass increasing numbers of

cells; cell–cell tension transmission exhibited a growing scale
of length (Fig. 2k), and the maximum intercellular shear stress
(µ̄) followed a similar pattern (Fig. 2m,n). Taken together, these
findings demonstrate that force transmission from cell-to-cell,
and cellular migration across the epithelial sheet, are initiated at
the leading edge and progressively penetrate towards the centre
(Supplementary Movie S3).

Moreover, these stress fields were anisotropic. At each position
in the monolayer plane, the maximum (�max) and minimum
(�min) principal stresses5 were represented as an ellipse aligned
with corresponding principal orientations (Fig. 2p). Throughout
epithelial expansion, stress ellipses tended to be spindle-shaped
and thus revealed pronounced stress anisotropy. The maximum
principal stress orientation tended to be perpendicular to the
leading edge and thus roughly parallel to local cell motion
(Fig. 2q). As described previously, this mode of local cell guidance
defines plithotaxis2,5.

Superposed on systematic monolayer spreading were large-
scale spatio-temporal fluctuations of tractions, monolayer stresses
and cellular velocities (Fig. 2f,i,l,o). To better characterize the
systematic evolution of mechanical patterns, we averaged these
variables over the observable monolayer length (corresponding
to the y coordinate), thereby reducing the dimensionality of the
system to only one spatial dimension and one temporal dimension.
All data could then be represented as kymographs in the x–t
plane (Methods). Kymographs of cellular velocity (vx) revealed
motility patterns that were not restricted to the initial phase of
inward mobilization (Fig. 3a). To the contrary, after reaching the
monolayer midline at ⇠150min, the two fronts of cell motility
coalesced and then continued towards the leading edges. When
cells are cohesive and mass is conserved, cellular velocities must
be linked to the rate of cell deformation (strain rate, "̇xx ; ref. 11)
through the expression "̇xx = @vx/@x . Remarkably, kymographs of
"̇xx revealed clear evidence of wave-like crests of strain rate that were
launched at each leading edge, propagated away from and back to
the leading edge at roughly twice the speed of the advancing front
edge, and spanned the entire monolayer (Fig. 3b). To distinguish
these mechanical waves from other known types of mechanical
wave, and because they inscribe an X-shape on the kymograph,
we call them X-waves.

To study the physical origin of the X-wave, we next focused
on traction generation and stress transmission in the monolayer.
Whereas traction kymographs demonstrated extrema at the leading
edge, monolayer stresses were highest at the monolayer midline,
indicating that local force generation was globally integrated and
transmitted through cell–cell junctions to give rise to a stress
build-up (Fig. 3c,d). Importantly, monolayer stress at the midline
oscillated in time (Fig. 3g,h and Supplementary Movie S4); these
oscillations were in phase with fluctuations of cell area (Fig. 3f,h)
and demonstrated phase quadrature with strain rate (Fig. 3e).
Contrary to long-held assumptions (reviewed in ref. 12), these
observations establish that on the ultraslow timescales of cellular
migration the dominant cellular stresses in the monolayer are
elastic, not viscous.

In the absence of appreciable inertia, there can exist no exchange
between kinetic and potential energy storage as is usually associated
with propagation of passive mechanical waves, thus suggesting
that the mechanism underlying the observed propagation might
be active. To investigate this possibility, we inhibited myosin using
blebbistatin. Blebbistatin prevented the formation of stress fibres
(Supplementary Fig. S2) and had little effect on the velocity of the
leading edge, thus confirming previous reports in wound scratch
assays8. Blebbistatin caused traction forces and intercellular stresses
to be abrogated, however (Supplementary Fig. S2 and Movie S5).
A well-defined front of strain rate could be clearly identified
nonetheless, but this front was stationary, did not propagate
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b

a

Figure 1.10 Collective polarization in epithelial migration. a, Transversal view of an in
vitro monolayer of LifeAct MDCK cells that is exposed to free space at t = 0 h. Adapted
from [Serra-Picamal 2012]. b, Sketch of cell shape, as well as traction and intercellular forces
during the collective cell migration of an epithelial monolayer. Adapted from [Vedula 2013].

that is involved in the transduction of mechanical signals from the environment
(Fig. 1.9). Hence, the interplay between both adhesion systems has a major role in
the regulation of the collective migration of epithelial cell groups [Collins 2015].

To start migrating, epithelial cells must acquire a planar polarity. At a free
edge of an epithelial monolayer, the lateral asymmetry of cadherin-based inter-
cellular junctions acts as a cue for the loss of the so-called contact inhibition of
locomotion (Fig. 6.13). Thereby, the cells at the border of the monolayer polarize,
developing lamellipodia that exert traction forces to migrate towards free space.
As a consequence, cells immediately behind the leading edge are pulled through
cell-cell junctions, and hence they also polarize and start migrating by extend-
ing so-called cryptic lamellipodia underneath the cells in front. This collective
polarization process continues to involve further rows of cells, finally leading to
the coordinated migration of the entire monolayer (Figs. 1.10 and 6.13) [Theve-
neau 2013, Vedula 2013, Ladoux 2016, Hakim 2017].

The last decade has seen a great advance in the understanding of the mechanics
of collective cell migration, mainly due to the possibility to measure the traction and
intercellular force fields during the spreading of epithelial monolayers in vitro. Such
measurements are often performed using the so-called traction-force microscopy,
which infers the traction forces by measuring the cell-induced deformations of
an artifical substrate of controlled elastic properties [Serra-Picamal 2015]. In
addition, the stress field in the cell monolayer can be obtained from the force
balance condition with the traction forces, in what is known as monolayer stress
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diagram illustrating the computation of stress within the cell sheet. The average stress h�
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Figure 3 | The state of stress of the whole expanding colony is set by a global tug-of-war. a, Radial component of tractions along a diameter of the
expanding cell colony (bar = 200 µm). b, Phase contrast image. Note the presence of multicellular protrusions on the left margin of the colony. This
particular shape is reminiscent of that caused by fingering instabilities in fluids9. c, Tug-of-war model. A small portion of the traction that each cell
generates is transmitted to the cell behind. As such, tension in the cytoskeleton and cell–cell junctions increases towards the centre of the cell colony (red
arrows). d, Once integrated over many cell rows, this small portion becomes dominant over traction fluctuations (see Fig. 2). Dotted lines indicate mean±
standard error. Inset: Representative measurement of �

xx

over the whole diameter of a colony. �
xx

reaches a maximum roughly at the centre of the colony.
The fact that �

xx

does not decrease exactly to zero at the end of the monolayer points to the existence of weak shear stresses that also contribute to the
force balance. e, The ratio between radial stress and cell density across the monolayer was roughly constant. Error bars indicate standard errors.

forces are balanced locally, as if each cell were self-propelled, or
whether they are transmitted from cell to cell in a cooperative
manner. We note that no amount of kinematic data or structural
data, no matter how detailed, and no molecular manipulation, no
matter how sophisticated, can ever suffice to resolve this question.
Instead, we provide here a conclusive answer based solely on the
application of Newton’s laws. We begin by computing the spatial
averages (denoted by h i) of T? and Tk (Fig. 2c). As expected
by symmetry, hTki was near zero. hT?i was maximum at the
leading edge and progressively decayed with distance from the
edge before changing sign in the opposite half of the sheet. In
contrast to hTki, however, the spatial average hT?i far away from
the edge remained weakly but systematically greater than zero, with
typical tugging tractions of the order of 5 Pa. In the context of cell
mechanics, a regional stress of magnitude in this range is often
regarded as being small, and is certainly small compared with the
fluctuations that we observed. One might therefore conclude that
its effects are essentially negligible; we come to a quite different
conclusion, however.

Within the field of measurement—here spanning less than half
the sheet diameter—the average stress at the interface between
the cell base and the cell substrate, hT?i, was regionally positive
everywhere. This stress acts systematically in a direction that pulls

the sheet towards the leading edge. The question then arises, how
are these stresses balanced, as is required by Newton’s laws? The
simple and inescapable answer is this: at any arbitrary given distance
L remote from the leading edge, the sum of the traction stresses
perpendicular to the edge from x = 0 up to x = Lmust be balanced
by forces carried within the cell sheet at position L (Fig. 2e). At
every position within the sheet, therefore, the accumulated traction
must be balanced by local cell-borne stresses that are transmitted
along the cell sheet by the cytoskeleton within cells and by cell–cell
junctions between cells. Using �xx to denote stresses within the cell
sheet on a plane perpendicular to the substrate and parallel to the
edge, as distinct from cell tractions T at the cell–substrate interface,
force balance demands that these be related by

h�xx(x)i = 1
hzhy

Z x

0

Z hy

0
Tx(x 0,y 0) dx 0 dy 0

where we take cell height, hz , to be roughly 5 µm (ref. 33), and hy is
the length of the field of view.

We note, first, that if each cell were entirely self-propelled, then
h�xxi would be identically zero everywhere. This possibility can
now be ruled out (Fig. 2d). Instead, h�xxi increased steadily with
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Figure 1.11 Mechanics of epithelial collective cell migration. a, Phase-contrast image
of a collectively migrating monolayer of MDCK cells. b, c, Components of the traction
force normal and parallel to the monolayer edge. The field of view is 750 µm × 750 µm.
d, Profiles of the components of the traction force, averaged along the direction parallel to
the edge. The average normal component (filled symbols) decays from the edge towards the
interior of the monolayer, whereas the average parallel component (open symbols) vanishes
all across the tissue. e, Profile of the average xx-component of the stress tensor in the
cell monolayer, obtained by integrating the x-component of the tractions. f, Sketch of the
computation of the stress component from the traction forces. g, Sketch of the traction (blue)
and intercellular stress (red) profiles in the cell monolayer. Adapted from [Trepat 2009].

microscopy1. These measurements revealed that, during collective cell migration,
traction forces are mainly directed along the direction of expansion, and that their
magnitude is the largest at the monolayer edge, decaying towards the bulk of the
tissue. As a consequence, stress builds up in the monolayer, increasing from the

1In general, solving the force balance condition to infer the stress field requires some assumptions
on the rheology of the monolayer [Tambe 2011, Tambe 2013, Zimmermann 2014b]. To overcome this
issue, an inference method based on Bayesian inversion has been recently proposed to obtain the stress
field without explicit rheological assumptions [Nier 2016].
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~20 lm compared to <100 Pa for radius of curvature
of ~200 lm) and this can promote stress fiber forma-
tion. Large stress fibers are formed normal to the edges
and polarized the cells there. Discontinuities in the

actin belt surrounding the tissue are also seen at sharp
concave edges, which release the constraint and further
promote leader cell formation in those locations. Yet
other evidence shows single cells aligning in response

FIGURE 2. Epithelial monolayer expansion. (a) Leader cells drag follower cells and drive finger formation at migrating front.
(b) Inward moving mechanical wave (red dotted line) propagating into the tissue from front. Cells immobilize sequentially and
migrate outwards to expand the monolayer. (c) Tension builds up in expanding monolayer, increasing progressively into the tissue
and presenting a possible polarization cue for cells. (d) Cell division axis aligns with monolayer expansion direction. (e) Cells at the
side of the hole closest to the migrating front are stretched by outward propagating neighbors but still exert forces to polarize
themselves towards the hole, i.e., ‘‘Kenotaxis’’. (f) Cells move in vortice-like swirls in unconfined monolayer. (g) Small enough
confinement forces cells to move persistently with ordered velocity fields. (h) Leader cells preferentially emerge at sharp tissue
edges indicating influence of geometry.

Mechanobiology of Collective Cell Migration 7

Figure 1.12 Emergent dynamical phenomena in spreading epithelial monolayers.
From [Saw 2014].

edge towards the interior (Fig. 1.11, see also Fig. 6.15) [Trepat 2009, Hakim 2017].
Complementarily to the measurement of forces, flow fields during epithelial

spreading have also been characterized. These measurements reveal flow fields
with spatial correlations over distances much larger than cell size, implying that
collective motion occurs in the monolayer. In fact, a number of emergent dynamical
phenomena have been found in spreading epithelial monolayers, including swirl-like
motion, multicellular protrusions at the leading edge, mechanical waves, velocity
oscillations, etc. (Fig. 1.12) [Hakim 2017, Vedula 2013, Saw 2014].

All these phenomena require cell-cell adhesion to allow for stress transmission
through the tissue, and occur on timescales at which the monolayer should exhibit
a fluid rheology. The elastic stress built by tissue deformations relaxes through
several processes occurring at different timescales, including the turnover of cy-
toskeletal and adhesive structures, cell shape changes, cell rearrangements, cell
extrusion, and cell division and death (Fig. 1.13) [Guillot 2013, Wyatt 2016, Khalil-
gharibi 2016]. Clear illustrations of the fluid behaviour of tissues on appropri-
ate timescales include cell sorting or the fusion of cell aggregates (Fig. 1.14),
for which both surface tension and viscosity have been measured [Gonzalez-
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the large number of parameters involved. A more eco-
nomical design is to average the relevant biophysical
processes occurring at smaller length-scales and faster
time-scales than the phenomenon under consideration
in the form of effective rheological parameters, an ap-
proach called homogenization in mechanics (Figure 2).
When the time-scales and length-scales of the participat-
ing phenomena are well separated, homogenization can
represent a particularly efficient approach compared to
more comprehensive models, both in terms of computa-
tional speed and understanding. For example, models
seeking to understand the longer time-scales of tissue
mechanics need not incorporate the dynamics of intersti-
tial cytoplasmic flow or the actin cytoskeleton turnover
because these will be in quasi-static equilibrium for time-
scales longer than a few minutes.

A first class of models reduces cells to their centre of
mass and considers pairwise interactions of particles

subjected to forces such as short range repulsion due
to contact inhibition [59] and long range attraction due
to intercellular adhesion [60,61]. Such approaches have
yielded insights into phenomena across various time-
scales to understand collective cell dynamics [62], jam-
ming where cells become caged by their neighbours
[63], visco-plastic flows [64], and over longer time-
scales, the emergence of an homeostatic state [65]
viewed as a stable mechanical equilibrium between cell
division and apoptosis. However, this approach cannot
account for cell morphology and therefore fails to accu-
rately describe the role of cell junctions in tissue me-
chanics.

To interpret changes in intercellular contact morpholo-
gies and sorting experiments [66], models incorporating
intercellular adhesion energies, cortical tensions and a
bulk elastic modulus emerged, such as vertex models
(reviewed in [67]) and cellular Potts models [68].

Dynamic mechanics of cellularised aggregates Khalilgharibi et al. 117
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Coarse graining and time averaging can guide which phenomena are included in modelling. Phenomena participating in cellularised aggregate
rheology classified by length-scale and time-scale. Computational models can exclude structures smaller than a chosen scale, a process known
as coarse graining (red arrow), and can seek to represent dynamics only above a chosen time-scale, a process known as time averaging (blue).
Length-scales have been subdivided into the characteristic length-scales of molecules (Molecular), cells (Cellular), groups of cells (Cohort), and
tissues.
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Figure 1.13 Processes contributing to tissue rheology, classified by length-scale and
timescale. Adapted from [Khalilgharibi 2016].

to a viscoelastic model, the aggregate’s elastic
modulus, viscosity, and surface tension are de-
termined. This technique has the advantage of a
relatively simple experimental setup and image
analysis. Using this technique on aggregates of
mouse sarcoma cell lines expressing E-cadherin,
Guevorkian et al. reported that the aggregate’s
surface tension increasedwith the applied pressure
(21), which could indicate an active reinforce-
ment of the aggregate in response to the applied
stress. Such a reinforcement has not been reported
in parallel-plate compression experiments.Although
in parallel-plate compression aggregates are com-
pressed to a constant strain,with the exerted stresses
being relaxed over a typical time scale of about
an hour, in micropipette aspiration aggregates
undergo a continuous traction at constant stress.
It has been reported that traction forces elicit
active cell contractile responses (37, 38), which

may not arise during compression. A systematic
study comparing parallel-plate compression and
micropipette aspiration on aggregates of the same
cell lines would help to clarify the effect of these
differences. It has also been pointed out that where-
as in parallel-plate compression the whole aggre-
gate is stressed, micropipette aspiration probes
only a subset of the aggregate’s cells (39). The
number of cells subjected to stress scales as Rp

3.
Thus, for the continuum hypothesis to be valid
and the technique applicable to characterize ag-
gregate rheology, the micropipette radius should
be large enough to probe a few hundreds of cells,
which is usually accomplished with Rp ≈ 30 mm.

The existence of a yield modulus above which
aggregates exhibit plastic behavior remains a mat-
ter of controversy. Some authors have postulated
the existence of a yield modulus in tissues, which
physically would arise from the critical force

required to break intercellular bonds and induce
cellular reorganization (22). To our knowledge,
no systematic experimental investigation of the
existence of a yield stress in tissues has been con-
ducted. Existing experimental observations such
as the spontaneous fusion of two aggregates
(40) seem to suggest that the yield stress, if it
exists, is smaller than the stresses induced by
tissue surface tension, and thus deformations are
relaxed by surface tension over a time scale of
the order of hR/g, where R is the characteristic
aggregate size (typically a few hundred micro-
meters). Moreover, bond formation and dissoci-
ation is more accurately described as a dynamic
process, where the formation and dissociation
rates vary continuously with the applied load. An
appealing solution to the debate about the exist-
ence of tissue plasticity has been suggested by
Marmottant et al. (41), who proposed that the

Fig. 2. Wetting analogies of tissue behavior. (A) Cell sorting. Two different cell
populations (pink and blue) in a cell aggregate spontaneously sort out according to
their surface and interfacial tensions. (B) Aggregate fusion. When brought into
contact, two aggregates of the same cell line fuse to yield a larger, spherical aggre-
gate. (C) Aggregate spreading on a wettable substrate. Reprinted with permission
from (57). (D) Long-term spreading dynamics. As the aggregate cohesivity is de-

creased, the dynamics of the precursor film transitions froma liquid (left) to a2Dgas
(right). Reprinted with permission from (3). (E) Dewetting of a cellularmonolayer on
a nonwettable substrate, a phenomenon opposite to spreading. Reprinted with kind
permission of The European Physical Journal (EPJE) from (6). Scale bars, 100 mm. (F)
Aggregate shivering. Active pulsatile contractions are observed during micropipette
aspiration when the aspiration pressure is within a certain range.
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Figure 1.14 Fluid behaviour of cell aggregates. a, Two different cell populations sort out
according to their interfacial tensions. b, When brought into contact, two aggregates of the
same cell line fuse into a larger spherical aggregate. From [Gonzalez-Rodriguez 2012].

Rodriguez 2012]. Furthermore, cell aggregates also spread into cell monolayers
and viceversa, in the equivalent of the wetting and dewetting processes of conven-
tional fluids. Both the wetting transition and the spreading dynamics are strongly
influenced by cell-cell and cell-substrate adhesion, which in turn depends on both
the chemical and mechanical properties of the substrate (Figs. 6.1 to 6.3) [Gonzalez-
Rodriguez 2012, Hakim 2017].

Finally, collective cell migration in epithelial monolayers is mainly driven by
oriented active forces, such as traction or anisotropic cellular contractility. Thus, at
least mechanically, epithelial monolayers exhibit an in-plane orientational order that
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arises from the planar polarity of individual cells. Therefore, collectively migrating
cell monolayers can be thought of as nematic liquid crystal phases. Indeed, contin-
uum models of epithelial monolayers as active liquid crystals have been proposed
[Lee 2011b, Lee 2011a, Doostmohammadi 2015, Lee 2016, Notbohm 2016, Blanch-
Mercader 2017b, Saw 2017, Kawaguchi 2017, Hirst 2017, Morita 2017, Blanch-
Mercader 2017a, Yabunaka 2017b, Hakim 2017] — an approach that we follow in
our models in Chapters 6 and 7.

1.4 Active polar gels in cell and tissue biology

In this section, we introduce some of the main concepts underpinning the theory
of active polar gels. This theory provides a general framework to describe the
hydrodynamics of several biological systems in the context of cells and tissues.
Examples include mixtures of cytoskeletal filaments and molecular motors, the
mitotic spindle, the lamellipodium, the cell cortex, and epithelial monolayers
[Joanny 2011,Prost 2015]. In this thesis, the theory of active gels plays two different
roles. On the one hand, in Chapter 4, we contribute to the theory itself by deriving
the constitutive equations from a mesoscopic model inspired by some biological
systems. On the other hand, in Chapters 6 and 7, we employ the formalism of active
gel theory to model the spreading of epithelial monolayers, focusing on the wetting
transition and on the stability of the monolayer front.

Active polar gels are soft materials made out of polar microscopic constituents
that are transiently crosslinked and maintained out of equilibrium by internal
processes that continuously transduce energy. The development of hydrodynamic
equations that describe the large-scale and long-time dynamics of such materials
was motivated by the behaviour of the actin cytoskeleton [Kruse 2004, Kruse 2005,
Jülicher 2007, Joanny 2009, Prost 2015]. Thus, as an illustration, here we detail
the features that make the actin cortex (see Fig. 1.2) one of the most promiment
examples of a biological active polar gel.

• Physical gel: Actin filaments in the cortex are crosslinked by a variety
of proteins like fascin, actinin, and filamin. These proteins bind to actin
filaments mainly via dipolar interactions or ionic bonds. Therefore, the links
between actin filaments have binding energies comparable to the thermal
energy kBT , much smaller than typical energies of covalent bonds2. Hence,
actin crosslinks are relatively short-lived, lasting hundreds of seconds at
most, which makes it a physical gel3. As a consequence, the actin cortex
exhibits the mechanical response of a viscoelastic fluid with a relatively short
relaxation time.

2The fact that the energy scale of the interactions between the constituents of a system is comparable
to the thermal energy is one of the defining features of soft materials.

3The term physical gel refers to polymeric materials with transient crosslinks due to weak interactions,
as opposed to the term chemical gel, which denotes a material with almost permanent crosslinks due to
strong covalent bonds [Jones 2002].
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Figure 1.15 Polar nature of actin filaments. a, An actin filament is a right-handed helix
of actin monomers, which makes both ends distinct. As a consequence, actin polymerizes
faster at the barbed end than at the pointed end. b, Polymerization rates of each end of
actin filaments as a function of the concentration of free actin monomers. The darker region
indicates the regime in which the filament grows at the barbed end and shrinks at the pointed
end, generating a net flux of polymerized actin known as treadmilling. From [Bray 2001].

• Polar material: Due to both excluded-volume interactions and crosslinking,
cortical actin filaments typically feature an average alignment (see Fig. 1.2).
Thus, the cell cortex can form a nematic liquid crystal of actin filaments.
In addition to their tendency to align, individual actin filaments are polar,
meaning that their head and tail are distinct. Such asymmetry stems from the
properties of actin monomers, which assemble into right-handed helicoidal
filaments. Hence, the two ends of an actin filament are different, being termed
barbed and pointed ends. As a consequence of their structural polarity, actin
filaments generally polymerize at different rates at each end (Fig. 1.15a).
Under physiological conditions, monomers are typically added at the barbed
end and lost at the pointed end. This fact generates a net flux of polymerized
actin towards the direction of the barbed end, which is known as actin
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Symmetries in active matter
Many additional studies of the self-organization of 
cytoskeletal filaments and molecular motors have been 
conducted, leading to the observation of a wide variety 
of behaviours. As in traditional condensed matter sys-
tems45, in the classification of active matter systems it is 
helpful to focus on their symmetries, which determine 
their behaviours at large length and timescales and the 
type of topological defects they can host. Cytoskeletal 
filaments are polar objects, which can arrange to form 
systems with different symmetries (FIG. 3a). If the fila-
ments are not oriented relative to each other, the assem-
blies they form are structurally isotropic at large length 
scales. These systems can be further classified as fluids 
or gels, depending on whether they are predominately 
liquid-like or solid-like, respectively. Collections of 
filaments that are positionally disordered but orienta-
tionally ordered form liquid crystalline phases. Nematic 
liquid crystals contain filaments that orient along a pref-
erential axis and point in either direction along that axis, 
whereas polar liquid crystals contain filaments that point 
in a common direction. Topological defects (FIG. 3b) are 
singularities in the continuous field used to describe the 
order of a system. These defects are characterized by a 
topological charge; whether a topological defect is posi-
tively or negatively charged depends on the sense of rota-
tion of the director field along a closed path encircling 
the defect. The magnitude of the defect charge is deter-
mined by the rotation of the orientation of the fila ments 

along this path, with a rotation of π corresponding to 
defects with a charge of ±1/2. In nematic liquid crys-
tals, the lowest-energy defects have a charge of ±1/2. 
The symmetries of polar liquid crystals do not allow 
defects of charge ±1/2; instead, they host defects with 
integer charge. Nematic liquid crystals can also form 
defects with integer charge; however, these have not been 
experimentally observed in liquid crystals formed from 
cytoskeletal filaments. Isotropic materials do not host 
topological defects.

Molecular motors continuously hydrolyse ATP to 
generate local forces as they move along and push and 
pull on cytoskeletal filaments. At length scales much 
bigger than the interatomic distances, such forces pro-
duce active stresses, which, along with the mechani-
cal properties of the material, determine how volume 
elements deform and interact with each other. Similar 
to the structural properties, active stresses can have 
different symmetries (FIG. 4). Isotropic active stresses, 
such as conventional pressure, lead to uniform expan-
sion or contraction. By contrast, dipolar active stresses 
lead to flows but not to changes in volume. They have 
no analogue in equilibrium systems and are responsi-
ble for many of the unusual properties of active matter. 
A system with an inherent tendency to extend along 
its nematic or polar axis is referred to as ‘extensile’ (in 
the dipolar sense), whereas a system which contracts 
along that axis is referred to as ‘contractile’ (again, in 
the dipolar sense). Confusingly, systems with isotropic 
contractile stresses are also called contractile, although 
isotropic contractility and dipolar contractility are dif-
ferent phenomena. We are not aware of any cytoskeletal 
system that has been demonstrated to be extensile in the 
isotropic sense. In the following, we discuss experimen-
tal studies of several systems composed of cytoskeletal 
filaments and molecular motors (FIG. 5), classifying them 
by the symmetry of their structures and active stresses.

Active extensile fluids. The dynamical behaviour of 
aster-forming microtubules is strikingly transformed 
by adding non-adsorbing polymers that interact with 
microtubules by excluded volume interactions and 
induce their bundling46,47. The bundling transition is 
driven by the gain in entropy of the depleting poly-
mers. A single kinesin motor binds and walks along 
one filament, and thus cannot generate stress. By con-
trast, kinesin clusters can simultaneously bind multi-
ple microtubules in a bundle. Their ability to generate 
active stresses depends on the polarity of the constit-
uent microtubules. For unipolar bundles, motors sim-
ply move along two filaments towards their plus ends, 
without generating any interfilament sliding. In com-
parison, for mixed-polarity bundles, motors power 
interfilament sliding, which in turn generates active 
stresses that are predominantly extensile (in the dipolar 
sense; FIG. 4). Compared with the aster-forming dilute 
isotropic suspensions discussed above, kinesin clus-
ters power interfilament sliding more efficiently within 
dense bundled microtubules, making extensile bundles a 
versatile building block for the assembly of diverse bulk 
active materials. It is likely that the effective processivity 
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Figure 3 | Symmetries of filament assemblies and topological defects. a | Filaments, 
which are polar objects, can collectively form arrangements with different symmetries. 
Unoriented filaments form isotropic assemblies. A nematic arrangement can be obtained 
if filaments point either way along a common axis. If filaments point in a common 
direction, a net polar order develops. b | Different topological defects can be present in 
ordered materials, such as nematic or polar liquid crystals. The magnitude and sign of the 
defect’s charge, which depend on the rotation of the orientation of the filaments along a 
path encircling the defect (red circles), give the extent and direction of the rotation of the 
alignment around the defect. Nematic liquid crystals can host defects with half-integer 
or integer charge, whereas polar liquid crystals can only host defects with integer charge.
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Figure 1.16 Orientational order in polar materials. Polar constituents (arrows), such as
cytoskeletal filaments or polarized cells, may form isotropic phases lacking orientational
order. Otherwise, the constituents align to form either a nematic phase, if they point in
either direction along a given axis, or a polar phase, if they point in a common direction.
From [Needleman 2017].

treadmilling (Fig. 1.15b). When actin polymerization is locally induced, such
as at the leading edge of a lamellipodium (Fig. 1.2), the ensuing treadmilling
is directed towards the cell interior, thus yielding the cytoskeletal network
globally polar. In contrast, the cortex or other actin structures such as stress
fibers need not form a polar phase, but they can form a nematic phase as well
(see Fig. 1.16).

• Active material: Actin polymerization requires the hydrolysis of ATP, so that
this chemical reaction must be maintained out of equilibrium for polymeriza-
tion to proceed. Therefore, this process is active, allowing for the chemical
energy of ATP hydrolysis to be transduced into mechanical work if polymer-
ization acts against some load. In addition, cortical actin filaments are not
only crosslinked by passive proteins but also by aggregates (mini-filaments)
of myosin molecular motors. These proteins transduce the chemical energy
of ATP hydrolisis into mechanical work employed to pull on the filaments
they are bound to. These active pulling forces drive relative slidings between
the filaments, which finally gives rise to the contractile behaviour of the
cortex (Fig. 2.2). In all, the cell cortex is an active material.

Beyond the specificities of each particular system, the hydrodynamic theory
of active polar gels provides a general description of the long-time, large-scale
behaviour of any system having the symmetries of an active polar gel. As a hydro-
dynamic theory, it gives the evolution of slow variables4 describing macroscopic
observables, whereas the system-specific microscopic details are encoded in the
values of a set of phenomenological transport coefficients. Slow or hydrodynamic
variables are generally either densities of conserved quantities, or order-parameter
fields arising from broken continuous symmetries [Chaikin 1995, Forster 1990, Re-

4Slow variables are those featuring a slow evolution at long wavelengths, meaning vanishing
relaxation rates at short wave-vectors, limq→0 ω (q) = 0.
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are kept far from their equilibrium values
by cellular metabolism. This source of free
energy acts like a battery that can be
tapped by coupling protein conforma-
tional changes to nucleotide hydrolysis,
which biases the rates of reactions and
allows detailed balance to be broken [11].
For example, tubulin-GTP is primarily
incorporated into assembling microtu-
bules. Hydrolysis occurs and tubulin-
GDP is released during microtubule dis-
assembly, whereupon tubulin-GDP can
be converted to tubulin-GTP, which is a
net cycle that violates detailed balance
(Figure 2C). ATP hydrolysis by molecular
motors can drive a cyclic steady state,
which is not possible in systems with
detailed balance, whereby motors bind
and release cytoskeletal filaments and
continuously walk towards one of the fila-
ment ends (Figure 2D). The behaviors of
equilibrium and near equilibrium materials
result from the collective properties of mol-
ecules whose motions obey detailed bal-
ance and are determined by the
energetics of their interactions and con-
formational changes. The behaviors of
active matter results from the collective

properties of molecules that violate
detailed balance.

Recent work has greatly clarified the prop-
erties of active matter and the study of
such systems is growing into an exciting
branch of soft condensed matter physics.
Theoretical developments have estab-
lished a framework for investigating active
materials, while new experiments of model
systems continue to reveal their remark-
able behaviors [9,10,12]. This work pro-
vides a basis to quantitatively understand
the physics, which underlies self-organiz-
ing subcellular structures. Despite these
advances, it remains unclear to what
extent particular biological processes
can be understood using simple active
matter theories. As in physics, the only
way to test the relevance of these
approaches is by comparing theory and
experiment. It has already been shown that
concepts from active matter can be used to
quantitatively explain collective behaviors of
some subcellular cytoskeletal structures
[9,10,13,14]. A key challenge for the future
will be to develop, and experimentally
test, predictive theories of subcellular

organization by combining principles of col-
lective behaviors of active matter with
detailed molecular information.
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Figure 2. Detailed Balance and its Violation. (A) In equilibrium, all molecular transitions obey detailed balance: the rate of any process equals the rate of its reverse, so
net cycles through series of states (A, B, and C) do not occur. (B) The acetylcholine receptor exhibits three states: closed, closed-bound to ligand, or open-bound to
ligand. At equilibrium there is no net cycle through these series of states. (C) Coupling to GTP hydrolysis allows detailed balance to be violated during microtubule
polymerization. A net cycle occurs from tubulin-GTP (red), to tubulin incorporated in a microtubule, to tubulin-GDP (green). (D) Coupling to ATP hydrolysis allows detailed
balance to be violated by molecular motors. For a plus-end directed motor (blue) and a microtubule (green), a net cycle occurs between the soluble motor, motor bound
near the minus-end of the microtubule, and motor bound near the plus-end of the microtubule.
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Figure 1.17 Detailed balance and its violation. a, In equilibrium, all microscopic pro-
cesses obey detailed balance: the rate of any of them equals the rate of its reverse, so that no
net cycles through series of states (A, B, and C) are possible. b, Example of an equilibrium
situation for a transmembrane receptor exhibiting three states: closed, closed-bound to a
ligand, and open-bound to a ligand. c, Energy transduction by a hydrolysis reaction allows
detailed balance to be violated during active polymerization. Thus, a net cycle occurs from
monomer-reactant (red), to monomer incorporated in the polymer (red tip), to monomer-
product (green). d, Similarly, the action of molecular motors violates detailed balance. In
this case, a net cycle occurs from the free motor, to motor bound to a cytoskeletal filament,
to motor bound at a different position along the filament. From [Needleman 2015].

ichl 1998, Mazenko 2006]. For example, in a simple fluid, mass, energy, and linear
momentum are conserved quantities. Consequently, their respective densities are
slow variables described by hydrodynamic theories. A polar medium features two
additional slow variables associated to its orientational degrees of freedom. Indeed,
orientational order stems from a broken continuous symmetry, namely rotational
invariance. Thus, the rotational degrees of freedom of the macroscopic director or
polarity field experience no restoring force, and hence they are slow variables. For
the same reason, the modulus of the director or polarity vector is also a slow variable
in the vicinity of the isotropic-nematic/polar transition5. Finally, an active medium
features yet another broken symmetry, namely time reversal. This symmetry is
broken by microscopic processes that are favoured over their time-reverse (absence
of detailed balance, Fig. 1.17), which is enabled by the continuous transduction
of energy at the molecular level. In turn, continuous energy transduction requires

5In most applications, the system under consideration is far from the transition, for example deep in
the ordered phase. Therefore, the modulus of the polarity is often considered a fast variable, and hence
is taken as fixed. However, in our model of epithelial spreading in Chapters 6 and 7, the modulus of the
polarity is a slow variable.
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of motor clusters moving along aligned bundles is sig-
nificantly higher than that of equivalent clusters mov-
ing along microtubules in isotropic networks, but the 
effective processivity in aligned bundles has not been 
measured yet.

At high microtubule concentrations (1 mg ml−1 or 
more), extensile microtubule bundles form a percolat-
ing 3D network whose non-equilibrium dynamics is 
fuelled by efficient kinesin motors and can thus persist 
for tens of hours48,49. In the steady state, the dynamics of 
this extensile network is composed of repeating cycles 
in which active bundles self-extend, buckle, fracture and 
re-anneal with the background network (FIG. 5a). Because 
they are systematically built from the bottom up, the 
active microtubule gels and the associated turbulent-like 
flows display highly tunable dynamics. For example, the 
speed of kinesin motors that drive active gel dynamics 
is controlled by ATP concentration50, which also deter-
mines the rate of active stress generation. With increas-
ing ATP concentration, the mean square displacement of 
passive beads, which are advected by the turbulent-like 
flows of the background fluid, transitions from sub- 
diffusive, to super-diffusive, to ballistic49. Although these 
behaviours constitute typical features of isotropic active 
networks, there is limited theoretical understanding 
of macroscopic properties of active gels, and how they 
depend on the dynamics of microscopic constituents. 
Because the pore size of active microtubule networks 

is several micrometres, it is likely that any quantitative 
description will need to account for both the network 
itself and its coupling to the surrounding fluid.

Active contractile gels. Whereas the extensile stresses 
in microtubule-based active gels described above drive 
complex steady-state flows, assemblies of actin filaments 
and associated myosin motors exhibit very different 
behaviours. Studies of actomyosin active gels date back 
many decades, as both actin and myosin, the main com-
ponents of the skeletal muscle, were identified in the first 
half of the 20th century51. Using these purified compo-
nents, in 1942 Albert Szent-Györgyi demonstrated that 
on addition of ATP, actomyosin gels undergo a macro-
scopic isotropic contraction52. He proposed that the 
force generation of skeletal muscle results from such 
acto myosin contractions. It was subsequently discovered 
that contractile stresses generated by actomyosin play an 
important part in a much wider range of cell biologi-
cal processes, including tissue migration, division and 
morphogenesis53.

Myosin-II is a non-processive motor. However, at 
low ionic strength, myosin-II assembles into multimotor 
clusters, which can simultaneously bind multiple actin 
filaments and thus generate active stresses. Besides actin 
and myosin, the macroscopic contraction of actomyosin 
gels (FIG. 5b) requires a finite concentration of passive actin 
crosslinkers54–56. Depending on the crosslinker concentra-
tion, the contraction can result in the formation of either 
local clusters or a globally collapsed state55,57. Active con-
tractions have also been observed in microtubule gels58; 
upon polymerizing microtubules in Xenopus egg extracts, 
the resulting network undergoes a dynein-dependent iso-
tropic contraction that appears remarkably similar to the 
behaviour of actomyosin gels.

Upon collapse, the active dynamics of reconstituted 
contractile networks ceases, which makes it difficult to 
assemble non-equilibrium materials that attain long-lived 
steady states. This is not the case in vivo, where cytoskel-
etal filaments frequently undergo rapid turnover. For 
instance, the actin cortex in cells exhibits continuous pul-
satile contractions driven by myosin motors, which play 
an essential part in diverse developmental processes59–62. 
Reconstructing such steady-state dynamics would pro-
vide another route for the assembly of synthetic active 
matter, and thus remains a desirable but elusive goal. 
Intriguingly, experiments performed on a reconstituted 
actin cortex in emulsion droplets exhibited large-scale 
flows that were somewhat reminiscent of biological 
processes63.

Several models have been proposed to explain the 
microscopic origin of contractile active stresses in both 
actin-based and microtubule-based systems; these mod-
els typically consider isotropic contractile stresses. One 
possibility is that the macroscopic contraction arises from 
the intrinsic tendency of molecular motors to accumulate 
at filament ends58,64,65. In this model, the end-localized 
motors cause the clustering of filament ends and the for-
mation of asters. In a subsequent step, motors simulta-
neously bind polarity-sorted segments of neighbouring 
asters, driving their collapse onto each other, thus leading 
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Figure 4 | Active stresses in active materials. Active stresses can have different 
symmetries and signs. In this schematic depiction, stresses are represented by red 
arrows. If individual elements tend to pull together in all directions, an isotropic 
contractile deformation will result, whereas pushing them apart in all directions 
produces an isotropic expansion. If the stresses produce an expansion along the long 
axis of the individual elements and a contraction in the orthogonal direction, a dipolar 
extensile deformation is obtained; the opposite case (contraction along the long axis of 
elements and expansion in the orthogonal direction) produces a dipolar contractile 
deformation. In this schematic figure, individual filaments are indicated as being the 
elemental units of active stress generation. In reality, the appropriate elemental unit 
might be a pair of filaments, a bundle or an aster.
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Figure 1.18 Symmetries and signs of active stresses. In an active polar gel, active
stresses (red arrows) can either be isotropic or dipolar, and either contractile or extensile.
The schematic depicts the deformations produced by each type of active stress on a volume
element with a given polarity. Grey arrows stand for the microscopic polar constituents of
the system. From [Needleman 2017].

maintaining the corresponding chemical reaction, such as ATP hydrolisis, out of
equilibrium. Hence, the number of reactant molecules is a conserved quantity, and
therefore its density is also a slow variable.

Once all slow variables have been identified, the framework of linear irreversible
thermodynamics [de Groot 1984, Le Bellac 2004, Balian 2007] provides a system-
atic procedure to derive the hydrodynamic equations [Kruse 2004, Kruse 2005,
Jülicher 2011, Marchetti 2013]. First, one writes a coarse-grained free energy
of the system in terms of the slow variables. For example, for an active polar
medium, the free energy includes the kinetic energy associated to flows, the energy
of the distortions of the orientational order, and the energy of the chemical reaction.
Then, one must identify generalized fluxes and forces, which are thermodynam-
ically conjugated pairs of variables. Next, one establishes constitutive equations
that phenomenologically give the generalized fluxes as linear combinations of the
generalized forces, which are valid in the linear response regime. The matrix of
coefficients of these linear combinations is known as the Onsager matrix, and its
coefficients are directly related to transport coefficients. The constitutive equations
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to macroscopic contraction. This model quantitatively 
explains the structure, dynamics and response to per-
turbations of the contractile microtubule networks in 
Xenopus laevis egg extracts58. Alternative models based 
on the nonlinearity of the network mechanics or on the 
buckling of individual filaments have been proposed 
to explain contractile active stresses in actomyosin sys-
tems66,67. The buckling model is rooted in the observa-
tion that thin actin filaments can sustain large tensile 
stresses but readily undergo an Euler buckling instability 
in response to compressional stress. The addition of any 
passive crosslinker will provide a stagnation point, lead-
ing to the generation of a contractile stress that breaks 
the contraction/extension symmetry. Buckling has been 
observed both in synthetic stress bundles and in quasi- 
2D active actin gels68,69. The relative importance of dif-
ferent models remains unclear, and there may be other 
mechanisms that could give rise to isotropic contractile 
stresses in systems of filaments and molecular motors. To 
determine the relevance of the different proposed mech-
anisms, it will be essential to quantitatively measure both 
the active stresses and the mechanical properties of these 
systems, and relate them to the microscopic dynamics of 
their components.

Active nematics. The elemental motif of extensile micro-
tubule bundles can be used to assemble diverse soft active 
materials. For example, sedimenting bundles onto a 
surfactant-stabilized oil/water interface leads to the for-
mation of dense quasi-2D active nematic liquid crystals 
(FIG. 6a,b). Early theoretical modelling predicted that, 
in contrast to their equilibrium analogues, uniformly 
aligned active nematics are inherently unstable9. This is 
indeed observed in experiments on microtubule-based 
active nematics49: active stresses amplify any bend fluc-
tuation, which subsequently grows in amplitude. Above a 
critical deformation, the nematic director field self-frac-
tures, generating a 1D fracture line that is terminated by 
a pair of oppositely charged disclination defects of charge 
1/2 (REF. 70). The structural anisotropy of +1/2 defects 
endows them with finite speed, whereas symmetric −1/2 
defects are largely non-motile. In the steady state, micro-
tubule-based extensile active nematics exhibit chaotic 
dynamics, in which topological defects are continuously 
generated through bend instabilities and stream through 
the sample until they are annihilated by defects of  
opposite charge71–74.

For thick nematic films, anisotropic +1/2 defects 
have random orientation. Surprisingly, with decreasing 
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Figure 5 | Synthetic active matter systems assembled from cytoskeletal components. a | Clusters of kinesin motors 
power the extension of microtubule bundles. At intermediate densities, extensile microtubule bundles form an active 
isotropic fluid. The turbulent-like and autonomous fluid flows are powered by repeating cascades of extension, buckling, 
fracturing and self-healing of the constituent extensile bundles. b | Myosin motors organize into bipolar mini-filaments, 
which simultaneously bind to and move along multiple actin filaments, as shown in the schematic depiction (top). Myosin-
motor-generated active stresses power macroscopic contractions of an entangled network of actin filaments. The sequence 
of images shows the contraction of a macroscopic network sandwiched between two oil droplets in glass capillaries with an 
inner diameter of 400 μm. c | In a conventional motility assay, a dense carpet of molecular motors immobilized on a solid 
surface propels the continuous motion of filaments, which can persist for hours. At high crosslinker densities, gliding actin 
filaments self-organize into a dynamical polar liquid crystal, in which dense bands composed of aligned actin filaments 
(indicated by the arrows) coherently move in one direction, forming density waves169. ADP, adenosine diphosphate; ATP, 
adenosine triphosphate; HMM, heavy meromyosin. Panel a is adapted with permission from REF. 49, Macmillan Publishers 
Limited. Panel b is adapted with permission from REF. 54, Cell Press. Panel c is adapted with permission from REF. 169, 
National Academy of Sciences.
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Figure 1.19 Examples of synthetic realizations of active gels from cytoskeletal compo-
nents. a, At intermediate densities, a mixture of microtubule bundles (green) and clusters of
kinesin motors (red and blue) forms an active fluid. The extensile active stresses generated
by the motors induce spontaneous turbulent-like flows. b, Myosin molecular motors (grey)
generate contractile active stress in actin filament networks (red), which may result in a global
contraction of the network. The sequence of images shows the spontaneous contraction of an
actomyosin network attached to two oil droplets. c, In the so-called motility assay, a carpet
of myosin molecular motors (blue) attached to a surface propels actin filaments on top (grey
and red). At high densities, filaments form an active polar liquid that can exhibit travelling
density waves (white arrows). From [Needleman 2017].

must respect the symmetries of the system. For instance, in an isotropic system
such as a simple liquid, forces of a given tensorial rank can only contribute to
a flux of the same rank. In contrast, anisotropic systems such as liquid crystals
feature a vectorial or tensorial field — the polarity vector or the nematic tensor
— that allows fluxes and forces of different tensorial rank to be coupled. These
symmetry restrictions are generically known as the Curie principle. Similarly, the
time-reversal symmetry of the microscopic dynamics (microscopic reversibility)
yields specific relations between the Onsager coefficients, which are known as
Onsager reciprocity relations. Finally, the complete hydrodynamic equations of the
system are obtained by combining the constitutive equations with the continuity
equations that encode the corresponding conservation laws.

In an active gel, the activity, namely the maintenance of a nonvanishing chemical
potential difference of the energy-transducing reaction, enables the generation of
active stresses. If the system has orientational order, either nematic or polar, both
isotropic and dipolar active stresses may be generated6 (Fig. 1.18). The sign of the

6The dipolar active stress term can be obtained as the average force density in a collection of
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active stress coefficients is not dictated by symmetries or thermodynamic stability,
but rather by the interactions between the microscopic constituents. Accordingly,
active stresses can be either contractile or extensile (Fig. 1.18). Both cases are
observed in different biological active gels (see Fig. 1.19). The generation of active
stresses is the most important new feature of active gels as compared to passive
systems. In fact, active stresses generally lead to spontaneous flows (see Fig. 1.19a),
in one of the most striking consequences of activity [Simha 2002, Voituriez 2005,
Jülicher 2007, Jülicher 2011, Marchetti 2013].

The ability of such a general theory, only based on symmetries and conservation
laws, to capture collective behaviours in cells and tissues can be limited by several
factors [Jülicher 2007, Prost 2015]. First, in a given biological system, the long-
wavelength limit of a hydrodynamic description may not be sufficient due to
strong spatiotemporal variations. Second, nonlinear effects are relevant in many
biological systems, so that restricting to the linear response regime may not be
sufficient to account for some specific phenomena. Finally, couplings to other
fields such as biochemical regulators, the surrounding flow, etc. may be required.
However, despite these limitations, active gel theory has been applied to many
biological systems, in which it has successfully predicted and captured a number
of striking effects. Hence, it stands out as a powerful theoretical framework to
build hydrodynamic models that provide insight into a broad range of biological
phenomena.

noninteracting microscopic force dipoles [Simha 2002].
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Abstract

Controlling the adhesion between the cell membrane and the cytoskeletal cortex is
crucial for many cellular processes, such as cytokinesis or blebbing. In this chapter,
we present a model for membrane-cortex adhesion that couples the binding kinetics
of linker proteins to membrane motion. Considering a flat membrane, we explicitly
predict the critical pressure difference for membrane-cortex detachment, as well
as the adhesion energy. Both quantities depend on the myosin-generated cortical
tension. With these predictions, we discuss micropipette suction experiments that
induce membrane-cortex detachment, from which we estimate the cortical tension
of Dictyostelium discoideum cells. Then, we extend the model to include membrane
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undulations, accounting for hydrodynamic interactions. Under the approximation
of fast linker kinetics, we predict the spatiotemporal correlations of membrane
undulations. Using these predictions, we suggest how fluctuation spectroscopy
experiments could probe membrane-cortex adhesion.
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2.1 Introduction
Eukaryotic cells are enclosed by the plasma membrane, which mediates commu-
nication with the extracellular environment. Beneath it, there is a thin layer of cy-
toskeleton called cortex (Fig. 2.1), which is a dynamic network of crosslinked actin
filaments and myosin molecular motors that provides rigidity to the cell and drives
cell shape changes (Fig. 2.2). The membrane and the cortex are attached by means
of specific linker proteins (Fig. 2.3) [Sheetz 2001] such as talin [Tsujioka 2012], the
ezrin/radixin/moesin (ERM) family [Tsukita 1999, Fritzsche 2014, Rouven Brück-
ner 2015], or even myosin I molecular motors [Dai 1999b,Nambiar 2009]. Together,
the membrane-cortex composite constitutes the main structural component of the
cellular interface. Therefore, the control of membrane-cortex adhesion is crucial for
many cellular processes, such as cell division or cell motility. In fact, membrane-
cortex detachments, which often give rise to balloon-like protrusions of unbound
membrane called blebs, are often a sign of apoptosis [Mills 1998, Coleman 2001].
However, blebs also appear during cytokinesis [Sedzinski 2011], and they are
specifically used for cell motility [Fackler 2008, Charras 2008c, Paluch 2013].
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Figure 2.1 Sketch of the actin cytoskeleton of a migrating cell. Insets show the architec-
ture of the major structures. From [Blanchoin 2014].
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types, related to specific cell functions. Precise control of
cortical tension in space and time is important for cellular
functions such as migration and division [1] (see below) and
differences in cortex tension between cells can contribute to
cell sorting in development [45,50].

Physical descriptions of the cortex
Understanding how the macroscopic properties of the actin
cortex stem from single-filament mechanics, dynamics,
and network ultrastructural organization is a challenge

that can be addressed with the help of physical models or
numerical simulations. Theoretical modeling of the cortex
has mostly focused on investigating: (i) how contractility is
generated at the microscopic level; and (ii) how the macro-
scopic properties of the cortex govern whole-cell mechanics.

Generation of contractile forces
Non-muscle myosin II isoforms are the main source of
cortical contractility, similar to myosin function in muscle
contraction. However, whereas muscle fibers are ideally
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Figure 2. Cortex tension and cell shape. (a) Actin filaments assemble into a thin network connected to the cell membrane and undergoing continuous turnover. Myosin
motors exert forces in the network, giving rise to a cortical tension, T. Motors are assembled into mini-filaments, which connect pairs of actin filaments and slide them with
respect to each other. This can result in contractile or expansile stresses, depending on the position of the motors on the actin filaments (top right). Why contractile stresses
dominate, giving rise to a positive tension in the network, is not fully understood. Crosslinks in the network could contribute to the generation of tension; crosslink turnover
is a major determinant of cortex viscoelasticity. (b) Because of the cell curvature, cortical tension gives rise to a hydrostatic pressure in the cytoplasm. Gradients of motor-
generated contractility within the cortex can drive tangential flows of cortex in the plane of the membrane (left), whereas normal forces can drive cell deformations with net
displacement of the cytoplasm (right).

Table 2. Experimental measurements of cortical tension

Cell type Technique Value (pN/mm) Refs

Blood granulocyte Micropipette 30–35 [48,106]

Dictyostelium Micropipette !1500 [30]

Dictyostelium Micropipette 4330 [52]

Fibroblasts Micropipette 400 [34]

Fibroblasts Micropipette !300 [107]

Zebrafish progenitor cells AFM indentation !50 [50]

Review Trends in Cell Biology October 2012, Vol. 22, No. 10

540

Figure 2.2 Cortical tension and cell shape. a, The cortex is a layer of crosslinked
actin filaments (green) undergoing continuous turnover. Myosin II motors assembled in
mini-filaments (red) exert sliding forces on the filaments, giving rise to cortical tension.
Under curvature, cortical tension gives rise to hydrostatic pressure in the cytoplasm. b,
Gradients of myosin-generated cortical tension may generate flows of cortical material
and polarize the cell. Then, pressure gradients can drive cell shape changes and motion.
From [Salbreux 2012].
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homeostasis, resulting in altered cell morphology, mechanics, 
and function [5–7].

1.1. Cortical actin cytoskeleton and its density

Several lines of evidence suggest that the interface of the mem-
brane and the cortex is directly regulated by the agency of the 
dynamic, filamentous scaffold known as the cytoskeleton. The 
cortical actin skeleton in particular, located beneath the plasma 
membrane, is thought to influence morphology, mechanics, 
and function due to its dynamic nature. It is a complex system, 
which has been estimated to be approximately 100–500 nm 
thick, that comprises polydispersed actin filaments under-
going continuous turnover with constant growth of the fila-
ments at their barbed ends and shrinkage at their pointed ends 
[8, 9]. The actin kinetics determine cortex network structure 
whilst the dynamics of the filamentous structures govern the 
cell mechanics [10]. Joanny et  al [11] recently derived the 
cortical actin density distribution at the membrane revealing 
two different density profiles for weakly and strongly active 
regimes of actin polymerization, suggesting the maximum 
actin density to be located close to the membrane periphery 
or further away, respectively (figure  1(d)). This theoretical 
prediction of the actin density has yet to be confirmed exper-
imentally. One function of cortical actin could be to shield the 

cytoplasmic signaling domains of membrane-cortex ligands 
from the binding of signaling-associated molecules, pre-
cluding cell signaling (figure 1(e)) [12].

1.2. Membrane architecture and dynamics

Numerous membrane-dependent processes have been shown to 
be regulated by the membrane-cortex interface. The diffusion-
reaction dynamics of membrane-cortex ligands, for instance 
of diffusing proteins and lipids and/or receptor binding to their 
extracellular agonists, has been demonstrated to affect initial 
signal detection, intracellular signaling, and signal translation 
into biological responses [6, 13, 14]. Membrane molecules usu-
ally do not freely diffuse but are transiently trapped or compart-
mentalized when interacting with immobilized or slow moving 
entities. Actin modulates lateral diffusion by inducing lipid 
and multi-protein assemblies and shifting their free diffusive 
behavior into trapped- and compartmentalized- or hop-diffusion 
(figure 1(c)) [6, 15–18]. Similarly, indirect signal transduction 
such as extracellular mechanical stress via the membrane-cortex 
interface is influenced by the same processes as discussed above. 
All of the described processes are undoubtedly influenced by 
two main characteristics of the actin cytoskeleton, the spacing 
between the membrane and the actin cortex, i.e. the membrane-
cortex distance, and the density of the actin cortex.

Figure 1. Overview of the membrane-cortex interface. (a) The membranous lipid bilayer (orange) is coupled via ERM proteins (red) 
to actin filaments (green) within the actin cortex. Cortical actin extends into the cell cytoplasm and is further interconnected with 
the cytoplasmic cytoskeleton (grey). Ligand receptors embedded within the membrane e.g. the T-cell receptor (TCR), associate with 
cytoplasmic protein binding partners (blue) such as its signaling domains that spans into the cortical actin network. Other transmembrane 
(TM) proteins (yellow) associates with ERM proteins and form barriers in the membrane plane. (b) Nanoscale spacing between the 
membrane and the inner boundary of the cortex may vary as a result of the formation of ERM oligomers. (c) Diffusion of membrane 
proteins and lipids is compartmentalized due to ERM associated transmembrane protein barriers. (d) The maximum density of the actin 
filament distribution within the cortex could also be thought to be largest in the centre of the cortex, in contrast to be the largest at the inner 
boundary next to the membrane as presented in (a). (e) The spatial distance between the membrane and cortex is particularly important 
in T-cell activation where triggering of the TCR result in association of several cytoplasmic proteins, some of which spans into the cortex 
restricting the mobility of the TRC complex.

J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 50 (2017) 064002

Figure 2.3 Sketch of the membrane-
cortex interface. The lipid bilayer mem-
brane (orange) is attached to cortical actin
filaments (green) via ERM proteins (red).
The actin cortex extends into the cytoplasm
and is further interconnected with the cyto-
plasmic cytoskeleton (grey). The maximal
density of actin cortical filaments could
as well be at the center of the cortical
layer, instead of at its outer border as de-
picted. Ligand receptors in the membrane,
e.g. a T-cell receptor (blue), bind to cyto-
plasmic protein partners, such as their sig-
naling domains, that span into the cortex.
Other transmembrane (TM) proteins (yel-
low) associate with ERM proteins, form-
ing obstacles and barriers in the membrane.
From [Clausen 2017].

Membrane-cortex detachment can be triggered internally by an increase of
myosin-generated cortical tension [Charras 2008b, Tinevez 2009, Loiseau 2016].
Alternatively, it can be externally induced by micropipette suction [Merkel 2000,
Rentsch 2000, Brugués 2010, Campillo 2012, Sliogeryte 2014] or osmotic shocks
[Sliogeryte 2014]. These studies show that a sufficiently large pressure difference
across the cell interface induces membrane detachment. Thus, membrane-cortex
bonds constantly bear stress due both to osmotic pressure and to cortical tension
(Fig. 2.4). Therefore, whether the membrane remains adhered or detaches from
the cortex is determined by the interplay between molecular kinetics of the linker
proteins and mechanical forces at the cell interface. Inspired by cell adhesion,
previous theoretical work considered the lifetime of linker-mediated adhesions
under force [Erdmann 2004a, Erdmann 2004b, Schwarz 2013]. Futher research
studied the adhesion of an elastic membrane to a substrate via ligand-receptor
complexes. Mainly by means of simulations, different studies focused on several
facets of this problem, such as the formation of adhesion domains, the role of active
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METHODS SUMMARY
Cell culture. HeLa-Kyoto cells expressing a fluorescent histone construct (H2B–
GFP) were grown to ,50% confluency on 24-mm-diameter glass coverslips for
cantilever experiments. We used DMEM containing 4 mM sodium bicarbonate
(PN:31600-083, Invitrogen) buffered with 20 mM HEPES for experiments.
Instrumentation. The experimental set-up consisted of an AFM (Nanowizard I,
JPK Instruments) mounted on a Zeiss Axiovert 200M optical microscope. Tipless

cantilevers were ,250mm long, 35mm wide, 2mm thick and made of pure silicon
(NSC12-D/tipless/noAl, k < 0.3 N m21, Mikromasch). A BioCell (JPK
Instruments) maintained cells at 37 uC.
AFM constant-height assay. We positioned the end of the cantilever over a
candidate cell, 8mm above the substrate. A laser beam was used to monitor the
position of the cantilever, which was calibrated and used to record forces generated
by cells. Rounding pressure was derived by dividing the measured force by the
horizontal cross-sectional area of the cell, which was measured using DIC images.
Cell volume was determined by multiplying the cross-sectional area of the near-
cylindrical cell by its height under the cantilever. The 62% error in rounding
pressure and volume shown in the figures is based on measurement uncertainty
from DIC images.

In Fig. 2a, cells were pre-incubated with perturbants. In Fig 3a, b, tonic shock
was induced by exchanging the full volume of the AFM BioCell several times with
WPI Aladdin push–pull pumps. In Fig. 3c–f, perturbants were added to the AFM
BioCell with a microsyringe.

We determined the following mitotic phases from H2B–GFP images: prophase,
condensed chromosomes but intact nucleus; prometaphase, nuclear envelope
breakdown; metaphase, chromosomes aligned to form a metaphase plate; ana-
phase, two sets of chromosomes separated.

Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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Figure 2.4 Osmotic pressure and cortical tension set cell pressure and volume.
Membrane-cortex bonds (purple) resist the outwards osmotic pressure on the membrane
(black) and the inwards myosin-generated cortical tension (red). Changes in osmotic equilib-
ria and/or actomyosin contractility modify cell pressure and volume. From [Stewart 2011].

processes, the role of membrane undulations on linker binding cooperativity and,
hence, on the unbinding transition, etc [Weikl 2009]. However, the linker-mediated
adhesion of a membrane under pressure, as in membrane-cortex adhesion, has been
less studied. Thus, this chapter addresses this problem, with the goal to investigate
the role of cortical tension and intracellular pressure on membrane-cortex adhesion.

In Section 2.2, we present a model for adhesion based on the force-dependent
binding kinetics of membrane-cortex linker molecules. The coupling between linker
kinetics and membrane motion leads to a membrane-cortex unbinding transition at
a critical pressure difference across the membrane. By means of a force balance
at the cell interface, we predict how the critical pressure and the membrane-cortex
adhesion energy depend on cortical tension. In Section 2.3, we discuss micropipette
aspiration experiments that estimate the critical suction pressure, which, by means of
our model, allows estimating the cortical tension. Then, in Section 2.4 we generalize
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the model to include membrane undulations. To this end, we couple linker kinetics
to membrane mechanics and hydrodynamics. Under the approximation of fast
linker kinetics, we study the fluctuations of an adhered membrane, giving explicit
predictions for the structure factor and the power spectrum in different limits.
Finally, we suggest fluctuation spectroscopy experiments to probe membrane-cortex
adhesion by measuring the statistical properties of membrane undulations.

2.2 Kinetic model for membrane-cortex adhesion
We propose a model that considers a nearly flat membrane subject to a pressure
difference f and attached to an underlying flat cortex by a uniform surface density
of bonds ρb, smaller than the total density of molecular linkers ρ0 (Fig. 2.5a). These
linkers are modeled as Hookean springs of elastic constant k that form membrane-
cortex bonds at a rate kon and unbind at a rate koff. Thus, the dynamics of the
density of bonds is given by

dρb
dt

= kon [ρ0 − ρb]− koffρb, (2.1)

where ρ0 − ρb is the surface density of unbound linkers. Linker unbinding is likely
to be a thermally activated process, for which we assume a Bell force-dependent
rate [Bell 1978, Evans 2007]

koff (u) = k0
offe

βkuδ, (2.2)

where u is the stretching of the linker, δ is a characteristic length of the binding
energy landscape, and β = (kBT )

−1 (Fig. 2.5b). In contrast, the binding process
is likely active, for example induced by ATP hydrolysis. Hence, we assume a
force-independent1 binding rate kon. Note that these rates do not obey the detailed
balance condition, implying that the binding kinetics is not in thermodynamic
equilibrium.

Now, the linker stretching u is coupled to the motion of the membrane, which
is pushed outwards by the pressure difference f and pulled inwards by membrane-
cortex bonds. Thus, the dynamics of the linker stretching is given by

µ
du

dt
= f − kuρb, (2.3)

where µ is a friction coefficient per unit area. The dissipation associated to small
membrane displacements is dominated by the contribution of the flow of cytosol
through the cortical meshwork (Appendix 2.A). Thus, the friction coefficient is
estimated by µ ∼ ηh/ξ2, where η ∼ 0.003−0.2 Pa·s is the cytosol viscosity [Char-
ras 2008b], h ∼ 0.1−1 µm is the cortex thickness [Salbreux 2012,Clark 2013,Clau-
sen 2017, Chugh 2017], and ξ ∼ 10 − 50 nm is the cortex mesh size [Char-
ras 2008b, Charras 2009, Moeendarbary 2013, Bovellan 2014] (Table 2.1). We

1Assuming a Bell force-dependent binding rate gives no qualitative change of the results.
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Figure 2.5 Kinetic model for membrane-cortex adhesion. a, Linker molecules (black)
at an average spacing ξ0 = ρ

−1/2
0 bind the membrane (green) to the cortex (red). The

membrane is pushed outwards by the pressure difference f , and pulled back by the elastic
force of the bound linkers. Membrane motion is damped by an effective viscous friction,
Eq. (2.3). b, Sketch of the binding energy landscape of the linkers V along the stretching
direction [Evans 2007]. Linkers bind at a force-independent rate kon, and unbind at a force-
dependent rate koff. Stretching the linker (red arrows) decreases the energy barrier between
the bound and unbound states (red curve), hence increasing the unbinding rate, Eq. (2.2).

assume that linker kinetics is faster than membrane displacements, so that the free
membrane between bonds does not have time to inflate between linker binding
events. In this limit, the membrane features a nearly flat shape, and membrane-
mediated spatial correlations between linkers are negligible.

The equilibrium solutions to the coupled Eqs. (2.1) to (2.3) are implicitly given
by

f = kueqρ
eq
b (ueq) , ρeq

b (u) =
ρ0

1 + k0
off/kon eβkuδ

. (2.4)

To identify the combinations of parameters that determine the stability of the system,
we define dimensionless variables:

ρ̄b ≡
ρb
ρ0
, ū ≡ u

u0
, (2.5)

where u0 ≡ kBT/(kδ) is the characteristic amplitude of stretching fluctuations of
bound linkers. In terms of these dimensionless variables, the equilibrium solutions
read

ρ̄eq
b =

α

ūeq
, ūeq = α

(
1 + χeūeq

)
, (2.6)

where we have defined the dimensionless parameters

χ ≡ k0
off

kon
, α ≡ f

ρ0kBT/δ
. (2.7)

The function ūeq − α (1 + χeūeq) has a maximum at ūeq = ūm. Hence, the
equilibrium solution Eq. (2.6) can only exist if the maximum is positive, ūm −
α (1 + χeūm) > 0, which implies α < α∗, where α∗ is the solution of

α∗e1+α∗ = χ−1. (2.8)
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Symbol Description Estimate Reference
η cytosol viscosity 0.01 Pa·s [Charras 2008b]
ξ cortex mesh size 30 nm [Bovellan 2014]
h cortex thickness 0.2 µm [Clausen 2017]
µ membrane friction coefficient 20 Pa·s/µm this work
kon linker binding rate 104 s−1 [Rognoni 2012]
k0

off free linker unbinding rate 10 s−1 [Rognoni 2012]
δ characteristic bond length 1 nm [Evans 2001]
k linker stiffness 0.1 pN/nm
ξ0 average linker spacing 0.1 µm
ρ0 surface density of linkers 100 µm−2 ρ0 = ξ−2

0

R cell radius 10 µm [Merkel 2000]
γ membrane tension 5 · 10−5 N/m [Tinevez 2009]
κ membrane bending ridigity 10−19 J [Dai 1999a]
γc cortical tension 5 mN/m this work

ρt/ρ0 fraction of talin bonds 5− 40% this work

Table 2.1 Estimates of model parameters. Parameter values are expected to vary signif-
icantly for different cell types and experimental conditions. Typical ranges of parameter
values are given in the text and the references. Therefore, the values shown in this table
must be taken as illustrative estimates. Nevertheless, the cortical tension and the fraction of
talin bonds in Dictyostelium discoideum do not depend on the parameter estimates, but are
directly estimated by applying Eq. (2.17) to the experimental data in [Merkel 2000].

Therefore, an equilibrium solution exists only for pressures

f < f∗ = α∗ρ0
kBT

δ
, (2.9)

so that f∗ is the critical pressure for membrane-cortex detachment. In conclusion,
we have predicted a membrane-cortex unbinding transition that is independent of the
mechanical properties of the membrane and of the linkers, but rather fully specified
by the linker binding kinetics. For example, taking χ ∼ 10−3 [Rognoni 2012]
(Table 2.1), we estimate α∗ ∼ 4.5, namely that the critical force per link is ∼ 4.5
times the thermal force per link kBT/δ. Then, taking δ ∼ 1 nm [Evans 2001,
Evans 2007] (Table 2.1), we estimate a critical force per link f∗/ρ0 ∼ 18 pN, which,
for an average linker spacing ξ0 = ρ

−1/2
0 ∼ 0.1 µm [Lieber 2015], gives a critical

pressure f∗ ∼ 2 kPa. Moreover, we may also estimate the critical bond density, ρ∗.
Solving ū∗ = α∗

(
1 + χeū

∗)
, we get ū∗ ∼ 5.2, which yields ρ̄∗b = α∗/ū∗ ∼ 0.85.

We emphasize that parameter values may vary significantly for different linker
proteins [Fritzsche 2014], cell types, and experimental conditions. Consequently,
these estimates serve illustration purposes rather than providing robust parameter
values.

Finally, we define the membrane-cortex adhesion energy as the reversible work
required to stretch the linkers from their equilibrium stretching up to their critical
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stretching u∗. Under quasistatic conditions, the bond density follows the stretching
at equilibrium, ρeq

b (u), as given by Eq. (2.4), so that

w (ueq) =

∫ u∗

ueq

ρeq
b (u) ku du = ρ0k

∫ u∗

ueq

u

1 + χeβkuδ
du. (2.10)

Equation (2.10) shows that the adhesion energy depends on the equilibrium stretch-
ing of the linkers ueq, which does not only depend on linker kinetics but also on
the actual force balance at the membrane-cortex interface. Thus, in particular, the
equilibrium linker stretching, and hence the adhesion energy, will depend on the
cortical tension.

2.3 Discussion of micropipette experiments
Micropipette aspiration allows combining pressure perturbations of controlled
intensity and section (Fig. 2.6), with biochemical or genetic perturbations of
myosin activity, linker density, or cortex architecture. Consequently, among
other techniques such as tether pulling (Fig. 2.6) [Sens 2015], micropipette as-
piration has been widely used to study the mechanics of membrane-cortex adhe-
sion [Dai 1999b, Rentsch 2000, Merkel 2000, Brugués 2010, Campillo 2012, Sli-
ogeryte 2014]. In this section, we apply our model to micropipette experiments,
employing it to probe cortical activity from measurements of the critical suction
pressure for membrane-cortex detachment.

In a curved membrane, the stress f on the membrane includes the normal
contribution of the membrane tension γ (Fig. 2.6). Thus, for a spherical cell of
radius R, the force balance on the membrane at mechanical equilibrium reads

∆P − 2γ

R
= fcell = kucellρ

eq
b (ucell) , (2.11)

where ∆P = Pcell − Pext, and ρeq
b (u) is given by Eq. (2.4). In turn, on the cortex,

the elastic force of the linkers balances the normal component of the cortical tension
γc (Fig. 2.6):

fcell =
2γc
R
. (2.12)

Hence, the total force balance at the cell interface reads

∆P =
2

R
(γ + γc) ≡

2γcell

R
, (2.13)

where we have defined a cell surface tension γcell = γ + γc that adds membrane
and cortical tensions.

Now, suctioning with a micropipette at pressure Pp locally alters the force
balance at the aspirated region of radius Rp (Fig. 2.6):

Pcell − Pp =
2γ

Rp
+ fp, (2.14)
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Figure 1. Probing the cell membrane. Representation of a moving cell, showing the acto-myosin organization in the most important
structures in a moving cell: cell cortex, blebs, lamellipodia and filopodia. The main techniques for probing cell membrane and cortex
properties are shown: (a) micropipette aspiration, with an inset concerning the Laplace law used to analyze the experiment, (b) tether
pulling, with the equation relating the tension of the bilayer (σ ) to its bending stiffness (κ) and the tether force (f ) as measured by an optical
trap and (c) interferometry, which measures spontaneous fluctuations of the cell membrane with high spatio-temporal resolution using an
optical trap. Zooms on the cortex and on the base of the tether show the actin network interspersed with myosin minifilaments and bound to
the membrane via links such as ezrin.

membrane that is no longer connected to the actin cytoskeleton
(figure 1) [8, 9]. The free membrane expands outward, and
subsequently the acto-myosin cytoskeleton reforms at the
bleb membrane. The protrusion thus produced can be used
by the cell to pull itself forward, particularly in confined
environments [10]. Lamellipodia (polymerization-based) and
blebs (contraction-based) can co-exist, or combine to give
hybrid modes such as the lobopodia [11].

The close association of the actin cytoskeleton and the
cell membrane means that the membrane could affect the
cytoskeleton for purely mechanical reasons, unrelated to the
role of the membrane in biochemical signaling cascades.
There have been several excellent reviews concerning this
subject[12–14], and our goal here is to provide the latest update
on evolutions in the field over the past few years.

2. Introduction to membrane mechanics

2.1. Energy of membrane deformation

One of the main mechanical characteristics of a membrane
is its bending stiffness κ . The bending stiffness resists the
generation of local membrane curvature, and is a constitutive
parameter that depends on the local composition of the
membrane. The membrane bending energy (per unit area)
can be described by the following expression, dependent on
the bending stiffness and the square of the local membrane
curvature (C): Ebend = (κ/2)C2. Membrane bending stiffness
is generally a few times the thermal energy, around 20 kBT

with kBT ≈ 4 × 10−21 J or 4 pN nm at 24 ◦C, as discussed in
section 2.3.2. Moderate membrane bending therefore occurs

2

Figure 2.6 Probing the cell membrane. Sketch of the main experimental techniques to
study membrane and membrane-cortex adhesion mechanics. Notation is different than in the
text. From [Sens 2015].

where fp = kupρ
eq
b (up) is the value of the stress on the membrane and, there-

fore, on the linkers, at the aspirated region. Then, combining Eqs. (2.11), (2.12)
and (2.14), we obtain the micropipette suction pressure difference:

∆Pp = Pext − Pp = 2γ

(
1

Rp
− 1

R

)
+ fp −

2γc
R
. (2.15)

For typical values of membrane tension γ . 0.1 mN/m, cell radius R ∼ 10
µm, and micropipette radius Rp ∼ 5 µm, the normal contribution of membrane
tension is . 20 Pa, which is small compared with the range of aspiration pressures
∆Pp ∼ 0.1− 1 kPa. Therefore, we approximate

∆Pp ≈ fp −
2γc
R
. (2.16)
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∆P ∗p (kPa) Talin normal Talin-null

Myosin-II normal 0.20 0.20 leading edge
0.33 0.23 trailing edge

Myosin-II-null 0.95 0.93 leading edge
1.50 0.90 trailing edge

Table 2.2 Critical suction pressure for membrane-cortex detachment in Dictyostelium
discoideum. Estimates are presented for four mutants, showing that the critical pressure
is higher in the absence of myosin and in the presence of talin, in agreement with the
predictions of our model. In addition, the critical pressure is lower when measured on the
side corresponding to the leading edge as compared to the trailing edge of cell migration,
which suggests that membrane-cortex linkers such as talin are enriched in the back compared
to the front of the cell. Data from [Merkel 2000].

Hence, since membrane-cortex unbinding occurs when the stress f on the linkers
surpasses the threshold f∗ (Eq. (2.9)), the critical suction pressure for membrane-
cortex unbinding reads

∆P ∗p ≈ α∗ρ0
kBT

δ
− 2γc

R
. (2.17)

Next, we assess our predictions by analyzing estimates of the critical suction
pressure ∆P ∗p from micropipette experiments on different mutants of the amoeba
Dictyostelium discoideum [Merkel 2000] (Table 2.2). First, the myosin-null mutant
should feature a strongly reduced cortical tension. Hence,

∆P ∗,m
−

p ≈ α∗ρ0
kBT

δ
. (2.18)

The data confirm that, in the absence of myosin-generated cortical tension, a
much higher suction pressure is required to detach the membrane from the cortex
(Table 2.2). Therefore, comparing the myosin-null mutant to the wild type, we can
estimate the cortical tension of the amoeba:

∆P ∗,m
−

p −∆P ∗,wtp ≈ 2γc
R
, (2.19)

which gives γc ∼ 5 mN/m, in agreement with direct measurements [Dai 1999b].
Second, the critical suction pressure of myosin-null mutants depends only on the
density of linkers (Eq. (2.18)). Therefore, we can infer the relative abundance of
talin among membrane-cortex linker molecules by comparing the double mutant to
the myosin-null mutant:

∆P ∗,m
−

p −∆P ∗,m
−,t−

p

∆P ∗,m
−

p

≈ ρt
ρ0
, (2.20)

where ρt is the surface density of talin. This way, we estimate a ∼ 5% fraction of
talin bonds in the leading edge and up to∼ 40% in the trailing edge of Dictyostelium
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discoideum. This front-back difference in talin distribution seems to be enough to
drive the directed migration of D. discoideum. Similar observations were reported
for zebrafish germ layer progenitor cells [Diz-Muñoz 2010]. Finally, assuming
ρ0 ∼ 100 linkers/µm2 and δ ∼ 1 nm, we estimate α∗ ∼ 3.6 or, in other words,
a critical force per link f∗/ρ0 ∼ 15 pN. Since this value is similar to the initial
estimate f∗/ρ0 ∼ 18 pN, we conclude that χ ∼ 10−3.

2.4 Adhesion of an undulated membrane
In this section, we extend the model to include membrane undulations. In addition to
the adhesion force and the pressure difference, an undulated membrane is subject to
elastic forces due to surface tension and bending rigidity. Membrane deformations
induce flows of the surrounding fluid, which then mediate long-range hydrodynamic
interactions along the membrane.

Thus, to derive an equation of motion for the membrane, we consider an
undulated membrane patch that moves in a fluid of viscosity η that does not flow
through it [Seifert 1997, Brown 2008]. Using the Monge gauge, we describe the
position of the membrane by means of the height field u (~x, t), where ~x is the
two-dimensional position vector along the membrane. Membrane height evolves
as dictated by the surrounding fluid flow ~v (~r, t), where ~r = (~x, z) is the three-
dimensional position vector:

∂tu (~x, t) = ~v · n̂|z=δu(~x,t) . (2.21)

Here, n̂ is the normal vector of the membrane, and z is the coordinate along the
direction perpendicular to the membrane plane, with the origin z = 0 at the average
membrane plane. Therefore, at the lowest order in membrane shape perturbations
δu (~x, t) = u (~x, t)− 〈u (~x, t)〉~x,

∂tu (~x, t) ≈ vz (~r, t)|z=0 . (2.22)

Thus, to specify membrane dynamics, we need to obtain the flow field of the
surrounding fluid by solving Stokes’ equation for an incompressible fluid:

~∇P − η∇2~v = ~T , ~∇ · ~v = 0, (2.23)

where P is the fluid pressure and ~T is the density of extenal forces acting on the
fluid, such as those exerted by the membrane. The general solution to Stokes’
equation in the incompressible regime is given by [Doi 1986]

vα (~r) =

∫

V
Hαβ (~r, ~r ′)Tβ (~r ′) d3~r ′, (2.24)

where

Hαβ (~r, ~r ′) =
1

8πη |~r − ~r ′|

[
δαβ +

(rα − r′α)(rβ − r′β)

|~r − ~r ′|2

]
(2.25)
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is the Oseen tensor, namely the Green’s function of Stokes’ equation. Therefore, the
surrounding fluid gives rise to long-range hydrodynamic interactions that yield non-
local membrane dynamics, which are better dealt with in Fourier space. Introducing
the planar Fourier components

ũα,~q (z) =

∫

S
uα (~r) e−i~q·~x d2~x (2.26a)

ṽα,~q (z) =

∫

S
vα (~r) e−i~q·~x d2~x, (2.26b)

T̃α,~q (z) =

∫

S
Tα (~r) e−i~q·~x d2~x, (2.26c)

and using Eqs. (2.22), (2.24) and (2.25), the hydrodynamics of membrane undula-
tions reads [Seifert 1997, Brown 2008] (Appendix 2.B)

∂tδũ~q ≈ ṽz,~q (0) ≈ 1

4ηq
F̃z,~q, (2.27)

where q ≡ |~q|, and F̃z,~q are the Fourier components of the normal force exerted
by the membrane on the fluid, namely the lowest-order contribution of the force
density, T̃z,~q ≈ F̃z,~q δ (z).

Now, a uniform, non-constant velocity v0
α (~r) can be added to the solution of

Stokes’ equation Eq. (2.24), which accounts for the motion of the average membrane
position 〈u (~x, t)〉~x. The dynamics of uniform membrane motion follows from the
balance between the total force exerted by the membrane on the fluid and the
friction force exerted by the fluid on the membrane, which is dominated by cytosol
flow through the cortex (Appendix 2.A). In Fourier space,

µṽz,~0 (0) = T̃z,~0 (0) , (2.28)

where
ṽα,~0 (z) =

∫

S
v0
α (~r) d2~x. (2.29)

Thus,

∂tδũ~0 =
1

µ
F̃z,~0. (2.30)

Note that we account for the effect of the porous cortex on the uniform motion of
the membrane, Eq. (2.30), but not on the hydrodynamics of membrane undulations,
Eq. (2.27), which we assume to be governed by a Stokes’ flow without permeation
effects. This approximation is valid if the cortex is sufficiently porous and/or
sufficiently far from the membrane. Otherwise, corrections due to fluid permeation
into the cortex must be included [Gov 2003, Gov 2004b] (Appendix 2.C).

To close the equations for membrane hydrodynamics, we must specify the
forces exerted by the membrane on the fluid, which follow from the coarse-grained
Hamiltonian of the membrane:

H =

∫

S

[
κ

2

[
∇2u (~x)

]2
+
γ

2

[
~∇u (~x)

]2
+
k

2
ρb (~x)u2 (~x)− fu (~x)

]
d2~x.

(2.31)
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ueq
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Figure 2.7 Sketch of an undulated membrane adhered to the cortex. The membrane
(green) is attached to the cortex (red) via linker molecules (black). The spatiotemporal
average position of the membrane, 〈u (~x, t)〉~x,t, is given by the equilibrium stretching of the
linkers in the flat membrane model, ueq (Eq. (2.4)). Thus, perturbations around this state
allow both for uniform and non-uniform membrane displacements.

This Hamiltonian includes the classical Canham-Helfrich contributions accounting
for elastic forces due to membrane bending, with bending rigidity κ, and to apparent
area changes, with membrane tension γ [Helfrich 1990, Safran 1994, Boal 2002].
Then, we add terms accounting for the elastic force due to linker-mediated adhesion
to the cortex, and for the pressure difference on the membrane. The continuum
description of membrane elasticity was shown to hold down to length scales of a
few nanometers [Goetz 1999], much below the scope of our approach. However, the
tension γ of a membrane coupled to an elastic network such as the cortex was shown
to experience a jump at length scales below the network mesh size [Fournier 2004].
Here, we neglect this effect because our continuum description of membrane-cortex
adhesion is restricted to length scales larger than the average linker spacing ξ0 ∼ 0.1
µm, which is, in turn, larger than the cortex mesh size ξ ∼ 30 nm (Table 2.1).

Now, we introduce small-amplitude perturbations around the mechanical equi-
librium state given by Eq. (2.4) (Fig. 2.7):

u (~x, t) = ueq + δu (~x, t) , ρb (~x, t) = ρeq
b + δρb (~x, t) . (2.32)

Note that the equilibrium values of linker stretching and bond density correspond
to the spatiotemporal averages of the corresponding fields:

ueq = 〈〈u (~x, t)〉~x〉t , ρeq
b = 〈〈ρb (~x, t)〉~x〉t . (2.33)

Thus, the perturbation fields δu (~x, t) and δρb (~x, t) include both uniform (~q = ~0)
and non-uniform (~q 6= ~0) displacements from the equilibrium state. Next, we
decompose the perturbations in their Fourier modes,

δu (~x, t) =
∑

~q

δũ~q (t) ei~q·~x, δρb (~x, t) =
∑

~q

δρ̃b,~q (t) ei~q·~x, (2.34)

and introduce them into the Hamiltonian. To the lowest order in perturbations, we
obtain

H ≈
∑

~q

H~q =
∑

~q

[
1

2

(
κq4 + γq2 + kρeq

b

)
|δũ~q|2 + kueq δρ̃b,~q δũ−~q

]
. (2.35)
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Then, the normal force exerted by the membrane is computed as [Seifert 1997]

F̃z,~q = − ∂H~q

∂δũ∗~q
, (2.36)

so that the dynamics of small-amplitude membrane undulations finally reads

∂tδũ~0 = − 1

µ

[
kρeq

b δũ~0 + kueq δρ̃b,~0

]
, (2.37a)

∂tδũ~q = − 1

4ηq

[(
κq4 + γq2 + kρeq

b

)
δũ~q + kueq δρ̃b,~q

]
, (2.37b)

where we have used Eqs. (2.27) and (2.30). We also recall that ρeq
b kueq = f . In real

space, the nonlocal character of the dynamics of membrane undulations becomes
apparent:

∂t 〈δu (~x, t)〉~x = − 1

µ

[
kρeq

b 〈δu (~x, t)〉~x + kueq 〈δρb (~x, t)〉~x
]
, (2.38a)

∂tδu (~x, t) =

∫

S

1

8πη |~x− ~x ′|Fz (~x ′) d2~x ′, (2.38b)

where

Fz (~x) = − δH
δδu (~x)

= −
[
κ∇4 − γ∇2 + kρeq

b

]
δu (~x, t)− kueqδρb (~x) (2.39)

is the normal force exerted by the membrane.
Finally, unlike membrane motion, linkers feature local dynamics. Introducing

Eq. (2.32) into Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), we obtain, to linear order in the perturbations,

∂tδρb (~x, t) = −ρeq
b βkδk

0
offe

βkueqδδu (~x, t)−
[
kon + k0

offe
βkueqδ

]
δρb (~x, t) .

(2.40)
In total, Eqs. (2.37) and (2.40) constitute the extension of our membrane-cortex
adhesion model to include spatiotemporal small-amplitude perturbations around
the mechanical equilibrium state.

2.5 Fluctuations of an adhered membrane
In this section, we employ our model to study the fluctuations of a membrane
attached to the cortex. Equations (2.37) and (2.40) give the coupled linear dynamics
of the membrane position and bond density fields. However, in the long-wavelength
limit, membrane motion is notably slower than the linker binding kinetics. Such
a separation of time scales is supported by estimates based on the flat membrane
model in Section 2.2. Introducing the dimensionless variables in Eq. (2.5) plus the
dimensionless time t̄ = kont, Eq. (2.3) reads

ζ
dū

dt̄
= α− ūρ̄b, (2.41)
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where α is defined in Eq. (2.7), and we have identified the dimensionless parameter

ζ ≡ µkon

ρ0k
=
τu
τb

; τu =
µ

ρ0k
, τb = k−1

on (2.42)

that compares the time scales of membrane displacements, τu, and of linker kinetics,
τb. Using the estimates in Table 2.1, we obtain τu ∼ 2 ms, τb ∼ 0.1 ms, and hence
ζ ∼ 20. Therefore, we expect linker kinetics to be typically faster than uniform
membrane displacements.

In general, membrane undulation dynamics depends on the wavevector and is
coupled to the bond density field. In the following, we perform an adiabatic approx-
imation for the linker kinetics, considering that the bond density field adiabatically
follows the membrane position field. Under this approximation, the dynamics of
the system reduces to that of the slow variable:

∂tδũ~q ≈ −
κq4 + γq2 + kρeq

b

4ηq
δũ~q, (2.43)

from where we identify the growth rate of membrane undulations:

ωq = −κq
4 + γq2 + kρeq

b

4ηq
. (2.44)

This result shows that, in contrast to a free membrane, an adhered membrane
exhibits a nonmonotonous growth rate2 (Fig. 2.8). Therefore, membrane-cortex
adhesion gives rise to a characteristic wavelength

λc = 2π

[
6κ/γ

(
1 + 12κkρeq

b /γ
2
)1/2 − 1

]1/2

(2.45)

at which membrane undulations decay the slowest. Note that this characteris-
tic wavelength depends on the pressure f via the equilibrium density of bonds
ρeq
b . A pressure-independent estimate of the characteristic wavelength is λ∗ ≡
λc
(
ρeq
b → ρ0

)
∼ 0.6 µm, which is used to scale wave vectors hereafter. The

adhesion-induced peak of the growth rate should fall in the range of wave vectors
accessible to fluctuation spectroscopy experiments [Betz 2012] (shaded area in
Fig. 2.8), in which membrane fluctuations are tracked via, for example, interferomet-
ric techniques (Fig. 2.6) [Monzel 2016]. Therefore, performing such experiments
on adhered membranes, using either live cells or reconstituted systems, would allow
testing our predictions and inferring adhesion parameters such as the density of
membrane-cortex bonds.

To compare with spectroscopy experiments, we compute the spatiotemporal
correlations of membrane undulations which, in Fourier space, are given by the

2Including the hydrodynamic effect of the cortex makes the relaxation rate of long-wavelength
undulations (q → 0) finite, tending to the limit ω0 = −kρeq

b /µ that follows from Eq. (2.37) in the
adiabatic approximation. Therefore, the growth rate may even be monotonous for low cortex porosity
and short membrane-cortex distances (Appendix 2.C).
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Figure 2.8 Growth rate of undulations of an adhered membrane. Membrane-cortex
adhesion is responsible for the nonmonotonous behaviour of the growth rate (Eq. (2.44)),
thereby defining a characteristic wavelength of membrane undulations, λc (Eq. (2.45)),
namely the peak of the growth rate. The peak falls within the range of wave vectors
accessible to fluctuation spectroscopy experiments (shaded area), 1/R < q < 2π/d, where
R ∼ 10 µm is the cell radius and d ∼ 0.5 µm is the focal diameter of the laser used
for interferometry (Fig. 2.6) [Betz 2012]. For the completely adhered case ρeq

b = ρ0,
the characteristic wavelength is λc (ρeq

b = ρ0) ≡ λ∗ = 2π/q∗ (dashed line), with which
we scale the wave vector. Parameter values are those in Table 2.1, and ρeq

b /ρ0 = n/4;
n = 0, . . . , 4.

dynamic structure factor

S~q (t) ≡ 1

S
〈
δũ~q (t) δũ∗~q (0)

〉
= S~q e

ωqt, (2.46)

where S is the area of the membrane plane, and the average is an ensemble (thermal)
average. S~q is the static structure factor

S~q =
1

S
〈
δũ~q (t) δũ∗~q (t)

〉
, (2.47)

which characterizes spatial correlations along the membrane. At thermal equilib-
rium, the structure factor can be determined via the energy equipartition theorem
for the quadratic degrees of freedom of the Hamiltonian Eq. (2.35). Under the
adiabatic approximation, namely considering only the slow variable δu, we obtain

Sq =
kBT

κq4 + γq2 + kρeq
b

. (2.48)

The same functional form of the structure factor was obtained for a membrane
under a harmonic potential3 [Gov 2003, Fournier 2004, Merath 2006]. Therefore,

3A harmonic confining potential was found to stem from other fluctuating membranes in a stack [de
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Figure 2.9 Structure factor of an adhered membrane. a, Linear, and b, logarithmic
scales. Long-wavelength fluctuations are much more pronounced than short-wavelength
fluctuations, with a cross-over at q ∼ q∗. Membrane-cortex adhesion limits long-wavelength
fluctuations. The wave vector is scaled with the characteristic wavelength 2π/q∗ = λ∗ =
λc (ρeq

b = ρ0) (Eq. (2.45)), and the structure factor is scaled with u0 ≡ kBT/(kδ) and
uξ ≡ kBT/(kξ). Parameter values are those in Table 2.1, and ρeq

b /ρ0 = n/4; n = 0, . . . , 4.

our result indicates that, in the adiabatic approximation, membrane-cortex adhesion
constrains membrane fluctuations as an effective harmonic potential of stiffness
kρeq

b , which depends on the linker properties and on the pressure on the membrane.
Thus, in principle, Eq. (2.48) allows determining the stiffness kρeq

b of the effective
adhesion potential under different experimental conditions from measurements
of the static structure factor of the cell membrane [Popescu 2006]. Specifically,
the long-wavelength limit q → 0 of the structure factor4 should be measured to
determine kρeq

b from Eq. (2.48) (Fig. 2.9). Moreover, the density of membrane-
cortex bonds ρeq

b could be estimated provided that the stiffness of individual linkers,
k, were known. Alternatively, the same information can also be inferred from the
growth rate, Eq. (2.44) (Fig. 2.8), obtained from measurements of the dynamic
structure factor Eq. (2.46).

Next, we compute the mean-square amplitude of membrane undulations:

〈
δu2
〉

=
〈〈
δu2 (~x, t)

〉
~x

〉
=
∑

~q

Sq ≈
1

2π

∫ qmax

qmin

Sq q dq. (2.49)

Taking qmin = π/L, with L =
√
S, and qmax = π/ξ0, where the linker spacing ξ0

Gennes 1982], and from the presence of a nearby wall [Gov 2004b] or sparse harmonic anchors
[Gov 2004a].

4The accurate measurement of the long-wavelength response is difficult due to finite-size effects.
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sets the microscopic cutoff, we obtain

〈
δu2
〉

=
kBT

2π

1√
4κρeq

b k − γ2


arctan


 2π2κρ0 + γ√

4κρeq
b k − γ2


−

arctan


2κ (π/L)

2
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4κρeq
b k − γ2




 ,

(2.50a)
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√
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2
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√
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√
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 ,

(2.50b)

for γ2 < 4κρeq
b k and for γ2 > 4κρeq

b k, respectively. Using the parameter values

in Table 2.1, we estimate
〈
δu2
〉1/2 ∼ 3 nm. Such a small amplitude of membrane

undulations suggests that restricting to the linear elasticity regime of membrane-
cortex linkers might be a good approximation.

Finally, we compute the power spectral density

S (ω) =
∑

~q

∫ ∞

−∞
S~q (t) e−iωt dt = −

∑

~q

2S~q ωq
ω2 + ω2

q

≈ − 1

π

∫ qmax

qmin

Sq ωq
ω2 + ω2

q

q dq,

(2.51)
which characterizes temporal correlations of membrane undulations. Introducing
Eqs. (2.44) and (2.48), we obtain

S (ω) =
4ηkBT

π

∫ qmax

qmin

dq

(4ηω)
2

+
(
κq3 + γq + ρeq

b k/q
)2 , (2.52)

which can not be analytically integrated in general. In the following, we discuss
the role of membrane-cortex adhesion in the fluctuation spectrum, and obtain
approximate analytical expressions in some limits.

Specifically, in a free membrane, fast relaxations take place at short wavelengths,
and hence are dominated by bending forces, ωq ≈ −κq3/(4η). However, an ad-
hered membrane may feature a nonmonotonous growth rate, so that high-frequency
responses may occur both at long and at short wavelengths (Fig. 2.8). Consequently,
high-frequency membrane fluctuations may be dominated by either adhesion or
bending forces, respectively. If bending dominates the high-frequency response,
the power spectral density should decay as5 [Helfer 2001, Betz 2009, Betz 2012]

lim
γ,ρeq

b→0
S (ω) ≈ kBT

6 (2κη2)
1/3

ω5/3
, (2.53)

5If the flow-confining effect of the cortex on membrane hydrodynamics is relevant, as in red blood
cells, then an intermediate regime with scaling S (ω) ∝ ω−4/3 is expected [Brochard 1975,Gov 2003].
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Figure 2.10 Power spectral density (PSD) of an adhered membrane. Equation (2.52) in
the bending-dominated limit, γ, ρeq

b → 0, and in the adhesion-dominated limit, κ, γ → 0.
The corresponding power-law decays (dashed lines), Eqs. (2.53) and (2.54), respectively,
allow distinguishing both cases. The numerical integration of Eq. (2.52) is performed from
qmin = 1/R, with R ∼ 10 µm the cell radius, to qmax = 2π/d, with d = 0.5 µm the
focal diameter of the optical trap used for interferometric measurements [Betz 2012]. The
rescaling length is u0 ≡ kBT/(kδ). Parameter values are those in Table 2.1, and ρeq

b = ρ0.

where we have taken the limits qmin → 0 and qmax → ∞. In contrast, if the
high-frequency response is dominated by membrane-cortex adhesion, we predict

lim
κ,γ→0

S (ω) =
kBT

4πηω2

[
qmax − qmin

+
ρeq
b k

4ηω

[
arctan

(
4ηqminω

ρeq
b k

)
− arctan

(
4ηqmaxω

ρeq
b k

)]]
. (2.54)

In this case, the power spectral density decays as S (ω) ∝ ω−2 at high frequencies.
Therefore, the exponent of the power-law decay of the fluctuation spectrum could
allow distinguishing whether bending or membrane-cortex adhesion dominate the
high-frequency response of a cell membrane6 (Fig. 2.10). In general, adhesion

6At the highest frequencies, the power spectral density always decays as

lim
ω→∞

S (ω) =
kBT (qmax − qmin)

4πηω2
. (2.55)

This very-high-frequency regime is insensitive to any membrane property because it simply reveals
the Brownian motion of the membrane, which only depends on the viscosity of the surrounding fluid.
Therefore, when analyzing experimental spectra, it may be challenging to distinguish between a true
adhesion-dominated behaviour, Eq. (2.54), or simply a crossover between the bending-dominated scaling
S (ω) ∝ ω−5/3 and the universal Brownian-motion regime. Nevertheless, even if a clear scaling is
not apparent, the full expression Eq. (2.52) can be numerically fit to the experimental data to infer the
parameters of the model.
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dominates membrane undulations over bending at wavelengths much larger than(
ρeq
b k/κ

)−1/4
. Therefore, we expect an adhesion-dominated high-frequency regime

of the power spectrum if qmax �
(
ρeq
b k/κ

)1/4
. In this case, the stiffness kρeq

b

of the effective adhesion potential could be inferred by fitting Eq. (2.54) to the
experimental power spectral density. Moreover, if the linker stiffness k were known,
the density of membrane-cortex bonds ρeq

b could be estimated.
Finally, we have only considered thermally excited membrane undulations.

However, active processes in cells also produce nonthermal membrane undulations,
which are most pronounced at low frequencies [Levin 1991,Betz 2009,Turlier 2016].
At high-frequencies, activity can be accounted for by an increased effective tem-
perature [Prost 1998, Manneville 1999, Manneville 2001, Gov 2003, Gov 2004c,
Betz 2009, Park 2010, Ben-Isaac 2011, Turlier 2016]. Therefore, our predictions for
the high-frequency part of the fluctuation spectrum should allow probing membrane-
cortex adhesion regardless of activity (Fig. 2.10). In contrast, active fluctuations
could significantly contribute to the low wave vector part of the structure fac-
tor [Prost 1996, El Alaoui Faris 2009], thus hampering the inference of information
about membrane-cortex adhesion from the measurement of spatial correlations
(Fig. 2.9).

2.6 Discussion and conclusions
In this chapter, we have proposed a model for membrane-cortex adhesion based
on the binding kinetics of linker molecules. The force dependence of the linkers’
unbinding rate gives rise to a membrane-cortex unbinding transition. We predicted
the critical suction pressure required to detach the membrane in micropipette
aspiration experiments, which depends on the cell’s cortical tension. We tested our
predictions against published experimental data [Merkel 2000], which allowed us
to estimate the cortical tension in Dictyostelium discoideum cells. However, further
experiments are needed to fully assess the validity of the model.

Then, we generalized the model to include membrane undulations. Considering
the hydrodynamics of an impermeable membrane, we derived the coupled dynamics
of small-amplitude perturbations of the membrane position and bond density fields.
In the limit of fast linker kinetics, we showed that membrane-cortex adhesion yields
a fast relaxation of long-wavelength perturbations when the hydrodynamic influence
of the underlying cortex is not too large. The validity of such approximations should
be checked in each particular experimental situation, and the model predictions
adapted accordingly.

Further, we predicted the structure factor and the power spectrum of an ad-
hered membrane. We proposed that our predictions could be employed to probe
membrane-cortex adhesion from the statistics of membrane fluctuations, which
can be measured by means of a number of techniques [Monzel 2016]. Detailed
measurements of the structure factor and power spectrum of membrane fluctuations
have been obtained in vesicles, red blood cells, and even blebs [Peukes 2014].
However, measurements of the fluctuations of the strongly adhered membrane of
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nucleated cells are still scarce [Zidovska 2006, Monzel 2015, Monzel 2016]. Mea-
suring membrane fluctuations at different pressures on the membrane would allow
testing our model, as well as emplyoing the predictions to infer membrane-cortex
adhesion properties such as the density of bonds.

Altogether, our model provides a theoretical framework to probe membrane-
cortex adhesion both via micropipette aspiration and in fluctuation spectroscopy
experiments. Both approaches are complementary, so that their combination could
give access to quantitative information about membrane-cortex adhesion, such as
the cortical tension and the density of bonds.
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Appendices

2.A Dissipation by membrane displacements

In this appendix, we estimate the energy dissipation associated to small membrane
displacements. We consider two main dissipation sources, namely the lateral flow
of the membrane, and the flow of cytosol through the cortex (Fig. 2.A.1). The
latter is found to be the dominant contribution, defining an effective viscosity of
membrane displacements.

First, we consider the flow of the membrane over the cortex towards an inflating
membrane patch (bleb) of projected radius a. Assuming that no membrane is
added, the increase of membrane area per unit time in this patch is given by mass
conservation: Ṡb = 2πrṙ, where r is the distance from the center of the basis of
the patch, and ṙ is the radial speed of the membrane flow (Fig. 2.A.2a). Membrane
flow vanishes at the points at which the membrane is anchored to the cortex by
linker molecules. Therefore, velocity gradients of order ṙ/ξ0 = Ṡb/ (2πrξ0) appear
between anchoring points, where ξ0 ∼ ρ−1/2

0 is the typical distance between them.
In addition to these local velocity gradients, the velocity gradient of the overall
membrane flow towards the inflating patch is of order ṙ/r = Ṡb/

(
2πr2

)
. Then,

the dissipation associated to membrane flows includes the contributions of the local
and global velocity gradients: Ėm = Ėlinks

m + Ėglobal
m .

Now, the energy dissipation in a viscous flow is given by [Guyon 2001]

Ė = 2ηf

∫

V
vαβvβα d

3~r, (2.A.1)

where ηf is the fluid viscosity and vαβ = 1/2 (∂αvβ + ∂βvα). Thus, the two

of a viscous flow (1)

Ė = 2⌘f

Z

V

~~e : ~~e dV ; eij =
1

2

✓
@vi

@rj
+
@vj

@ri

◆
, (1)

where ⌘f is the viscosity of the fluid flowing with a velocity field ~v, and ~~e is the

symmetric part of the strain rate tensor ~r~v.

Figure 1: Sketch of membrane (green) and cytosol (black) flows involved in mem-
brane displacements. For instance, during the initial stages of membrane-cortex
detachment, i.e. bleb nucleation, the membrane is dragged over the cortex (red)
and the cytosol flows through it.

There are two main sources of dissipation associated to membrane displacement,
namely the lateral flow of the membrane, and the flow of cytosol through the cortex
(Fig. 1). These two contributions are addressed in the two following subsections,
respectively. Finally, the cytosol flow is identified as the main source of dissipation
in this process. This allows to define an e↵ective viscosity per unit length, ⌘,
characterizing the dissipative normal motion of the membrane as in Eq. 1 in the
Main Text.

1.1 Membrane flow dissipation

We start by considering the lateral flow of the membrane respect to the underlying
cortex. Suppose that the membrane is flowing towards a membrane patch that is
inflating. This patch can be thought of as a nucleating bleb of circular projected
area of radius a. The increase of the membrane area of this incipient bleb per unit
time, Ṡb, is given by membrane mass conservation: Ṡb = 2⇡rṙ, where r is the
distance from any point along the membrane to the center of the bleb (cylindrical
coordinates), and ṙ is the radial flow speed (Fig. 2).

However, the flowing speed of the membrane must vanish at the points at which
it is connected to the cortex through linker molecules. This gives rise to a local
velocity gradient of order ṙ/⇠0 = Ṡb/ (2⇡r⇠0) between any two linkers, with ⇢0 ⌘
⇠�2
0 the density of linkers. In turn, the global radial velocity gradient of membrane

flow is of order ṙ/r = Ṡb/
�
2⇡r2

�
. Therefore, the total membrane flow dissipation

Ėm will include the contributions of these two gradients: Ėm = Ė links
m + Ėglobal

m .
Then, based on Eq. 1, these are estimated by

Ė links
m ⇠ 4⇡⌘mg

Z R

a

rdr

 
Ṡb

2⇡r⇠0

!2

=
⌘mgṠ2

b

⇡⇠20
ln

✓
R

a

◆
⇡ ⌘mgṠ2

b

2⇡⇠20
ln

✓
S

4Ab

◆
,

(2)

2

Figure 2.A.1 Membrane and cytosol
flows generated by a membrane dis-
placement. To locally modify the
membrane-cortex distance, the membrane
(green) needs to flow over the cortex (red),
and the cytosol needs to flow through it
(black arrows). From [Brugués 2008].
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Figure 2: Membrane flow dissipation. (a) Sketch of the membrane flow towards a
given patch (dotted line). (b) This flow vanishes at the position of the membrane-
cortex linkers (black dots), which results in a gradient of the flow velocity.

Ėglobal
m ⇠ 4⇡⌘mg

Z R

a

rdr

 
Ṡb

2⇡r2

!2

⇡ ⌘mgṠ2
b

2⇡a2
=
⌘mgṠ2

b

2Ab
. (3)

Here, ⌘m is the viscosity of the membrane, g its thickness, and R is the cell ra-
dius. Accordingly, S = 4⇡R2 is the total visible area of the cell membrane, and
Ab = ⇡a2 is the projected circular area of the incipient bleb. Our continuum
approach describes membrane displacements at length scales larger than ⇠20 . As a
consequence, Ab > ⇡⇠20 and the local dissipation between linkers, Ė links

m , is expected
to dominate membrane flow dissipation.

1.2 Cytosol flow dissipation

Next we compute the energy dissipation rate due to the flow of the cytosol dur-
ing membrane displacements. In the incompressible regime of cytosol flow, mass
conservation reads V̇b = 4⇡%2v%, where Vb is the volume of the incipient bleb,
% is now the distance from any point in the cytoplasm to the tip of the bleb
(spherical coordinates), and v% is the fluid velocity at this point. As for the mem-
brane flow, there are two velocity gradients contributing to dissipation; in this case:
Ėc = Ėcortex

c + Ėglobal
c . The first one corresponds to the flow of the cytosol through

the cortex, which generates velocity gradients of order v%/⇠ = V̇b/
�
4⇡%2⇠

�
only

inside the cortex. The second one corresponds to the global radial velocity gradient
of order v%/% = V̇b/

�
4⇡%3

�
spanning throughout the cytoplasm.

The computation of the cortex term can be done by considering the cortex as
a porous material. In this sense, the cortex is viewed as an array of thin capillary
tubes of typical radius ⇠, so that cylindrical coordinates are the most appropriate
in this case. We also consider that the flow of the cytosol through the cortex is
along the axial coordinate z and is restricted to the cortical area where the bleb
is nucleating (Fig. 1), i.e. a circular area of radius a. Therefore, the number of
capillary tubes involved in the cytosol flow through the cortex is ⇠ a2/⇠2, so that
the total dissipation is this number times the dissipation along one tube. In turn,
the cortex is considered to be separated a distance ⇠ a from the tip of the incipient
bleb, so that it is located at a < z < a + h, where h is its thickness. Then, using
Eq. 1 as before:

Ėcortex
c ⇠ a2

⇠2
4⇡⌘c

Z a+h

a

dz

Z ⇠

0

rdr

 
V̇b

4⇡z2⇠
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⇡ ⌘chV̇ 2
b
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=
⌘chV̇ 2

b

4⇠2Ab
, (4)

3

Figure 2.A.2 Membrane flow dissipation. a, Sketch of the membrane flow towards an
inflating patch (dotted line). b, Flow gradients between membrane-cortex bonds (black dots).
From [Brugués 2008].

contributions to membrane flow dissipation are estimated by

Ėlinks
m ∼ 4πηmg

∫ R

a

(
Ṡb

2πrξ0

)2

rdr =
ηmgṠ

2
b

πξ2
0

ln

(
R

a

)
≈ ηmgṠ

2
b

2πξ2
0

ln

(
S

4Ab

)
,

(2.A.2)

Ėglobal
m ∼ 4πηmg

∫ R

a

(
Ṡb

2πr2

)2

rdr ≈ ηmgṠ
2
b

2πa2
=
ηmgṠ

2
b

2Ab
. (2.A.3)

Here, ηm is the viscosity of the membrane, g its thickness, and R� a is the cell
radius. Accordingly, S = 4πR2 is the total visible area of the cell membrane, and
Ab = πa2 is the projected area of the circular inflating patch. The continuum model
in this chapter describes membrane displacements at length scales larger than ξ2

0 .
Therefore, Ab > πξ2

0 and, hence, the dissipation of local velocity gradients between
linkers, Ėlinks

m , is expected to dominate membrane flow dissipation.
Next, we consider the flow of cytosol towards the inflating membrane patch

(bleb). For incompressible flow, and assuming cytosol mass conservation, the
increase of volume of the inflating patch per unit time is given by V̇b = 4π%2v%,
where % is the distance from the tip of the inflating patch, and v% is the cytosol
velocity towards it. As for the membrane flow, there are global and local velocity
gradients. First, the cytosol flows through the cortex, which generates velocity
gradients of order v%/ξ = V̇b/

(
4π%2ξ

)
, where ξ is the cortex mesh size. Second,

there is a global flow of cytosol across the cytoplasm, with velocity gradients of
order v%/% = V̇b/

(
4π%3

)
. Thus, we must estimate both contributions to the energy

dissipation, Ėc = Ėcortex
c + Ėglobal

c .
To compute the dissipation of the flow of cytosol through the cortex, we consider

the cortex as a porous material, which we model as an array of parallel straight
capillary tubes of diameter ξ and length h [Guyon 2001, Beran 1968]. We also
consider that the flow of cytosol through the cortex is purely transversal and
restricted to the circular area of radius a under the inflating patch (Fig. 2.A.1).
Thus, we estimate that ∼ a2/ξ2 of capillary tubes are involved in the cytosol
flow through the cortex. In addition, we consider the inflating membrane to be
at a distance ∼ a of the underlying cortex. Therefore, the cortex is located at
a < z < a+ h, where z is the vertical distance from the inflated membrane. Then,
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using Eq. (2.A.1),

Ėcortex
c ∼ a2

ξ2
4πη

∫ a+h

a

dz

∫ ξ

0

rdr

(
V̇b

4πz2ξ

)2

≈ ηhV̇ 2
b

4πξ2a2
=
ηhV̇ 2

b

4ξ2Ab
, (2.A.4)

where we have used h < a to obtain an approximate expression valid for the motion
of the nearly flat membrane that our model considers. In turn, the dissipation of the
global cytosol flow is estimated as

Ėglobal
c ∼ 8πη

∫ R

a

%2d%

(
V̇b

4π%3

)2

≈ ηV̇ 2
b

6πa3
=

√
π ηV̇ 2

b

6A
3/2
b

. (2.A.5)

Similar to the case of the membrane dissipation, sinceAb > πξ2, the contribution of
the permeation through the cortex is expected to dominate the dissipation associated
to cytosol flow.

In conclusion, an estimate for the rate of energy dissipation due to the flows
involved in large-scale membrane displacements is given by

Ė ∼ Ėlinks
m + Ėcortex

c ∼ ηmgṠ
2
b

2πξ2
0

ln

(
S

4Ab

)
+
ηhV̇ 2

b

4ξ2Ab
, (2.A.6)

where we have included only the dominant contribution of the membrane and cy-
tosol flows. Now, Ṡb and V̇b must be estimated in terms of membrane displacement
u and speed u̇. To this end, we consider the inflating patch, an incipient bleb, to be
a spherical cap of radius Rb, polar radius a, and height u. Thus,

Sb ∼ 2πRbu, Vb ∼ πRbu2; Rb =
1

2

(
a2

u
+ u

)
. (2.A.7)

We assume that the polar radius a remains constant during the inflation, while both
u and Rb change. Then, to the lowest order in u,

Sb ∼ π
(
a2 + u2

)
, Vb ∼

πa2

2
u, (2.A.8)

so that

Ṡb ∼ 2πuu̇, V̇b ∼
πa2

2
u̇. (2.A.9)

Introducing these estimates into Eq. (2.A.6) shows that the contribution of cytosol
flow through the cortex dominates for small membrane displacements u. Hence,

Ė ∼ ηhAb
4ξ2

u̇2. (2.A.10)

Finally, we can identify an effective friction coefficient µeff for the motion of
the membrane above the cortex. The drag force is Ff = µeffu̇, which entails
a dissipation Ė = Ff u̇ = µeffu̇

2. Hence, µeff ∼ ηhAb/ξ
2, so that the friction

coefficient of membrane displacements per unit area is µ ≡ µeff/Ab ∼ ηh/ξ2.
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2.B Hydrodynamic interactions in a nearly flat mem-
brane

In this section, we derive the shape dynamics of a membrane under generic mem-
brane forces, accounting for the hydrodynamic interactions mediated by the sur-
rounding fluid [Seifert 1997]. For a nearly flat membrane, the height function
u (~x, t) follows Eq. (2.22):

∂tu (~x, t) ≈ vz (~r, t)|z=0 . (2.B.1)

Here, ~v (~r, t) is the flow field of the surrounding fluid, which is the solution of
Stokes’ equation in the incompressible regime, Eq. (2.23):

~∇P − η∇2~v = ~T , ~∇ · ~v = 0. (2.B.2)

To solve it, we introduce the Fourier components

ṽα,~k =

∫

V
vα (~r) e−i

~k·~r d3~r, T̃α,~k =

∫

V
Tα (~r) e−i

~k·~r d3~r. (2.B.3)

In Fourier space, the general solution to Stokes’ equation reads [Doi 1986]

ṽα,~k =
1

ηk2

[
δαβ −

kαkβ
k2

]
T̃β,~k, (2.B.4)

where the pressure field P (~r, t) has been eliminated via the incompressibility
condition.

Now, since we need to compute the flow field at the membrane plane z = 0, we
introduce the planar Fourier components

ṽα,~q (z) =

∫

S
vα (~r) e−i~q·~x d2~x, T̃α,~q (z) =

∫

S
Tα (~r) e−i~q·~x d2~x, (2.B.5)

where ~q is the in-plane wavevector, so that ~k = (~q, kz). Then, introducing the
inverse of Eq. (2.B.3), we rewrite

ṽα,~q (z) =
1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
ṽα,~k e

ikzz dkz, T̃α,~q (z) =
1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
T̃α,~k e

ikzz dkz.

(2.B.6)
To relate ṽα,~q (z) to T̃α,~q (z), we introduce the Oseen solution Eq. (2.B.4):

ṽα,~q (z) =
1

2πη

∫ ∞

−∞

1

q2 + k2
z

[
δαβ − k̂αk̂β

]
T̃β,~k e

ikzz dkz

=
1

2πη

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

1

q2 + k2
z

[
δαβ − k̂αk̂β

]
T̃β,~q (z′) eikz(z−z′) dkz dz

′, (2.B.7)

where we have used that k2 = q2 + k2
z , and we have introduced the inverse of

Eq. (2.B.6) for T̃β,~k. At this point, to compute the integrals, we must use the
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specific components of the tensor k̂αk̂β , where k̂ = (~q, kz) /
√
q2 + k2

z . To this
end, we express the velocity and force fields in a vector base comprising ẑ, q̂, and
the normal in-plane vector t̂:

~̃v~q (z) = ṽz,~q (z) ẑ + ṽ`,~q (z) q̂ + ṽt,~q (z) t̂, (2.B.8a)

~̃T~q (z) = T̃z,~q (z) ẑ + T̃`,~q (z) q̂ + T̃t,~q (z) t̂. (2.B.8b)

Thus, the flow field Fourier components read
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(2.B.9a)
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ṽt,~q (z) =
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Then, performing the Fourier transforms over kz ,
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1

4ηq
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[
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]
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1

2ηq

∫ ∞

−∞
T̃t,~q (z′) e−q|z−z

′| dz′. (2.B.10c)

Now, at the lowest order in δu (~x, t), the force density is simply evaluted at the
plane z = 0:

T̃α,~q (z) ≈ F̃α,~q δ (z) , (2.B.11)

which yields

ṽz,~q (z) ≈ 1

4ηq

[
[1 + q|z|] F̃z,~q − iqzF̃`,~q

]
e−q|z|, (2.B.12a)

ṽ`,~q (z) ≈ 1

4ηq

[
[1− q|z|] F̃`,~q − iqzF̃z,~q

]
e−q|z| (2.B.12b)

ṽz,~q (z) ≈ 1

2ηq
F̃t,~q e

−q|z|. (2.B.12c)

Hence, the hydrodynamics of membrane undulations in Fourier space reads

∂tδũ~q = ṽz,~q (0) =
1

4ηq
F̃z,~q (2.B.13)
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in terms of the Fourier components F̃z,~q of generic normal forces exerted by the
membrane on the fluid. Thus, the factor 1/(4ηq) in Eq. (2.B.13) accounts for the
long-range hydrodynamic interactions along the membrane for any local forces that
the membrane may exert on the fluid.
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2.C Membrane hydrodynamics over a porous cortex
In this section, we comment on the effects of the cortex on membrane hydrodynam-
ics. In general, the presence of confinement or some kind of boundary conditions
modifies the flow field of the fluid surrounding the membrane (Eqs. (2.24) and (2.25),
and hence impacts the growth rate of membrane undulations [Seifert 1997]. In
our model, under the adiabatic approximation for linker kinetics, membrane-cortex
adhesion acts as an effective harmonic potential of stiffness kρeq

b on the membrane
(Section 2.5). For a membrane in a harmonic potential, the presence of a nearby
porous wall with permeation length Lp at a distance D was shown to modify the
growth rate by a mode-dependent factor [Gov 2004b]:

ωq = ω0
qe
−2Dq e

2Dq (1 + 4Lpq)− 1− 2Dq − 2 (Dq)
2

(1 + 2Lpq)

1 + 4Lpq
, (2.C.1)

where ω0
q is the growth rate in the absence of hydrodynamic effects of the cortex

(Eq. (2.44)). The cortical permeation length, which indicates the typical length
of flow penetration into the cortex, is defined as Lp =

√
η (1− φv)Kp, where

η is the cytosol viscosity, φv is the cortex volume fraction, and Kp is its volume
permeability [Ranft 2012].

If the cortex is sufficiently porous (large Lp), its sole qualitative effect on mem-
brane hydrodynamics is to limit the relaxation rate of the large-wavelength modes
to a finite value (Fig. 2.C.1). In addition, the characteristic wavelength with the
slowest relaxation rate is slightly increased. However, if the cortex is too dense
(small Lp), or too close to the membrane (small D), the growth rate may feature
two local maxima or even become monotonous (Fig. 2.C.1). The membrane-cortex
distance has been recently estimated to be D ∼ 100 nm [Clausen 2017]. In turn,
detailed experimental measurements of cortex porosity and permeability are lacking.
Thus, a rough estimate for the permeation length Lp is simply the pore size of the
cortical meshwork, Lp ∼ ξ ∼ 10−50 nm [Charras 2008b,Charras 2009,Moeendar-
bary 2013, Bovellan 2014]. Alternatively, we may estimate the cortex permeation
length from the mechanical properties of the whole cytoplasm considered as a poroe-
lastic medium [Charras 2005, Charras 2008b, Charras 2009, Moeendarbary 2013],
which was estimated to feature a viscosity η ∼ 0.003 − 0.2 Pa·s and a volume
permeabilityKp ∼ 0.004−0.025 µm2/(Pa· s) [Charras 2008c]. Hence, we estimate
Lp ∼ 5− 50 nm. Similar results are obtained from cortex permeability estimates
inferred from simulations of bleb formation [Strychalski 2013].
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Figure 2.C.1 Growth rate of undulations of a membrane adhered to a porous cortex.
Curves are shown for different values of the membrane-cortex distance D and the cortical
permeation length Lp. The curve in the absence of cortical influence on membrane hydrody-
namics (Stokes) is shown for comparison. The wave vector is scaled with the characteristic
wavelength 2π/q∗ = λ∗ = λc (ρeq

b = ρ0) (Eq. (2.45)).
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Abstract
Blebs are cellular protrusions arising from a local detachment of the cell membrane
from the underlying actin cortex. In this chapter, we study the nucleation of blebs by
means of the kinetic model of membrane-cortex adhesion introduced in Chapter 2.
The model shows that bleb nucleation is governed by membrane peeling, namely the
fracture propagation process whereby adjacent membrane-cortex bonds sequentially
break. By this mechanism, the growth or shrinkage of a detached membrane patch
is completely determined by the linkers’ binding kinetics, regardless of the energetic
cost of the local detachment. We predict the critical nucleation radius for membrane
peeling and the corresponding effective energy barrier. We estimate that these
quantities are typically smaller than those predicted by classical nucleation theory,
implying a much faster nucleation. Then, by means of numerical simulations of a
fluctuating adhered membrane, we obtain the statistics of bleb nucleation times as
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a function of the pressure difference across the membrane. The determinant role
of membrane peeling changes our understanding of bleb nucleation, opening new
directions in the study of blebs.
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3.1 Introduction

The cell membrane is adhered to the underlying actin cortex via a number of
specific linker molecules [Sheetz 2001] (Fig. 2.3). These linkers continuously
bind and unbind, and they are under stress due both to osmotic pressure on the
membrane and to myosin-generated cortical tension (Fig. 2.4). Consequently, a
fluctuation may locally unbind the membrane from the cortex. Upon detachment,
intracellular pressure inflates the unbound membrane, which acquires the shape
of a spherical cap. The ensuing balloon-like membrane protrusion is known as a
cellular bleb (Fig. 3.1a). Eventually, a new cortical layer starts to assemble beneath
the detached membrane and retracts the bleb. Therefore, the life cycle of a bleb
can be divided into three stages: nucleation, growth, and retraction (Figs. 3.1b
and 3.1c) [Charras 2008b, Charras 2008a, Charras 2008c, Charras 2006].

Blebbing occurs during several processes of cellular physiology [Charras 2008a,
Charras 2008c], such as apoptosis [Mills 1998, Coleman 2001], cytokinesis [Sed-
zinski 2011], and cell spreading [Norman 2010,Norman 2011], and it is specifically
employed for cell motility [Charras 2008c, Fackler 2008, Paluch 2013]. The so-
called bleb-based motility proceeds in cycles of bleb extension at the leading edge
followed by retraction of the cell rear (Fig. 3.2). This motility mode is primarily used
by cell types such as amoebae [Langridge 2006, Maugis 2010, Zatulovskiy 2014],
embryonic cells [Blaser 2006], and invasive cancer cells [Sahai 2003,Khajah 2016].
However, most cells have versatile migration strategies that rely on different motility
modes depending on environmental conditions. Specifically, external cues such as
confinement, substrate adhesivity, and chemokine gradients, can induce transitions
between blebs and lamellipodia, and even promote their coexistence and cooper-
ation in many cell types. Therefore, a physical understanding of blebbing will
shed light on bleb-based motility, with potential implications for the regulation of
different cell motility modes [Paluch 2006, Yoshida 2006, Lämmermann 2009, Diz-
Muñoz 2010, Bergert 2012, Paluch 2013, Tozluoğlu 2013, Tyson 2014, Liu 2015,
Ruprecht 2015, Welch 2015, Mierke 2015, Diz-Muñoz 2016, Ibo 2016].

Despite their biological relevance, the physical mechanisms that govern bleb
formation are not well understood. Blebs may result from membrane-cortex de-
tachments, which can be understood in terms of the unbinding transition that we
predicted in Chapter 2 for a flat membrane. However, the spontaneous formation of
a bleb is driven by local fluctuations. Hence, it is a nucleation process that requires
a membrane detachment of a minimum size. What determines the critical size
above which a local membrane detachment grows to form a bleb? To answer this
question, in this chapter we study bleb nucleation by means of the kinetic model
for membrane-cortex adhesion introduced in Chapter 2.

In Section 3.2, we propose that the mechanism that governs bleb nucleation is
membrane peeling from the cortex — a process whereby adjacent membrane-cortex
bonds sequentially break, thus leading to bleb growth. We show that membrane
peeling, which is entirely controlled by linker kinetics, completely determines the
growth or decay of a local membrane detachment regardless of its energetic cost.
Accordingly, we predict the critical radius for bleb nucleation through membrane
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Fig. 1. Laser ablation of the cortex induces bleb growth. (A) Timelapse of a
typical ablation movie. Ablation from −5 s to 0 s. Red arrow, site of ablation;
white arrows, growing bleb; white arrowheads, retracting bleb. Scale bar, 10
µm. (B) Example of brightfield image analysis. The cell contour is fitted with
two intersecting circles of radii rc and rb, with centers distant by a. rh, hole
size; hb, bleb height. (C) Time course of bleb height (red) and hole size (blue)
for a cell under control conditions (representative of N = 37 cells). 0 s, offset
of ablation. Dots are individual measurements (≈0.2 s/frame); lines are values
smoothed over 10 points.

We then analyzed bleb shape over time by using transmitted
light images (see Fig. 1 B and C and Supplementary Materials
and Methods in the SI Appendix). The maximal volume reached
by the bleb ranged between 0.3% and 6% of the cell volume
(2.73±0.23%, mean ± SEM, N = 37), and the bleb height ranged
from 1.4 to 4.5 µm (3.45 ± 0.11 µm). The size of the bleb did not
depend on the site of ablation with respect to the nucleus (Fig. S1
of the SI Appendix).

Bleb Growth Releases Cytoplasmic Pressure. To evaluate whether
the growth of a bleb actually releases pressure, we performed
multiple ablations on the same cell. Indeed, if the expansion of a
bleb reduces intracellular pressure, a second bleb induced shortly
afterward should reach a smaller size.

Therefore, we performed experiments where two blebs were
sequentially triggered at opposite sides of a cell (Fig. 2A). We
found that when the second ablation immediately followed the
first one, the second bleb was significantly smaller than the first,
whereas for ablations performed after the first bleb had retracted,
no significant difference between the two bleb sizes was found
(Fig. 2B). These observations suggest that the growth of a bleb
significantly releases intracellular pressure and that pressure
returns to its initial value once the bleb has retracted.

To assess whether the pressure release was homogenous
throughout the cell or whether a pressure gradient was present, we
induced the growth of a second bleb at various distances from the
first one. The average decrease in size between the first and the
second bleb was the same, regardless of whether the second bleb
was nucleated close to or far from the first one (Fig. 2). This finding
supports the view that pressure equilibrates fast when compared
with the time scales of bleb expansion in this cell type.

It has been proposed that the pressure driving bleb growth is
hydrostatic, resulting from tension built up in the actin cortex
(7, 15). However, this pressure could also be of osmotic origin
(18). We therefore sought to test the link between bleb expansion
and cortical tension.

Myosin Activity and Actin-Binding Proteins Affect Cortical Tension. In
order to identify factors likely to affect cortical tension, we devel-
oped a theoretical model of the cortex by using the hydrodynamic
active gel theory (19, 20) (see SI Appendix). Within this framework,
cortical tension is equal to ζ∆µh/2 where ζ∆µ is the active stress
exerted by the myosins in the cortical gel, and h is the thickness of
the cortex.

We then sought to experimentally modify cortical tension. Ten-
sion was measured by using micropipette aspiration (21, 22)
(Fig. 3A). Under control conditions, L929 cells had a well-defined
tension of 413.6 ± 15.2 pN/µm (mean ± SEM , N = 32, Fig.
3B and Table S1). Provided that the cortex is tightly coupled
to the membrane, the tension measured by micropipette aspi-
ration, T , is the sum of the active cortical tension and of the
membrane tension γ. In order to estimate γ, we measured the
tension of cells where the cortex had been disassembled with
cytochalasin D (CD). Under these conditions, tension dropped
to 39.1 ± 4.2 pN/µm (N = 13, Fig. 3C).

Fig. 2. Multiple ablations on the same cell lead to smaller blebs. (A) Time
lapses from double-bleb experiments. (Top and Middle) Case 1: The second
bleb is nucleated shortly after the first one (delay ∆T < 30 s), either close to it
(Top) or at the opposite side of the cell (Middle). (Bottom) Case 2: The second
bleb is nucleated after the first bleb is fully retracted (∆T > 2 min). Scale
bar: 10 µm. (B) Plot of the ratio of maximal bleb volumes (vr2/vr1) for case 1
and case 2. Open circles, single measurements; open squares, mean ± SEM.
Case 1: The ratio of volumes is 0.76 ± 0.07 (mean ± SEM) for blebs induced
close to one another and 0.75 ± 0.08 for blebs formed far from one another,
and significantly differs from 1 (P < 0.004 and P < 0.002 respectively). Case
2: The volume ratio is 1.13 ± 0.13 and is not significantly different from 1
(P > 0.3). Cases 1 and 2 are significantly different (P < 0.02), whereas the
two distributions of case 1 are not (P > 0.9).
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Figure 1 | The bleb life cycle. The bleb life cycle can be subdivided into three phases: bleb initiation 
(nucleation), expansion and retraction. a | Bleb initiation can result from a local detachment of the 
cortex from the membrane (left model) or from a local rupture of the cortex (right model). b | Hydrostatic 
pressure in the cytoplasm (P

int
) then drives membrane expansion by propelling cytoplasmic fluid through 

the remaining cortex (left model) or through the cortex hole (right model). Concomitantly, the mem-
brane can detach further from the cortex, increasing the diameter of the bleb base (dashed line).  
c | As bleb expansion slows down, a new actin cortex reforms under the bleb membrane. d | Recruitment 
of myosin to the new cortex is followed by bleb retraction. P

ext
, extracellular hydrostatic pressure.

cells31, zebrafish PGCs5 (FIG. 2a) and Walker 
carcinosarcoma cells29. Tears in the actin cor-
tex have only been reported in fixed Walker 
carcinosarcoma cells28, but they have not 
been thoroughly investigated in live cells dur-
ing blebbing motility. Both types of initiation 
can occur because of localized myosin-driven 
contraction of the actin cortex32,35, but any 
local loss of membrane-cortex adhesion 
(FIG. 1a,b; left model) or intra/extracellularly-
induced local cortex weakening (FIG. 1a,b; 
right model) could achieve the same results 
when coupled to a uniform intracellular 
hydrostatic pressure (FIG. 3). Myosin activa-
tion occurs downstream of either the small 
GTPase RhoA and its effector Rho-kinase 
(ROCK), or myosin light chain kinase 
(MLCK). Activation of both pathways has 
been observed in non-motile blebbing 
cells36,37 and in motile blebbing cells (mam-
malian tumour cells6,10,38, D. discoideum24, 
Walker carcinosarcoma cells39 and amphibian 
and fish embryo cells5,31).

Bleb expansion. After initiation, the pressure 
that is generated by actomyosin contrac-
tion drives bleb expansion, which lasts 
for 5–30 seconds. Flow of cytosol into the 
bleb increases its volume and therefore  
the bleb surface area must increase. Surface 
area increase results from the flow of lipids 
into the bleb through the bleb neck and the 
tearing (delamination) of membrane from 
the actin cortex32. Membrane delamination 
has not been documented in motile bleb-
bing cells, although it occurs in dissociated 
embryonic blastomeres, which produce 
non-polarized blebs40. Flow of membrane 
through the bleb neck into the growing bleb 
has been observed in Fundulus deep cells41 
and Walker carcinosarcoma cells42. Growing 
blebs are devoid of an actin cortex within 
the limit of optical resolution (both in non-
motile33,34,37 and motile cells5,7,19,31), but seem 
to possess a spectrin-based submembranous 
cytoskeleton that is similar to that of red 
blood cells43 (TABLE 1). The maximal bleb 
size seems to be determined by the initial 
growth rate of the bleb and the time needed 
for the cortex to repolymerize at the bleb 
membrane33. Both bleb growth rate and 
maximal size are related to cortical tension 
(E.P., unpublished observations).

Cortex repolymerization and retraction. 
The last stage involves the reformation of 
an actomyosin cortex, followed by bleb 
retraction5,29,31. Actin cortex repolymeriza-
tion probably begins as expansion slows, 
but the mechanisms that regulate actin 
nucleation in blebs remain unclear, as the 

two best-characterized actin nucleators, the 
actin-related protein-2/3 (ARP2/3) complex 
and the mammalian formin diaphanous 
(mDia1), are not detected under the mem-
brane of blebs of filamin-deficient cells43, 
which bleb profusely and are commonly used 
in studies of blebbing44. A detailed study in 
non-motile cells has shown the sequential 
recruitment to the bleb membrane of F-actin 
membrane-linker proteins, actin, actin-
bundling proteins and contractile proteins43 
(TABLE 1). Simultaneously, the actin cortex 
that remains at the base of the bleb is dis-
assembled, possibly owing to the constitutive 

turnover of actin. All of the aforementioned 
proteins form a continuous rim under the 
bleb membrane except for myosin, which 
localizes to discrete spots43 (FIG. 2c). Unless the 
bleb is stabilized (for example, by substrate 
adhesions), myosin-driven contraction medi-
ates bleb retraction, which is slower than 
expansion (60–120 seconds). In migrating 
cells, a new bleb often forms soon after cortex 
re polymerization under the membrane5,31; 
such sequential bleb expansion might explain 
the periodicity of pseudopodia formation 
that is sometimes observed during amoeboid 
motility45.
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cells31, zebrafish PGCs5 (FIG. 2a) and Walker 
carcinosarcoma cells29. Tears in the actin cor-
tex have only been reported in fixed Walker 
carcinosarcoma cells28, but they have not 
been thoroughly investigated in live cells dur-
ing blebbing motility. Both types of initiation 
can occur because of localized myosin-driven 
contraction of the actin cortex32,35, but any 
local loss of membrane-cortex adhesion 
(FIG. 1a,b; left model) or intra/extracellularly-
induced local cortex weakening (FIG. 1a,b; 
right model) could achieve the same results 
when coupled to a uniform intracellular 
hydrostatic pressure (FIG. 3). Myosin activa-
tion occurs downstream of either the small 
GTPase RhoA and its effector Rho-kinase 
(ROCK), or myosin light chain kinase 
(MLCK). Activation of both pathways has 
been observed in non-motile blebbing 
cells36,37 and in motile blebbing cells (mam-
malian tumour cells6,10,38, D. discoideum24, 
Walker carcinosarcoma cells39 and amphibian 
and fish embryo cells5,31).

Bleb expansion. After initiation, the pressure 
that is generated by actomyosin contrac-
tion drives bleb expansion, which lasts 
for 5–30 seconds. Flow of cytosol into the 
bleb increases its volume and therefore  
the bleb surface area must increase. Surface 
area increase results from the flow of lipids 
into the bleb through the bleb neck and the 
tearing (delamination) of membrane from 
the actin cortex32. Membrane delamination 
has not been documented in motile bleb-
bing cells, although it occurs in dissociated 
embryonic blastomeres, which produce 
non-polarized blebs40. Flow of membrane 
through the bleb neck into the growing bleb 
has been observed in Fundulus deep cells41 
and Walker carcinosarcoma cells42. Growing 
blebs are devoid of an actin cortex within 
the limit of optical resolution (both in non-
motile33,34,37 and motile cells5,7,19,31), but seem 
to possess a spectrin-based submembranous 
cytoskeleton that is similar to that of red 
blood cells43 (TABLE 1). The maximal bleb 
size seems to be determined by the initial 
growth rate of the bleb and the time needed 
for the cortex to repolymerize at the bleb 
membrane33. Both bleb growth rate and 
maximal size are related to cortical tension 
(E.P., unpublished observations).

Cortex repolymerization and retraction. 
The last stage involves the reformation of 
an actomyosin cortex, followed by bleb 
retraction5,29,31. Actin cortex repolymeriza-
tion probably begins as expansion slows, 
but the mechanisms that regulate actin 
nucleation in blebs remain unclear, as the 

two best-characterized actin nucleators, the 
actin-related protein-2/3 (ARP2/3) complex 
and the mammalian formin diaphanous 
(mDia1), are not detected under the mem-
brane of blebs of filamin-deficient cells43, 
which bleb profusely and are commonly used 
in studies of blebbing44. A detailed study in 
non-motile cells has shown the sequential 
recruitment to the bleb membrane of F-actin 
membrane-linker proteins, actin, actin-
bundling proteins and contractile proteins43 
(TABLE 1). Simultaneously, the actin cortex 
that remains at the base of the bleb is dis-
assembled, possibly owing to the constitutive 

turnover of actin. All of the aforementioned 
proteins form a continuous rim under the 
bleb membrane except for myosin, which 
localizes to discrete spots43 (FIG. 2c). Unless the 
bleb is stabilized (for example, by substrate 
adhesions), myosin-driven contraction medi-
ates bleb retraction, which is slower than 
expansion (60–120 seconds). In migrating 
cells, a new bleb often forms soon after cortex 
re polymerization under the membrane5,31; 
such sequential bleb expansion might explain 
the periodicity of pseudopodia formation 
that is sometimes observed during amoeboid 
motility45.
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cells31, zebrafish PGCs5 (FIG. 2a) and Walker 
carcinosarcoma cells29. Tears in the actin cor-
tex have only been reported in fixed Walker 
carcinosarcoma cells28, but they have not 
been thoroughly investigated in live cells dur-
ing blebbing motility. Both types of initiation 
can occur because of localized myosin-driven 
contraction of the actin cortex32,35, but any 
local loss of membrane-cortex adhesion 
(FIG. 1a,b; left model) or intra/extracellularly-
induced local cortex weakening (FIG. 1a,b; 
right model) could achieve the same results 
when coupled to a uniform intracellular 
hydrostatic pressure (FIG. 3). Myosin activa-
tion occurs downstream of either the small 
GTPase RhoA and its effector Rho-kinase 
(ROCK), or myosin light chain kinase 
(MLCK). Activation of both pathways has 
been observed in non-motile blebbing 
cells36,37 and in motile blebbing cells (mam-
malian tumour cells6,10,38, D. discoideum24, 
Walker carcinosarcoma cells39 and amphibian 
and fish embryo cells5,31).

Bleb expansion. After initiation, the pressure 
that is generated by actomyosin contrac-
tion drives bleb expansion, which lasts 
for 5–30 seconds. Flow of cytosol into the 
bleb increases its volume and therefore  
the bleb surface area must increase. Surface 
area increase results from the flow of lipids 
into the bleb through the bleb neck and the 
tearing (delamination) of membrane from 
the actin cortex32. Membrane delamination 
has not been documented in motile bleb-
bing cells, although it occurs in dissociated 
embryonic blastomeres, which produce 
non-polarized blebs40. Flow of membrane 
through the bleb neck into the growing bleb 
has been observed in Fundulus deep cells41 
and Walker carcinosarcoma cells42. Growing 
blebs are devoid of an actin cortex within 
the limit of optical resolution (both in non-
motile33,34,37 and motile cells5,7,19,31), but seem 
to possess a spectrin-based submembranous 
cytoskeleton that is similar to that of red 
blood cells43 (TABLE 1). The maximal bleb 
size seems to be determined by the initial 
growth rate of the bleb and the time needed 
for the cortex to repolymerize at the bleb 
membrane33. Both bleb growth rate and 
maximal size are related to cortical tension 
(E.P., unpublished observations).

Cortex repolymerization and retraction. 
The last stage involves the reformation of 
an actomyosin cortex, followed by bleb 
retraction5,29,31. Actin cortex repolymeriza-
tion probably begins as expansion slows, 
but the mechanisms that regulate actin 
nucleation in blebs remain unclear, as the 

two best-characterized actin nucleators, the 
actin-related protein-2/3 (ARP2/3) complex 
and the mammalian formin diaphanous 
(mDia1), are not detected under the mem-
brane of blebs of filamin-deficient cells43, 
which bleb profusely and are commonly used 
in studies of blebbing44. A detailed study in 
non-motile cells has shown the sequential 
recruitment to the bleb membrane of F-actin 
membrane-linker proteins, actin, actin-
bundling proteins and contractile proteins43 
(TABLE 1). Simultaneously, the actin cortex 
that remains at the base of the bleb is dis-
assembled, possibly owing to the constitutive 

turnover of actin. All of the aforementioned 
proteins form a continuous rim under the 
bleb membrane except for myosin, which 
localizes to discrete spots43 (FIG. 2c). Unless the 
bleb is stabilized (for example, by substrate 
adhesions), myosin-driven contraction medi-
ates bleb retraction, which is slower than 
expansion (60–120 seconds). In migrating 
cells, a new bleb often forms soon after cortex 
re polymerization under the membrane5,31; 
such sequential bleb expansion might explain 
the periodicity of pseudopodia formation 
that is sometimes observed during amoeboid 
motility45.
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Figure 1 | The bleb life cycle. The bleb life cycle can be subdivided into three phases: bleb initiation 
(nucleation), expansion and retraction. a | Bleb initiation can result from a local detachment of the 
cortex from the membrane (left model) or from a local rupture of the cortex (right model). b | Hydrostatic 
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c | As bleb expansion slows down, a new actin cortex reforms under the bleb membrane. d | Recruitment 
of myosin to the new cortex is followed by bleb retraction. P

ext
, extracellular hydrostatic pressure.

cells31, zebrafish PGCs5 (FIG. 2a) and Walker 
carcinosarcoma cells29. Tears in the actin cor-
tex have only been reported in fixed Walker 
carcinosarcoma cells28, but they have not 
been thoroughly investigated in live cells dur-
ing blebbing motility. Both types of initiation 
can occur because of localized myosin-driven 
contraction of the actin cortex32,35, but any 
local loss of membrane-cortex adhesion 
(FIG. 1a,b; left model) or intra/extracellularly-
induced local cortex weakening (FIG. 1a,b; 
right model) could achieve the same results 
when coupled to a uniform intracellular 
hydrostatic pressure (FIG. 3). Myosin activa-
tion occurs downstream of either the small 
GTPase RhoA and its effector Rho-kinase 
(ROCK), or myosin light chain kinase 
(MLCK). Activation of both pathways has 
been observed in non-motile blebbing 
cells36,37 and in motile blebbing cells (mam-
malian tumour cells6,10,38, D. discoideum24, 
Walker carcinosarcoma cells39 and amphibian 
and fish embryo cells5,31).

Bleb expansion. After initiation, the pressure 
that is generated by actomyosin contrac-
tion drives bleb expansion, which lasts 
for 5–30 seconds. Flow of cytosol into the 
bleb increases its volume and therefore  
the bleb surface area must increase. Surface 
area increase results from the flow of lipids 
into the bleb through the bleb neck and the 
tearing (delamination) of membrane from 
the actin cortex32. Membrane delamination 
has not been documented in motile bleb-
bing cells, although it occurs in dissociated 
embryonic blastomeres, which produce 
non-polarized blebs40. Flow of membrane 
through the bleb neck into the growing bleb 
has been observed in Fundulus deep cells41 
and Walker carcinosarcoma cells42. Growing 
blebs are devoid of an actin cortex within 
the limit of optical resolution (both in non-
motile33,34,37 and motile cells5,7,19,31), but seem 
to possess a spectrin-based submembranous 
cytoskeleton that is similar to that of red 
blood cells43 (TABLE 1). The maximal bleb 
size seems to be determined by the initial 
growth rate of the bleb and the time needed 
for the cortex to repolymerize at the bleb 
membrane33. Both bleb growth rate and 
maximal size are related to cortical tension 
(E.P., unpublished observations).

Cortex repolymerization and retraction. 
The last stage involves the reformation of 
an actomyosin cortex, followed by bleb 
retraction5,29,31. Actin cortex repolymeriza-
tion probably begins as expansion slows, 
but the mechanisms that regulate actin 
nucleation in blebs remain unclear, as the 

two best-characterized actin nucleators, the 
actin-related protein-2/3 (ARP2/3) complex 
and the mammalian formin diaphanous 
(mDia1), are not detected under the mem-
brane of blebs of filamin-deficient cells43, 
which bleb profusely and are commonly used 
in studies of blebbing44. A detailed study in 
non-motile cells has shown the sequential 
recruitment to the bleb membrane of F-actin 
membrane-linker proteins, actin, actin-
bundling proteins and contractile proteins43 
(TABLE 1). Simultaneously, the actin cortex 
that remains at the base of the bleb is dis-
assembled, possibly owing to the constitutive 

turnover of actin. All of the aforementioned 
proteins form a continuous rim under the 
bleb membrane except for myosin, which 
localizes to discrete spots43 (FIG. 2c). Unless the 
bleb is stabilized (for example, by substrate 
adhesions), myosin-driven contraction medi-
ates bleb retraction, which is slower than 
expansion (60–120 seconds). In migrating 
cells, a new bleb often forms soon after cortex 
re polymerization under the membrane5,31; 
such sequential bleb expansion might explain 
the periodicity of pseudopodia formation 
that is sometimes observed during amoeboid 
motility45.
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Figure 1 | The bleb life cycle. The bleb life cycle can be subdivided into three phases: bleb initiation 
(nucleation), expansion and retraction. a | Bleb initiation can result from a local detachment of the 
cortex from the membrane (left model) or from a local rupture of the cortex (right model). b | Hydrostatic 
pressure in the cytoplasm (P

int
) then drives membrane expansion by propelling cytoplasmic fluid through 

the remaining cortex (left model) or through the cortex hole (right model). Concomitantly, the mem-
brane can detach further from the cortex, increasing the diameter of the bleb base (dashed line).  
c | As bleb expansion slows down, a new actin cortex reforms under the bleb membrane. d | Recruitment 
of myosin to the new cortex is followed by bleb retraction. P
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cells31, zebrafish PGCs5 (FIG. 2a) and Walker 
carcinosarcoma cells29. Tears in the actin cor-
tex have only been reported in fixed Walker 
carcinosarcoma cells28, but they have not 
been thoroughly investigated in live cells dur-
ing blebbing motility. Both types of initiation 
can occur because of localized myosin-driven 
contraction of the actin cortex32,35, but any 
local loss of membrane-cortex adhesion 
(FIG. 1a,b; left model) or intra/extracellularly-
induced local cortex weakening (FIG. 1a,b; 
right model) could achieve the same results 
when coupled to a uniform intracellular 
hydrostatic pressure (FIG. 3). Myosin activa-
tion occurs downstream of either the small 
GTPase RhoA and its effector Rho-kinase 
(ROCK), or myosin light chain kinase 
(MLCK). Activation of both pathways has 
been observed in non-motile blebbing 
cells36,37 and in motile blebbing cells (mam-
malian tumour cells6,10,38, D. discoideum24, 
Walker carcinosarcoma cells39 and amphibian 
and fish embryo cells5,31).

Bleb expansion. After initiation, the pressure 
that is generated by actomyosin contrac-
tion drives bleb expansion, which lasts 
for 5–30 seconds. Flow of cytosol into the 
bleb increases its volume and therefore  
the bleb surface area must increase. Surface 
area increase results from the flow of lipids 
into the bleb through the bleb neck and the 
tearing (delamination) of membrane from 
the actin cortex32. Membrane delamination 
has not been documented in motile bleb-
bing cells, although it occurs in dissociated 
embryonic blastomeres, which produce 
non-polarized blebs40. Flow of membrane 
through the bleb neck into the growing bleb 
has been observed in Fundulus deep cells41 
and Walker carcinosarcoma cells42. Growing 
blebs are devoid of an actin cortex within 
the limit of optical resolution (both in non-
motile33,34,37 and motile cells5,7,19,31), but seem 
to possess a spectrin-based submembranous 
cytoskeleton that is similar to that of red 
blood cells43 (TABLE 1). The maximal bleb 
size seems to be determined by the initial 
growth rate of the bleb and the time needed 
for the cortex to repolymerize at the bleb 
membrane33. Both bleb growth rate and 
maximal size are related to cortical tension 
(E.P., unpublished observations).

Cortex repolymerization and retraction. 
The last stage involves the reformation of 
an actomyosin cortex, followed by bleb 
retraction5,29,31. Actin cortex repolymeriza-
tion probably begins as expansion slows, 
but the mechanisms that regulate actin 
nucleation in blebs remain unclear, as the 

two best-characterized actin nucleators, the 
actin-related protein-2/3 (ARP2/3) complex 
and the mammalian formin diaphanous 
(mDia1), are not detected under the mem-
brane of blebs of filamin-deficient cells43, 
which bleb profusely and are commonly used 
in studies of blebbing44. A detailed study in 
non-motile cells has shown the sequential 
recruitment to the bleb membrane of F-actin 
membrane-linker proteins, actin, actin-
bundling proteins and contractile proteins43 
(TABLE 1). Simultaneously, the actin cortex 
that remains at the base of the bleb is dis-
assembled, possibly owing to the constitutive 

turnover of actin. All of the aforementioned 
proteins form a continuous rim under the 
bleb membrane except for myosin, which 
localizes to discrete spots43 (FIG. 2c). Unless the 
bleb is stabilized (for example, by substrate 
adhesions), myosin-driven contraction medi-
ates bleb retraction, which is slower than 
expansion (60–120 seconds). In migrating 
cells, a new bleb often forms soon after cortex 
re polymerization under the membrane5,31; 
such sequential bleb expansion might explain 
the periodicity of pseudopodia formation 
that is sometimes observed during amoeboid 
motility45.
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Fig. 5. Circus movement in a Xenopus blastomere expressing PH-
PLCδ-GFP. mRNA encoding PH-PLCδ-GFP (which localizes to the cell
membrane) was injected into xenopus embryos at the two-cell stage. The
animal cap was dissected from stage 10 embryos and dissociated in Ca2+

free Mg2+ free buffer. The isolated blastomeres display a form of blebbing
in which one single bleb travels around the cell periphery over time. In
this image, three different time points depicting the movement of the bleb
membrane during circus movements are shown chronologically in red,
green and blue. In the first time point (red), the membrane has started
to delaminate from the cell body; this continues (in green) until it slows
and the bleb bulges owing to travel of cytosol from the rear of the bleb (in
blue). The white arrow shows the direction of travel. Scale bar = 10 µm.

cortex is a static structure, too few myosins are present
to buckle it (Charras et al., 2008). Fragilization of the
cortex through depolymerization of actin cannot be an
explanation as cytochalasin treatment experiments and GFP-
actin fluorescence intensity measurements during retraction
show that actin turnover is slow in retracting blebs (Charras
et al., 2006; Charras et al., 2008). One possible explanation is
that strands of actin within the cortex delaminate from one
another because of stochastic detachment of actin-binding
proteins from one filament increasing the effective length of
the filaments and facilitating buckling. Retraction could then
proceed through series of local crumpling events. Subsequent
reattachment of the bundling protein would stabilize the
buckled configuration. Another possibility is that actin is
severed during retraction and one possible mechanism could
be through aip1-coronin-cofilin mediated severing as coronin
is present in retracting blebs (Brieher et al., 2006; Charras et al.,
2006). Whether the bleb cortex integrates into the cell cortex
after retraction is over or whether it is rapidly depolymerized
and replaced by cortex that seamlessly links to the remainder
of the cell is unknown at present.

Fig. 6. Myosin powers contraction of the cell cortex and retraction of
blebs. Filamin-deficient cells were transfected with Myosin regulatory
light-chain GFP and with PH- PLCδ-mRFP and imaged with a spinning disk
confocal microscope. Myosin regulatory light chain (in green) is localized
to the cell cortex and present in distinct foci (arrow) in retracting blebs.
The cell membrane is shown in red using the PH domain of PLCδ. Scale
bar = 5 µm.

Occasionally, secondary blebs appeared on top of other blebs
or to the side of existing blebs (Figs. 4, 7). These appeared at two
different phases during the bleb lifetime: during creation of the
actin cortex and during retraction. What causes top secondary
blebs is a source of speculation. They are quite common during
cytokinesis when cortex contractility is highly upregulated
(Fig. 7, white arrow); therefore, one possibility is that they
could be the result of a second contractile event at the base
of the existing bleb that forces more cytosol into the bleb and
inflates regions of the membrane where the cortex has not fully
re-formed or where membrane–cortex tethering is fragile. Side
secondary blebs are presumably nucleated in a similar manner
to primary blebs. First, secondary blebs could arise because
retraction pressurizes the bleb cytosol (Charras et al., 2005)
and this may be sufficient to detach the bleb membrane from
the newly formed cortex. In cells where adhesion between the
cortex and the cell membrane is compromised, for example,
by microinjection of recombinant FERM domain, these types
of secondary blebs are particularly prevalent (Charras et al.,
2006). Second, secondary blebs could arise because of high
stresses exerted by the myosin foci on the immature actin
cortex that cause it to rupture locally.

In circus movements, flow of cytosol from the rear to the
front of the bleb is evident from the movement of granules
within the bleb and may be due to the formation of a contractile
cortex at the rear of the bleb that attempts to retract it.
Though cortex formation has not been observed in Xenopus
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Figure 3.1 Life cycle of a bleb. a, Blebs are balloon-like protrusions of unbound membrane.
In melanoma cells lacking filamin, a membrane-cortex linker protein, the membrane (red)
detaches from the cortex (myosin regulatory light chain, green), forming blebs. Some cortex
foci appear in retracting blebs (arrow). Scale bar, 5 µm. From [Charras 2008a]. b, Local
laser ablation of the cortex (red arrow) induces bleb nucleation and growth (white arrows).
Later, the bleb retracts (white arrowheads). Cells are L929 fibroblasts. Scale bar, 10 µm.
From [Tinevez 2009]. c, Sketch of the life cycle of a bleb. A bleb nucleated from a local
detachment of the membrane from the cortex. Then, hydrostatic pressure in the cytoplasm
inflates the bleb by driving cytosol flow through the cortex. Concomitantly, the membrane
may peel from the cortex, increasing the diameter of the bleb base (dashed line). As pressure
is released and bleb growth slows down, a new cortex assembles under the bleb membrane.
Finally, myosin-generated contractility in the new cortex drives bleb retraction. Adapted
from [Charras 2008c].
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Figure 3 | Generating polarized blebbing. Polarized blebbing can be created either by local detach-
ment of the membrane from the cytoskeleton or by local rupture of the actin cortex. a | A local contrac-
tion of the actomyosin cortex (top left panel, black arrows) can give rise to a local increase in pressure 
(P

local
) when the cytoplasm is very dense. The increased pressure tears the membrane from the cortex, 

resulting in bleb initiation in that location. A similar result can be obtained with a global pressure 
(P

global
) if cortex–membrane linkers are polarized to the rear of the cell (top right panel). A new actin 

cortex forms under the bleb membrane and the old cortex is disassembled, giving rise to a constriction 
in the cortex. The phenomenon can then reiterate. b | A high local stress in the actomyosin cortex 
(black arrows, top left panel) or a local disassembly in the cortex (top right panel) can tear the cortex. 
Cytoplasm flows out of the cell body through the crack, which leads to bleb expansion. A new actin 
cortex reforms and the phenomenon can reiterate. In both images, the dashed line shows the position 
of the leading edge before bleb initiation. 

In both models, an increased concentra-
tion of myosin at the leading edge can 
trigger bleb initiation (FIG. 3). Intriguingly, 
during blebbing motility, myosin motors 
localize to the front of some vertebrate 
cells5,39,46 but to the rear of A. proteus22. 
ROCK1, a regulator of cell contractility, 
also localizes to the rear of motile blebbing 
tumour cells10. Pressure that is generated 
by cortical contractions is needed for bleb 
growth, so the observed differences in 
myosin distribution might reflect differ-
ences in cytoplasmic densities between cell 
types. Indeed, if cytoplasmic components 
(ribosomes, mitochondria, vesicles and the 
cytoskeleton) are tightly packed (resulting 
in an effective cytoplasmic mesh size of 
~30nm), pressure equilibration over the 
whole cell is slower than the timescale of 
bleb growth, and active myosin motors 
need to be localized close to the leading 
edge, where the pressure increase will  
lead to bleb formation48. By contrast, if 
macromolecules are dilute, pressure equili-
brates rapidly and active myosin motors 
can theoretically be localized anywhere on 
the cell cortex49.

How is blebbing translated into movement? 
For blebbing to be translated into move-
ment, cells need to exert a force on the  
ECM and translocate their mass. In lamel-
lipodial motility, cell-body translocation 
is achieved by contraction of the cell rear, 
coupled to adhesion of the lamellipodium  
to the substrate1. As focal adhesions have 
not been investigated in blebbing cells,  
it is unknown how cell-body translocation 
is achieved during blebbing migration. It is 
clear that some form of interaction with the 
ECM is necessary for translocation, which 
could be achieved by weakly adhering to the 
substrate or the surrounding cells (FIG. 4c), 

or by applying forces on the extracellular 
environment perpendicular to the direction 
of movement (FIG. 4d,e).

In the first scenario, the cell forms weak 
adhesions with the substrate50. During 
bleb formation, adhesion proteins in the 
membrane would attach to the ECM and 
integrate with the assembling cortex. Then, 
similar to lamellipodial motility, the cell 
mass would move forward by contraction 
of the cell rear (uropod) and cell–ECM 
adhesions at the rear would detach1. Indeed, 
migrating blebbing Walker carcinosar-
coma cells form loose contacts with the 
substrate30. In embryos, cells migrate over 
other cells and loose transient cell–cell 
contacts have been observed with a contact 
distance that is greater than that of adherens 

or tight junctions15,51. In PGCs, a decrease 
in the expression of the adhesion protein 
E-cadherin coincides with the onset of bleb-
bing52, which suggests that strong cell–cell 
adhesions might actually impede bleb-based 
migration.

The second scenario only applies when 
the cell is slightly compressed between two 
flat substrates or in a 3D network with a 
mesh size that is comparable to the size of 
the cell (FIG. 4d,e). No specific molecular 
adhesion to the substrate is required; the 
compressed cell exerts forces perpendicular 
to the top and bottom substrates (FIG. 4d) 
or ECM fibres (FIG. 4e), and squeezes itself 
forward — a mechanism that is known 
as chimneying53. The cycle starts with the 
nucleation of a bleb at the leading edge. 
The uropod contracts and simultaneously 
the bleb grows, until it makes multiple 
contacts with the substrate and wedges 
itself into place; the cycle can then resume. 
Such migration has been observed in a low 

adhesion subtype of Walker carcinosarcoma 
cells30 and in neutrophils from patients 
with leukocyte adhesion deficiency53; when 
plated on coverslips few cells migrate, 
whereas when cells are slightly squeezed 
between two substrates they migrate effi-
ciently. Similarly, the migration of tumour 
cells with downregulated ECM adhesion 
proteins or matrix proteases, which push 
bleb-like protrusions through pores in the 
ECM gel9,10, could result from non-adhesive 
mechanical interactions with the matrix 
coupled to cortical contraction (FIG. 4a,e). 
Further studies that focus on mechanical 
deformations of the ECM network will be 
needed to understand how the leading-edge 
bleb interacts with the environment.

Why do cells use blebbing motility?
Some cell types exclusively use one type 
of protrusion for motility (for example, 
lamellipodia in fish keratocytes54 and blebs 
in zebrafish PGCs5), whereas other cells can 
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Figure 3.2 Bleb-based motility. Bleb formation may be due to membrane-cortex detach-
ment or to cortex rupture. a, Membrane-cortex detachment may be induced by a local
contraction of the actomyosin cortex, which gives rise to a local increase in pressure (top
left), or by a local decrease in membrane-cortex bonds (top right). b, The cortex can be torn
by a high local contractile stress (top left) or by a local disassembly (top right). Upon bleb
nucleation, the cytoplasm flows to inflate and expand the bleb. Then, the assembly of a new
cortex underneath the bleb membrane is followed by a retraction of the cell rear, thus leading
to cell motion. From [Charras 2008c].

peeling. In Section 3.3, we compare our predictions to those of classical nucleation
theory. We estimate that the critical radius for membrane peeling is typically
lower than the one predicted by classical nucleation theory. Therefore, we expect
membrane peeling to entail a strong reduction of the bleb nucleation time scales.
Then, in Section 3.4, we study the kinetics of bleb nucleation by means of numerical
simulations of a fluctuating adhered membrane. Based on a formulation of first-
passage-time statistics for the formation of a critical detachment, we obtain the
probability distribution of bleb nucleation times as a function of the pressure
difference across the membrane.
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3.2 Bleb nucleation through membrane peeling
Upon a local membrane detachment, bleb growth could, in principle, proceed
via several mechanisms: peeling of the membrane from the cortex, unfolding of
membrane wrinkles, flow of membrane into the detached region, and incorporation
of new cell membrane via fusion of intracellular vesicles in the vicinity of the
detachment [Charras 2008a, Charras 2008b]. Experiments indicate that bleb growth
occurs through a combination of membrane peeling and flow of lipids into the bleb
(Fig. 3.3) [Charras 2008a, Charras 2008b]. Among these mechanisms, membrane
peeling is the only one that increases the area of membrane-cortex detachment.
Here, we focus on the very initial stage of bleb nucleation, in which an incipient
detachment may either grow and lead to a bleb, or shrink to restore membrane-cortex
adhesion.

effective membrane viscosity (35). For the bleb in Fig. 5 A,
the velocity of membrane flow was vm ; 2 mm s!1 and the
membrane tension was Tm ; 6 10!6 N m!1 (close to
estimates described in Fig. 6 F and values reported by (34)).

In the second phase, bleb neck diameter grew rapidly and
the angle of contact decreased (Fig. 5, B and C, arrows B and
D). Flow of lipids into the bleb through the bleb neck
perimeter is dominated by tearing of the bilayer from the
cortex. Tearing events took place over periods of 100–800
ms and over distances of 50–600 nm with velocities ranging
from 0.25 to 3.4 mm s!1 (N ¼ 9; Fig. 5 C). Knowing the
angle at which tearing starts (a ; 130!; Fig. 5 D) and the
membrane tension in the bleb (Tm ; 8 10!7–6 10!6 N m!1;
Fig. 6 F and (34)) allows us to estimate the adhesion energy
between the membrane and the cortex J ; 1.3–9.8 10!6 J
m!2. In this regime, bleb growth occurs via stick-slip-like

behavior of a growing crack. We explore this concept further
below in the case of circus movement, where blebs travel
sideways via steady crack propagation and healing.

End of growth

Bleb growth eventually ceases for one of two reasons: either
because the local pressure transient eventually falls below
the threshold for growth, in which case the bleb would reach
an equilibrium where this pressure is balanced by a com-
bination of the membrane tension and curvature; or because
reassembly of a cortical cytoskeleton might limit bleb growth
before the pressure falls too much. When cortex assembly
was acutely blocked with cytochalasin or latrunculin, blebs
typically grew somewhat larger (11), arguing that cortex
assembly does in part limit growth, but interpretation of this

FIGURE 5 Mechanisms of bleb growth. (A)

Increase in bleb volume can be accommodated

through changes in the aspect ratio of blebs.

Three times points are superimposed to show
the evolution of aspect ratio. The cell mem-

brane is delineated by the yellow dashed line.

The position of the bleb is indicated. As the

bleb increases in size, the angle of contact
between the bleb membrane and the cell body

increases (a). (B) Increase in bleb volume can

cause tearing of the cell membrane from the
cell body. Three time points are superimposed

to show the evolution of the point and angle of

contact between the bleb membrane and the

cell body. When bleb volume increase be-
comes too great, more membrane tears from

the cell body, the angle of contact drops, and

the point of contact changes. For the first two

time points (in blue and green), the point of
contact between the bleb membrane and the

cell body is shown by the white arrow. The

point of contact for the last time point (in red)
is shown by a red arrow and is clearly distinct

from the point of contact for earlier time points.

Panels A and B were acquired using spinning

disk confocal microscopy. Scale bars ¼ 2 mm.
(C) Time course of the bleb edge position. The

position of the membrane in the bleb is tracked

over time along the white arrow in panel A.

When there is no detachment, the position of
the membrane varies smoothly and linearly

because the angle of contact increases (white
arrow in B, corresponding to the time point
shown in green in B). When detachment

occurs, the membrane position changes rapidly

(;2 mm s!1, red arrow in B, corresponding to

the time point shown in red in B). (D) Time
course of the angle and point of contact

between the bleb membrane and the cell body

(for the bleb shown in A and B). The angle

increases linearly when there is no detachment
and the point of contact stays constant (0–3 s).

When detachment occurs, the angle drops rapidly and the point of contact changes (at 3 s). (E) Time course of the normalized perimeter, neck radius, and ratio

of perimeter to neck radius. Both the normalized perimeter and the normalized neck radius increase as the bleb grows. However, the ratio of bleb perimeter/
neck radius also increases, showing that there needs to be flow of membrane into the bleb.
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effective membrane viscosity (35). For the bleb in Fig. 5 A,
the velocity of membrane flow was vm ; 2 mm s!1 and the
membrane tension was Tm ; 6 10!6 N m!1 (close to
estimates described in Fig. 6 F and values reported by (34)).

In the second phase, bleb neck diameter grew rapidly and
the angle of contact decreased (Fig. 5, B and C, arrows B and
D). Flow of lipids into the bleb through the bleb neck
perimeter is dominated by tearing of the bilayer from the
cortex. Tearing events took place over periods of 100–800
ms and over distances of 50–600 nm with velocities ranging
from 0.25 to 3.4 mm s!1 (N ¼ 9; Fig. 5 C). Knowing the
angle at which tearing starts (a ; 130!; Fig. 5 D) and the
membrane tension in the bleb (Tm ; 8 10!7–6 10!6 N m!1;
Fig. 6 F and (34)) allows us to estimate the adhesion energy
between the membrane and the cortex J ; 1.3–9.8 10!6 J
m!2. In this regime, bleb growth occurs via stick-slip-like

behavior of a growing crack. We explore this concept further
below in the case of circus movement, where blebs travel
sideways via steady crack propagation and healing.

End of growth

Bleb growth eventually ceases for one of two reasons: either
because the local pressure transient eventually falls below
the threshold for growth, in which case the bleb would reach
an equilibrium where this pressure is balanced by a com-
bination of the membrane tension and curvature; or because
reassembly of a cortical cytoskeleton might limit bleb growth
before the pressure falls too much. When cortex assembly
was acutely blocked with cytochalasin or latrunculin, blebs
typically grew somewhat larger (11), arguing that cortex
assembly does in part limit growth, but interpretation of this
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Figure 3.3 Bleb growth through membrane peeling. Initially (t . 3 s), the contact point
between the bleb membrane and the cell body (edge position) is pinned (white arrow), and
the contact angle increases due to the flow of membrane into the bleb. However, at t ≈ 3
s, the contact point depins and starts moving fast (∼ 2 µm/s, towards red arrow), so that
the area of the bleb base increases and the contact angle drops. Scale bar, 2 µm. Adapted
from [Charras 2008b].

To explore this situation, we consider the interface between regions of attached
and detached membrane (Fig. 3.4a). Based on the adhesion model introduced
in Chapter 2, the detached region features a density of membrane-cortex bonds
ρb (~x, t) lower than the critical density ρ∗b = α∗ρ0/ū

∗ for the unbinding transition.
Here, ρ0 is the density of available linkers. In turn, α∗ is the solution of α∗e1+α∗ =
χ−1, with χ the kinetic ratio χ ≡ k0

off/kon, which defines the critical pressure
difference f∗ = α∗ρ0kBT/δ. Finally, ū∗ is the solution of ū∗ = α∗

(
1 + χeū

∗)
,

which defines the critical linker stretching u∗ = ū∗ u0, with u0 = kBT/(kδ) (see
Section 2.2 for parameter definitions and details of the model). In contrast, in the
attached region, the density of bonds is higher than the critical density ρ∗b . Hence,
we define the contact line between both regions as the set of points having exactly
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Figure 3.4 Membrane peeling from the cortex. a, Sketch of a section of the interface
between regions of attached and detached membrane, which are connected by the contact line
at s = sc, and form a contact angle θ. The dashed line indicates the equilibrium position of
the uniformly attached membrane, ueq. On the membrane, membrane-cortex bonds occupy
an effective area of diameter d, due both to the lateral size of the receptor proteins and to
their positional fluctuations. b, Normal force balance at the contact line: The adhesion force
balances the vertical pulling by the unbound membrane. c, The unbound membrane forms a
spherical cap of radius Rb = 2γ/f with a detachment radius r = Rb sin θ.

the critical density of bonds. Thus, in terms of the arc length coordinate along the
membrane, s, the contact line sc (t) is defined by the condition

ρb (sc, t) = ρ∗b . (3.1)

Now, the velocity of the contact line, vc = dsc/dt, is known as the peeling speed
of the membrane. If vc > 0, a small detachment grows by peeling the membrane off
the cortex. Conversely, if vc < 0, the detachment shrinks, sequentially reforming
membrane-cortex bonds to restore adhesion. To relate the peeling velocity to the
binding kinetics of the linkers, we write the dynamics of the density of bonds in
the reference frame co-moving with the contact line [Dembo 1988]. Defining the
co-moving arc length coordinate s̄ (t) ≡ s− sc (t), Eq. (2.1) reads

dρb (s̄)

dt
=
∂ρb (s̄)

∂t
− vc

∂ρb (s̄)

∂s̄
= kon [ρ0 − ρb (s̄)]− koff (u (s̄)) ρb (s̄) . (3.2)

By definition, the density of bonds at the contact line, Eq. (3.1), is independent of
time: ∂tρb|s=sc = 0. Hence, evaluating Eq. (3.2) at the contact line, we obtain

− vc
∂ρb
∂s

∣∣∣∣
s=sc

= kon [ρ0 − ρ∗b ]− koff (uc) ρ
∗
b , (3.3)

where uc ≡ u (sc, t) is the stretching of the bound linkers at the contact line. Then,
the condition that separates detachment growth from shrinkage, namely vc = 0,
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corresponds to the equilibrium state of membrane-cortex adhesion, Eqs. (2.1)
to (2.3), at the critical bond density ρ∗b . Therefore, to fulfill vc = 0, the bonds’
stretching at the contact line must be the critical stretching, uc = u∗. In conclusion,
membrane peeling occurs if the stretching of the bonds at the contact line exceeds
the critical value u∗ defined above.

Next, to predict the critical detachment size for membrane peeling, we need to
relate the stretching of the bonds at the contact line to the shape of the unbound
membrane. To this end, without solving for the membrane shape across the contact
region [Evans 1985,Garrivier 2002], we establish normal force balance at the contact
line1. Neglecting bending forces, the elastic force of the linkers, kuc, balances
the vertical pulling due to the membrane tension γ of the unbound membrane
(Fig. 3.4b):

2πrγ sin θ = Nckuc. (3.4)

Here, θ is the contact angle formed by the detached membrane. Note that we
assume that the unbound membrane is instantaneously inflated by the intracellular
pressure. In turn, Nc is the number of bonds along the circular contact line of
length 2πr. To estimate this number, we consider that, because of their lateral
size and positional fluctuations, the receptor proteins of membrane-cortex bonds
cover an effective area of diameter d, presumably a few tens of nanometers, on the
membrane (Fig. 3.4a). Consequently, the average number of bonds that fall in the
contact line is Nc ≈ 2πrdρ∗b .

Now, the unbound membrane is inflated by the pressure difference f to become
a spherical cap of radius Rb = 2γ/f , as given by the Young-Laplace pressure
drop [Dai 1999a]. In addition, the contact angle θ is geometrically related to the
radius of the detachment, r, by sin θ = r/Rb (Fig. 3.4c). Hence, the vertical pulling
by the membrane at the contact line reads 2πrγ sin θ = πr2f , namely the total
force pushing on the unbound membrane, thus closing a relationship between r
and uc in Eq. (3.4). Thereby, the critical stretching for peeling, u∗, translates into a
critical size of the detachment, rp:

rp = 2d
f∗

f
, (3.5)

where f∗ = ρ∗bku
∗. Thus, rp is a critical radius for membrane peeling. Since the

peeling process ends up in a mature bleb, rp indeed becomes a critical radius for
bleb nucleation. Figure 3.5 plots rp as a function of the pressure difference f (red
line), separating those detachments that grow to form a bleb by peeling (green and
blue regions) from those that shrink by healing the delamination (red region).

3.3 Comparison to classical nucleation theory
In this section, we compare our results for membrane peeling to the classical
scenario for bleb nucleation. The classical approach to the nucleation of a new

1Note that, unlike along the normal direction, force balance in the direction parallel to the cortex
involves friction forces that depend on the contact line velocity.
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Figure 3.5 Diagram of bleb nucleation. It indicates the predicted evolution of a local
detachment of radius r of a membrane subject to a pressure difference f . Healing of the
delamination occurs for r < rp (red region), whereas the membrane is peeled from the
cortex for r > rp (green and blue regions). The critical radius for bleb nucleation through
membrane peeling (red line) is given in Eq. (3.5). Classical bleb nucleation would occur
only for r > rn (blue region), with the classical critical radius (blue line) given by Eq. (3.7).
Parameter values are those in Table 2.1, plus d = 30 nm. For the chosen parameter estimates,
membrane peeling requires smaller nucleation radii than classical energetic nucleation.

phase is based on the energy cost of forming a nucleus of such phase within the
parent one. Thus, for bleb nucleation, we formulate the energy cost of a local
membrane-cortex detachment (Appendix 3.A), which can be approximated by

E (r) ≈ πr2w (f)− πf2

16γ
r4. (3.6)

Here, the first term accounts for the work of unbinding the membrane, where w (f)
is the pressure-dependent adhesion energy per unit area, Eq. (2.10). In turn, the
second term combines the works associated to the increase in apparent membrane
area and cell volume. For sufficiently small detachments, the positive contribution
of adhesion loss dominates, hence favouring membrane reattachment. In contrast,
for sufficiently large detachments, the negative contribution of volume expansion
dominates, making detachment growth energetically favourable (Fig. 3.6). Thus,
according to the classical theory, the maximum of the energy E (r) indicates the
critical radius for bleb nucleation (blue line in Fig. 3.5):

rn =

√
8γ w (f)

f2
. (3.7)

Remarkably, unlike in the classical picture, bleb nucleation through membrane
peeling is not controlled by the energy cost of forming a local detachment. Instead,
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Figure 3.6 Energy cost of a detachment. Equation (3.6) for some values of the pressure
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the peeling process is entirely governed by the binding kinetics of membrane-
cortex linkers. This is apparent from the fact that the critical pressure f∗ is only a
function of linker parameters. Hence, the critical radius in Eq. (3.5) is completely
determined by the kinetics of the linkers and the force f that they withstand2.
Indeed, compared to the rest, the linkers at the contact line sustain the additional
pulling due to the unbound membrane. Consequently, even though the rest of the
linkers remain below the unbinding threshold, the linkers at the contact line may
unbind, thereby unchaining membrane peeling and bleb growth. This effect is
not captured by the classical nucleation approach to bleb formation [Sens 2015,
Sheetz 2006, Charras 2008b, Norman 2010, Lim 2012a].

Finally, we note that the classical mechanism is irrelevant even if the classical
nucleation radius rn is smaller than rp, since any detachment of radius r such that
rn < r < rp would unavoidably shrink, even going uphill in energy. Similarly,
for rp < rn, the growth of a detachment with rp < r < rn also goes uphill in
the energy landscape (see Fig. 3.6). Therefore, detachment growth or shrinkage is
not controlled by its global energy E (r) but by the local dynamics of the contact
line, and hence by linker kinetics. Nevertheless, the probability that a fluctuation
produces a detachment of a given size is still determined by the energy, Eq. (3.6).
Hence, bleb nucleation through membrane peeling entails overcoming an effective

2Note, in particular, that, unlike in the classical approach, the critical radius for bleb nucleation
through membrane peeling is independent of membrane tension γ, in agreement with recent numerical
results [Manakova 2016]. This is because, although membrane tension pulls on the linkers at the contact
line, it also decreases the contact angle θ by increasing the radius of the bleb, Rb, and these two effects
exactly compensate in the force balance (see Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5)).
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Figure 3.7 Energy barrier for bleb nucleation. The effective energy barrier for bleb nu-
cleation through membrane peeling, E (rp) (see details in Appendix 3.A), may be lower than
that for classical bleb nucleation, E (rn), especially at low pressure differences. Parameter
values are those in Table 2.1, plus d = 30 nm.

energy barrier E (rp) (dashed lines in Fig. 3.6, see details in Appendix 3.A). We
estimate that this effective barrier is typically lower than the classical one (Fig. 3.7),
so that membrane peeling would strongly reduce the bleb nucleation time, tnuc ∝
eβE(rp), as compared to that of the classical nucleation mechanism, tnuc ∝ eβE(rn).

3.4 Kinetics of bleb nucleation
In this section, we study the kinetics of bleb nucleation. To this end, we account
for fluctuations in membrane-cortex adhesion, which give rise to spontaneous local
membrane detachments.

First, to account for thermal fluctuations in membrane motion, we add a white
Gaussian noise term to Eq. (2.37):

∂tδũ~0 = − 1

µ

[
kρeq

b δũ~0 + kueq δρ̃b,~0

]
+ ζ̃~0 (t) ;

〈
ζ̃~0 (t) ζ̃~0 (t′)

〉
=

2kBTπλ
2
c

η
δ (t− t′) ,

(3.8a)

∂tδũ~q = − 1

4ηq

[(
κq4 + γq2 + kρeq

b

)
δũ~q + kueq δρ̃b,~q

]
+ ζ̃~q (t) ;

〈
ζ̃~q (t) ζ̃~q ′ (t

′)
〉

=
kBT

2ηq
δ~q,−~q ′δ (t− t′) .

(3.8b)

Here, the noise terms fulfill the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. Note that the
noise amplitude of the uniform (~q = ~0) mode of membrane motion involves the
membrane area. Because of thermal fluctuations, uniform membrane motion occurs
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∂tδρbð~xÞ ¼ −ρeqb βkδk0offeβkueqδδuð~xÞ − ½kon þ k0offe
βkueqδ&δρbð~xÞ

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kon½ρ0 − ρeqb & þ ρeqb k

0
offe

βkueqδ þ ρeqb βkδk
0
offe

βkueqδδuð~xÞ þ ½k0offeβkueqδ − kon&δρbð~xÞ
q ΓðtÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

πλ2
p ; ð8Þ

with hΓðtÞΓðt0Þi ¼ δðt − t0Þ.
Simulations of Eqs. (7) and (8) require two Fourier

transforms at each time step to couple the dynamics of
membrane undulations, which is evolved in Fourier space,
to the kinetics of the linkers, evolved in real space.
Therefore, our numerical procedure builds on the so-called
Fourier space Brownian dynamics method [24] for the
simulation of continuum models of membrane dynamics.
Simulations of a square membrane patch of side L ¼
nΔr ¼ 2π=Δq with periodic boundary conditions are
performed. The membrane is initially fluctuating around
the equilibrium position and link density corresponding to
the chosen pressure f. A snapshot of the simulations is
shown in Fig. 3(a).
The simulation model is valid in the linear regime and

hence cannot capture the complete formation of the bleb.
However, it allows us to determine the statistics of bleb
nucleation, which reduces to the first-passage time statistics
of finding a detached patch larger than the critical size.
With this purpose, the following criterion is applied at each
time step and around each point in space for which
ρbð~xn; tÞ < ρ'b. A bleb of detached radius r is said to
nucleate at point ~xn at time t if the average density of
links within a circle of radius r > rp centered at ~xn falls
below the critical density for membrane-cortex unbinding,
hρbð~x − ~xn; tÞij~x−~xnj≤r < ρ'b, while adhesion is restored
within a slightly larger circle, hρbð~x − ~xn; tÞij~x−~xnj≤rþΔr >
ρ'b. Therefore, circles of increasing radius around the
candidate points are considered until the nucleation criterion
is fulfilled. A minimal radius rpðfÞ is demanded according
to the critical nucleation radius in Eq. (5) [red line in

Fig. 2(a)]. This nucleation criterion is fundamentally differ-
ent from those in other simulation approaches to bleb
formation, which either imposed an arbitrary maximal
length of membrane-cortex linkers [25,26] or removed some
of them [27].
Employing our criterion, we have obtained the histogram

of bleb nucleation times at a given pressure f, as exemplified
in Fig. 3(b). We find that the probability distribution of bleb
nucleation times, PðtnucÞ, features an exponential tail
∼e−νtnuc even for pressures very close to the unbinding
transition f'. This indicates that the process is dominated by
a single time scale 1=ν ∝ eβEðrpÞ as usual in activation
processes. Finally, Fig. 3(c) plots the decrease of the average
nucleation time htnuci with increasing pressure. The char-
acteristic time 1=ν obtained from the fits in Fig. 3(b) closely
approaches the average htnuci, thus further stressing that it
strongly dominates the kinetics of bleb nucleation.
Our results on the distribution of nucleation times for

blebs (Fig. 3) are parallel to those reported for membrane
adhesion in Figs. 4 and 5 of Ref. [28]. In cells, linker
aggregation or cortical remodeling are usually required to
overcome the energy barrier associated to the nucleation of
adhesion domains in reasonable time scales [29]. In
contrast, due to the reduced energy barrier essentially
controlled by cortical tension [Fig. 2(b)], membrane peel-
ing could allow bleb nucleation to proceed without them.
In summary, we have shown that membrane peeling

governs bleb nucleation and can strongly enhance it. We
have predicted the critical radius for bleb nucleation
through membrane peeling, as well as its effective energy
barrier, typically lower than that of classical nucleation
theory. Our predictions can be experimentally tested by

FIG. 3. Statistics of bleb nucleation times. (a) Snapshot of membrane undulations δu from simulations. (b) Probability distribution of
bleb nucleation times for two values of the pressure f. The long-time tails are fitted by an exponential PðtnucÞ ∼ e−νtnuc . (c) The average
bleb nucleation time decreases with pressure on the membrane, and so does the characteristic time scale of the process, 1=ν. Only
pressures very close to the unbinding transition at f' are explored because of computational time limitations. In addition to those in
Fig. 2, parameter values are κ ¼ 10−19 J [19], ηc ¼ 10−2 Pa · s [6], η ¼ 50 Pa · s=μm [14], kon ¼ 104 s−1 [20], L ¼ 2 μm, n ¼ 1024,
and Δt ¼ 10−2kon.
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Figure 3.8 Snapshot of membrane undulations from simulations. Simulation parame-
ters are L = 2 µm, n = 1024, and ∆t = 0.01k−1

on . The rescaling length is u0 = kBT/(kδ).
Parameter values are those in Table 2.1, except for µ = 50 Pa·s/µm.

mainly at length scales shorter than the correlation length of membrane undulations,
which we approximate by the characteristic wavelength λc, Eq. (2.45). Thus, we
use πλ2

c as the area of uniform membrane motion.
Second, we account for fluctuations in the number of bound linkers. At the

mesoscopic level of description, chemical reactions follow discrete Markov pro-
cesses described by master equations. However, for a chemical reaction described
by a single variable and involving a sufficiently large number of molecules, the
discrete master equation can be approximated by a continuous Fokker-Planck equa-
tion [Gillespie 1980]. Hence, the stochastic reaction kinetics can be approximated
by the so-called chemical Langevin equation, which features a multiplicative Gaus-
sian white noise term [Gillespie 2000, Gillespie 2002]. Based on this approach, we
include such a noise term to Eq. (2.40):

∂tδρb (~x) = −ρeq
b βkδk

0
offe

βkueqδδu (~x)−
[
kon + k0

offe
βkueqδ

]
δρb (~x)

+
[
kon
[
ρ0 − ρeq

b

]
+ ρeq

b k
0
offe

βkueqδ + ρeq
b βkδk

0
offe

βkueqδδu (~x)

+
[
k0

offe
βkueqδ − kon

]
δρb (~x)

]1/2 Γ (t)√
πλ2

c

;

〈Γ (t) Γ (t′)〉 = δ (t− t′) , (3.9)

where we have taken the Itô prescription. Note that the noise term also involves
the membrane area, which we again identify with the area of correlated membrane
undulations.

Then, we simulate Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) on a square membrane patch of side
L = n∆r = 2π/∆q, with n the number of grid points per side, and periodic
boundary conditions (Fig. 3.8). Thermal noise is directly implemented in Fourier
space [García-Ojalvo 1992, García-Ojalvo 1999]. Simulations require two Fourier
transforms at each time step to couple the Fourier-space evolution of membrane
undulations to the real-space evolution of the bond density. Therefore, our numerical
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Figure 3.9 Statistics of bleb nucleation times. a, Probability distribution of bleb nucle-
ation times for two values of the pressure difference f . The long-time tails are fitted by
an exponential P (tnuc) ∝ e−νtnuc . b, The average time of bleb nucleation, as well as the
characteristic time scale 1/ν, decrease with the pressure difference across the membrane.
Simulation parameters are L = 2 µm, n = 1024, and ∆t = 0.01k−1

on . Parameter values are
those in Table 2.1, except for µ = 50 Pa·s/µm.

procedure builds on the so-called Fourier-space Brownian dynamics (FSBD) method
[Lin 2004, Brown 2008] for the simulation of continuum models of membrane
dynamics, extending it to include the stochastic binding dynamics of the linkers,
which must be evolved in real space.

For any simulation, at any chose pressure difference f , we let the system reach
equilibrium, which we ensure by demanding that the fluctuations’ correlation matrix
is saturated. Then, we use an equilibrated snapshot to start a new simulation under
the same conditions, with which we probe bleb nucleation. The simulation model
is valid for small perturbations and hence cannot capture the complete formation
of the bleb. However, it allows us to determine the statistics of bleb nucleation,
which reduces to the first-passage-time statistics of finding a detachment larger
than the critical size. To identify detachments, at each time step we identify the
points ~xn that feature a density of bonds below the critical one, ρb (~xn, t) < ρ∗b ,
which are candidates to nucleate a bleb. Then, to identify nucleation events, we
apply the following criterion: A bleb of detached radius r is said to nucleate at
point ~xn at time t if the average density of bonds within a circle of radius r > rp
centered at ~xn falls below the critical density for membrane-cortex unbinding,
〈ρb (~x− ~xn, t)〉|~x−~xn|≤r < ρ∗b , whereas adhesion is restored within a slightly
larger circle, 〈ρb (~x− ~xn, t)〉|~x−~xn|≤r+∆r > ρ∗b . Therefore, circles of increasing
radius around the candidate points are considered until the nucleation criterion is
fulfilled. A minimal radius rp (f) is demanded according to the critical radius for
bleb nucleation through membrane peeling, Eq. (3.5) (red line in Fig. 3.5).

Employing this criterion, we obtain the histogram of bleb nucleation times at
a given pressure difference f (Fig. 3.9a). We find that the probability distribution
of bleb nucleation times, P (tnuc), features an exponential tail ∝ e−νtnuc , even for
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pressures very close to that of the unbinding transition3, f∗. This fact indicates
that the nucleation process is dominated by a single time scale 1/ν ∝ eβE(rp),
as is usual in activation processes [Schuss 2010, Risken 1989]. We also find that
the average nucleation time 〈tnuc〉 decreases with increasing pressure difference
(Fig. 3.9b). Moreover, the characteristic time 1/ν of the exponential decay of the
probability distribution, obtained from the fits in Fig. 3.9a, closely approaches the
average 〈tnuc〉, which further confirms that it strongly dominates the kinetics of bleb
nucleation.

3.5 Discussion and conclusions
In summary, we have shown that membrane peeling governs bleb nucleation, which
is thus controlled by the binding kinetics of membrane-cortex linkers. We have
argued that the classical approach based on the energy of bleb formation does not
capture the physics of the peeling process, and hence it does not provide a complete
description of bleb nucleation. We have predicted the critical radius for bleb nucle-
ation through membrane peeling, as well as its effective energy barrier, which we
have estimated to be typically lower than that of classical nucleation theory. Our
predictions can be experimentally tested by inducing local membrane detachments
of controlled size, for instance via laser ablation of the cortex [Tinevez 2009] or
by locally controlling myosin activity or linker density, for example by means
of optogenetic tools [Valon 2017]. Experiments in well-controlled reconstituted
systems [Loiseau 2016] could be particularly suited to distinguish the essential
mechanisms of bleb nucleation. Specifically, the dependence of the critical radius
on the pressure difference on the membrane (Fig. 3.5) or its independence on mem-
brane tension allows distinguishing whether the classical or the peeling mechanism
prevails.

By means of simulations, we have studied the kinetics of bleb nucleation. Pre-
vious simulation approaches to bleb formation either imposed a maximal length of
individual membrane-cortex linkers [Spangler 2011, Lim 2012a, Tyson 2014, Ta-
loni 2015] or directly induced nucleation by removing some of them [Young 2010,
Strychalski 2013, Woolley 2015, Manakova 2016]. In contrast, we have proposed a
nucleation criterion based on the unbinding transition that results from the coopera-
tive failure of membrane-cortex bonds. Moreover, by means of a first-passage-time
formulation, our criterion naturally accounts for membrane peeling. Using this
approach, we have obtained the distribution of bleb nucleation times as a function of
the stress on the membrane. These results could be experimentally tested by measur-
ing blebbing times in cells with perturbed cortical activity or subject to micropipette
suction [Rentsch 2000,Merkel 2000,Tinevez 2009,Brugués 2010,Campillo 2012,Sli-
ogeryte 2014].

Our results on the distribution of nucleation times for blebs (Fig. 3.9) are
parallel to those reported for membrane adhesion in Figs. 4-5 of [Bihr 2012].

3Only pressures very close to the unbinding transition at f∗ are explored because of computation
time limitations.
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Discussion
Bleb-driven motility is a feature of cells moving in tissues and
other mechanically resistive environments, and in Dictyostelium it
seems to be provoked by the mechanical resistance itself (12).
Here we have addressed the questions of how the site of blebbing
is selected and how blebs can cooperate with pseudopods when
both are present and thus ultimately of how a cell moving with
blebs is steered.
In each of the three physiological situations examined, bleb

formation is correlated with areas of moderate-to-strong nega-
tive curvature and decreased in areas of positive curvature. This

is particularly striking in cells under 2% agarose, where chains of
blebs often form, with each new bleb triggered from the con-
cavity formed at the flank of the preceding one. The correlation
does not depend on the chemoattractant used or the nature of
the projection causing curvature—bleb or pseudopod—consis-
tent with the idea that it is a purely physical interaction. The
underlying reason is readily apparent: Membrane tension pro-
vides an inward force opposing bleb formation in convex areas
and an outward one, favoring it, in concave areas.
To test whether membrane curvature can alone predict where

blebs will form, we asked whether blebs always form in the region
of the cell with the greatest negative (or least positive) curvature
(Fig. S8). Analyzed in this way, the data confirm the strong
correlation between negative curvature and bleb formation, but
also show that blebs do not necessarily form in the areas of
highest negative curvature. Similarly, our analysis of Fundulus
deep cell movement shows that although blebs form from areas
of negative curvature, they do not form in the concave waist
between the cell body and the uropod.
These observations show that other factors apart from mem-

brane curvature must also regulate bleb site selection. Such factors
could include the density of membrane-cortical linkers and the local
concentration of PIP2 in the membrane, as this can modulate the
attachment of these linkers (18, 27). Consistent with this, in mela-
noma cells, it has been argued that a high level of the membrane–
cytoskeleton linker ezrin inhibits blebbing from the uropod (28).
Because concavities often form on the flanks of pseudopods,

pseudopods can trigger adjacent blebs and provide indirect
chemotactic steering to them. However, when cells reorientate
toward a moving cyclic-AMP source, they follow a distinct series
of events in which actin microspikes first form in the new di-
rection of the gradient, followed by blebs, and pseudopods only
later (12). In this case, blebs are not triggered by a preceding
pseudopod, but could be by the actin microspikes, which can also
create local negative membrane curvature. Filopods could also
play a role in triggering blebs, but not an essential one, because
they are not detected in strongly blebbing cells under 2% agarose
(Movie S9). Conversely, blebs can determine where pseudopods
form, through continued actin polymerization and the formation
of blebbopods. Thus, each type of projection can trigger for-
mation of the other, helping to focus protrusive activity to the
front of the cell. However, because cells can move chemotacti-
cally primarily with either pseudopods (vegetative cells under
buffer) or blebs (developed cells under 2% agarose), it seems
likely that in addition to their chemotactic cooperation, blebs
and pseudopods also have independent chemotactic steering.
It is notable that blebs are projected faster than actin-driven

pseudopods in each condition we investigated, suggesting that
they are impelled by a greater force; this greater force provides
a rationale for why blebs often predominate in resistive con-
ditions. The global propensity of cells to form blebs is regulated
by cortical contractility, which is mediated through myosin II.
Cells might thus adapt to resistive conditions by increasing their
expression of myosin II, as seen in Dictyostelium development, or
by acute increases in myosin-II activity (29).
Our observations add to the range of cellular processes that

can be controlled by membrane tension. As well as blebbing,
these include endocytosis and, in the field of cell motility, the
long-range suppression of pseudopods by tension produced by
a dominant pseudopod (30), all emphasizing the role of me-
chanics in controlling cell physiology (31).

Methods
Cells and Microscopy. The axenic strain Ax2 of Dictyostelium discoideum, used
throughout (R.R.K. laboratory strain; DBS0235521 at http://dictybase.org), was
grown on HL5 medium (ForMedium). All experiments were at 22 °C. Ax2 was
transformed with markers for F-actin (GFP–ABD120, ref. 32) or the plasma
membrane/filopods (cAR1-GFP, ref. 33).
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Fig. 4. Proposed mechanism for bleb nucleation. Red, cell membrane;
green, cortex; black, tethers. (A) In regions of positive curvature intracellular
pressure is opposed by membrane tension and tethering. (B) In regions of
negative curvature tension is inverted, thus putting more pull on tethers.
During detachment, a surplus of membrane becomes available for expan-
sion. (C) Model simulation (Movie S8 and SI Text for model details). A pro-
trusion, formed from initially circular geometry, induces concavities at its
flanks from which blebs form spontaneously. (D) Space–time map of the net
force due to membrane tension and bending acting on tethers. Force is high
at the tip of the simulated pseudopod and directed inward, preventing bleb
formation. In the neck region membrane tension is of similar magnitude but
is directed outward and no longer opposes fluid pressure. This causes linkers
to rupture and the high pulling forces on the basal bleb linkers (red streaks)
promote unzipping of further linkers. Stopping bleb expansion is discussed
in SI Text. (E) Curvature map of simulated blebbing shows a distinct pattern
of negative curvature being flipped to positive curvature at the bleb site and
induced negative curvature at bleb flanks. This simple model gives a feed-
back mechanism in which F-actin–driven pseudopods promote blebbing at
their flanks. (F and G) A bleb cascade (Movie S3). A cell chemotaxing to cyclic
AMP (source at bottom) under 2% agarose produces a cascade of blebs at
the leading edge in which the first (0.0 s) produces negative curvature to
spawn flanking blebs (0.5 s) that in turn spawn further blebs along the cell
sides (1.0–2.5 s), consistent with the model proposed in A–E.
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Figure 3.10 Preferential nucleation of blebs in negatively curved sites. Depending on
the sign of the membrane curvature, the normal component of membrane tension (red
arrow) either opposes or adds to the pressure difference across the membrane (blue arrow).
Consequently, bleb nucleation is facilitated in negatively curved regions, such as the flanks
of a protrusion. From [Tyson 2014].

In cell adhesion, thermal fluctuations are typically unable to overcome the high
energy barriers associated to the nucleation of adhesion domains. Consequently,
processes like linker aggregation or cortical remodelling are usually required to
achieve nucleation in reasonable time scales [Zhang 2008, Vink 2013]. In contrast,
by yielding a reduced energy barrier essentially controlled by cortical tension
(Figs. 3.6 and 3.7), we speculate that membrane peeling could allow bleb nucleation
to proceed without the need of additional processes.

Finally, our model for peeling sheds light on the mechanisms of homoge-
neous bleb nucleation. Our results could now be generalized to address the role
of membrane peeling in the nucleation of blebs at preferential sites determined
by membrane curvature (Fig. 3.10) [Tyson 2014, Collier 2017]. In future stud-
ies, our approach could also be extended beyond the nucleation stage to study
bleb growth, comparing the results to experiments [Charras 2008b, Tinevez 2009,
Peukes 2014] and simulations [Young 2010, Spangler 2011, Lim 2012a, Strychal-
ski 2013, Tyson 2014, Woolley 2015, Taloni 2015, Manakova 2016]. In addition,
our stochastic simulation scheme could be employed to investigate the role of
membrane-cortex adhesion on the statistics of membrane fluctuations (see Sec-
tion 2.5).
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Appendices

3.A Energy of bleb formation
In this appendix, we derive the energy of bleb formation or, more precisely, of a
membrane detachment of radius r. We show that, for sufficiently large detachments,
the energy can be approximated by Eq. (3.6).

We include bulk contributions due to membrane detachment and inflation, Eb,
as well as interfacial contributions Ei associated to the contact region between the
detached and attached membrane regions (see Fig. 3.4a). Neglecting bending forces,
bleb formation has three main bulk energetic contributions associated to the increase
of apparent membrane area and cell volume, and to the loss of membrane-cortex
adhesion:

Eb ≈ γ∆S − fV + w (f)A. (3.A.1)

Here, ∆S is the increase in membrane area, V is the volume of the bleb, and
A = πr2 is the area of the detachment. Respectively, γ is the membrane tension, f
is the pressure difference across the membrane, and w (f) is the pressure-dependent
membrane-cortex adhesion energy per unit area, given by Eq. (2.10). Since the bleb
acquires the shape of a spherical cap, its volume is given by

V =
πh2

3
(3R− h) , (3.A.2)

where h is the height of the cap and R the radius of the sphere. For incipient blebs,
h� R, so that the height h is related to the detachment radius r by (see Fig. 3.4c)

r2 = R2 − (R− h)
2

= 2Rh− h2 ≈ 2Rh. (3.A.3)

Then, under this approximation, the bleb volume reads

V ≈ πh2R ≈ πr4

4R
(3.A.4)

in terms of the detachment radius r. Respectively, the apparent membrane area of
the bleb is given by S = 2πRh. Thus, the membrane area increase associated to
bleb formation is

∆S = S −A = 2πRh− πr2 = πh2 ≈ πr4

4R2
. (3.A.5)
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Then, introducing the previous expressions into Eq. (3.A.1), the energy cost of
forming an incipient bleb of radius R and detachment radius r reads:

Eb ≈
πγr4

4R2
− πfr4

4R
+ πr2w (f) . (3.A.6)

Now, energy minimization imposes the equilibrium radius of the bleb, Rb:

∂Eb
∂R

∣∣∣∣
R=Rb

= 0 =⇒ Rb =
2γ

f
, (3.A.7)

which corresponds to the Young-Laplace pressure difference across a spherical
interface. Therefore, the energy of bleb formation reads

Eb (r) ≈ πr2w (f)− πf2

16γ
r4, (3.A.8)

now only in terms of the detachment radius r, as given in Eq. (3.6).
Next, we include the interfacial energy associated to the contact line, and show

it to be small for sufficiently large detachment radii. To this end, we start by
estimating the width of the interface between the attached and detached membrane
regions. To do so, we compute the decay of the membrane shape profile from
the contact line towards the attached membrane region (see Fig. 3.4a). Under
stationary conditions, the coupled profiles of membrane shape u (~x) and density of
membrane-cortex bonds ρb (~x) follow

κ∇4u (~x)− γ∇2u (~x) + kρb (~x)u (~x)− f = 0, (3.A.9a)

kon [ρ0 − ρb (~x)]− k0
offe

βku(~x)δρb (~x) = 0. (3.A.9b)

Here, Eq. (3.A.9a) is the Euler-Lagrange equation of the membrane shape field
u (~x), obtained from the minimization of the membrane Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.31).
In turn, Eq. (3.A.9b) is the stationary, spatially-extended version of Eq. (2.1).

The coupled nonlinear Eq. (3.A.9) can not be solved analytically in general.
However, an analytical solution can be obtained for small-amplitude perturbations
around the mechanical equilibrium state given by Eq. (2.4) (see Fig. 2.7):

u (~x) = ueq + δu (~x) , ρb (~x) = ρeq
b + δρb (~x) . (3.A.10)

Then, neglecting membrane bending forces as before, and restricting to the lowest
order in the perturbations, we obtain

γ∇2δu (~x) = kρeq
b δu (~x) + kueqδρb (~x) , (3.A.11a)

δρb (~x) = −ρ
eq
b βkδk

0
offe

βkueqδ

kon + k0
offe

βkueqδ
δu (~x) ≡ −A (f) δu (~x) , (3.A.11b)

where we have defined A (f), which is a positive function of the pressure difference
f across the membrane. Note that Eq. (3.A.11) directly follow from Eqs. (2.39)
and (2.40) under stationary conditions, and neglecting bending.
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Figure 3.A.1 Membrane shape decay length. The interface between the attached
and detached membrane regions becomes flatter and wider at larger pressure differences
(Eq. (3.A.13)). However, using the parameter values in Table 2.1, the variation is not pro-
nounced, and the membrane shape typically decays within less than the interlinker spacing
ξ0 ∼ 0.1 µm.

Next, to obtain the typical decay length of the membrane shape profile from
the contact line, we restrict the problem to one dimension4, namely to a section as
depicted in Fig. 3.4a, with the contact line at x = 0. Thus, the boundary conditions
read u (0) = uc and u (x→∞) = ueq, which yield the solutions

u (x) = ueq + [uc − ueq] e−x/λ, (3.A.12a)

ρb (x) = ρeq
b −A (f) [uc − ueq] e−x/λ. (3.A.12b)

Therefore, the bonds’ stretching decays exponentially from its value at the contact
line to the asymptotic equilibrium value with a decay length

λ =

√
γ

kρeq
b − kueqA (f)

, (3.A.13)

which depends on the pressure difference across the membrane (Fig. 3.A.1). Larger
membrane tension γ and/or pressure difference f imply wider and flatter contact
regions. However, using the parameter estimates in Table 2.1, the decay length
varies only between ∼ 70 − 90 nm across the whole range of possible pressures
(Fig. 3.A.1). Thus, in fact, a rough estimate of the decay length is simply λ ∼√
γ/ (ρ0k) ∼ 70 nm.

In conclusion, we estimate that the decay length of membrane shape and bond
density perturbations is typically similar, and even slightly smaller, than the average

4The full solution in two dimensions with circular symmetry involves Bessel functions with the same
characteristic length.
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distance between linkers, ξ0 = ρ
−1/2
0 ∼ 0.1 µm. Therefore, the interfacial region is

a circular corona of an estimated width that typically involves only one membrane-
cortex bond.

At this point, we are in a position to compute the energy cost of forming
the interface between the attached and detached regions of the membrane. At
the interface, bonds are more stretched than in the uniformly adhered situation.
Therefore, neglecting bending forces, the interfacial energy is the elastic energy
associated to the extra stretching of the bonds at the interface. Since we estimated
that the interfacial region contains on average a single bond in its width, the
interfacial energy may be estimated as

Ei ≈ 2πrd

(
k

2
ρ∗bu

2
c −

k

2
ρeq
b u

2
eq

)
, (3.A.14)

where d is the diameter of the effective area covered by the bonds on the membrane
(see Fig. 3.4a). This expression computes the extra elastic energy stored in the bonds
at the contact line (at a density ρ∗b by definition), which withstand a stretching uc,
with respect to the uniformly adhered situation at an equilibrium pressure-dependent
bond density ρeq

b and stretching ueq.
Now, for detachments of radius smaller than the critical radius for membrane

peeling, r < rp (f), the stretching at the contact line, uc, is a pressure-dependent
quantity determined by the balance of normal forces, Eq. (3.4):

uc =
fr

2dρ∗bk
. (3.A.15)

In contrast, for larger detachments, r > rp (f), the bonds at the contact line break
because their stretching reaches the critical value u∗, thus giving rise to the peeling
process. Therefore, whenever peeling occurs, namely for r > rp (f) (see Eq. (3.5)),
the stretching of the bonds at the contact line is uc = u∗. As a consequence of the
saturation of bonds’ stretching at the contact line, the interfacial contribution to the
energy of bleb formation is given by the following piecewise function:

Ei (r) =





πrd
[
f2r2

4d2ρ∗bk
− kρeq

b u
2
eq

]
; r ≤ rp (f)

πrd
[
ρ∗bk (u∗)2 − kρeq

b u
2
eq

]
; r ≥ rp (f) .

(3.A.16)

Note that, below the peeling radius, the interfacial energy does not behave as a line
tension, meaning that is not proportional to the length of the interface, 2πr. This is
because increasing the length of the contact line also increases the contact angle θ
(see Fig. 3.4a) and hence the stretching of the bonds, which results in the nonlinear
dependence on r. In contrast, above the peeling radius, the interfacial contribution
does have the form of a line tension because the bonds do not withstand further
stretching.

Finally, the total energy of bleb formation includes the bulk and interfacial
contributions:

E = Eb + Ei. (3.A.17)
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As expected, the interfacial contribution is subdominant respect to the bulk contri-
butions at radii r > rp (Fig. 3.A.2). Thus, since we estimate the classical critical
radius, rn, to be larger than the critical radius for peeling, rp, we expect the interfa-
cial energy to have a minor impact on rn, which will typically be well approximated
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by Eq. (3.7). In contrast, the interfacial energy does substantially contribute to
the effective energy barrier for bleb nucleation through membrane peeling, E (rp).
Specifically, the energy cost of breaking membrane-cortex bonds is the largest
contribution to the energy barrier at low pressure differences, but it becomes similar
to the interfacial contribution at higher pressure differences, which correspond to
smaller nucleation radii (Fig. 3.A.3).
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Part II

Active gel dynamics for cells
and tissues
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Constitutive equations of active gels

from nonequilibrium molecular
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Abstract
Biological systems such as the cell cortex, the mitotic spindle, or epithelial tissues
have been described as active gels. The constitutive equations of such materials
were initially derived in the framework of nonequilibrium thermodynamics, which
introduces a number of phenomenological transport coefficients. Thus, despite
flows in active gels are mediated by linker proteins, the connection between their
molecular kinetics and the transport coefficients remained obscure. In this chapter,
we derive the constitutive equations of an active polar gel from a model for the
dynamics of elastic molecules that link polar elements. Molecular binding kinetics
induces the fluidization of the material, giving rise to Maxwell viscoelasticity
and, provided that detailed balance is broken, to the generation of active stresses.
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We give explicit expressions for the transport coefficients of active gels in terms
of molecular properties, including nonlinear contributions on the departure from
equilibrium. In particular, when activity favors linker unbinding, we predict a
decrease of viscosity with activity — active thinning — of kinetic origin, which
could explain some experimental results on cell cortex rheology. By bridging
the molecular and hydrodynamic scales, our results shed light on the connection
between macroscopic properties and underlying molecular processes in biological
active gels.
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4.1 Introduction

Active polar gels are viscoelastic media made out of orientable constituents endowed
with an internal source of energy under nonequilibrium conditions [Jülicher 2007,
Joanny 2009, Prost 2015]. These materials are common in cell and tissue biology
[Needleman 2017], with a prominent example being the actomyosin cortex of
eukaryotic cells, which generates forces that enable cell shape changes and motility
(Fig. 2.2). This dynamic structure is a crosslinked network of actin polar filaments
and myosin molecular motors that generates forces by transducing the chemical
energy of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) hydrolysis. Other biological active gels
include the mitotic spindle and epithelial tissues.

thought of as simplified agent-based models of flocks of birds
and shoals of fish (Vicsek et al., 1995), they can also act as
realisticmodels for less complex systems, such as polar protein
filaments (e.g., F actin) in gliding motility assays on surfaces
decorated with molecular motors (e.g., myosin) (Kron and
Spudich, 1986; Schaller et al., 2010), suspensions of swim-
ming microorganisms (Dombrowski et al., 2004; Zhang et al.,
2010), or even layers of vibrated granular rods (Narayan,
Ramaswamy, and Menon, 2007). It should be stressed, how-
ever, that there have been suggestions that hydrodynamic
interactions may be important in motility assays at high fila-
ment density (Schaller, Weber, Hammerich et al., 2011).

Each self-propelled particle has a position and an orienta-
tion. It also has an individual self-propulsion velocity of
magnitude v0 and direction specified by the particle’s orien-
tation. SPPs interact with neighboring particles via either a
local rule (Vicsek et al., 1995) or physical (steric or other)
interactions (Baskaran and Marchetti, 2008a, 2008b, 2009;
Leoni and Liverpool, 2010). Mean-field models for the sto-
chastic dynamics of the particles can be expressed in terms of
the one-particle density cðr; !̂; tÞ. This measures the proba-
bility of finding a self-propelled particle with position r and
orientation !̂ at time t. The equation of motion for cðr; !̂; tÞ
takes into account the interplay of fluctuations (diffusion),
interactions, and self-propulsion. These mean-field models
are valid in the regime of weak interactions, low density, and
weak density correlations. The kinetic equation for the one-
particle density can then be solved directly either analytically
or numerically for specific geometries and initial condition
(Saintillan, 2012). Alternatively, to describe macroscopic
behavior, the kinetic theory can also be further coarse grained
by projecting on to macroscopic fields such as !ðr; tÞ and
pðr; tÞ to obtain the equivalent of Eq. (5), where the parame-
ters ", #, K, v1, and $1;2;3 are expressed in terms of the
microscopic parameters of the system (Bertin, Droz, and
Grégoire, 2006, 2009; Baskaran and Marchetti, 2008a,
2010; Ihle, 2011). A concrete example of this procedure is
given in Sec. V.B.3.

2. Motors and filaments

Another microscopic realization of active matter is pro-
vided by suspensions of polar protein filaments cross-linked
by active cross-links consisting of clusters of molecular
motors (Nédélec et al., 1997; Nédélec, 1998; Surrey et al.,
2001; Backouche et al., 2006; Mizuno et al., 2007). The
motivation for this in vitro work is to provide an understand-
ing of the mechanics of the eukaryotic cell cytoskeleton from
the bottom up. Molecular motors are proteins that are able to
convert stored chemical energy into mechanical work by
hydrolyzing ATP molecules. The mechanical work is done
by the motors moving in a unidirectional manner along the
polar filaments. Particular motor proteins are associated with
specific polar filaments, e.g., kinesins ‘‘walk’’ on microtu-
bules while myosins ‘‘walk’’ on filamentous actin. Since the
filaments are polar, they can be characterized by a position
and an orientation. Some workers (Kruse and Jülicher, 2000,
2003, 2006; Liverpool, 2003; Liverpool and Marchetti, 2005;
Ahmadi, Marchetti, and Liverpool, 2006) modeled the motor
clusters as active cross-linkers (see Fig. 33) capable of walk-
ing along the filaments and exchange forces and torques

among filament pairs, hence yielding additional, active,
contributions to the translational and rotational velocities of
filaments. Another model was proposed by Aranson and
Tsimring (2005, 2006) who described the filament dynamics
via a stochastic master equation for polar rigid rods interacting
via instantaneous inelastic ‘‘collisions.’’ Both models express
the stochastic dynamics of the active system in terms of the
one-particle density of filaments cðr; !̂; tÞ. The kinetic equa-
tion for cðr; !̂; tÞ takes account of the interplay of diffusion and
active contributions induced by the cross-linking motor clus-
ters or the inelastic collisions. The kinetic equations can again
be further coarse grained by projecting on the continuum
fields, such as !ðr; tÞ and pðr; tÞ to obtain the equivalent of
Eq. (5), with microscopic expressions for all parameters.
Although the parameter values depend on the specific micro-
scopic model, the continuum equations obtained by these two
approaches have the same structure. Thework by Aranson and
Tsimring (2005, 2006) incorporates, however, terms of higher
order in the gradients of the continuum fields neglected in
Kruse and Jülicher (2000, 2003), Liverpool (2003), and
Ahmadi, Marchetti, and Liverpool (2006). These models
give rise to contracted states and propagating density-
polarization waves in both one (Kruse and Jülicher, 2000;
Kruse, Camalet, and Jülicher, 2001) and higher dimensions
(Liverpool, 2003; Liverpool and Marchetti, 2005), as well as
aster and spiral patterns (Aranson and Tsimring, 2005, 2006).
Finally, a number of other mean-field implementations of the
dynamics of motor-filament suspensions, some including ex-
plicitly motor dynamics or additional passive cross-linkers,
have been used by others to understand pattern formation in
these systems (Lee and Kardar, 2001; Sankararaman, Menon,
and Kumar, 2004; Ziebert and Zimmermann, 2004, 2005;
Ziebert, Aranson, and Tsimring, 2007).

In the next sections we briefly outline one procedure for
going from the fluctuating microscopic dynamics to the mac-
roscopic equations of motion.We restrict our discussion to dry
systems. For wet systems, see published work (Liverpool and
Marchetti, 2006;Marchetti and Liverpool, 2007;Baskaran and
Marchetti, 2009; Leoni and Liverpool, 2010).

B. From stochastic dynamics to macroscopic equations

We consider a collection of N identical (a simplification)
anisotropic particles, each described by a position rnðtÞ and
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FIG. 33 (color online). A schematic of a pair of filaments of
length ‘ with midpoint positions and orientations r1, !̂1 and r2,
!̂2 driven by an active cross-link.
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Fig. 1. Our stroke-averaged swimmer is an asymmetric rigid dumbbell com-
posed of a small and a large sphere of radii aS and aL, respectively, connected
by an infinitely thin rigid rod. The swimmer has length ℓ, and its orienta-
tion is characterized by a unit vector ν̂ directed along its axis from the small
to the large sphere. Also shown are the equal and opposite forces f = f ν̂

that the swimmer exerts on the fluid. Propulsion is centered at the hydrody-
namic center (26), denoted by C, which here lies to the right of the swimmer’s
geometrical midpoint M, which is also the center of the force dipole.

those for which the center of the force dipole coincides with the
hydrodynamic center of the swimmer (26), are actually “shak-
ers” with v0 = 0. Finally, it is important to stress that although
our model for a single swimmer is a static force dipole, hydrody-
namic interactions do generate all multipoles in the collective flow
field.

Active particles can also be classified according to the forces
they exert on the surrounding fluid. Contractile swimmers or
“pullers” are propelled by flagella at the head of the organism.
They pull fluid in along their long axis and push fluid out along
an axis normal to their midpoint (Fig. 2A). With the definition of
forces shown in Fig. 1, pullers correspond to f < 0. The unicellular
flagellate algae Chlamydomonas are examples of pullers. In the
stroke-averaged representation, the swimmer is a puller when the
hydrodynamic center lies near the “head” of the swimmer, defined
with respect to its direction of self-propelled motion. Conversely,
tensile swimmers with f > 0 push fluid out along their long axis and
pull fluid in at their midpoint. They are propelled from the rear,
hence “pushers”. Most bacteria, such as Escherichia coli, belong
to this class. In this case, the hydrodynamic center of the swimmer
lies near the “tail” (Fig. 2B).

We derive equations for the microscopic dynamics of a col-
lection of such swimmers in a fluid by eliminating the fluid flow
velocity and recasting it explicitly in the form of long-ranged hydro-
dynamic interactions among the particles. We characterize the
resulting interactions and identify how they depend on the swim-
mer’s status as either a puller or a pusher. At short distances, the
swimmers also interact repulsively via excluded volume effects
that are known to yield orientational order at high density. These
effects are understood (27), and so for simplicity we do not include
them in the derivation of the continuum hydrodynamics. By using
the standard tools of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics, we
then obtain coarse-grained hydrodynamic equations that describe
the collective dynamics of the swimmers on long length and time
scales. Finally, we examine the nature of fluctuations in these sys-
tems and the underlying microscopic mechanisms that give rise to
them. Before describing the derivation, we summarize some key
new outcomes of our work.

1. We show that pairwise hydrodynamic interactions (within
the Stokes approximation) alone do not yield homoge-
neous orientational order in bulk. When steric effects
are incorporated in the model, the swimmers order in a
nematic state at high density. This is an equilibrium effect
(although modified by self-propulsion (7)). Neither steric
effects nor hydrodynamic interactions yield, however, a
bulk polar state.

2. We demonstrate that a uniform isotropic suspension of
pullers is unstable above a critical active force |f |. This
instability arises from the suppression of mass diffusion

because of the attractive hydrodynamic forces along the
axis of contractile swimmers. It is similar to the “bundling”
instability obtained in refs. 17 and 24 for filament-motor
mixtures. In that case, however, the bundling is induced
by active cross-linkers; hence, by a very specific contact
interaction among filaments. In the present work, the sup-
pression of diffusion arises entirely from hydrodynamic
forces among the swimmers and is therefore a general new
effect.

3. It is known that uniform ordered active suspensions (swim-
mers, shakers, pullers, or pushers) are “generically” unsta-
ble because of the growth of orientational fluctuations
(12). Our work identifies the origin of this instability in the
long-ranged (∼ 1/r2) nature of the hydrodynamic inter-
actions. This connection also suggests mechanisms for
suppressing the instability, as described in Hydrodynamic
Equations.

4. Our work shows that the instabilities of active suspen-
sions arise from hydrodynamic interactions and provides
the classification of such instabilities for different types of
swimmers summarized in the phase diagram of Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Flow patterns induced by the active forces that a single puller (A) or
pusher (B) exerts on the surrounding fluid. The colors denote the amplitude
of the flow that decreases at large distances, albeit only as a power law (red,
largest, to blue, weakest). The arrows indicate the direction of the flow. Also
shown for each swimmer are the location of the hydrodynamic center (white
circle) and the direction of the self-propulsion velocity (white arrow). In both
cases, the flow vanishes as expected at the center of the dipole.

15568 www.pnas.org / cgi / doi / 10.1073 / pnas.0906586106 Baskaran and Marchetti

a b

Figure 4.1 Microscopic models of active gels. Hydrodynamic equations may be derived
by coarse-graining microscopic descriptions [Marchetti 2013]. a, Schematic of a pair of
filaments (blue) driven by an active crosslink (red) [Liverpool 2006]. From [Marchetti 2013].
b, Flow pattern induced by a puller microswimmer. The color denotes the amplitude of the
flow, which decreases with distance (red to blue), whereas arrows only indicate the flow
direction. From [Baskaran 2009].

The coarse-grained dynamics of such systems can be captured by the hydro-
dynamic equations of active polar gels [Joanny 2011, Marchetti 2013, Prost 2015].
Such equations can be derived relying only on symmetry arguments [Simha 2002,
Hatwalne 2004,Marchetti 2013], for example in a systematic way within the formal-
ism of linear irreversible thermodynamics [Kruse 2004, Kruse 2005, Jülicher 2011,
Marchetti 2013]. These phenomenological approaches introduce a number of trans-
port coefficients whose dependence on molecular parameters is not considered.
Such relations have been obtained in derivations of the hydrodynamic equations
from microscopic models [Marchetti 2013] consisting of active filaments [Liver-
pool 2006] or swimmers [Baskaran 2009] (Fig. 4.1), inspired by the cytoskeleton
and bacterial suspensions, respectively. However, these microscopic descriptions
may not be appropriate for other media such as epithelia, where cells rearrange
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REVIEW

Mechanics of Epithelial Tissue
Homeostasis and Morphogenesis
Charlène Guillot and Thomas Lecuit*

Epithelia are robust tissues that support the structure of embryos and organs and serve as
effective barriers against pathogens. Epithelia also chemically separate different physiological
environments. These vital functions require tight association between cells through the assembly
of junctions that mechanically stabilize the tissue. Remarkably, epithelia are also dynamic
and can display a fluid behavior. Cells continuously die or divide, thereby allowing functional tissue
homeostasis. Epithelial cells can change shape or intercalate as tissues deform during morphogenesis.
We review the mechanical basis of tissue robustness and fluidity, with an emphasis on the pivotal role
of junction dynamics. Tissue fluidity emerges from local active stresses acting at cell interfaces and
allows the maintenance of epithelial organization during morphogenesis and tissue renewal.

Epithelia form sheets of cells organized
in a monolayer, as in developing em-
bryos and the gut, or multilayered, as in

the skin. Epithelial cohesion requires the for-
mation of adhesive contacts supported mainly
by E-cadherin molecules. E-cadherin forms cis
and trans homophilic clusters that are stabilized
by actin filaments via catenin molecules such as
b-catenin and a-catenin, vinculin, and other pro-
teins (1, 2) (Fig. 1A). E-cadherin clusters con-
centrate in the adherens junctions and form an
adhesive belt that stitches cells together. From
a mechanical point of view, the extent of cell
contacts depends on adhesion forces that sta-
bilize cell-cell interfaces, balanced against cor-
tical tension exerted by the actomyosin network
that tends to reduce cell contacts [reviewed in
(3)]. At the molecular level, adhesion reflects
both the ligation of E-cadherin ectodomains
(4, 5) and the mechanical coupling to the cortical
actomyosin network via a-catenin and vinculin
(6–10), which stabilizes E-cadherin complexes.
As a consequence, adhesion complexes are under
tension and transmit subcellular forces exerted
by actomyosin networks to the cortex (Fig. 1A)
(6, 7). By virtue of their symmetrical organiza-
tion at cell contacts, E-cadherin clusters me-
chanically couple cells in a tissue. The interplay
between E-cadherin complexes and actomyosin
networks controls two key features of junction
mechanics and dynamics: the ability to deform
and remodel cell contacts by transmitting cell ten-
sion, and the resistance to cell deformation by
cell adhesion. Thus, the balance between tension
transmission and adhesion controls local junction
dynamics.

Epithelial cell packing is responsible for char-
acteristic polygonal cell geometries, in which
edges are junctions between two cells, and vertices

mark points of contact among three or more
cells (Fig. 1A´). One can describe the organiza-
tion of an epithelium according to the number
and distribution of edges and vertices. A brief
(less than a minute) external stress will elastically
deform (elongate by stretching) this cellular array
by cell shape changes where edges lengthen or
shorten, while preserving the integrity of the
epithelium (Fig. 1B, upper right). These defor-
mations are geometrical and reversible, and they
reflect the amplitude of intercellular adhesion
forces together with the active response of the
contractile cell cortex. When the stress is applied
on longer time scales (tens of minutes), the tis-
sue exhibits a fluid behavior where cells move
much like particles that diffuse in a liquid. This
requires topological changes by remodeling of
cell contacts (elongation by rearrangement): Some
edges disappear and others form (Fig. 1B, lower
right). Epithelial cells not only respond actively
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Fig. 1. Structure and plasticity of epithelial junctions during tissue stretching and remod-
eling. (A) E-cadherin forms cis and trans clusters stabilized by interaction between extracellular domains
and actin filaments (F-actin, pink) via b-catenin, a-catenin, and vinculin (gold, purple, and light blue
elements, respectively). (A´) These complexes control adhesion and tension transmission at cell junctions.
Epithelial junctions form a polygonal network of edges (black) and vertices (green). (B) A tissue deforms
elastically if it is stretched on short time scales (less than a few minutes); cells change their geometry
(upper right). On longer time scales (tens of minutes), cells change their position by remodeling the
topology of cell contacts and thereby dissipate the stress like a viscous fluid (lower right).
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COMMENTARY

Dynamic cross-links tune the solid–fluid
behavior of living cells
Wylie W. Ahmeda,b,c and Timo Betza,b,c,1
aLaboratoire Physico-Chimie, Centre de Recherche, Institut Curie, 75248 Paris, France;
bSorbonne Universités, Université Pierre et Marie Curie, Université Paris VI, 75252 Paris,
France; and cCentre National de la Recherche Scientifique, UMR168, 75005 Paris, France

To keep the mechanical integrity of an or-
ganism it seems obvious that cells, as the
building blocks, must be solid. Although it
is clear that switching to a fluid would be
catastrophic for organization of the body,
it turns out that living cells do change their
mechanical properties to a more fluid-like

behavior when it comes to migration and
force generation. Being fluid-like allows cells
to adapt to any arbitrary shape posed by the
environment, which is crucial for movement
through complex tissue. The mechanical in-
tegrity of healthy cells is therefore closely
regulated to ensure that cells are solid

enough to maintain tissue shape while
also being fluid enough to allow dynamic
remodeling. Physics provides powerful tools
in the framework of viscoelasticity to char-
acterize this fundamental solid and fluid-like
behavior (1), and it is evident that cells need
to dynamically regulate their viscoelastic
properties to support physiological pressures
and forces generated during lung expansion,
muscle contraction, blood filtration, etc.,
while still allowing growth, remodeling, and
repair over the lifetime of the organism.
However, when this precise mechanical reg-
ulation is disturbed, cells often transition to
diseased states (2). In PNAS, Ehrlicher et al.
(3) study a genetic defect in the actin cross-
linker alpha-actinin 4 that is known to lead
to the severe kidney disease focal segmen-
tal glomerulosclerosis. Their study shows
that the mutation affects cell movement,
force generation, and cytoplasmic mobil-
ity, thus providing a connection between
physical properties at the molecular scale
and human disease.
Thanks to a number of fundamental phys-

ical studies in simplified in vitro model sys-
tems (4–7), the mechanical properties of actin
networks have been well characterized, thus
setting the stage to understand cellular visco-
elasticity. Two important ingredients control
the mechanical properties of actin networks
in cells: cross-linkers and molecular motors
(Fig. 1A). Permanent cross-linking of actin
networks (via scruin) is known to cause a
dominantly elastic behavior (4). In contrast,
transient cross-linking (via heavy meromy-
osin) allowed stress relaxation in the network,
hence resulting in a dominantly viscous be-
havior at long timescales (5). These previous
studies hint that cross-link kinetics provides
a mechanism to tune the viscoelastic proper-
ties of the actin network. Groundbreaking in
vitro studies of myosin-II in actin networks
further emphasized the importance of cross-
linking dynamics (6, 7). At low cross-linking
density, the activity of myosin-II motors
allowed faster stress relaxation to occur
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the properties of actin networks with cross-linkers and myosin motors. (A) Actin fil-
aments form the bulk polymeric material of the network. Transient cross-linkers bind actin filaments together and
myosin motors allow the generation of internal forces. (B) The binding time of cross-linkers (tb) determines the
transition from solid to fluid-like behavior. In the limit where the cross-links are bound infinitely (tb →∞), the network
becomes elastic, whereas for vanishing binding times it is fluid. (C ) In a solid-like network (permanent cross-links),
motor forces lead to build up of elastic energy, which is stored in the deformation of actin filaments and cross-linkers.
In a fluid-like network (no cross-links), motor forces are able to slide uncross-linked filaments through the network
leading to force relaxation through viscous dissipation. Tuning the cross-linking dynamics of the actin cytoskeleton
allows cells to generate and resist forces while also allowing remodeling.
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in the different plus end- and minus end-directed motor
proteins is set to a level that can restore overall spindle shape
and pole microtubule organization. Together with these
assumptions, our data suggest that the spindle pole may
couple the mechanical elements along the spindle’s long and
short axes and could be an important determinant of its
elasticity.

DISCUSSION

Our analysis reveals that micromechanics of the vertebrate
metaphase spindle depend on the orientation and timescale of
applied mechanical forces. Our findings shed new light on the
metaphase spindle’s material properties, its force-generating
functions and how the dynamic structure accommodates defor-
mations while maintaining stability.

Micromechanical Properties of the Metaphase Spindle
The metaphase spindle is subjected to mechanical forces that
can result from microtubule sliding, deformations associated
with themovements of chromosomes as they align at the spindle
equator, stretching of sister kinetochores, and activities that
properly position the spindle in the dividing cell. These forces
act in different directions and on timescales ranging from
minutes to subseconds. Analysis of the viscoelastic properties
of isotropic cytoskeletal networks reconstituted from stabilized,
nondynamic microtubules indicates that the responses of these
structures to forces are predominantly elastic over 0.1–100 s
(Lin et al., 2007; Sato et al., 1988). In contrast, our measurement
reveals that the metaphase spindle is mechanically anisotropic
and exhibits both elastic and viscous responses to forces acting
on these timescales. The observed micromechanics along the
spindle’s long axis can be modeled by a viscous element, such
as a dashpot (Figure 7A). Force applied along this axis is dissi-
pated and does not deform the overall structure. Along the spin-
dle’s short axis, the micromechanics are similar to those of
a Zener-type viscoelastic solid, which is comprised of a spring
(ks) and a dashpot (gs) in series that together are in parallel with
another spring (kp) (Figure 7A). In response to forces acting along
its short axis, the spindle recoils elastically on short (<1–10 s) or
long timescales (>100 s), but reveals viscous deformation at
intermediate timescales (!10–100 s).

Metaphase Spindle Elasticity
The elasticity of amaterial provides a force that acts to restore its
original shape. Our biochemical and chemical perturbations
suggest that the two elastic elements in the spindle can be
related to kinetochore (spring kp) and nonkinetochore microtu-
bule (ks) mechanics (Figure 7B). Based on the values of the spring
constants ks and kp we determined, and using simple assump-
tions about the crosslinking of filaments and the number of
microtubules in the spindle, we can estimate the bending stiff-
ness of both kinetochore fibers and single nonkinetochore
microtubules (!5 pN/mm and !3 3 10"3 pN/mm, respectively)
(see the Extended Experimental Procedures). These values for
stiffness are comparable to estimates based on the average
length of kinetochore and nonkinetochore microtubules
(Burbank et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2007) and the flexural rigidity
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Figure 7. Molecular Mechanisms Underlying Spindle Micro-
mechanics
(A) Summary for the metaphase spindle micromechanics along its long and

short axes.

(B) Schematics show potential links between molecular components under-

lying the spindle’s elastic and viscous responses. Nonkinetochore microtu-

bules (non-kMT, red), kinetochore microtubules (kMT, orange), and green

(crosslinkers) are shown.

(C)Mechanical stability of themetaphase spindle depends on elasticity. Elastic

deformation of the structure (top) generates a restoring force that returns the

spindle to the original shape while viscous deformation (bottom) causes

changes in shape that persist. Dotted line indicates original spindle shape.

(D) Chromosome motion through the crosslinked microtubule array of the

spindle at velocities at which the spindle’s response is elastic (left) or viscous

(right). Blue, chromosomes. Curvature in microtubules indicates elastic strain.
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Figure 4.2 Linker binding dynamics regulates flows in biological active gels. a, The
turnover of E-cadherin proteins in cell-cell junctions enables cell-cell sliding and tissue
remodeling. From [Guillot 2013]. b, The binding kinetics of actin crosslinkers tunes the
rheological properties of the actin cytoskeleton. From [Ahmed 2015]. c, The binding
dynamics of microtubule crosslinkers controls the rheological properties of the mitotic
spindle, giving rise to a viscous response along its long axis. From [Shimamoto 2011].
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while keeping confluence, thus allowing for tissue remodeling yet preserving me-
chanical integrity [Guillot 2013, Wyatt 2016, Khalilgharibi 2016]. Not only in
tissues [Kametani 2007, Caicedo-Carvajal 2010, Garcia 2015] but also in acto-
myosin gels [Le Goff 2002, Humphrey 2002], in the actin cytoskeleton [Wot-
tawah 2005, Ehrlicher 2015, Ahmed 2015], and in the metaphase spindle [Shi-
mamoto 2011], flows are regulated by the binding dynamics of linker molecules
(Fig. 4.2). Although they crucially affect the properties and dynamics of these
media, a connection between molecular kinetics and the transport coefficients of
continuum theories remains elusive. The goal of this chapter is to provide such a
missing link by deriving the constitutive equations of active gels from a mesoscopic
model for the dynamics of crosslinker molecules.

In Section 4.2, we consider a collection of polar elements linked by elas-
tic molecules, and derive the constitutive equations of an active polar gel from
the nonequilibrium dynamics of the linkers. Hence, we obtain explicit expres-
sions for the transport coefficients of active gels in terms of molecular parameters.
Some of these parameters characterize the deviation of molecular kinetics from
detailed balance, thus giving nonequilibrium contributions to the transport coef-
ficients. These active contributions are discussed in Section 4.3, which focuses,
in particular, on the decrease of viscosity with molecular activity, which we term
active thinning. We discuss how this kinetic phenomenon is different from the
activity-dependent apparent viscosity of active fluids, which has a hydrodynamic
origin [Hatwalne 2004, Giomi 2010, Ramaswamy 2010, Marchetti 2013]. We also
discuss how active thinning could explain some experimental results on the rhe-
ology of the cell cortex and of other biological systems such as nucleoli and the
mitotic spindle. Finally, in Section 4.4 we derive the constitutive equations of
the interface of an active gel with a passive external medium. We highlight key
differences in the symmetry of the active forces between the bulk and interfacial
cases.

4.2 Derivation of the bulk constitutive equations
In this section, we derive the constitutive equations in the bulk of an active polar
gel, such as in the cell cortex or in tissues (Figs. 4.3a and 4.3b). To this end, we
consider a d-dimensional assembly of polar elements (the actin network or the
cell colony, respectively, in red) with an orientation characterized by the coarse-
grained nematic order parameter field qαβ = pαpβ − p2δαβ/d, where pα is the
coarse-grained polarity vector. The polar elements are crosslinked by a density ρ of
elastic molecules (for example myosin motors or cadherins in Figs. 4.3a and 4.3b,
respectively, in green), so that the composite is an elastonematic material. Assuming
an isotropic linear elastic response of the molecules, the free energy density of
small shear deformations1 reads

f =
µ

2
uαβuαβ +Duαβqαβ +

χ

2
qαβqαβ (4.1)

1Bulk deformations can be included in a similar way.
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Figure 4.3 Applications of our model to biological active gels. The elastic kinetic el-
ements are depicted in green, and the polar structures are shown in red. a, Cell cortex:
myosin motors are the active elastic kinetic elements within the actin network. b, Tissues:
cell-cell adhesion molecules, such as cadherins, are the elastic kinetic elements connecting
cell cortices into a multicellular active polar gel. c, Lamellipodium: cell adhesion molecules,
such as integrins, are the elastic kinetic elements at the interface of the actomyosin gel layer.

to lowest order in uαβ and qαβ , being uαβ the (symmetric and traceless) strain
tensor, µ the shear elastic modulus, D the elastonematic coefficient, and χ the
inverse nematic susceptibility [Lubensky 2002]. Thermodynamic stability requires
the free energy to be a convex function, which imposes µχ > D2.

Assuming spatial uniformity, we define n (u,q, t) du dq as the fraction of
bound molecules with strain [u,u + du] and nematic order [q,q + dq] at time t.
Then, the stochastic linker dynamics is captured by the following equation for the
distribution of bound linkers [Tanaka 1992]

∂n

∂t
+ vαβ

∂n

∂uαβ
+ Q̇αβ

∂n

∂qαβ
= (1− φb)ka − nkd. (4.2)
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Here, vαβ = 〈u̇αβ〉 and Qαβ = 〈qαβ〉 are the strain rate and order parameter
tensors, respectively. Brackets denote ensemble averages, so that vαβ and Qαβ
are hydrodynamic variables. We assume rigid polar elements (actin fibers or cell
cortices in Figs. 4.3a and 4.3b, respectively) that do not deform [Jülicher 1997], so
that all the linkers shear and reorient at the same rate, consistently with vαβ and
Q̇αβ being spatially uniform. In turn,

φb ≡
∫

Rm
ndu dq (4.3)

is the total fraction of bound molecules, with m = d(d + 1) − 2 being the total
number of independent components of the strain and order parameter tensors.
Finally, ka and kd are the attachment and detachment rates of the linker molecules,
respectively.

In active systems, detailed balance is locally broken. This can be generically
expressed as [Jülicher 1997]

ka
kd

= e−βε − Ω, (4.4)

with β ≡ (kBT )
−1. Here, ε = ε0 + f/ρ is the free energy difference between the

bound and unbound states per molecule, including its chemical part ε0. In turn, Ω
defines the departure from detailed balance, hereafter referred to as ‘activity’. It is
an a priori unknown function of the parameters, scalar combinations of uαβ and
qαβ , and the chemical potential difference ∆µ of ATP hydrolysis, with Ω ∝ ∆µ
close to equilibrium.

At this point, for each particular system, it is necessary to introduce the ap-
propriate force dependence of the molecular unbinding rate kd. For simplicity,
and to obtain explicit expressions of the transport coefficients, we now choose a
force-independent unbinding rate. This corresponds to assuming the barrier of the
binding energy landscape of the molecules to be very close to the bound state [Wal-
cott 2010]. Under this assumption, the stationary fraction of bound linkers φb is
obtained by introducing Eq. (4.4) in Eq. (4.2) and integrating over u and q:

φb =
α− Ω0

1 + α− Ω0
, (4.5)

where we have defined the dimensionless parameters

α ≡
∫

Rm
e−βεdu dq =

(
2πρ

β
√
µχ−D2

)m/2
e−βε0 (4.6)

and
Ω0 ≡

∫

Rm
Ω du dq (4.7)

that characterize the equilibrium and active parts of the molecular kinetics, respec-
tively. To ensure that the fraction of bound linkers φb is positive, the condition
Ω0 < α must be fulfilled.
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The stress σαβ of the composite network [Tanaka 1992] and its nematic field
Hαβ can be defined as

σαβ =

∫

Rm
nσel

αβ du dq, Hαβ =

∫

Rm
nhαβ du dq, (4.8)

where

σel
αβ =

∂f

∂uαβ
, hαβ =

∂f

∂qαβ
(4.9)

are the elastic stress sustained by the linkers and the coarse-grained nematic field2,
respectively. Next, we detail the derivation of the constitutive equation for the stress.
The procedure for the nematic field is analogous. First, introducing the free energy
Eq. (4.1), the stress in the network can be rewritten as

σαβ = µ

∫

Rm
nuαβ du dq +D

∫

Rm
n qαβ du dq. (4.10)

Then, we compute the time derivative of σαβ :

σ̇αβ = µ

∫

Rm

∂n

∂t
uαβ du dq +D

∫

Rm

∂n

∂t
qαβ du dq. (4.11)

Note that, here, uαβ and qαβ are integration variables. Now, introducing the linker
dynamics Eq. (4.2), the first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (4.11) expands into

∫

Rm

∂n

∂t
uαβ du dq = −vλν

∫

Rm

∂n

∂uλν
uαβ du dq

− Q̇λν
∫

Rm

∂n

∂qλν
uαβ du dq + (1− φb) kd

∫

Rm
uαβ e

−βε du dq

− (1− φb) kd
∫

Rm
uαβ Ω du dq− kd

∫

Rm
nuαβ du dq. (4.12)

Integrating the first term by parts, and noticing that the second and third terms
vanish, one obtains
∫

Rm

∂n

∂t
uαβ du dq = vαβφb − kd (1− φb) ΩuQαβ − kd

∫

Rm
nuαβ du dq.

(4.13)
The second term in the right-hand side of Eq. (4.11) can be computed in a similar
way, leading to
∫

Rm

∂n

∂t
qαβ du dq = Q̇αβφb − kd (1− φb) ΩqQαβ − kd

∫

Rm
nqαβ du dq.

(4.14)

2The minus sign in these definitions is removed because we refer the quantities to the medium, not
to the linkers.
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In Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14) we have defined the dimensionless parameters Ωu and Ωq
via the relations

∫

Rm
Ωuαβ du dq ≡ ΩuQαβ ,

∫

Rm
Ω qαβ du dq ≡ ΩqQαβ . (4.15)

The integrals in Eq. (4.15) must be proportional to the only intrinsic symmetry-
breaking tensor of the system, Qαβ , according to the Curie principle [Curie 1894].
Finally, introducing Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14) into Eq. (4.11), and employing Eq. (4.10)
to identify the stress tensor, we obtain the constitutive equation.

The procedure outlined above yields the following constitutive equations of the
active polar gel:

(
1 + τ

d

dt

)
σαβ = 2η vαβ − ν Q̇αβ − ζ Qαβ , (4.16)

(
1 + τ

d

dt

)
Hαβ = γ Q̇αβ + ν vαβ − ωQαβ , (4.17)

where τ = k−1
d is the viscoelastic relaxation time. The viscoelastic behavior stems

from the linker kinetics, which fluidizes the initially elastic network, leading to a
viscous response at times longer than τ [Tanaka 1992], with shear viscosity η and
rotational viscosity γ. In addition, Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) feature flow alignment
terms coupling flow to orientation by the coefficient ν. Finally, the equations have
terms corresponding to an active stress and an active alignment, with coefficients ζ
and ω, respectively. In our derivation, these coefficients are naturally obtained in
terms of the mechanical and kinetic molecular parameters:

η =
µφb
2kd

, γ =
χφb
kd

, ν = −Dφb
kd

,

ζ = (DΩq + µΩu) (1− φb) , ω = (DΩu + χΩq) (1− φb) , (4.18)

where
φb =

α− Ω0

1 + α− Ω0
, (4.19)

with α and Ω0 defined in Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7), and Ωu and Ωq defined in Eq. (4.15).
Physically, Ωu and Ωq correspond to an active strain and an active orientation
induced by the departure from detailed balance, which are ultimately responsible
for the shear active stress and alignment, respectively.

Equations (4.16) and (4.17) are the constitutive equations of an active polar gel
[Salbreux 2009]. Here, the passive transport coefficients η, ν, γ respectively emerge
from the mechanical parameters in the free energy, µ,D, χ, via the fluidization
induced by linker kinetics. In turn, the active coefficients ζ, ω are constructed by
coupling scalars derived from Ω to the mechanical parameters. This clearly denotes
that the generation of shear (dipolar) active forces requires breaking rotational
invariance (Qαβ 6= 0) and detailed balance (nonzero Ωu and/or Ωq), which is a
fundamental feature of active gels [Prost 2015]. Finally, as in the fluidization of
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tissues by cell proliferation [Ranft 2010], the Maxwell operator (1 + τ d/dt) affects
σαβ and Hαβ but not the nematic terms in Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17), differing from
the form often adopted for active gels [Kruse 2004, Kruse 2005, Jülicher 2011].

4.3 Active thinning by molecular kinetics
Equation (4.18) unveils that transport coefficients depend on activity at the molec-
ular level, characterized by the parameters Ω0, Ωu, and Ωq, which can be experi-
mentally modified by tuning the ATP concentration. In the Onsager approach to the
equations of active gels, such dependencies are absent at the linear level and could
only arise from nonlinear flux-force couplings [Prost 2015]. In our derivation, in
contrast, while the constitutive equations are still linear due to having restricted the
free energy to lowest order, the transport coefficients include contributions of all
orders in the activity.

Figure 4.4 shows the dependence of the transport coefficients on the departure
from equilibrium, Ω0, for the simple case Ωu = 0 and Ωq = Ω0 (i.e. neglecting
fluctuations of qαβ). In general, the sign of Ω0 is not determined. For instance,
for myosin, ATP binding directly causes its dissociation from actin filaments
(Fig. 4.5) [Howard 2001, Jacobs 2013], suggesting that Ω0 > 0. For adhesion
molecules such as integrins [Fournier 2010] or cadherins [Borghi 2012], the same
behaviour may stem from the fact that activity (ATP consumption) generates cortical
contractile forces that pull on them, hence favouring their detachment. However,
more complex responses such as catch-bond behaviour [Evans 2007, Rakshit 2014]
might yield Ω0 < 0.

1−1

shear
viscosity η/(µk−1

d /2)

rotational
viscosity γ/(χk−1

d )

flow alignment ν/(Dk−1
d )

active stress ζ/D

active alignment ω/χ

Ω0/α
activity

transport
coefficients

Figure 4.4 Activity-dependent transport coefficients. The plotted dependencies corre-
spond to Eq. (4.18) with Eq. (4.19) for the case Ωu = 0 and Ωq = Ω0. For Ω0 > 0 (see
text), the viscosity η = µφb/(2kd) decreases with activity (active thinning, Eq. (4.20)) due
to the reduced fraction of bound molecules.
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Figure 4.5 Mechanochemical cycle of myosin interacting with actin. The detailed se-
quence of steps corresponds to the cross-bridge model. ATP binding induces myosin
unbinding from the actin filament. Thus, a higher ATP concentration leads to a larger fraction
of unbound myosin. From [Jacobs 2013].

For Ω0 > 0, the viscosity decreases with activity (see Fig. 4.4):

η =
µ

2kd

α− Ω0

1 + α− Ω0
. (4.20)

We call this phenomenon active thinning. The modification of viscosity with activity
that we predict has a kinetic origin, since it stems from the dependence of the
fraction of bound linkers φb on the departure from detailed balance, Ω0 (Eq. (4.5)).
Thus, it must be distinguished from the activity-dependent effective viscosity of
active nematic fluids, ηeff, which is a hydrodynamic effect due to flow alignment
(Fig. 4.6) [Hatwalne 2004, Giomi 2010, Ramaswamy 2010, Marchetti 2013]. In
these fluids, the dynamics of the average orientation is given by

Q̇αβ = − 1

τq

(
Qαβ −Q0

αβ

)
+ ν vαβ , (4.21)

where τq is the orientational relaxation time andQ0
αβ denotes a preferred orientation.

Hence, in the steady state, the average orientation has a contribution due to shear
flows:

Qαβ = Q0
αβ + τqν vαβ . (4.22)
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Figure 4.6 Effective viscosity of ac-
tive nematic fluids. Shear (blue ar-
rows) orients disk-like (left) or rod-
like (right) constituents (red). Then,
the contractile (top) or extensile (bot-
tom) active force dipoles generated
by these constituents (black arrows)
oppose or enhance the shear flow,
hence yielding an increased or de-
creased effective viscosity, respec-
tively, Eq. (4.24). Adapted from [Mar-
chetti 2013].

!xyð!Þ ¼
!
"þ ð#Q % $!%Þ&1

%i!þ '%1
Q

"
vxy: (70)

The rheological response is defined by the complex modu-
lus Gð!Þ ¼ !xyð!Þ=(xyð!Þ, with (xyð!Þ ¼ vxyð!Þ=ð%i!Þ
the strain. The corresponding storage (in-phase) and loss
(out-of-phase) moduli G0ð!Þ and G00ð!Þ, defined by Gð!Þ ¼
G0ð!Þ þ iG00ð!Þ, characterize the elastic and viscous re-
sponses of the system to an oscillatory shear flow. These
moduli can be readout from Eq. (70).

The active isotropic system is rheologically a Maxwell
fluid to linear order. This is best highlighted by the behavior
of the apparent shear viscosity "app ¼ lim!!0Gð!Þ=ð%i!Þ,
which shows an active excess viscosity "act / %$!%'Q&1,
corresponding to either an enhancement or reduction, de-
pending on the sign of $ . This active thickening (thinning)
can be understood as follows (see Fig. 26): in an imposed
flow, in the absence of activity, disks (rods) tend to align their
symmetry axis along the compression (extension) axis of the
flow (Forster, 1974). When activity is switched on, the flow
induced by the intrinsic force dipoles clearly opposes the
imposed flow in Figs. 26(a) and 26(b), and enhances it
in Figs. 26(c) and 26(d). Activity thus enhances viscosity in
Figs. 26(a) and 26(b), since $!%< 0, and reduces it in
Figs. 26(c) and 26(d) ($!%> 0). For $!%< 0, Eq. (70)
shows that the viscosity grows substantially as the system
approaches a transition to orientational order as 'Q is in-
creased, and in fact should diverge if 'Q could grow without
bound. Even more strikingly, a system of pushers, i.e., ex-
tensile swimmers, should show a prodigious reduction in
viscosity as 'Q grows; indeed, nothing rules out a negative
viscosity (although this is actually unstable in one dimension)
or even a negative yield stress (Cates et al., 2008; Fielding,
Marenduzzo, and Cates, 2011). Experiments by Sokolov and
Aranson (2009) have indeed shown that the extensile activity
of Bacillus subtilis, a pusher swimmer, can substantially
lower the viscosity of a suspension. By contrast, in a passive,
i.e., thermal equilibrium, system approaching a continuous or
weak first-order transition to a nematic phase, the excess
viscosity &#Q'Q is roughly constant since 'Q / 1=#Q as
required by the constraints of thermal equilibrium.

The active excess viscosity obtained within the linear
theory should be compared to the well-known result of
Einstein (1906, 1911) that the fractional excess viscosity
due to the addition of passive particles to a fluid is propor-
tional to the particle volume fraction ) ¼ *+‘3=6, to lowest
order in ), with a coefficient 5=2 for spheres. For this
purpose it is convenient to take the active coupling propor-
tional to the concentration + and define an active stress per
particle W as

$!% ¼ f‘+ ' W); (71)

where W ¼ f=‘2. Then

"act ¼ %W'Q): (72)

Equation (72) can be viewed as an additive correction to the
5=2, proportional to W'Q, which of course can be of either
sign. Behavior consistent with these predictions is seen in
recent experiments measuring the activity-induced thicken-
ing in a system of Chlamydomonas algae (pullers, W < 0),
as shown in Fig. 27 (Rafaı̈, Jibuti, and Peyla, 2010), and
extreme thinning in a system of Bacillus subtilis bacteria
(pushers, W > 0) (Sokolov and Aranson, 2009). In the case
of chlamydomonas, there is some question as to the direct
applicability of the mechanism discussed above, as recent
experiments have shown that the flow field generated by
these microorganisms, although contractile, is more complex
than dipolar (Drescher et al., 2010; Guasto, Johnson, and
Gollub, 2010). In general the linear rheology is controlled by
the interplay of the nature of the active stresses, determined
by $ , and the flow-alignment coefficient &1. A remarkable
duality has been identified that shows that extensile ($ > 0)
rod-shaped flow-aligning particles (j&1j> 1) are rheologi-
cally equivalent (to linear order in the strain rate) to con-
tractile ($ < 0) discotic flow-tumbling particles (j&1j> 1)
(Giomi, Liverpool, and Marchetti, 2010).

FIG. 26 (color online). Disks (a) and (c), and rods (b) and (d) with
active force densities attached along their symmetry axes, under
shear (horizontal arrows). The parameter $!%< 0 in (a) and (b)
and >0 in (c) and (d).

FIG. 27. The contractile activity of ‘‘puller’’ swimmers can in-
crease the viscosity of a suspension. The data represent the effective
viscosity of chlamydomonas suspensions relative to the viscosity "0

of the culture medium as a function of the volume fraction of
bacteria. Solid symbols represent live cell data and crossed symbols
represent dead cell data. The mechanism producing flow orientation,
however, remains unclear. Adapted from Rafaı̈, Jibuti, and Peyla,
2010.
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Sheared active fluids: Thickening, thinning, and vanishing viscosity
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We analyze the behavior of a suspension of active polar particles under shear. In the absence of external
forces, orientationally ordered active particles are known to exhibit a transition to a state of nonuniform
polarization and spontaneous flow. Such a transition results from the interplay between elastic stresses, due to
the liquid crystallinity of the suspension, and internal active stresses. In the presence of an external shear, we
find an extremely rich variety of phenomena, including an effective reduction !increase" in the apparent
viscosity depending on the nature of the active stresses and the flow-alignment property of the particles, as well
as more exotic behaviors such as a nonmonotonic stress–strain-rate relation and yield stress for large activities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Colonies of swimming bacteria, in vitro mixtures of cy-
toskeletal filaments and motor proteins, and vibrated granu-
lar rods are examples of active systems composed of inter-
acting units that consume energy and collectively generate
motion and mechanical stresses. Due to their elongated
shape, active particles can exhibit orientational order at high
concentration and have been likened to “living liquid crys-
tals” #1$. Their rich collective behavior includes nonequilib-
rium phase transition and pattern formation on mesoscopic
scales #2–10$. It has been modeled by continuum equations
built by modifying the hydrodynamics of liquid crystals to
include nonequilibrium terms that account for the activity of
the system #2–4$ or derived from specific microscopic mod-
els #11,12$.

A striking property of confined active liquid crystals is the
instability of the uniform aligned homogeneous state and the
onset of spontaneously flowing states, both stationary and
oscillatory #13,14$. This occurs because local orientational
order generates active stresses that are in turn balanced by
flow, yielding a state that can support local inhomogeneities
in the flow velocity and the local alignment, while maintain-
ing a net zero force. Loosely speaking, a confined active
liquid crystal “shears itself” even in the absence of externally
applied forces. It is then not surprising that the rheology of
such active liquid crystals in response to an external shear
will be very rich.

Phenomenological work by Hatwalne et al. #15$ first
pointed out that activity lowers the linear bulk viscosity of
tensile suspensions, such as most swimming bacteria, while
it enhances the viscosity of contractile systems, and that this
enhancement may become very large near the isotropic-
nematic transition. A semimicroscopic model of contractile
suspensions of motor-filaments mixtures confirmed these re-
sults and predicted an actual divergence of the viscosity of
contractile suspensions at the transition #16$. Recent numeri-
cal studies of active nematic films by Cates et al. #17$ con-
firmed that this result survives when the effect of boundaries
is included. In addition, it was found that tensile nematic
suspensions can enter a regime of vanishing apparent viscos-

ity in proximity of the isotropic-nematic phase transition.
Such a “superfluid” window was interpreted by the authors
of Ref. #17$ as the appearance of bulk shear bands accom-
modating a range of macroscopic shear rates at zero stress.
Finally, the predicted activity-induced thinning of bacterial
suspensions has been demonstrated in recent experiments in
Bacillus subtilis #18–20$.

Active particles exert forces on the surrounding fluid, re-
sulting in local tensile or contractile stresses proportional to
the amount of orientational order, !ij

" %"ninj, where " is
proportional to the force exerted by the active particles on
the fluid and n a unit vector denoting the direction of broken
orientational symmetry. The sign of " determines whether
the flow generated by the active particles is tensile !"#0" or
contractile !"$0". In the case of swimming organisms, the
former situation describes “pushers,” i.e., most bacteria !e.g.,
E. coli", while the latter corresponds to “pullers” !e.g.,
Chlamydomonas" !see Fig. 1" #26$. An important distinction
between uniaxial active particles concerns the possibility of
forming phases with or without a nonzero macroscopic po-
larization. Apolar particles are fore-aft symmetric and can
form nematic phases in which macroscopic quantities are
invariant for n→−n. Polar particles can also form phases
characterized by a nonzero macroscopic polarization in the
direction of a polar director p in which they undergo collec-
tive motion with mean velocity v%%p, with % is the typical
self-propulsion velocity. This directed motion occurring in

FIG. 1. !Color online" Schematic example of the flow field sur-
rounding tensile !left" and contractile !right" swimming
microorganisms.
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lar rods are examples of active systems composed of inter-
acting units that consume energy and collectively generate
motion and mechanical stresses. Due to their elongated
shape, active particles can exhibit orientational order at high
concentration and have been likened to “living liquid crys-
tals” #1$. Their rich collective behavior includes nonequilib-
rium phase transition and pattern formation on mesoscopic
scales #2–10$. It has been modeled by continuum equations
built by modifying the hydrodynamics of liquid crystals to
include nonequilibrium terms that account for the activity of
the system #2–4$ or derived from specific microscopic mod-
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A striking property of confined active liquid crystals is the
instability of the uniform aligned homogeneous state and the
onset of spontaneously flowing states, both stationary and
oscillatory #13,14$. This occurs because local orientational
order generates active stresses that are in turn balanced by
flow, yielding a state that can support local inhomogeneities
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applied forces. It is then not surprising that the rheology of
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tensile suspensions, such as most swimming bacteria, while
it enhances the viscosity of contractile systems, and that this
enhancement may become very large near the isotropic-
nematic transition. A semimicroscopic model of contractile
suspensions of motor-filaments mixtures confirmed these re-
sults and predicted an actual divergence of the viscosity of
contractile suspensions at the transition #16$. Recent numeri-
cal studies of active nematic films by Cates et al. #17$ con-
firmed that this result survives when the effect of boundaries
is included. In addition, it was found that tensile nematic
suspensions can enter a regime of vanishing apparent viscos-
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Such a “superfluid” window was interpreted by the authors
of Ref. #17$ as the appearance of bulk shear bands accom-
modating a range of macroscopic shear rates at zero stress.
Finally, the predicted activity-induced thinning of bacterial
suspensions has been demonstrated in recent experiments in
Bacillus subtilis #18–20$.

Active particles exert forces on the surrounding fluid, re-
sulting in local tensile or contractile stresses proportional to
the amount of orientational order, !ij
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The rheological response is defined by the complex modu-
lus Gð!Þ ¼ !xyð!Þ=(xyð!Þ, with (xyð!Þ ¼ vxyð!Þ=ð%i!Þ
the strain. The corresponding storage (in-phase) and loss
(out-of-phase) moduli G0ð!Þ and G00ð!Þ, defined by Gð!Þ ¼
G0ð!Þ þ iG00ð!Þ, characterize the elastic and viscous re-
sponses of the system to an oscillatory shear flow. These
moduli can be readout from Eq. (70).

The active isotropic system is rheologically a Maxwell
fluid to linear order. This is best highlighted by the behavior
of the apparent shear viscosity "app ¼ lim!!0Gð!Þ=ð%i!Þ,
which shows an active excess viscosity "act / %$!%'Q&1,
corresponding to either an enhancement or reduction, de-
pending on the sign of $ . This active thickening (thinning)
can be understood as follows (see Fig. 26): in an imposed
flow, in the absence of activity, disks (rods) tend to align their
symmetry axis along the compression (extension) axis of the
flow (Forster, 1974). When activity is switched on, the flow
induced by the intrinsic force dipoles clearly opposes the
imposed flow in Figs. 26(a) and 26(b), and enhances it
in Figs. 26(c) and 26(d). Activity thus enhances viscosity in
Figs. 26(a) and 26(b), since $!%< 0, and reduces it in
Figs. 26(c) and 26(d) ($!%> 0). For $!%< 0, Eq. (70)
shows that the viscosity grows substantially as the system
approaches a transition to orientational order as 'Q is in-
creased, and in fact should diverge if 'Q could grow without
bound. Even more strikingly, a system of pushers, i.e., ex-
tensile swimmers, should show a prodigious reduction in
viscosity as 'Q grows; indeed, nothing rules out a negative
viscosity (although this is actually unstable in one dimension)
or even a negative yield stress (Cates et al., 2008; Fielding,
Marenduzzo, and Cates, 2011). Experiments by Sokolov and
Aranson (2009) have indeed shown that the extensile activity
of Bacillus subtilis, a pusher swimmer, can substantially
lower the viscosity of a suspension. By contrast, in a passive,
i.e., thermal equilibrium, system approaching a continuous or
weak first-order transition to a nematic phase, the excess
viscosity &#Q'Q is roughly constant since 'Q / 1=#Q as
required by the constraints of thermal equilibrium.

The active excess viscosity obtained within the linear
theory should be compared to the well-known result of
Einstein (1906, 1911) that the fractional excess viscosity
due to the addition of passive particles to a fluid is propor-
tional to the particle volume fraction ) ¼ *+‘3=6, to lowest
order in ), with a coefficient 5=2 for spheres. For this
purpose it is convenient to take the active coupling propor-
tional to the concentration + and define an active stress per
particle W as

$!% ¼ f‘+ ' W); (71)

where W ¼ f=‘2. Then

"act ¼ %W'Q): (72)

Equation (72) can be viewed as an additive correction to the
5=2, proportional to W'Q, which of course can be of either
sign. Behavior consistent with these predictions is seen in
recent experiments measuring the activity-induced thicken-
ing in a system of Chlamydomonas algae (pullers, W < 0),
as shown in Fig. 27 (Rafaı̈, Jibuti, and Peyla, 2010), and
extreme thinning in a system of Bacillus subtilis bacteria
(pushers, W > 0) (Sokolov and Aranson, 2009). In the case
of chlamydomonas, there is some question as to the direct
applicability of the mechanism discussed above, as recent
experiments have shown that the flow field generated by
these microorganisms, although contractile, is more complex
than dipolar (Drescher et al., 2010; Guasto, Johnson, and
Gollub, 2010). In general the linear rheology is controlled by
the interplay of the nature of the active stresses, determined
by $ , and the flow-alignment coefficient &1. A remarkable
duality has been identified that shows that extensile ($ > 0)
rod-shaped flow-aligning particles (j&1j> 1) are rheologi-
cally equivalent (to linear order in the strain rate) to con-
tractile ($ < 0) discotic flow-tumbling particles (j&1j> 1)
(Giomi, Liverpool, and Marchetti, 2010).

FIG. 26 (color online). Disks (a) and (c), and rods (b) and (d) with
active force densities attached along their symmetry axes, under
shear (horizontal arrows). The parameter $!%< 0 in (a) and (b)
and >0 in (c) and (d).

FIG. 27. The contractile activity of ‘‘puller’’ swimmers can in-
crease the viscosity of a suspension. The data represent the effective
viscosity of chlamydomonas suspensions relative to the viscosity "0

of the culture medium as a function of the volume fraction of
bacteria. Solid symbols represent live cell data and crossed symbols
represent dead cell data. The mechanism producing flow orientation,
however, remains unclear. Adapted from Rafaı̈, Jibuti, and Peyla,
2010.
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Rotation of a magnetic particle.—While the vortex de-
cay technique offers a simple and intuitive way to estimate
the viscosity, it is indirect and based on a number of
assumptions about the flow structure, strain rate depen-
dence, etc. To probe the viscosity directly, we used a
technique based on measuring the viscous drag exerted
on a rotating magnetic particle in a rotating magnetic field
(see Fig. 4). We connected orthogonal pairs of magnetic
coils through current amplifiers to synchronized function
generators in order to create a magnetic field with a con-
stant amplitude of 0–10 Gs rotating horizontally in the
plane of the liquid film. A magnetized 100 !m Nickel
particle was placed in the center of the liquid film and
was held in place by gravity (through the gravitational
depression of the film). First, we determined the direction
of the particle’s internal magnetic moment by applying a
relatively strong constant magnetic field (10 Gs) of known
direction, forcing the particle to align its magnetic moment
with the direction of the applied field. Then, using custom-

made MATLAB software, we compared the image for an
arbitrary position and orientation of the particle with the
reference image and extracted the direction of the magnetic
moment of our particle ". This technique has much better
precision than the corresponding integration of angular
velocity of rotation. Second, we applied a rotating mag-
netic field H with an amplitude of 3 Gs and a rotational
frequency of ! ¼ 0:5 Hz.
The viscosity # can be extracted from the balance of

rotational viscous drag Tv / #@t" with the magnetic
torque Tm / !0H sin$, where $ is the angle between the
magnetic moment and the external field and !0 is the
particle’s magnetic moment. In the case of synchronous
rotation of the particle and field, @t" ¼ !, the viscosity
can be extracted from the angle $, since #" ðsin$Þ=!.
We measured the orientation of the particle’s internal
magnetic moment in each recorded frame while filling
the chamber with N2. Because of imperfection in the
particle’s shape and a noncircular depression of the film
by the particle, the angle$ fluctuates slightly near its mean
value (constant stray magnetic fields are excluded by pre-
cise calibration of our magnetic system). However, due to
the change in the viscosity, the mean value of $, and
correspondingly, magnetic torque Tm increases with time
(Fig. 5) as the N2=O2 ratio increases (hence the bacterial
motility decreases). The particle stops rotating when the
motility of the bacteria drops below some critical value: the
viscosity of the suspension becomes so high that the torque
required for rotation of the particle at constant rate ! is
larger than the maximum magnetic torque.
In the course of filling the chamber with N2, the torque

averaged over the period of rotation increased from 0.15 to
1 (measured in units of maximal possible torque) and then
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FIG. 3. Viscosity for 6 different concentrations of bacteria. #0

is the viscosity of the liquid without bacteria. Inset: instant
viscosity vs time during decay of the vortex for density n ¼
2:9% 1010. The dashed line is the average value of the viscosity
during the slow phase of decay. See movies 1 and 2 in [19].
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FIG. 5 (color online). Viscosity vs speed of the bacteria for
two concentrations: (a) n & 1:8% 1010 cm'3 (j) and
(b) n & 1010 cm'3 (d). Corresponding concentrations are in-
dicated in Fig. 3 [areas (a) and (b)]. #0 is the viscosity of the
solution of immobilized bacteria. Inset: Magnetic torque Tm (j)
calculated as sinð$Þ and typical velocity of tracers Vm ¼ 2hjVrji
(d) vs time. The dashed line shows the nonphysical values of Tm

and # calculated for a magnetic particle that is stuck.

Magnetic coils

Nickel
particle

Liquid film
with bacteria

FIG. 4 (color online). Left: a thin liquid film containing a
bacterial suspension and submersed Ni particle spanning be-
tween four movable fibers. Two pairs of magnetic coils create a
rotating magnetic field (four green arrows). Right: Field of view
of the microscope. The particle’s magnetic moment is shown by
a short yellow arrow and the external magnetic field by a long
green arrow. See movie 3 in [19].
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Alga C. reinhardtii Bacterium B. subtilis
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Figure 4.7 Effective viscosity of microswimmer suspensions. a, The alga C. reinhardtii
swims by exerting contractile dipolar stresses on the surrounding fluid. The apparent
viscosity of suspensions of swimming algae (ζ < 0) is higher than that of dead algae (ζ = 0).
Adapted from [Rafaï 2010, Giomi 2010]. b, The bacterium B. subtilis swims by exerting
extensile dipolar stresses on the surrounding fluid. The apparent viscosity of suspensions
of these bacteria decreases with their swimming speed. Adapted from [Sokolov 2009,
Giomi 2010]. Both microorganisms behave as rod-like particles (Fig. 4.6). Similar results
have been obtained for suspensions of the bacterium E. coli [Gachelin 2013, López 2015].
These findings are consistent with the predicted effective viscosity of active nematic fluids,
Eq. (4.24). Our model does not apply to microswimmer suspensions.
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dithiothreitol (DTT), 0.01% NaN3]. Prior to experiments,
we thaw the actin rapidly until completely melted and
dialyze against 100 volumes of fresh G-buffer overnight
at 4 ±C. Sample-to-sample variation in the micro-
rheological response of the actin when subjected to one
freeze-thaw cycle is minimal provided a sufficient amount
of DTT is present [19]. Myosin subfragment 1 (S1) is a
single-headed motor consisting of the motor, converter,
and lever-arm domains. To characterize the kinetics
and rate of mechanochemical events in our system, we
measure ATP hydrolysis by the same F-actin (13 mM) and
myosin S1 (6.75 mM) in high-ATP (14.5 mM) F-buffer
by absorbance at 650 nm of molybdenum blue.

Microrheology.—The mean-squared displacement
!Dr2"t#$ of particles embedded in an F-actin sample
is measured by DWS using a transmission geometry
and plane-wave Ar1 laser source [20]. From !Dr2"t#$,
we calculate the shear modulus amplitude Gd"v# and
phase angle d"v# of the F-actin [16]. Note that Gd"v#
represents the total resistance to deformation, while
d"v# characterizes whether the resistance is in-phase
(viscous) or out-of-phase (elastic) with the rate of strain
[21]. They are related to the storage and loss moduli by
G0"v# 1 iG00"v# ! Gd"v#eid"v#. Within a small cor-
rection Gd"v# % !Dr2"t#$21

t!2p&v and d"v# % 'd lnGd&
d lnt(t!2p&v , which essentially gives the scaling of Gd"v#
with respect to v [22].

Particles (0.98 mm carboxylated polystyrene, Bangs
Laboratories) are washed to exchange surfactant and
impurities. We incubate tracer particles for 2 hours in
the G-actin solution to protein coat the bead surfaces by
nonspecific adsorption. Immediately prior to polymerizing
the actin, myosin S1 is added to a final concentration
between 0.01 and 10 mM and Mg2ATP to 14.3 mM. Each
sample is polymerized in glass cuvettes (L ! 0.5 cm) by
raising the KCl concentration to 50 mM and MgCl2 to
1 mM.

Single-filament microscopy.—A 5 mM solution of
F-actin fluorescently labeled and stabilized with
rhodamine-phalloidin in F-buffer (25 mM imidazole,
2 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM ATP, 50 mM KCl, 0.5 mM
DTT, 0.01% NaN3) is diluted 500-fold with F-buffer
and 0.05 mg&ml glucose oxidase, 0.01 mg&ml catalase,
2.3 mg&ml glucose, and 2% b-mercaptoethanol added
to reduce photobleaching. After adding myosin S1 to
6.6 mM and Mg2ATP to 10 mM, a drop of solution is
placed between two BSA-coated coverslips using 1 mM
latex particles as spacers to limit filament motion in the
focal plane [23]. We calculate the tangent correlation
!t"s#t"s 1 x#$ as a function of contour length x from
digitized images of filaments using a tracing routine that
iteratively fits intensity profiles of successive intersecting
arcs with a Gaussian, providing subpixel resolution.

Active and rigor steady states.—We will first comment
on the relationship between the kinetics of the actin-myosin
reaction cycle and changes on the viscoelastic properties.

During DWS measurements at high S1 concentration,
we observe two dynamical regimes: an active steady
state associated with ATP hydrolysis by actin-myosin
and a final steady state due to myosin rigor (Fig. 1).
At 5 mM S1, myosin activity during the active steady
state dramatically alters the scaling behavior of the
modulus, shown in Fig. 1 by the rotation downward
in Gd"v# and the corresponding shift upward in d"v#
relative to the actin-only sample. By contrast, the rigor
state is marked by a nearly identical response for d"v#
when compared to actin alone, indicating a dominance of
passive dissipation by the semiflexible filaments. More-
over, there is a uniform increase in Gd"v# by a factor of 2
over actin only that can be accounted for from the increase
of the filament hydrodynamic radius to 40 nm due to the
attachment of rigor myosin, since there is no difference
in Lp (Fig. 2).

The onset time of the transient from the active steady
state to the rigor state is consistent with the depletion
rate of the ATP reservoir by myosin activity. Our
direct measurement of ATP hydrolysis gives a consump-
tion rate of 6 mM&s for 6.7 mM S1, in agreement with
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FIG. 1. The (a) viscoelastic shear modulus amplitude Gd"v#
and (b) phase angle d"v# for 13.7 mM F-actin and 5 mM
myosin S1 (open and crossed circles) compared to actin alone
(crosses). During myosin activity (open circles), we observe
a new scaling Gd"v# % v7&8 (represented by the lower solid
line) corresponding to d"v# ) 1.37. After depletion of the ATP
reservoir (crossed circles), myosin binds to actin in the rigor
state, with a factor of 2 increase in Gd"v# and similar d"v#
compared to actin alone. The passive and rigor scaling agrees
with previous reports, Gd"v# % v3&4 (solid line compared to
rigor data).
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filament transport, myosin II has a large effect on the dynamics of
actin filaments in networks. Rheological measurements of the
frequency-dependent (that is, stress-rate dependent) complex
shear modulus, G*, characterize the effect of these changes in
polymer dynamics on actin’s viscoelastic properties (Fig. 2). The
elastic part of G* is referred to as the storage modulus G 0 , while the
viscous part is known as the loss modulus G 00 . The relation between
G 0 and G 00 describes to what extent the polymer sample responds
elastically12. At low frequencies, the polymer solution behaves like a
fluid and responds viscously (G 0 & G 00), whereas at higher frequen-
cies, the sample responds like rubber by resisting elastically

(G 0 . G 00). Thus, frequency-dependent rheology is ideally suited
to distinguish elastic from fluid solutions.

We compared entangled solutions of actin filaments to isotropic
actin networks with active or inactive myosin II dispersed in them.
An actin monomer concentration of 36 mM and myosin concen-
tration of 0.14mM in the experiments resulted in a ratio of myosin
proteins to actin filaments of ,15, with 2–16 myosin proteins
assembled to small bipolar minifilaments (see light-scattering data
in Supplementary Information). The addition of inactive myosin
led to an increase in the plateau storage modulus G 0 of a factor of
6 ^ 1.3 (see Fig. 2). Inactive myosin acts as a crosslinker, and this
gelation process increases the elastic strength of the sample13. The
addition of ATP, which induces filament sliding, caused a decrease
of G 0 to 40 ^ 10% of G 0 for actin solutions without myosin (see
Fig. 2). Thus, the elastic strength dropped below the value for a plain
entangled actin solution. Moreover, G 0 approximately equalled G 00 ,
indicating that active myosin renders the network more liquid-like.

The interactions of single chains with surrounding polymers,
which underlie the viscoelastic behaviour, can be described by an
effective-medium treatment often visualized by a ‘tube’ arising from
the topological constraints of neighbouring polymer chains1. As
these constraints oppose deformations15, stress is relaxed when
filaments have left their original, confining tube (independent of
the direction the filament moves with respect to the deforming
stress). To allow visualization of themechanism that enables myosin
to modulate the elastic strength of actin networks, rhodamine–
phalloidin-labelled actin filaments andmyosinwere incorporated in
networks of unlabelled actin filaments. Fluorescence microscopy
could then be used to follow the dynamics of individual actin chains
within the network4. A direct comparison of single filament motion
between a network with active motors and an entangled solution of
actin filaments shows large differences in speed and directionality
(Fig. 3). In the absence of motors, the filament undergoes random
brownian motion confined by the surrounding unlabelled actin

Figure 1Macroscopic and microscopic influence of bipolar myosin minifilaments on actin
networks. a, Comparison of the flow properties of actin networks with inactive (left side) or

active (right side) myosin dispersed in them. For this purpose a cuvette filled to one-third

with sample was tilted from its initial vertical position. With ADP and inactive myosin the

samples gelated and behaved like an elastic solid. In the presence of ATP or when caged

ATP was released, the active motors caused fluid-like flow properties. b, In the presence
of ATP, two rhodamine–phalloidin-labelled actin filaments in dilute solution slide along

each other while connected by BODIPY FL-labelled myosin (bright spot). The left filament

moves to the upper left side with respect to the myosin minifilament and the right filament

moves to the right. In the last picture filaments disengage.
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Figure 2 Elastic strength of actin and actin–myosin networks (36mM actin, 0.14mM

myosin, 500mM ATP/ADP). The filled markers display the storage modulus, G 0 , a

measure of the elastic strength. The open markers show the loss modulus, G 00 , which

characterizes the viscous component. The inactive myosin–actin network shows the

highest value of G 0 . When myosin was activated by ATP the value of G 0 decreased below

the value for the entangled actin solution. Below 0.03 rad s21 G 0 and G 00 are comparable

signifying, in effect, a fluid solution. According to our microscopic stress relaxation

experiments (see Fig. 4 inset) the onset of liquefaction should occur at 0.1 rad s21. The

slightly lower onset is caused by the polydispersity of the sample. Between 0.03 and

5 rad s21 a small elastic plateau remains for the active actin–myosin network. At higher

frequencies (.5 rad s21) the rheometer probes the internal dynamics of filaments

indicated by the typical crossover between G 0 and G 00 . In the high-frequency regime the

active motors cause a transition from a coil-like to a rod-like behaviour16 inducing the early

onset of the internal dynamics regime.
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Figure 4.8 Active fluidization and softening of actomyosin gels. a, Myosin activation
decreases the complex shear modulus G = G′ + iG′′ of an actomyosin gel. The storage
shear modulusG′, which quantifies the non-dissipative, elastic-like shear response, decreases
more pronouncedly than the loss shear modulusG′′, which quantifies the dissipative, viscous-
like shear response. Hence, the viscoelastic relaxation time of the gel is also decreased.
From [Humphrey 2002]. b, Myosin activation decreases the loss shear modulus Gd = G′′

and increases the phase angle δ of an actomyosin gel. The complex shear modulus is
G = Gde

iδ . Hence, myosin induces a more fluid response. From [Le Goff 2002]. These
findings are consistent with the predicted active thinning of actomyosin gels, Fig. 4.4.

Introducing this expression into Eq. (4.16), we obtain an effective constitutive
equation at long times,

σαβ = 2η vαβ − ζ Q0
αβ , (4.23)

with the effective viscosity

ηeff = η − ζτqν

2
. (4.24)

Therefore, whereas the effective viscosity Eq. (4.24) depends on (the sign of)
other transport coefficients, such as the active stress and the flow alignment, our
nonequilibrium kinetic correction to viscosity is intrinsic and does not.

Thus, activity modifies the viscosity of active gels through two different mech-
anisms: one based on flow alignment and one on molecular kinetics. The hydro-
dynamic mechanism was associated to the reduction (increase) of the apparent
viscosity measured in active extensile (contractile) suspensions of microswimmers
(Fig. 4.7) [Marchetti 2013, Sokolov 2009, Rafaï 2010, Gachelin 2013, López 2015].
However, in some biological active gels, to which our linker-based model applies,
the opposite effect was observed. For instance, myosin activity was shown to flu-
idize and soften actin gels (Fig. 4.8) [Le Goff 2002, Humphrey 2002] or even cells
in suspension3 [Chan 2015] and the cell cortex in mitosis [Fischer-Friedrich 2016],

3Myosin-generated contractile stresses are often found to stiffen adherent cells but soften cells
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observe the structure and dynamics of GFP∷fibrillarin cores.
Consistent with large nucleoli arising from fusion of several smal-
ler nucleoli, large nucleoli always contained multiple GFP∷fibril-
larin cores, whereas the smallest nucleoli contained only one core
(Fig. 5A). We followed the dynamics of these fibrillarin cores dur-
ing fusion events. Occasionally, the cores appear to fuse with one
another, but typically they remained as distinct subnucleolar
structures (Fig. 5B). Thus, larger nucleoli formed by multiple
fusion events tended to accumulate a roughly additive number
of cores. The nucleolar protein NO145 localizes to a cortical shell
(25), which could present a barrier to nucleolar fusion. In GFP∷
NO145-expressing GVs, the shell was readily visualized (Fig. 5 C
andD). It appeared to rapidly restructure during nucleolar fusion
(Fig. 5C). This is consistent with our observation from movies
that there is no, or only a small, kinetic barrier to nucleolar
fusion. Interestingly, GFP∷NO145 also localized to the surface
of spheroidal structures within nucleoli that appear to contain
nucleoplasm (Fig. 5D). Thus, the behavior of NO145 is analogous
to that of a surfactant, coating any interface between the nucleo-
lar granular component and the nucleoplasm.

GVs in X. laevis ooctyes typically contain more than 1,000
nucleoli. Because nucleoli that contact each other fuse, it is
unclear what keeps them from all fusing into a single large body
during the weeks-long growth of the oocyte in the ovary. Using
micromanipulation, we observed evidence for some elastic scaf-
fold surrounding nucleoli within the GV. When we pulled on one
internal region of the GV, nucleoli in distant regions (>100 μm
away) were observed to become displaced and deformed, as
shown in Fig. 6A. Actin is present in abundance in the GV
nucleus, where an f-actin network is thought to maintain GV
structural stability (26) and perhaps also to guide RNA transport
(27). To test if an actin-based elastic scaffold slows internal
mobility and thus internucleolar contact, we treated GVs with
the f-actin-disrupting drug Cytochalasin D (Cyto-D) (Fig. 6B).
We find that in Cyto-D–treated GVs, large numbers of nucleoli

fused into one large mass over the course of approximately
30 min, as shown in the sequence in Fig. 6B. However, these fu-
sion events appear qualitatively different from fusion seen in
unperturbed embryos (e.g., Figs. 2 and 3). In particular, fusion
was frequently incomplete. Perhaps, in the absence of actin fila-
ments, nucleolar substructures are incapable of undergoing the
structural rearrangements necessary to completely self-assemble
into one larger nucleolus.

Discussion
In this study, we show that nucleoli behave as liquid-like droplets,
and that this feature can explain both their spherical shape and
their broad, power-law size distribution in amphibian oocytes. It
can also explain how nucleoli in somatic cells fuse, a behavior first
described over 100 years ago (see ref. 28 and references therein).
Our findings are broadly consistent with a previous study suggest-
ing that nucleoli and other nuclear bodies have a low-density,
sponge-like structure (29); however, our findings show that this
sponge-like structure must be able to flow as a liquid on a time-
scale of tens of seconds. Given its fluid-like behavior, the nucleo-
lus, particularly the granular component of the nucleolus, cannot
be a structurally well-defined assembly of macromolecules on
large length scales >100 nm; they presumably do exhibit defined
molecular interactions on the nanometer scale. These observa-
tions, combined with most nucleoli containing multiple transcrip-
tional cores (Fig. 5), are at odds with the concept of an ordered,
vectoral assembly pathway initiated from one central site of active
transcription (30). Rather, transcription sites may act as nuclei for
condensation of nucleolar material as small droplets, which can
readily fuse with neighboring droplets.

Our results paint the amphibian GVas an emulsion of liquid-
like nucleolar droplets suspended in bulk nucleoplasm, which is
infiltrated by actin filaments that seem to partially immobilize
nucleoli. Power-law size distributions with an exponent of −1.5,
like that we describe here, can occur in aggregation systems

Fig. 4. Analysis of fusion dynamics and ATP dependence. (A) The red curve shows the dynamics of a single example control fusion event of two GFP∷NPM1–
labeled nucleoli, shown by the images in the red box. The blue curve shows the slower fusion dynamics of a comparable pair of GFP∷NPM1 nucleoli (blue boxes)
in an ATP-depleted GV. The red outline in the images is the output of the image analysis routines used to calculate aspect ratio. (B) Plot of the fusion time, τ, vs.
length, ℓ, from untreated nucleoli (N ¼ 77), and apyrase-treated nucleoli (N ¼ 46). The red and blue lines are linear fits to the control and apyrase data,
respectively. (C) Scatter plot of η∕γ obtained from control and ATP-depleted nucleoli. The Right axis reflects the apparent viscosity, ηapp, obtained assuming
a surface tension of γ ¼ 10 μN∕m.

Fig. 5. Dynamics of nucleolar substructures. (A) A GV exhibiting GFP∷fibrillarin/RFP∷NPM1–labeled nucleoli. Note that larger nucleoli contain many fibrillarin
cores, whereas smaller nucleoli contain only one or two fibrillarin cores. (B) Image sequence showing fusion of several GFP∷fibrillarin/RFP∷NPM1-labeled
nucleoli. Arrowheads track the positions of two fibrillar cores. (C) Image sequence showing the dynamics of GFP∷NO145 at the cortex of two fusing nucleoli.
Note the GFP∷NO145 localization to the interior of nucleoli at the surface of nucleolar vacuole-like structures (*). (D) Intensity profile across the dotted line
shown in C; peaks 1 and 2 reflect vacuolar surface, and peak 3 reflects nucleolar cortex.
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GFP-tagged nucleolar protein, GFP∷NPM1, into the oocyte
cytoplasm. After overnight incubation, GVs were dissected into
mineral oil; under these conditions, nucleoli and other GV con-
tents remained in their native, biosynthetically active state, sur-
rounded by an intact nucleoplasm, and the GV remains viable
for several hours (15). NPM1 (nucleophosmin, NO38, B23) loca-
lizes to the granular component of nucleoli (16). We observed
a distribution of fluorescent, spherical bodies (Fig. 1C, Inset).
Two other tagged nucleolar proteins, GFP∷fibrillarin and GFP∷
NO145, localized to the same bodies, confirming that they are

indeed nucleoli (see below). Using custom image analysis rou-
tines, we computed their aspect ratio (maximal diameter/minimal
diameter). The mean was 1.07! 0.06 (mean! SD, N ¼ 2859),
indicating a high degree of circularity in optical section (Fig. 1B).
Because there is no obvious z asymmetry, nucleoli are highly
spherical.

Spherical shape could in principle arise from isotropic growth
of a solid-like object; this could be expected for nucleoli if some
structural RNA and protein components isotropically accumulate
around the transcriptional core upon completion of cytokinesis.
However, irreversible aggregation would typically result in irre-
gularly shaped assemblies, such as the amyloid plaques seen in
the brains of Alzheimer’s disease patients (17). An alternative
view is that nucleoli represent a dynamic assembly with liquid-like
properties, with an effective surface tension that minimizes sur-
face area by viscous relaxation to a spherical shape. Fusion of
somatic nucleoli during G1 (discussed above) is more consistent
with this physical picture. Moreover, a tendency of liquid-like
nucleoli to fuse with one another would lead different sized nu-
cleoli; this would result in a broad size distribution of a particular
form, possibly explaining the observation that nucleoli occur in
a wide range of sizes, from <1 μm to >10 μm in diameter (18).
We determined the size distribution of GFP∷NPM1–labeled
nucleoli (N ¼ 2859). Their volumes, V , fit a power-law distribu-
tion, PðV Þ ∼ V α, as can be seen by the linear profile on a log–log
plot (Fig. 1C). The exponent of this distribution was determined
to be α ¼ −1.51! 0.07. Power-law distributions with an exponent
of −1.5 are characteristic of aggregation processes (19, 20). We
illustrate this with the result of a simple Monte Carlo simulation,
in which there is a constant influx of small droplets, which move
by diffusion. When these touch they fuse, leading to larger dro-
plets that diffuse more slowly. This leads to a power-law size dis-
tribution, with an exponent of −1.5, as shown in Fig. 1D. Thus,
large spherical nucleoli may form by fusion of many smaller sphe-
rical nucleoli, behaving like liquid droplets.

To test this liquid-like picture, we dissected Xenopus GVs into
mineral oil and then gently compressed them under a coverslip by
approximately 50%, without rupturing the nuclear envelope.
Nucleoli in this preparation were often initially nonspherical,
apparently due to fusion during sample preparation. When we
followed the behavior of nucleoli over time, they often fused with

Fig. 1. Size and shape of X. laevis oocyte nucleoli. (A) DIC image of nucleoli
in the X. laevis GV. Nuclear bodies can be readily seen in DIC. Most of these
are extrachromosomal nucleoli. (B) We plot the distribution of nucleolar
aspect ratios obtained from analysis of GFP∷NPM1 images of nucleoli (Inset
in C). The average is 1.07! 0.06; a perfect sphere would be 1.0. Thus, most
nucleoli are highly spherical. (C) Distribution of nucleolar volume exhibits a
power-law distribution with an exponent of −1.5. Inset shows an image of
GFP∷NPM1–labeled nucleoli (scale bar, 20 μm). (D) Monte Carlo simulation of
fusing droplets, with a slow constant influx of small droplets. The distribution
of droplet volume exhibits power-law behavior with an exponent of −1.5.
A snapshot of a subregion of the simulation is shown in the Inset.

Fig. 2. Fluid-like behavior of nucleoli. (A) DIC image sequence showing fusion of two spherical nucleoli into one larger spherical nucleolus. (B) DIC image of the
fusion of three spherical nucleoli into one larger spherical nucleolus. (C) Plot of the sum of nucleoli volumes before and after fusion. The red line corresponds to
conserved volume. (D) In the first frame, three nucleoli that have come into contact and begun fusing are visible. The bridge between the two on the Left is
unstable and pinches off, whereas the bridge between the nucleoli on the Right is stable and they fuse. (E) Close-up of the rupturing bridge from D, showing
that the threads of nucleolar material are resorbed within 1 min after rupturing.
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in the different plus end- and minus end-directed motor
proteins is set to a level that can restore overall spindle shape
and pole microtubule organization. Together with these
assumptions, our data suggest that the spindle pole may
couple the mechanical elements along the spindle’s long and
short axes and could be an important determinant of its
elasticity.

DISCUSSION

Our analysis reveals that micromechanics of the vertebrate
metaphase spindle depend on the orientation and timescale of
applied mechanical forces. Our findings shed new light on the
metaphase spindle’s material properties, its force-generating
functions and how the dynamic structure accommodates defor-
mations while maintaining stability.

Micromechanical Properties of the Metaphase Spindle
The metaphase spindle is subjected to mechanical forces that
can result from microtubule sliding, deformations associated
with themovements of chromosomes as they align at the spindle
equator, stretching of sister kinetochores, and activities that
properly position the spindle in the dividing cell. These forces
act in different directions and on timescales ranging from
minutes to subseconds. Analysis of the viscoelastic properties
of isotropic cytoskeletal networks reconstituted from stabilized,
nondynamic microtubules indicates that the responses of these
structures to forces are predominantly elastic over 0.1–100 s
(Lin et al., 2007; Sato et al., 1988). In contrast, our measurement
reveals that the metaphase spindle is mechanically anisotropic
and exhibits both elastic and viscous responses to forces acting
on these timescales. The observed micromechanics along the
spindle’s long axis can be modeled by a viscous element, such
as a dashpot (Figure 7A). Force applied along this axis is dissi-
pated and does not deform the overall structure. Along the spin-
dle’s short axis, the micromechanics are similar to those of
a Zener-type viscoelastic solid, which is comprised of a spring
(ks) and a dashpot (gs) in series that together are in parallel with
another spring (kp) (Figure 7A). In response to forces acting along
its short axis, the spindle recoils elastically on short (<1–10 s) or
long timescales (>100 s), but reveals viscous deformation at
intermediate timescales (!10–100 s).

Metaphase Spindle Elasticity
The elasticity of amaterial provides a force that acts to restore its
original shape. Our biochemical and chemical perturbations
suggest that the two elastic elements in the spindle can be
related to kinetochore (spring kp) and nonkinetochore microtu-
bule (ks) mechanics (Figure 7B). Based on the values of the spring
constants ks and kp we determined, and using simple assump-
tions about the crosslinking of filaments and the number of
microtubules in the spindle, we can estimate the bending stiff-
ness of both kinetochore fibers and single nonkinetochore
microtubules (!5 pN/mm and !3 3 10"3 pN/mm, respectively)
(see the Extended Experimental Procedures). These values for
stiffness are comparable to estimates based on the average
length of kinetochore and nonkinetochore microtubules
(Burbank et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2007) and the flexural rigidity
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Figure 7. Molecular Mechanisms Underlying Spindle Micro-
mechanics
(A) Summary for the metaphase spindle micromechanics along its long and

short axes.

(B) Schematics show potential links between molecular components under-

lying the spindle’s elastic and viscous responses. Nonkinetochore microtu-

bules (non-kMT, red), kinetochore microtubules (kMT, orange), and green

(crosslinkers) are shown.

(C)Mechanical stability of themetaphase spindle depends on elasticity. Elastic

deformation of the structure (top) generates a restoring force that returns the

spindle to the original shape while viscous deformation (bottom) causes

changes in shape that persist. Dotted line indicates original spindle shape.

(D) Chromosome motion through the crosslinked microtubule array of the

spindle at velocities at which the spindle’s response is elastic (left) or viscous

(right). Blue, chromosomes. Curvature in microtubules indicates elastic strain.
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spindle mechanics we used AMPPNP, a slowly hydrolyzing ATP
analog that locks mitotic kinesins in a microtubule-bound state
(called rigor) (Sawin and Mitchison, 1991) and could therefore
lead to relatively stable inter-filament linkages mediated by
proteins such as kinesin-5. Addition of AMPPNP to the spindle
resulted in a dose-dependent reduction in the sliding of microtu-
bules, as revealed by the reduced poleward flux of fluorescent
tubulin incorporated into the spindle (Figures 4A–4C). Under
these conditions the spindle size and shape remained
unchanged over several minutes, as needed for our analysis
(Figures S3A and S3B). Using the two needle setup and
sinusoidal force application along the spindle’s short axis
(Figures 4D and 4E), we found that in the presence of AMPPNP
(1.5 mM) the spindle’s short-timescale elastic stiffness,
K0, which is the sum of the stiffness of two springs in our model
(Figure 3H), was not significantly altered (1.4 ± 0.6 nN/mm,
mean ± SD, n = 7) compared to that measured for control

spindles (Figure 4F). Remarkably, we found that the viscous
component of the spindle’s response essentially disappeared
(d z0, Figure 4G) in the presence of AMPPNP. The negative
values of d suggest an active response of the AMPPNP-treated
spindles at short timescales, being likely related to the polymer
dynamics that are not suppressed under these conditions.
Together, these data suggest that the dynamics of crosslinking
of spindle microtubules, which are suppressed in the presence
of the slowly hydrolyzing ATP analog, are likely to be major
contributors to the spindle’s viscous element (i.e., dashpot gs,
Figure 3H).

Nonkinetochore Microtubules Contribute to Spindle
Viscosity and Elasticity
To examine how the spindle’s viscosity is linked to microtubule
density, we used recombinant Op18/stathmin (hereafter Op18),
a protein that directly suppresses microtubule assembly
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Figure 4. Inhibition of Crosslinker Dynamics Suppresses the Spindle’s Viscous Response to Applied Force
(A–C) Effect of AMPPNP on the dynamics of spindle microtubules.

(A) An example of the metaphase spindle labeled with X-rhodamine tubulin (50 nM) used for fluorescent speckle microscopy.

(B) Kymographs generated with a highlighted region similar to that in (A). Dotted lines highlight the motion of fluorescent speckles.

(C) The average velocity of poleward motion of tubulin speckles (mean ± SD, n = 10).

(D and E) Schematic (D) and an example of a spindle (E) in the presence of 1.5 mM AMPPNP (tubulin, red; DNA, blue). Needle positions are shown (arrow heads).

Scale bars represent 10 mm.

(F and G) The dynamic stiffness (jK*j) and phase shift (d) of the spindle’s response to sinusoidal force at different frequencies were determined for AMPPNP-

treated spindles (open squares, mean ± SD, n = 7). For comparison, data for control spindles (solid diamonds) (Figures 3F and 3G) are also shown.

See also Figure S3.
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ba
Nucleoli Spindle

Figure 4.9 Active fluidization in nucleoli and the spindle. a, The apparent viscosity of
nucleoli increases upon ATP depletion. Adapted from [Brangwynne 2011]. This finding
is consistent with the active thinning phenomenon, suggesting that chromatin remodeling
proteins, which have been suggested to be contractile [Bruinsma 2014], might have Ω0 > 0
(Fig. 4.4). b, Upon treatment with a slowly hydrolyzing analog of ATP that locks kinesins
in a microtubule-bound (rigor) state, metaphase spindles increase their dynamic stiffness
|K∗| and decrease their phase angle δ. Therefore, decreasing activity induces a more elastic
response. Adapted from [Shimamoto 2011]. These findings are consistent with active
thinning, suggesting that ATP-dependent microtubule crosslinkers such as kinesin might
have Ω0 > 0 (Fig. 4.4). However, since the spindle has been found to exert extensile active
stresses [Brugués 2014b], these results could also due to the hydrodynamic decrease of
effective viscosity, Eq. (4.24).

decreasing both their stiffness and viscosity. Since actomyosin gels, and hence the
cortex, are contractile (ζ < 0), the flow alignment effect would render an increased
effective viscosity ηeff, which seems inconsistent with the measurements. Hence,
we propose that the measured active softening could be partially due to the kinetic
effect predicted here (red line in Fig. 4.4), which is independent of the contrac-
tile/extensile nature of the system. ATP binding would promote myosin dissociation

in suspension. We suggest that this distinct behavior stems from a markedly different cytoskeletal
architecture. Cells attached to a substrate often feature prominent actin stress fibers connected to
focal adhesions [Schwarz 2013]. Hence, their cytoskeleton tends to be quite anisotropic and elastic.
Thus, the strongly crosslinked cytoskeletal network can resist the myosin-generated forces, leading
to a strain stiffening response [Broedersz 2014]. In contrast, the lack of adhesions in suspended and
mitotic cells leads to a more isotropic and fluid cytoskeleton, which mainly concentrates in a cortical
layer [Salbreux 2012]. Therefore, in this case, the cytoskeleton is only transiently crosslinked, and hence
it can flow under myosin-generated forces, thus experiencing the predicted active thinning.
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from actin, thus leading to a decreased viscosity. Combined with increased active
stress (blue line in Fig. 4.4), this effect would allow a network remodeling resulting
in the observed fluidization.

Similar considerations might hold for suspensions of nucleic acids and proteins.
Indeed, rheological measurements [Hameed 2012] and the observation of collective
flows [Zidovska 2013] suggest that chromatin behaves as a gel with active polar
processes associated to chromatin remodeling enzymes [Bruinsma 2014,Chu 2017].
In this line, ATP was shown to lower the apparent viscosity of nucleoli (Fig. 4.9a)
[Brangwynne 2011], consistently with our prediction. Similarly, the metaphase
spindle behaves as an active polar fluid [Brugués 2014b], with an increased viscosity
when the rate of ATP hydrolysis is reduced (Fig. 4.9b) [Shimamoto 2011], also in
line with our result.

4.4 Interfacial constitutive equations
In this section, we derive the constitutive equations at the boundary of an active
polar gel, such as to account for traction forces exerted by lamellipodia on substrates
via focal adhesions (Fig. 4.3c). With this purpose, we consider a polar surface
(lamellipodium, red) coated with a density ρ of elastic molecules (e.g. integrins,
green) that transiently bind to an apolar surface (substrate, black). Now, taking the
ẑ axis perpendicular to the surface, the strain is effectively a vector uα ≡ uαz that
can directly couple to the polarity pα. Hence, the free energy density reads

f =
µ

2
uαuα +Duαpα +

χ

2
pαpα, (4.25)

where µ is the shear elastic modulus, D is the elastopolar coefficient, and χ is the
inverse orientational susceptibility.

Parallel to the bulk case, the force Fα exerted by the bound molecules on the
substrate [Schwarz 2013] and the average molecular field Hα are defined as

Fα =

∫

Rk
nF el

α du dp, Hα =

∫

Rk
nhα du dp, (4.26)

with k = 2(d− 1), and

F el
α =

1

ρ

∂f

∂uα
, hα =

1

ρ

∂f

∂pα
(4.27)

being the elastic force sustained by the linkers and the molecular field, respectively.
Then, via a procedure analogous to that in Section 4.2, we find the constitutive
equations at the interface of an active polar gel:

(
1 + τ

d

dt

)
Fα = ξivα − νiṖα − ζiPα, (4.28)

(
1 + τ

d

dt

)
Hα = γiṖα + νivα − ωiPα, (4.29)
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where Pα = 〈pα〉, and vα = 〈u̇α〉L is the gel-substrate relative velocity, with L the
gel-substrate distance (Fig. 4.3c). The interfacial transport coefficients read

ξi =
µφb

2kdρL
, γi =

χφb
kdρ

, νi = −Dφb
kdρ

,

ζi = (DΩp + µΩu)
1− φb
ρ

, ωi = (DΩu + χΩp)
1− φb
ρ

, (4.30)

where we have defined
∫

Rk
Ωuα du dp ≡ ΩuPα,

∫

Rk
Ω pα du dp ≡ ΩpPα. (4.31)

As for the bulk case, molecular kinetics entails the fluidization of the ensemble of
elastic linkers, thereby leading to friction with coefficient ξi and to an interfacial
rotational viscosity γi. In turn, νi is the interfacial flow alignment coefficient, and
ζi, ωi are the interfacial active force and active alignment coefficients, respectively.

Equations (4.28) and (4.29) correspond to the constitutive equations at the
interface of an active polar fluid (Eqs. 20-22 in [Jülicher 2009], omitting chemical
potential gradients), thus giving their coefficients in terms of molecular parameters.
A key point is that the interfacial active force ζiPα is polar whereas the bulk active
stress ζQαβ features apolar symmetry.

4.5 Discussion and conclusions

We have derived the constitutive equations for the active polar gel that emerges
from the nonequilibrium dynamics of a single species of elastic molecules that
link polar elements. This minimal bottom-up approach is inspired by biological
materials such as the lamellipodium, the cell cortex, or tissues (Fig. 4.3). Assuming
a constant unbinding rate of the linker molecules yields simple explicit expressions
of the transport coefficients in terms of molecular parameters. In particular, the
coefficients include nonlinear dependencies on activity, by means of three unknowns
(Ω0,Ωu,Ωq) that characterize the departure from detailed balance. For general
linker kinetics kd, the approach is still valid but explicit expressions may not
be obtained. Although spatial uniformity is assumed, the ensuing constitutive
equations and transport coefficients can be used in the hydrodynamic limit, namely
to the lowest order in a gradient expansion.

The Onsager formalism identifies three generalized forces for an active po-
lar medium: the strain rate tensor vαβ , the molecular field hα, and the chemical
potential difference ∆µ of a reaction (typically ATP hydrolysis in biological sys-
tems) that maintains the system out of equilibrium. Hence, this approach yields
constitutive equations for the three corresponding fluxes, namely the stress tensor
σαβ , the rate of change of the polarity Ṗα, and the reaction rate r [Kruse 2004,
Kruse 2005, Jülicher 2011, Marchetti 2013]. In contrast, our approach yields only
two constitutive relations, for the stress tensor and for the polarity. In our model, the
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nonequilibrium driving of the chemical reaction is encoded in the function Ω that ex-
plicitly breaks the detailed balance of the molecular kinetics. However, the relation
between Ω and the generalized force ∆µ is, in principle, unknown [Jülicher 1997].
Consequently, a constitutive equation for the reaction rate r does not readily follow
from our current model.

Beyond phenomenological approaches, the mechanical response of active
solids had been derived from microscopic models [Liverpool 2009, Banerjee 2011,
Hawkins 2014]. However, in contrast, the viscoelastic relaxation of active fluids
remained only included at the hydrodynamic level [Callan-Jones 2011, Heming-
way 2015], thus unrelated to underlying molecular processes. In our derivation,
the binding kinetics of linker molecules fluidizes the material, giving rise to a
viscoelastic fluid response typically postulated in active gel theory. In general,
other fluidization mechanisms may be at play. Examples include actin depolymer-
ization in the cortex [Chan 2015] and, in the context of tissues, cell division and
apoptosis [Ranft 2010, Matoz-Fernandez 2017], as well as topological transitions
and cell shape changes [Etournay 2015, Popović 2017]. We expect the fluidization
mechanism associated to molecular kinetics to be generic in cells and tissues, and
to combine with others in the corresponding time scales.

Our model builds on previous theoretical approaches to transiently crosslinked
networks [Tanaka 1992, Broedersz 2014], extending them to account for orien-
tational degrees of freedom of the gel, as well as to include a nonequilibrium
contribution to the binding kinetics of the linkers. Active stresses and torques
naturally emerge from this contribution, which also modifies the passive transport
coefficients of the system. Finally, bulk and interfacial active forces are shown to
exhibit different symmetries, yet depend on common parameters. Thus, in tissues,
our unified treatment of intercellular (bulk) and traction (interfacial) forces may
help understand their interdependence [Maruthamuthu 2011]. Hence, our results
could shed light on active-gel models of epithelial dynamics.

More generally, our work contributes to bridging the gap between the hydrody-
namics of active gels and the underlying molecular dynamics. Typically, whereas
macroscopic quantities such as stress and shear are measured, molecular concen-
trations and kinetic parameters are under experimental control [Bazellières 2015].
Therefore, our results may help interpret the effects of molecular perturbations on
the mechanical properties of biological active gels, from subcellular structures such
as the actomyosin cortex or the mitotic spindle to multicellular tissues. In this line,
we have unveiled a dependence of viscosity on ATP consumption that could explain
some experimental findings.
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Abstract

Cells in tissues can organize in a broad spectrum of structures according to their
function. To study how such organizations emerge from cell-cell interactions, this
chapter introduces a particle-based model of two-dimensional cell colonies. To
capture generic cellular behaviours, particles self-propel and interact through a
soft short-range potential that accounts for cell-cell and cell-substrate adhesion,
and that allows for cell-cell overlapping. In addition, we model the so-called
contact inhibition of locomotion (CIL), which repolarizes cell migration away from
cell-cell contacts, as a torque on the self-propulsion direction. We explicitly show
how CIL yields an effective repulsion between cells, which allows the analytical
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prediction of transitions between cohesive, non-cohesive, and three-dimensional
cell arrangements. In simulations, we reproduce structures and collective dynamics
observed in several existing tissue phenotypes, such as regular distributions of cells,
dynamic cell clusters, gel-like networks, collectively migrating monolayers, and 3D
aggregates. Finally, we discuss experimental findings from the perspective of our
phase diagram, providing support for the correspondence between the organizations
that emerge from our model and different tissue phenotypes.
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5.1 Introduction

Cell colonies exhibit a broad range of phenotypes. In terms of structure, collections
of cells can arrange into distributions of single cells, assemble into continuous
monolayers or multi-layered tissues, or even form 3D agglomerates. In terms of
dynamics, cell motility may be simply absent, or produce random, directed or
collective migration of cells. Transitions between these states of tissue organization
are characteristic of morphogenetic events and are also central to tumor formation
and dispersal [Friedl 2003, Friedl 2009, Thiery 2009, Nieto 2013]. Therefore, a
physical understanding of the collective behavior of cell colonies will shed light on
many multicellular processes involved in development and disease.

However, a complete physical picture of multicellular organization is not yet
available, partly due to the challenge of modeling the complex interactions be-
tween cells. In this chapter, we address this problem by modeling cell colonies
as collections of self-propelled particles endowed with interactions capturing
generic cellular behaviors. Models of self-propelled particles with polarity in-
teractions have been used to investigate collective motion in cell monolayers
(Fig. 5.1) [Méhes 2014,Szabó 2016,Camley 2017,Szabó 2006,Belmonte 2008,Hen-
kes 2011, Basan 2013, Sepúlveda 2013, Deforet 2014, Woods 2014, Tarle 2015,
Mones 2015, Garcia 2015, Zimmermann 2016, Camley 2016, George 2017]. Here,
we extend this approach to unveil how the different structures and collective dy-
namics of cell colonies emerge from cell-cell interactions.

Topical Review
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aligned and developing strong collective behaviors, includ-
ing spontaneous persistent rotation. Many variants of this 
approach have been developed. In particular, we highlight [18, 
42], who apply a self-aligning mechanism to the cellular Potts 
model. As motions in the cellular Potts model occur through 
sudden changes in the boundary distribution, the velocity of a 
cell does not have an unambiguous value without specifying 
the time (number of Monte Carlo steps) over which the veloc-
ity is averaged. In consequence, both [42] and [18] effectively 
align a cell’s polarity toward its past displacement, measured 
over a timescale T. This has an important distinction from the 
velocity-aligning models applied in [39, 112] and later studied 
in other contexts [40, 115]: altering the characteristic times-
cale of the alignment T will, in the displacement-alignment 
models, change the persistence of individual cells. This is 
explicitly studied by [42]. Interestingly, this consequence of 
displacement alignment is also implied by models generated 
by detailed tracking of human keratinocytes [36], as [42] notes. 
More recent papers have applied both velocity alignment and 
displacement alignment [66, 70, 116–118]. A related model 
of ‘mechanotaxis’ has been used by [67], in which cells polar-
ize in the direction of the time-averaged net force exerted on 
them. These mechanisms are also occasionally integrated with 
others: [119] and [47] both combine displacement alignment 
with a model of contact inhibition of locomotion, a mech-
anism further detailed below.

Unfortunately, in comparing these papers, many model 
aspects have been varied at once, making it difficult to deter-
mine the crucial influence of each element. For instance, 
one potentially interesting difference between many of 
these papers is the different origins of noise. In the veloc-
ity-alignment model of [39], the cell’s polarity angle θ, i.e. 

( )θ θ=p cos , sin , relaxes to the direction of its velocity θv, 
but with an added fluctuating Langevin noise in the angular 

dynamics. By contrast, in cellular Potts model systems, the 
polarity is set directly by the displacement of the cell, with 
no added noise [18, 42]; fluctuations arise from the evolution 
of the cell boundary, leading to fluctuations in the displace-
ment. An extreme case of noisy dynamics in a self-aligning 
model is our approach in [45–47], where cells switch between 
a motile state and a non-motile state with a rate that depends 
on the alignment between the cell’s polarity and (averaged) 
velocity. Here, a cell’s orientation is completely randomized 
upon repolarization—but the bias in the rates still leads to a 
feedback between flow and polarity. Comparing these various 
options within a single unified framework would be a poten-
tially valuable contribution.

Self-alignment mechanisms are a reasonable phenom-
enological suggestion for driving collective cell migration, 
leading to coordination without requiring any explicit cell–
cell communication. However, they may be in conflict with 
experiment in some circumstances; [120] observe that cells 
encountering a physical barrier halt, and do not reverse as 
predicted by a velocity alignment mechanism [40]. In these 
cases, mechanisms specific to cell–cell contact, e.g. contact 
inhibition of locomotion (described below) may be relevant.

2.3.2. Shape alignment. In models that resolve the cell’s 
shape, the cell polarity can be directly influenced by the cell 
shape—and thus cell–cell collisions and collisions between 
the cell and objects can reorient polarity. This is perhaps 
most explicitly modeled in the minimal approach of Ohta 
et  al [121], who study the dynamics of a deformable self- 
propelled particle, and have later extended this to describing 
the dynamics of Dictyostelium cells [122]. In the simplest ver-
sion of their model, cells are described by a velocity v and a 
single tensor variable Sij indicating the cell’s shape deforma-
tion from a circle [121]; the most general equations of motion 

Figure 3. Examples of common polarity mechanisms. Full explanations of these mechanisms and examples of simulations that use them 
are listed in the text.

J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 50 (2017) 113002

Figure 5.1 Cell polarization mechanisms. Particle-based models of collective cell migra-
tion usually implement some of these mechanisms. Our model accounts for the random walk
and CIL mechanisms. From [Camley 2017].
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Figure 5.2 Cell-cell interactions. When
overlapping, cells exhibit a repulsive inter-
action due to excluded volume effects and
to the resistance to decrease cell-substrate
adhesion area. Moreover, they also exhibit
inhibition of locomotion in the direction
of the cell-cell contact. At an interme-
diate cell-cell distance, cell migration is
optimally coordinated. When further sep-
arated, cells attract because of intercellu-
lar adhesion. Finally, when cells are sepa-
rated more than their maximal spread size,
they lose contact and they do not interact.
From [Vedula 2013].

et al. showed for the first time that emergence of
collective behavior in a system can be described by
a simple kinematic model (Vicsek model and its
variations) (12, 68) in which the direction of a given
particle within the system is determined by the
average of all the particles within its neighborhood
(FIGURE 1, B AND C). In such a system, the tran-
sition to an “ordered” collective behavior phase
was observed to be dependent on the density of
the particles. Several studies have indeed con-
firmed that the density of particles constituting a
system remains one of the most important physical
parameters governing the emergence of collective
behavior (55). In many systems, it is observed that
there exists a critical density that triggers the emer-
gence of collective behavior. Other important
physical parameters governing collective behavior
include boundary restrictions (physical con-
straints), feedback loop systems (that allow con-
stituents to sense and respond to their neighbors),
and presence of “leaders.” For example, in sedi-
menting colloids, the correlation length of swirls is
dependent on the boundaries of the chamber (56).
Furthermore, in locusts, it has been observed that
the swarming behavior is lost when they were sub-
jected to abdominal denervation [which prevents

them from sensing the presence of a neighbor (6)].
However, it is important to observe that, in con-
trast to “local spatial coupling” that is characteris-
tic of these systems, multicellular assemblies
typically demonstrate physical adhesion between
neighbors that provides strong “mechanical cou-
pling” as well as a means for biochemical signaling.
Notwithstanding this difference, collective cell mi-
gration shows several characteristics that closely
mimic other physical and biochemical systems.
Indeed, a large body of accumulating evidence
suggests that coordination among cell clusters dur-
ing migration is regulated by various chemical (7,
37) and physical cues (60) within the cellular and
extracellular environment. In fact, the multiscale
tuning model for cell migration proposed by Friedl
et al. (24) and recently further expanded by Ashby
et al. (5) suggests how a complex interplay between
cell-autonomous migration behavior, external che-
mokine gradients, cohesive forces regulating cell-
cell interaction, and adhesive mechano-chemical
features of the extracellular matrix determine the
final migratory behavior of single as well as clusters
of cells.

This review aims to give a broad overview of our
current understanding of collective cell behavior,

FIGURE 1. Overview of migration in single cells and a monolayer of cells
A: cartoon illustrating the mechanism of single cell migration. Symmetry-breaking events lead to cell polarization
and directed migration. Cell polarization in this review refers to the asymmetric distribution of the migratory ma-
chinery. I to V show the steps required during migration of single cell. I, actin-rich protrusions (lamellipodia) elon-
gate the leading edge of the cell; II, adhesion proteins attach the newly formed protrusion to the substratum; III,
acto-myosin contraction leads to the retraction of the rear of the cell and its progression to the front; IV, adhesive
proteins release from the substratum and allow progression of movement; V, migratory machinery is recycled to get
ready for step I. B: Vicsek model is adopted to illustrate the strength of interaction between cells as a function of
density and the distance separating them. At high densities and small separation distances, cells repel and inhibit
each other. Critical density and optimal separation distance induce coordinated migration. At very low densities and
long separation distances, they do not sense their neighbors. C: cells in a highly dense monolayer are subject to
contact inhibition of locomotion (CIL). All cells are symmetrically inhibited, resulting in little migration. Availability of
free space to migrate breaks the symmetry and polarizes the cells at the edge toward the free space. This over-
comes the inhibitory signals and promotes cell motility. Motile cells at the front exert attractive forces on their
neighbors, which, in turn, coordinate their movement.
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In addition to an excluded-volume repulsion, cells generally feature a short-
range attraction as a consequence of their active cortical contractility transmitted
through cell-cell junctions (Fig. 5.2). With no additional interactions, this attraction
would typically lead to cohesive tissues. However, not all cell types form cohesive
tissues. Whereas epithelial cells tend to form continuous monolayers, mesenchy-
mal cells separate after division despite the presence of cell-cell junctions. This
observation calls for an extra effective repulsion to drive the separation, which may
ultimately have a deep impact on the overall organization of the colony.

Such a repulsive interaction mediated by adhesion is indeed present in many cell
types upon cell-cell contact, and is known as contact inhibition of locomotion (CIL)
[Mayor 2010,Stramer 2017] after Abercrombie and Heaysman [Abercrombie 1954].
Upon a cell-cell collision, the cell front adheres to the colliding cell, which hinders
further cell protrusions. Subsequently, repolarization of the cell’s cytoskeleton
creates a new front away from the adhesion zone, and the two cells thus separate
[Abercrombie 1958, Davis 2015] (Fig. 5.3). This interaction has been shown to
be crucial in determining the collective behavior of cell groups in several contexts
[Mayor 2010, Desai 2013, Vedula 2013, Mayor 2016, Hakim 2017, Stramer 2017].
For example, CIL guides the directional migration of neural crest cells [Carmona-
Fontaine 2008], and also ensures the correct dispersion of Cajal-Retzius cells in the
cerebral cortex [Villar-Cerviño 2013] or of hemocytes in the embryo [Davis 2012].

In Section 5.2, we introduce a particle-based description of cell colonies that
models cellular interactions by means of an attraction due to intercellular adhesion,
and a soft repulsion associated to the reduction of cell-substrate adhesion area. In
addition, CIL is modeled as an interaction orienting cell motility away from cell-cell
contacts. In Section 5.3, we derive a mean-field repulsive potential associated to
CIL. Then, in Sections 5.4 to 5.6, we employ the mean-field potential to predict
transitions between non-cohesive, cohesive, and overlapped organizations of the
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the brain cortex, is controlled by the apposed meningeal
membranes, which produce and secrete the chemokine
Cxcl12 [25]. However, this chemokine seems to be
uniformly distributed along the migratory space and what
provides the directionality in the dispersion of these cells
are ‘contact-inhibitory interactions’ [25], which correspond
to CIL. Indeed the assay used to characterize the inter-
actions between these cells is the same as the one used by
Abercrombie and Heaysman when CIL was initially
described [2]. These observations suggest that CIL could
be a general migratory mechanism that co-exists with
processes such as chemoattraction, random-walk and cell
intercalation to re-set the polarity of migratory cells.

Collective cell migration: migratory ensembles require
harmonic movements
In multicellular organisms, cells often move in groups
rather than as singular cells. Cell migration in loosely or
closely associated groups has been called collective cell
migration (reviewed in Refs [12,13,26]). Collective cell
migration is now a widely recognized mode of migration
during embryogenesis and cancer. Both collective cell

migrations and CIL are defined by the ability of cells to
interact with their neighbours during migration and it is
probable that these two processes are linked. There is a
wide variety of collective cell migration, from sheets of
migrating cells found in carcinomas and in headmesoderm
of amphibian embryos (Figure 2a, [6,27,28]), to closely
associated clusters of cells such as the migration of the
lateral line in zebrafish, border cells inDrosophila embryos
or melanomas (Figure 2b, [29,30]). Other cells are orga-
nized in chains such asDrosophilamyoblasts or squamous
cell carcinoma (Figure 2c, [31,32]). Another example of this
is the migration of endothelial cells during sprouting in
angiogenesis, in which inhibition of cell protrusion be-
tween the cells and presence of large lamellipodia and
filopodia in the leader cells has been compared to CIL
[33]. Another mode of collective cell migration has been
called streaming (Figure 2d), and has been found in the
migration of neural crest cells, mammalian endoderm and
possibly in some breast carcinomas [9,15,34,35]. In this
type of migration, the cells move as a loose cluster in which
individual cells can be identified but are constantly inter-
acting with each other. Interestingly, it has been shown

Figure 1. CIL in isolated cells (a) or in a group of cells (b). CIL is represented by yellow inhibitory arrows. (a) Collision between single cells leads to collapse of cell protrusion
and a change in the direction of migration (green arrows). The four steps of CIL are shown with roman numerals (see main text for details). (b) CIL in a group of cells. CIL
between inner cells leads to inhibition of protrusions, whereas CIL between the leader cells, at the free edge, can lead to cell polarization of the leaders (green arrows) and
directional migration.

Review Trends in Cell Biology Vol.20 No.6
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Figure 5.3 Contact inhibition of locomotion. a, Contact between migrating cells produces
the collapse and subsequent repolarization of cell protrusions to migrate in a new direction.
b, In a group of cells, inhibition of protrusions yields inner cells unpolarized, whereas cells
at the free edge polarize and may drive collective directional migration. From [Mayor 2010].

colonies as a function of cell-cell adhesion and CIL strength. These transitions are
also observed in large-scale simulations performed by Bart Smeets (KU, Leuven).
In simulations, we further identify states with different structures and emergent
dynamics, including ordered or dynamic arrangements of cell clusters, gel-like net-
works, active gas and polar liquid states, and 3D aggregates. Finally, in Section 5.7,
we interpret the results in biological terms by associating each state to a common
tissue phenotype, namely grid-like distributions of mesenchymal cells, collectively
migrating epithelial monolayers, and cellular spheroids.
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5.2 Particle-based model
We model a 2D cell colony as a suspension of overdamped self-propelled disks of
radius R. Neglecting translational fluctuations, the equation of motion of cell i with
position ~ri and polarity p̂i reads

Fmp̂i = γs~̇ri +
∑

j∈nn

[
F ccij n̂ij + γ

(
~̇ri − ~̇rj

)]
, (5.1)

for contacting nearest neighbor cells j, with n̂ij = (~rj − ~ri) /dij the intercellular
direction and dij = |~rj − ~ri| the cell-cell distance. Here, Fm is the magnitude of
the cell self-propulsion force, and γs and γ are cell-substrate and cell-cell friction
constants, respectively.

The central force F ccij includes a soft repulsion F rij associated to the reduction
of the cell-substrate adhesion area when two cells are closer than their spread size
2R, and an attractive force F aij that accounts for cellular contractility transmitted
through cell-cell adhesions. The repulsive force F rij is assumed to increase linearly
with decreasing intercellular distance dij up to dij = R. Hence,

F rij =
2Ws

R2
(2R− dij) , (5.2)

with

Ws =

∫ 2R

R

F rij ddij (5.3)

the cell-substrate adhesion energy (gray in Fig. 5.4a). No further reduction of the
cell-substrate contact area is allowed for dij < R. As a result, cells can approach at
smaller distances under compression. In this regime cells do not exert any force
on the substrate and are considered to be extruded from the monolayer (Figs. 5.4a
and 5.4b). Cell extrusions may lead to 3D tissues, whose structure and dynamics
are not described by our 2D model. Respectively, the attractive force F aij is assumed
to increase linearly with distance up to dij = 2R. Hence,

F aij = −2Wc

R2
(dij −R) , (5.4)

with

Wc = −
∫ 2R

R

F aij ddij (5.5)

the cell-cell adhesion energy (red in Fig. 5.4a). Accordingly, the total interaction
force (black in Fig. 5.4a) reads

F ccij (dij) = F rij + F aij =





2
R [Ws − Ws+Wc

R (dij −R)], if R ≤ dij ≤ 2R

0, else.
(5.6)
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The results may be interpreted in biological terms by associating
each state to common phenotypes, namely grid-like distributions
of mesenchymal cells, collectively migrating epithelial monolay-
ers, and cellular spheroids. Both the soft character of the poten-
tial and the CIL interactions are key in producing structures and
collective behaviors observed in cell colonies. In particular, the
former enables the formation of 3D tissues via cell extrusion. In
turn, CIL gives rise to self-organized collective motion in contin-
uous cell monolayers. In line with ref. 17, we find that this effec-
tive repulsion induces tensile stresses in cell monolayers.

Model
We model a 2D colony of cells as a suspension of overdamped
self-propelled disks. Neglecting translational noise, the equa-
tion of motion of cell i with position xi and polarity pi =
(cos ✓i , sin ✓i) reads

Fmpi = �s ẋi +

nnX

j

⇥
F cc

ij n̂ij + � (ẋi � ẋj )
⇤
, [1]

for contacting nearest-neighbor cells j , with n̂ij = (xj � xi)/dij

and dij = ||xj � xi ||. Here, Fm is the magnitude of the cell self-
propulsion force, and �s and � are cell–substrate and cell–cell
friction constants, respectively.

The central force F cc
ij includes a soft repulsion F r

ij associ-
ated to the reduction of the cell–substrate adhesion area when
two cells are closer than their spread size 2R, and an attrac-
tive force F a

ij that accounts for active contractility transmitted
through cell–cell adhesions. F r

ij is assumed to increase lin-
early with decreasing intercellular distance dij up to dij =R.
Hence, F r

ij = 2Ws/R
2 (2R � dij ), with Ws =

R 2R

R
F r

ijddij the
cell–substrate adhesion energy (gray in Fig. 1A). No further
reduction of the cell–substrate contact area is allowed for
dij <R. As a result, cells can approach at smaller distances under
compression. In this regime cells do not exert any force on the
substrate and are considered to be extruded from the monolayer
(Fig. 1 A and B). Cell extrusions may lead to 3D tissues, whose
structure and dynamics are not described by our 2D model. F a

ij is
assumed to increase linearly with distance up to dij = 2R. Hence,
F a

ij = �2Wc/R
2 (dij � R), with Wc =

R 2R

R
F a

ijddij the cell–cell
adhesion energy (red in Fig. 1A). Accordingly, the total interac-
tion force (black in Fig. 1A) reads

F cc
ij (dij ) =

⇢ 2
R

[Ws � Ws+Wc
R

(dij � R)], if R  dij  2R

0, else.
[2]

In turn, CIL tends to orient the cell polarity pi in the direction
p

f
i pointing away from the weighted average position of the con-

A B C

Fig. 1. A model of self-propelled particles with cell-like interactions.
(A) Central cell–cell force Fcc

ij (black), including a soft repulsion due to reduc-
tion of cell–substrate adhesion area (gray) and attraction due to active con-
tractility through cell–cell adhesions (red). (B) Cell extrusion for intercellular
distances dij < R, resulting in vanishing cell–cell forces in the plane. (C) Cellu-
lar self-propulsion force Fm in the direction of the cell polarity pi . CIL rotates
the polarity toward the direction p

f
i pointing away from cell–cell contacts.

Fig. 2. Phase behavior of cell colonies as a function of cell–cell adhesion Wc

and cell repolarization rate associated to CIL. Colors indicate the predicted
regions for noncohesive (green), cohesive (blue), and overlapped (red) orga-
nizations. In addition to capturing these structural transitions, simulations
allow us to identify dynamically distinct states such as an active gas, a clus-
ter crystal, a gel-like percolated network, dynamic clusters, and an active
polar liquid, as illustrated in snapshots.

tacting cells (Fig. 1C and SI Appendix). Similarly to ref. 18, we
model this interaction via a harmonic potential for the polariza-
tion angle ✓i that, in addition to rotational noise, yields

✓̇i = �fcil(✓i � ✓fi ) +
p

2Dr⇠. [3]

Here, fcil is the cellular repolarization rate upon cell–cell con-
tact, whereas ⇠ (t) is a typified Gaussian white noise, and Dr is
the rotational diffusion coefficient of cell motion.

The parameters of the model may be reduced to five dimen-
sionless quantities: the packing fraction of cells �, cell–cell
and cell–substrate adhesion energies W c :=Wc/(2RFm) and
W s :=Ws/(2RFm), cell–cell friction � := �/�s , and a param-
eter  := fcil/ (2Dr ) that compares the timescale of cytoskele-
tal repolarization associated to CIL to the rotational diffusion.
Hereafter, we set � = 0.85, W s = 1, and � = 0 and focus on the
effects of intercellular adhesion and CIL on the organization of
cell colonies. The results are summarized in the phase diagram in
Fig. 2. Including cell–cell friction leads to jammed configurations
of cohesive tissues (SI Appendix), in line with ref. 16. In turn,
cell density does not affect the phase transitions but modifies the
dynamical behavior of the cell colony (SI Appendix). Thus, cell
proliferation may drive the colony through different dynamical
states (SI Appendix).

Results
Noncohesive Phase. We first study the transition between a cohe-
sive phase in which cells remain in contact, dij < 2R, and a
noncohesive phase in which they lose contact. Loss of cell

14622 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1521151113 Smeets et al.

Figure 5.4 A model of self-propelled particles with cell-like interactions. a, Central
cell-cell force F ccij (black) including a soft repulsion due to reduction of cell-substrate
adhesion area (gray) and attraction due to cell-cell adhesions (red). b, Cell extrusion for
intercellular distances dij < R, resulting in vanishing cell-cell forces in the plane. c, Cellular
self-propulsion force Fm in the direction of the cell polarity p̂i. CIL rotates the polarity
towards the direction p̂fi pointing away from cell-cell contacts.

In turn, CIL tends to orient cell polarity towards free space. Specifically, we
define the free direction as pointing away from the weighted average position of
the contacting cells (Fig. 5.4c):

~pfi = −
∑

j∈nn

R2

d2
ij

n̂ij . (5.7)

This way, the more two cells overlap, the stronger they contribute to their respective
free direction. Then, we model the CIL interaction as a rotation of the polarity
p̂i = (cos θi, sin θi) towards the free direction p̂fi = ~pfi /|~pfi | = (cos θfi , sin θ

f
i )

(Fig. 5.4c) driven by a harmonic potential for the polarity angle θi [Camley 2016]. In
addition, we include fluctuations of cell motion direction with a rotational diffusion
coefficient Dr. Thus, the polarity dynamics is given by

θ̇i = −fcil(θi − θfi ) +
√

2Dr ξ, (5.8)

where fcil is the cellular repolarization rate upon cell-cell contact, namely the
angular speed of the polarity vector rotation, and ξ (t) is a typified Gaussian white
noise.

The parameters of the model may be reduced to five dimensionless quantities:
the packing fraction of cells φ, two ratios between adhesion and motility energies
W c = Wc/(2RFm) and W s = Ws/(2RFm), a ratio between cell-cell and cell-
substrate friction γ = γ/γs, and a parameter ψ = fcil/ (2Dr) that compares the
timescale of cytoskeletal repolarization associated to CIL to the rotational diffusion.
In the simulations performed by Bart Smeets, we set φ = 0.85, W s = 1, γ = 0,
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Figure 5.5 Phase behavior of cell colonies. The dimensionless parameters are the ratio
between cell-cell adhesion and motility energies W c = Wc/(2RFm), and the ratio between
CIL repolarization rate and rotational diffusivity ψ = fcil/(2Dr). Colors indicate the pre-
dicted regions for non-cohesive (green), cohesive (blue), and overlapped (red) organizations.
In addition to capturing these structural transitions, simulations identify dynamically distinct
states such as an active gas, a cluster crystal, a gel-like percolated network, dynamic clusters,
and an active polar liquid, as illustrated in snapshots.

and focus on the effects of intercellular adhesion and CIL on the organization of
cell colonies. The results are summarized in the phase diagram of Fig. 5.5.
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5.3 Effective repulsion by contact inhibition of loco-
motion

The repolarization of cell motility away from neighbors leads to cell-cell separation,
thus acting as an effective repulsive interaction. In a mean-field approach, the CIL-
induced effective repulsive force between two migrating cells is the orientational
average of the cell self-propulsion force:

~F pij = Fm 〈p̂i〉θi = Fm

∫ π

−π
(cos θi x̂+ sin θi ŷ)P (θi) dθi, (5.9)

where P (θi) is the probability distribution of the polarity angle θi. This distribution
is determined by the stationary solution of the Fokker-Planck equation associated
to the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck stochastic process in Eq. (5.8) [Coffey 2004]:

∂tP (αi, t) = fcil∂αi [αiP (αi, t)] +Dr∂
2
αiP (αi, t) , (5.10)

where we have introduced the angle αi = θi − θfi between the cell polarity and the
free direction1. Solving Eq. (5.10) in the stationary state with periodic boundary
conditions P (π) = P (−π) yields

P (αi) =

√
ψ

π

e−ψα
2
i

erf
(√
ψ π
) , (5.11)

where we have identified the dimensionless parameter ψ = fcil/(2Dr) that com-
pares the two sources of repolarization, namely CIL and rotational diffusion.

Now, for two contacting cells, the free direction coincides with the intercellular
axis. Thus, decomposing the polarity vector in the direction of the intercellular axis
n̂ij and the ortogonal direction t̂ij , Eq. (5.9) can be rewritten as

~F pij = Fm

∫ π

−π

(
cosαi n̂ij + sinαi t̂ij

)
P (αi) dαi. (5.12)

Then, introducing Eq. (5.11) we obtain

~F pij =
Fme

−1/(4ψ)

2 erf
(√
ψ π
)
[
erf

(
i+ 2πψ

2
√
ψ

)
− erf

(
i− 2πψ

2
√
ψ

)]
n̂ij . (5.13)

Typically, ψ � 1/(2π), and hence the CIL-induced repulsive pairwise force can be
approximated by

~F pij ≈ Fme−1/(4ψ) n̂ij . (5.14)

1Since θfi depends on the positions of the neighbor cells, it indirectly depends on θi, which influences
the neighbor’s positions through the force balance. However, we neglect this coupling when introducing
the new variable αi, which leads to a closed equation for the polarity dynamics, namely Eq. (5.10).
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5.4 Non-cohesive phase

First, we study the transition between a cohesive phase in which cells remain in
contact, dij < 2R, and a non-cohesive phase in which they lose contact. Loss of
cell contact is only possible if the CIL-induced repulsive force obtained above is
stronger than the maximal attractive force at dij = 2R, F ccij (2R) = −2Wc/R.
Thus, within the mean-field approximation introduced in Section 5.3, the condition

F pij + F ccij (2R) = 0 (5.15)

gives a prediction for the transition between the non-cohesive (green in Fig. 5.5) and
cohesive (blue in Fig. 5.5) phases. This condition gives a critical cell-cell adhesion
energy

W
coh
c =

1

4
e−1/(4ψ) (5.16)

above which cells are expected to be in contact or, alternatively, a critical CIL
rate above which cohesiveness is lost. Therefore, at low cell-cell adhesion, CIL
promotes cell dispersal, thereby hindering the formation of cohesive tissues.

In simulations, we quantify this transition in terms of particle number fluctua-
tions. Phase separated self-propelled disks feature giant number fluctuations [Hen-
kes 2011,Fily 2012,Fily 2014]. In this state, the standard deviation of the number of
particles N in a given region scales as σN ∼ Nβ for large N , with β ≈ 1, whereas
a system at equilibrium would feature β = 1/2. Similarly, we compute the expo-
nent β (Fig. 5.6a) and identify the regions with β > 1/2 as phase-separated, and
thus cohesive. Consequently, we identify the transition to the cohesive phase from
the onset of giant number fluctuations (triangles in Fig. 5.5), which qualitatively
agrees with the mean-field analytical prediction.

Within the non-cohesive phase (green in Fig. 5.5), the colony forms an active
gas state with equilibrium-like statistics (β ≈ 1/2) at low CIL repolarization rates ψ.
At larger ψ, cells get hyperuniformly distributed, with β < 1/2 (Fig. 5.6a), forming
a crystal of small cell clusters. This state is reminiscent of the equilibrium cluster
crystals formed by purely repulsive soft spheres [Mladek 2006]. In our case, an
effective repulsion arises from anti-aligned propulsion forces via CIL (Section 5.3).
To identify the clustering transition, we set a dynamical criterion based on the cell
diffusion coefficient D obtained from the long-time mean-squared displacement
(MSD) [Levis 2014], limt→∞〈(∆~r)2〉 = 4Dt. Increasing the repolarization rate
ψ initially enhances diffusion by promoting cluster evaporation. However, the
stronger effective repulsion at larger ψ progressively prevents cells from escaping
the clusters, hence reducing diffusion until it is eventually solely due to intercluster
hopping events [Moreno 2007]. Consequently, we locate the clustering transition
(squares in Fig. 5.5) from the maximum ofD (ψ) at eachW c (Fig. 5.6b). Increasing
cell-cell adhesion favors clustering, thereby enabling the short-range CIL-associated
repulsion responsible for the crystalline order.
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contact is possible only if the maximal attractive force at
dij = 2R, F cc

ij (2R) =�2Wc/R, is overcome by the component
of the cells’ self-propulsion force along the interparticle axis.
This component depends on the relative alignment of self-
propulsion forces, and hence on CIL. When averaged over
orientations, self-propulsion forces yield an effective central
repulsion F

p
ij = hFmpii✓i

between cells that depends on their
repolarization rate  (SI Appendix). In the relevant limit  �
1/ (2⇡) (Discussion), it reads

F

p
ij = hFmpii✓i

⇡ Fm exp

✓
� 1

4 

◆
n̂ij . [4]

Then, within this mean-field approximation, the condition
F p

ij + F cc
ij (2R) = 0 gives a prediction for the transition between

the noncohesive (green in Fig. 2) and cohesive (blue in Fig. 2)
phases. This sets a critical adhesion energy

W
coh
c =

1

4
exp

✓
� 1

4 

◆
, [5]

above which cells are expected to be in contact, or, alternatively,
a critical CIL rate above which cohesiveness is lost. Therefore,
at low cell–cell adhesion, CIL promotes cell dispersal, thereby
hindering the formation of cohesive tissues.

In simulations, we quantify this transition in terms of particle
number fluctuations. Phase-separated self-propelled disks fea-
ture giant number fluctuations (9, 26, 27). There, the standard
deviation of the number of particles N in a given region scales
as �N ⇠N � for large N , with � ⇡ 1, whereas a system at equi-
librium would feature �= 1/2. Similarly, we compute the expo-
nent � (Fig. 3A) and identify the regions with �> 1/2 as phase
separated and thus cohesive. Consequently, we identify the tran-
sition to the cohesive phase from the onset of giant number fluc-
tuations (triangles in Fig. 2), which qualitatively agrees with the
mean-field analytical prediction.

Within the noncohesive phase (green in Fig. 2), the colony
forms an active gas state with equilibrium-like statistics (� ⇡ 1/2)
at low CIL repolarization rates  (Movie S1). At larger  , cells
get hyperuniformly distributed, with �< 1/2 (Fig. 3A), forming
a crystal of small cell clusters (Movie S2). This state is reminis-
cent of the equilibrium cluster crystals formed by purely repul-
sive soft spheres (29). In our case, an effective repulsion arises

BA

Fig. 3. Number fluctuations and diffusion in cell colonies. (A) Exponent of
number fluctuations �N ⇠ N� as a function of cell–cell adhesion Wc and CIL
repolarization rate  . Phase-separated states feature giant number fluctu-
ations (�> 1/2) whose onset identifies the transition to the cohesive phase
(triangles in Fig. 2). In the noncohesive phase, colonies of slowly repolar-
izing cells (low  ) feature equilibrium-like fluctuations (�⇡ 1/2), whereas
faster repolarizations (higher  ) induce a hyperuniform distribution of cells
(� < 1/2). (B) Cell diffusion coefficient D as a function of  for some values
of Wc. For increasing repolarization rate  , D initially increases but then
decreases as clusters form. The maximum of D ( ) identifies the onset of
clustering (squares in Fig. 2). Dfree = Fm/(2�sDr ) is the translational diffusion
coefficient of a persistent random walker with rotational diffusion (28).
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Fig. 4. Dynamics and phase-separation kinetics in cell colonies. (A) MSD
exponent (�x)2 ⇠ t↵ as a function of cell–cell adhesion Wc and CIL repolar-
ization rate . The colony forms a gel-like network with subdiffusive dynam-
ics (↵ < 1) at low  . Faster CIL gives rise to collective cell motion, indicated
by almost ballistic dynamics (↵ = 2). (B) Evolution of the average domain
size L (t), computed from the structure factor (SI Appendix), for different
Wc at  = 1. Dimensionless time reads t = Fm/(2R�s)t. The colony phase
separates for Wc & 0.4. CIL yields faster phase-separation kinetics than the
diffusive coarsening dynamics of passive systems, for which L (t) ⇠ t1/3 (33).
(C) Illustration of the phase separation from an initial random configuration
toward the active polar liquid at  = 1 and Wc = 0.7.

from antialigned propulsion forces via CIL (Eq. 4). Similarly to
ref. 30, we set a dynamical criterion for the clustering transition
based on the cell diffusion coefficient D obtained from the long-
time mean-squared displacement (MSD), limt!1||�x||2 = 4Dt .
Increasing the repolarization rate  initially enhances diffusion
by promoting cluster evaporation. However, the stronger effec-
tive repulsion at larger  progressively prevents cells from escap-
ing the clusters, hence reducing diffusion until it is eventually
solely due to intercluster hopping events (31) (see SI Appendix

for a discussion on the dependence of D on  ). Consequently,
we locate the clustering transition (squares in Fig. 2) from the
maximum of D ( ) at each W c (Fig. 3B). Increasing cell–cell
adhesion favors clustering, thereby enabling the short-range CIL-
associated repulsion responsible for the crystalline order.

Cohesive Phase. Increasing cell–cell adhesion beyond the transi-
tion to the cohesive phase (blue in Fig. 2), the colony initially
forms a percolating structure of clusters. At low CIL repolariza-
tion rate  , cells arrange in a network with very slow, subdif-
fusive dynamics, as shown by the MSD ||�x||2 ⇠ t↵ with ↵< 1
(Fig. 4A). Thus, due to cell–cell adhesion, the colony forms a
near-equilibrium attractive gel (32) with few cell rearrangements
(Movie S3). At larger repolarization rates  (above squares in
Fig. 2) (Fig. 3B), the effective CIL-associated repulsion yields
smaller, dynamic, and locally crystalline clusters (Movie S4).
They arise from a kinetic balance between the CIL-enhanced
evaporation and the adhesion-induced condensation of clusters
that prevents the completion of phase separation into a continu-
ous dense phase.

Complete phase separation occurs at larger cell–cell adhe-
sion, W c & 0.4. The coarsening dynamics (Fig. 4 B and C) are
much faster than in a passive system, for which particle domains
grow by diffusion as L (t) ⇠ t1/3 (33). By orienting cell motility
toward free space, CIL induces an advective coarsening of the
cell domains that enables a fast phase separation of cell colonies.
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Figure 5.6 Number fluctuations and diffusion in cell colonies. a, Exponent of number
fluctuations σN ∼ Nβ as a function of W c and ψ. Phase-separated states feature giant
number fluctuations (β > 1/2) whose onset identifies the transition to the cohesive phase
(triangles in Fig. 5.5). In the non-cohesive phase, colonies of slowly repolarizing cells (low
ψ) feature equilibrium-like fluctuations (β ≈ 1/2), whereas faster repolarizations (higher
ψ) induce a hyperuniform distribution of cells (β < 1/2). b, Cell diffusion coefficient D
as a function of ψ for some values of W c. For increasing repolarization rate ψ, D initially
increases but then decreases as clusters form. The maximum of D (ψ) identifies the onset
of clustering (squares in Fig. 5.5). Dfree = Fm/(2γsDr) is the translational diffusion
coefficient of a persistent random walker with rotational diffusion [Coffey 2004].

5.5 Cohesive phase

Increasing cell-cell adhesion beyond the transition to the cohesive phase (blue in
Fig. 5.5), the colony initially forms a percolating structure of clusters. At low
CIL repolarization rate ψ, cells arrange in a network with very slow, subdiffusive
dynamics, as shown by the MSD 〈(∆~r)2〉 ∼ tα with α < 1 (Fig. 5.7a). Thus, due to
cell-cell adhesion, the colony forms a near-equilibrium attractive gel [Redner 2013a]
with few cell rearrangements. At larger repolarization rates ψ (above squares in
Fig. 5.5, see Fig. 5.6b), the effective CIL-associated repulsion yields smaller,
dynamic, and locally crystalline clusters. They arise from a kinetic balance between
the CIL-enhanced evaporation and the adhesion-induced condensation of clusters
that prevents the completion of phase separation into a continuous dense phase.

Complete phase separation occurs at larger cell-cell adhesion, W c & 0.4. The
coarsening dynamics (Figs. 5.7b and 5.7c) are much faster than in a passive system,
for which particle domains grow by diffusion as L (t) ∼ t1/3 [Bray 1994]. By
orienting cell motility towards free space, CIL induces an advective coarsening of
the cell domains that enables a fast phase separation of cell colonies.

Upon phase separation, the colony forms a continuous cell monolayer that ex-
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contact is possible only if the maximal attractive force at
dij = 2R, F cc

ij (2R) =�2Wc/R, is overcome by the component
of the cells’ self-propulsion force along the interparticle axis.
This component depends on the relative alignment of self-
propulsion forces, and hence on CIL. When averaged over
orientations, self-propulsion forces yield an effective central
repulsion F

p
ij = hFmpii✓i

between cells that depends on their
repolarization rate  (SI Appendix). In the relevant limit  �
1/ (2⇡) (Discussion), it reads

F

p
ij = hFmpii✓i

⇡ Fm exp

✓
� 1

4 

◆
n̂ij . [4]

Then, within this mean-field approximation, the condition
F p

ij + F cc
ij (2R) = 0 gives a prediction for the transition between

the noncohesive (green in Fig. 2) and cohesive (blue in Fig. 2)
phases. This sets a critical adhesion energy

W
coh
c =

1

4
exp

✓
� 1

4 

◆
, [5]

above which cells are expected to be in contact, or, alternatively,
a critical CIL rate above which cohesiveness is lost. Therefore,
at low cell–cell adhesion, CIL promotes cell dispersal, thereby
hindering the formation of cohesive tissues.

In simulations, we quantify this transition in terms of particle
number fluctuations. Phase-separated self-propelled disks fea-
ture giant number fluctuations (9, 26, 27). There, the standard
deviation of the number of particles N in a given region scales
as �N ⇠N � for large N , with � ⇡ 1, whereas a system at equi-
librium would feature �= 1/2. Similarly, we compute the expo-
nent � (Fig. 3A) and identify the regions with �> 1/2 as phase
separated and thus cohesive. Consequently, we identify the tran-
sition to the cohesive phase from the onset of giant number fluc-
tuations (triangles in Fig. 2), which qualitatively agrees with the
mean-field analytical prediction.

Within the noncohesive phase (green in Fig. 2), the colony
forms an active gas state with equilibrium-like statistics (� ⇡ 1/2)
at low CIL repolarization rates  (Movie S1). At larger  , cells
get hyperuniformly distributed, with �< 1/2 (Fig. 3A), forming
a crystal of small cell clusters (Movie S2). This state is reminis-
cent of the equilibrium cluster crystals formed by purely repul-
sive soft spheres (29). In our case, an effective repulsion arises

BA

Fig. 3. Number fluctuations and diffusion in cell colonies. (A) Exponent of
number fluctuations �N ⇠ N� as a function of cell–cell adhesion Wc and CIL
repolarization rate  . Phase-separated states feature giant number fluctu-
ations (�> 1/2) whose onset identifies the transition to the cohesive phase
(triangles in Fig. 2). In the noncohesive phase, colonies of slowly repolar-
izing cells (low  ) feature equilibrium-like fluctuations (�⇡ 1/2), whereas
faster repolarizations (higher  ) induce a hyperuniform distribution of cells
(� < 1/2). (B) Cell diffusion coefficient D as a function of  for some values
of Wc. For increasing repolarization rate  , D initially increases but then
decreases as clusters form. The maximum of D ( ) identifies the onset of
clustering (squares in Fig. 2). Dfree = Fm/(2�sDr ) is the translational diffusion
coefficient of a persistent random walker with rotational diffusion (28).
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Fig. 4. Dynamics and phase-separation kinetics in cell colonies. (A) MSD
exponent (�x)2 ⇠ t↵ as a function of cell–cell adhesion Wc and CIL repolar-
ization rate . The colony forms a gel-like network with subdiffusive dynam-
ics (↵ < 1) at low  . Faster CIL gives rise to collective cell motion, indicated
by almost ballistic dynamics (↵ = 2). (B) Evolution of the average domain
size L (t), computed from the structure factor (SI Appendix), for different
Wc at  = 1. Dimensionless time reads t = Fm/(2R�s)t. The colony phase
separates for Wc & 0.4. CIL yields faster phase-separation kinetics than the
diffusive coarsening dynamics of passive systems, for which L (t) ⇠ t1/3 (33).
(C) Illustration of the phase separation from an initial random configuration
toward the active polar liquid at  = 1 and Wc = 0.7.

from antialigned propulsion forces via CIL (Eq. 4). Similarly to
ref. 30, we set a dynamical criterion for the clustering transition
based on the cell diffusion coefficient D obtained from the long-
time mean-squared displacement (MSD), limt!1||�x||2 = 4Dt .
Increasing the repolarization rate  initially enhances diffusion
by promoting cluster evaporation. However, the stronger effec-
tive repulsion at larger  progressively prevents cells from escap-
ing the clusters, hence reducing diffusion until it is eventually
solely due to intercluster hopping events (31) (see SI Appendix

for a discussion on the dependence of D on  ). Consequently,
we locate the clustering transition (squares in Fig. 2) from the
maximum of D ( ) at each W c (Fig. 3B). Increasing cell–cell
adhesion favors clustering, thereby enabling the short-range CIL-
associated repulsion responsible for the crystalline order.

Cohesive Phase. Increasing cell–cell adhesion beyond the transi-
tion to the cohesive phase (blue in Fig. 2), the colony initially
forms a percolating structure of clusters. At low CIL repolariza-
tion rate  , cells arrange in a network with very slow, subdif-
fusive dynamics, as shown by the MSD ||�x||2 ⇠ t↵ with ↵< 1
(Fig. 4A). Thus, due to cell–cell adhesion, the colony forms a
near-equilibrium attractive gel (32) with few cell rearrangements
(Movie S3). At larger repolarization rates  (above squares in
Fig. 2) (Fig. 3B), the effective CIL-associated repulsion yields
smaller, dynamic, and locally crystalline clusters (Movie S4).
They arise from a kinetic balance between the CIL-enhanced
evaporation and the adhesion-induced condensation of clusters
that prevents the completion of phase separation into a continu-
ous dense phase.

Complete phase separation occurs at larger cell–cell adhe-
sion, W c & 0.4. The coarsening dynamics (Fig. 4 B and C) are
much faster than in a passive system, for which particle domains
grow by diffusion as L (t) ⇠ t1/3 (33). By orienting cell motility
toward free space, CIL induces an advective coarsening of the
cell domains that enables a fast phase separation of cell colonies.
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Figure 5.7 Dynamics and phase-separation kinetics in cell colonies. a, MSD exponent
α, 〈(∆~r)2〉 ∼ tα, as a function of W c and ψ. The colony forms a gel-like network with
subdiffusive dynamics (α < 1) at low ψ. Faster CIL gives rise to collective cell motion
as indicated by almost ballistic dynamics (α = 2). b, Evolution of the average domain
size L (t), computed from the structure factor, for different W c at ψ = 1. Dimensionless
time reads t = Fm/(2Rγs)t. The colony phase separates for W c & 0.4. CIL yields faster
phase-separation kinetics than the diffusive coarsening dynamics of passive systems, for
which L (t) ∼ t1/3 [Bray 1994]. c, Illustration of the phase separation from an initial
random configuration towards the active polar liquid at ψ = 1 and W c = 0.7.

hibits self-organized collective motion. This is reflected in the MSD exponent, that
evolves from diffusive (α = 1) towards almost ballistic (α = 2) above W c ≈ 0.4
(Fig. 5.7a). CIL induces a coupling between cell polarity and density fluctuations
in the fluid phase that gives rise to a macroscopic polarization via a spontaneous
symmetry breaking. The outward motion of cells at the boundary of the monolayer
creates free space behind them, which polarizes neighboring cells before the lead-
ing cell can reorient back. Through this mechanism, self-organized collective cell
motion emerges from CIL, leading to an active polar liquid state.

The polar order is stable if the confinement imposed by neighbors restores
the position and orientation of a cell before its polarity turns towards a new free
direction. The repolarization occurs within a timescale 1/fcil, and the characteristic
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Upon phase separation, the colony forms a continuous cell
monolayer that exhibits self-organized collective motion (Movie
S5). This is reflected in the MSD exponent that evolves from dif-
fusive (↵ = 1) toward almost ballistic (↵ = 2) above W c ⇡ 0.4
(Fig. 4A). CIL induces a coupling between cell polarity and den-
sity fluctuations in the fluid phase that gives rise to a macroscopic
polarization via a spontaneous symmetry breaking. The outward
motion of cells at the boundary of the monolayer creates free
space behind them, which polarizes neighboring cells before the
leading cell can reorient back. Through this mechanism, self-
organized collective cell motion emerges from CIL, leading to
an active polar liquid state.

The polar order is stable if the confinement imposed by neigh-
bors restores the position and orientation of a cell before its polar-
ity turns toward a new free direction. The repolarization occurs
within a timescale 1/fcil, and the characteristic time of position
relaxation in a dense environment is ⇠ �s/k , with k = 4(Ws +
Wc)/R

2 the stiffness of a two-neighbor confinement. Thus, an
approximatestabilitycriterionreads�s/k . f �1

cil ,whichissatisfied
for the whole parameter range in Fig. 2 (SI Appendix).

As illustrated in Fig. 5A, isolated fluid monolayers may acquire
a global polarity and consequently perform persistent random
walks with a persistence much larger than that of single cells
(Movie S6). For randomly oriented cells, the average polarity of
N cells scales as PN = ||PN

i=1 pi ||/N ⇠N�1/2. If cell polarities
align, the average polarity of a small region of cells decreases
slower with its size, so that

p
NPN > 1. The larger the repolar-

ization rate  is, the faster the increase of polarity with N (SI

Appendix). At sufficiently large sizes, multiple misaligned polar-
ity domains appear that restore the random scaling (Fig. 5B).
Hence, we define the onset of macroscopic polarization (cir-
cles in Fig. 2) by the condition that

p
NPN has a maximum at

N = 75, namely that connected clusters consisting of up to 75
cells may form a single polarity domain. The appropriate choice
of N depends on system size. However, for the sizes explored,
the transition line (circles in Fig. 2) is hardly sensitive to val-
ues around N = 75 (SI Appendix). In conclusion, by ensuring a
complete phase separation while still allowing for cell rearrange-
ments, sufficiently strong cell–cell adhesion and CIL are required
to form a polar, collectively moving cell monolayer.

Finally, the effective potential energy Ep of cell–cell interac-
tions gives information on the mechanics of the colony. Positive
(negative) potential energies correspond to tensile (compres-
sive) intercellular stresses. Noncohesive colonies at low cell–cell

A B C D

Fig. 5. Collective motion, mechanics, and dewetting of cell monolayers. (A) Snapshot of a globally polarized, collectively migrating cell monolayer.
(B) Rescaled average polarity

p
NPN of a monolayer of N cells for different CIL repolarization rates  at a cell–cell adhesion Wc = 0.7.

p
NPN = 1 cor-

responds to randomly oriented cells. CIL induces a global polarity (
p

NPN > 1) that gives rise to collective motion. The appearance of several polarity
domains reduces the average polarity of large cell groups. The transition to the active polar liquid state (circles in Fig. 2) is defined by the condition that
the maximum of

p
NPN is at N = 75. (C) Average cell–cell potential energy Ep = Ep/(2RFm) as a function of cell–cell adhesion Wc and CIL repolarization

rate  . CIL-associated repulsion induces tensile stresses (Ep > 0) in cell monolayers. (D) Average distance between contacting cells hdijic =
⌦
dij

↵
c
/(2R) as a

function of Wc and  . The transition between cell monolayers and 3D aggregates is predicted to occur at a vanishing average cell–cell force (dashed line)
and is identified by the condition

⌦
dij

↵
c
= 3R/2 (solid line, crosses in Fig. 2).

adhesion feature average attractive interactions leading to the
formation of clusters. In turn, by polarizing border cells out-
ward, CIL induces tensile stresses in cell monolayers (Fig. 5C),
in agreement with ref. 17.

Overlapped Phase. We finally focus on the transition to 3D tis-
sues. When the average total cell–cell force is attractive, cells
eventually overcome the energy barrier associated to the soft
repulsive potential (Fig. 1A), which corresponds to cell extrusion
events. Extruded cells are confined at distances smaller than R,
where they exert neither cell–cell nor traction forces. Thus, our
model can predict the onset of the transition to 3D cell arrange-
ments. Assuming a homogeneous distribution of cells, and using
Eq. 2, the average interaction force reads

⌦
F cc

ij

↵
=

R 2R

R
2⇡dijF

cc
ij ddijR 2R

R
2⇡dij ddij

=
2

9R
(4Ws � 5Wc). [6]

This force adds to the effective repulsion F p
ij associated to

antialigned self-propulsion forces (Eq. 4), so that the transition
between monolayers (blue in Fig. 2) and 3D cell arrangements
(red in Fig. 2) is predicted by the condition

⌦
F cc

ij

↵
+F p

ij = 0. This
sets a critical cell–cell adhesion energy

W
3D
c =

1

5


4W s +

9

4
exp

✓
� 1

4 

◆�
, [7]

above which cells are expected to fully overlap or, alternatively,
a critical CIL repolarization rate above which cell extrusion is
prevented. Therefore, by opposing cell extrusion, CIL hinders
the collapse of cell monolayers into 3D aggregates. Indeed, a
sufficiently fast repolarization of cell motility may stabilize cell
monolayers even when cell–cell adhesion is stronger than cell–
substrate adhesion, W c > W s = 1 (Fig. 2).

In simulations, we characterize the degree of cell overlap in
terms of the average distance between contacting cells hdij ic (Fig.
5D). We then identify the transition when half of the contact-
ing cells are at the critical distance for extrusion, dij =R, while
the other half are fully spread, dij = 2R. Hence, the transition is
defined by hdij ic = 1

2
R+ 1

2
2R = 3R/2 (crosses in Fig. 2), in qual-

itative agreement with the mean-field analytical prediction.
Monolayer instability occurs through a dewetting process

whereby holes appear in the cell monolayer, which rapidly
evolves into a network structure, as observed in ref. 34. Sub-
sequently, different regions of the network slowly collapse into

14624 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1521151113 Smeets et al.

Figure 5.8 Collective motion in cell colonies. a, Snapshot of a globally polarized, collec-
tively migrating cell monolayer. b, Rescaled average polarity

√
N PN of a monolayer of N

cells for different CIL repolarization rates ψ at a cell-cell adhesion W c = 0.7.
√
N PN = 1

corresponds to randomly oriented cells. CIL induces a global polarity (
√
N PN > 1) that

gives rise to collective motion. The appearance of several polarity domains reduces the
average polarity of large cell groups. The transition to the active polar liquid state (circles in
Fig. 5.5) is defined by the condition that the maximum of

√
N PN is at N = 75.

time of position relaxation in a dense environment is ∼ γs/k, with k = 4(Ws +
Wc)/R

2 the stiffness of a two-neighbor confinement. Thus, an approximate stability
criterion reads γs/k . f−1

cil , which is satisfied for the whole parameter range in
Fig. 5.5.

As illustrated in Fig. 5.8a, isolated fluid monolayers may acquire a global
polarity, and consequently perform persistent random walks with a persistence
much larger than that of single cells. For randomly oriented cells, the average
polarity of N cells scales as PN = |∑N

i=1 p̂i|/N ∼ N−1/2. If cell polarities align,
the average polarity of a small region of cells decreases slower with its size, so
that
√
NPN > 1. At sufficiently large sizes, multiple misaligned polarity domains

appear that restore the random scaling (Fig. 5.8b). Hence, we define the onset of
macroscopic polarization (circles in Fig. 5.5) by the condition that

√
N PN has

a maximum at N = 75, namely that connected clusters consisting of up to 75
cells may form a single polarity domain. The appropriate choice of N depends on
system size. However, for the sizes explored, the transition line (circles in Fig. 5.5)
is hardly sensitive to values around N = 75 (Fig. 5.9). In conclusion, by ensuring a
complete phase separation while still allowing for cell rearrangements, sufficiently
strong cell-cell adhesion and CIL are required to form a polar, collectively moving
cell monolayer.
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Figure 5.9 Criterion for the on-
set of macroscopic polarity in
cell monolayers. For the sys-
tem sizes explored, the transi-
tion line (circles in Fig. 5.5 for
N = 75) hardly depends on the
choice of N , namely the size of
the larger cluster that is fully po-
larized, forming a single polarity
domain. Thus, the criterion is ro-
bust.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure S21: Fourier power spectra S(f) of the orientation trajectories (a) Varying cell-cell friction � at  =1.5 and W c=0.4, with the guide-line

indicating 1/f decay in the noise. At high �, a strong peak is present at f =  , and a plateau is present at low frequencies. (b):

Varying W c at  =1 and �=0, with the guide-line indicating 1/f decay in the noise. At low frequencies, S(f) sharply shifts upward

above W c=0.4, reaching 1/f scaling as W c approaches 0.7. Later, when the dense phase collapses, S(f) strongly decreases again.

(c): Varying  at W c=0.4, and �=0.2. A sharp peak at medium frequencies appears when increasing  , and S(f) greatly decreases

at low frequencies, indicative of an arrested frozen phase in which the polarizations oscillate with a frequency f ⇡  .

(a) (b)

Figure S22: (a): Transition lines towards the polarized phase based on the value of N at which a maximum occurs
p

NPN . In the main
manuscript, the criterion was set at N = 75. Due to the strong onset of polarity in the polarized region, the precise value of N has
little qualitative influence on the characterization of the polarized, cohesive phase. It should be noted that, due to the macroscopic
polarization, this critical value of N is expected to be system size dependent, for even a large number of particles. (b): Exponent

 such that
p

NPN ⇠ N as a function of  for varying W c between 0.4 and 0.8. The exponent  was estimated by performing a
linear regression on log(

p
NPN ) as a function of log(N) (see main manuscript Fig. 5b), for N 2 [10, 100].

12

5.6 Overlapped phase
In this section, we focus on the transition to 3D tissues. When the average total
cell-cell force is attractive, cells eventually overcome the energy barrier associated
to the soft repulsive potential (Fig. 5.4a), which corresponds to cell extrusion events.
Extruded cells are confined at distances smaller than R, where they exert neither
cell-cell nor traction forces. Thus, our model can predict the onset of the transition
to 3D cell arrangements. Assuming a homogeneous distribution of cells, and using
Eq. (5.6), the average interaction force reads

〈
F ccij
〉

=

∫ 2R

R
2πdijF

cc
ij ddij∫ 2R

R
2πdij ddij

=
2

9R
(4Ws − 5Wc) . (5.17)

This force adds to the effective repulsion F pij associated to anti-aligned self-
propulsion forces (Eq. (5.14)), so that the transition between monolayers (blue
in Fig. 5.5) and 3D cell arrangements (red in Fig. 5.5) is predicted by the condition

〈
F ccij
〉

+ F pij = 0. (5.18)

This condition sets a critical cell-cell adhesion energy

W
3D
c =

1

5

[
4W s +

9

4
e−1/(4ψ)

]
(5.19)

above which cells are expected to fully overlap or, alternatively, a critical CIL repo-
larization rate above which cell extrusion is prevented. Therefore, by opposing cell
extrusion, CIL hinders the collapse of cell monolayers into 3D aggregates. Indeed,
a sufficiently fast repolarization of cell motility may stabilize cell monolayers even
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Figure 5.10 Wetting transition of cell
monolayers. Average distance between
contacting cells 〈dij〉c = 〈dij〉c /(2R) as
a function of W c and ψ. The transition be-
tween cell monolayers and 3D aggregates
is predicted to occur at a vanishing aver-
age cell-cell force (dashed line, Eqs. (5.18)
and (5.19)), and identified by the condi-
tion 〈dij〉c = 3R/2 (solid line, crosses in
Fig. 5.5).

when cell-cell adhesion is stronger than cell-substrate adhesion, W c > W s = 1
(Fig. 5.5).

In simulations, we characterize the degree of cell overlap in terms of the average
distance between contacting cells 〈dij〉c (Fig. 5.10). We identify the transition point
to the overlapped phase by the condition that 〈dij〉c is the average of the critical
distance for extrusion, dij = R, and the distance between fully spread cells, dij =
2R. Hence, the transition is defined by 〈dij〉c = (R+ 2R)/2 = 3R/2 (crosses in
Fig. 5.5), in qualitative agreement with the mean-field analytical prediction.

Monolayer instability occurs through a dewetting process whereby holes ap-
pear in the cell monolayer, which rapidly evolves into a network structure, as
experimentally observed (Fig. 6.3) [Douezan 2012a]. Subsequently, different re-
gions of the network slowly collapse into separate aggregates. In general, the 3D
aggregate-monolayer transition can be viewed as a wetting transition of the cell
colony [Douezan 2011] enabled by cell insertion or extrusion [Beaune 2014]. Thus,
our results show how CIL favors tissue wetting by orienting cell motility towards
free space.

5.7 Discussion of experiments

In this section, based on experimental observations, we propose that the different
organizations of cell colonies that emerge from our generic model correspond
to different well-known tissue phenotypes (Fig. 5.11). First, the non-cohesive
phase, in which cells are not in contact, might correspond to mesenchymal tissues.
Experiments show that CIL leads to regular distributions of mesenchymal cells
during development [Villar-Cerviño 2013, Davis 2012]. This result is consistent
with the transition towards an ordered structure of cell clusters by increasing CIL
strength ψ (Fig. 5.5).
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Figure 5.11 Proposed correspondence of tissue phenotypes to phases of the model. The
association between phenotypes (bold) and phases (colors) is based on the indicated features,
and supported by the parameter estimates for two epithelial tissues [Vincent 2015], and an
EMT [Bazellières 2015] (crosses, see text). Speculated trajectories in cellular interaction
parameter space during cancer progression are also indicated (dashed arrows).

The cohesive phase, in which cells maintain contact, can correspond to epithelial
tissues. In the active polar liquid state, CIL induces cells to spontaneously invade
empty spaces within the tissue, similarly to wound healing processes characteristic
of epithelia. Indeed, simulations of prepared wounds reproduce the closure dynam-
ics observed in experiments [Cochet-Escartin 2014] (Fig. 5.12). In the absence of
CIL, healing is severely impaired (Fig. 5.13), in agreement with experiments upon
inhibition of Rac1 [Anon 2012], a key protein for CIL behavior [Roycroft 2016].

In addition, the parameters of our phase diagram can be estimated from ex-
periments on two epithelial cell lines. By fitting the MSD of the motion of a
self-propelled particle with rotational diffusion (persistent random walk) [Cof-
fey 2004],

〈(∆~r)2〉 = 2v2
m/D

2
r

(
Drt+ e−Drt − 1

)
, (5.20)

to experimental data for MCF10a cells (Fig. 5.14), we estimate a self-propulsion
velocity vm = Fm/γs ≈ 1 µm/min, and a diffusion coefficient Dr ≈ 0.05 min−1.
These estimates give a Péclet number Pe = 3vm/(2RDr) ≈ 2, too low to produce
motility-induced phase separation [Redner 2013b, Redner 2013a]. In turn, we
estimate the rate of cell motility repolarization, fcil, from the duration of cell-cell
contact during CIL events. From experimental data on two mesenchymal cell
types, hemocytes [Davis 2015] and fibroblasts [Kadir 2011], we estimate fcil ≈ 0.1
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t=0 t=14h

Figure S14: Comparison between experimental (top) epithelial gap closure of MDCK cells and simulations (bottom) using the SPP model.
Experimental data reproduced from Cochet-Escartin et al. [8] in which a closing induced wound of 250 µm radius in a monolayer
of MDCK-actin-GFP was imaged in epifluorescence for 14h. Reprinted with permission from P. Silberzan. Scalebar=100 µm.
Simulations were performed based on parameters derived from Traction Force Microscopy experiments, as described in the main
manuscript, with R=16µm, W c=0.42, W s=0.35, Fm=25nN, Dr=0.048min�1, vp=1µ m/min and  =1. Snapshots were taken at
evenly spaced intervals between t=0h and t=14h after wound infliction. For the simulations, a large rectangular domain was filled
with 20.000 cells initialized in a hexagonal grid at their resting length. The cells were allowed to equilibrate for a period of 5 h,
after which a central circle with radius 250 µm was removed.

the computations. All simulations were performed in the flexible
particle-based simulation framework “Mpacts”.

The static structure factor, S(q) was computed from simula-
tions:

S(q) =
1

N

*������

NX

j=0

e�iqxj

������

2+
, [47]

From S(q), the characteristic length scale L(t) is obtained as:

L(t) = 2⇡

R qc
qmin

S(q, t) dq
R qc

qmin
S(q, t) q dq

, [48]

in which qmin = 2⇡/L, with L, the domain length (excluding the
boundary) and qc a cut-o↵ value which we choose 2 qc R = 6 to
ensure the inclusion of all large wavelength contributions.
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Figure 5.12 The active polar liquid state recapitulates wound healing. The closure
dynamics of a circular gap of radiusR0 = 250 µm in an MDCK cell monolayer in vitro (top,
actin-GFP) [Cochet-Escartin 2014] is well reproduced in simulations (bottom). Simulation
parameter values are R = 16 µm, vm = 1 µm/min, Dr = 0.05 min−1, Fm = 25 nN,
W c = 0.42, W s = 0.35, and ψ = 1, which we estimate for MDCK monolayers (see text),
and correspond to the polar liquid region of our phase diagram (Fig. 5.5). Scale bar, 100 µm.

S10 Single cell migration of MCF10a cells

Experimental cell tracking MCF10a cells were grown in DMEM-
F12 medium supplemented with 5 % Horse Serum, 100 U/mL Peni-
cillin, 100 µg/mL Streptomycin, 20 ng/mL EGF, 0.5 mg/mL Hy-
drocortisone, 100 ng/mL Cholera Toxin, and 10 µg/mL Insulin.
Petridish was coated by incubating with 0.1 mg/mL of collagen I
overnight. Cells were seeded at low density (10000 cells/cm2) . Im-
ages were acquired on an automated inverted microscope (Nikon
Eclipse Ti, 10x lens) equipped with thermal and CO2 controls.
Images were obtained every 3 min during ⇡ 24 h. Single cells were
tracked using the ImageJ plugin Trackmate. Mean Square Dis-
placement (MSD) was computed from tracks of at least 100 frames
in length, and averaged over at least 100 cells across 3 repeats.

Figure S11: Evolution of the mean-squared displacement �2 (t) of
MCF10a cells in low-density cultures, which is fit by the
expression for a persistent random walk, Eq. [45], with
self-propulsion velocity vp=1 µm/min and rotational dif-

fusion coe�cient Dr=0.048 min�1.

Persistent random walks of MCF10a cells In Fig. S11, we show
the MSD, �2(t) as a function of time as measured on MCF10a cells

(red circles). At small time lags, �2(t) appears ballistic (⇠ t
2
),

while at large time lags, �2(t) behaves di↵usion-like (⇠ t), which
is consistent with a rotational random walk described by Eq. [45].
By performing a fit using Eq. [45], we obtain an estimate for the
rotational di↵usion constant Dr ⇠ 0.048min�1 (indicated by a
bold black line).

S11 Gap closure simulations

Epithelial gap closure experiments showcase collective cell migra-
tion and rapid closure of large gaps in epithelial monolayers [8, 11].
While detailed comparison with experiments with specific bound-
ary conditions (e.g. varying gap geometry [9]) does not fall within
the scope of this manuscript, we nonetheless present here a series
of gap closure simulations.

Figure S12: Time progression of simulated gap closure experiments,
see Fig. S14, at W c=0.7, W s=1, �=0, and comparing be-
tween  =0 (red) and  =1 (blue). Snapshots are taken at
constant intervals over a time period of 15h after induction
of a 100µm radius gap. Scalebar=100µm.

Figure S13: Wound area over time for the gap closure simulations
shown in Fig. S12, comparing between  =0 and  =1.
Collective migration enabled by contact inhibition of lo-
comotion causes fast closure dynamics.

Simulations are set up in a large rectangular domain, in which
a very dense and continuous monolayer of 20.000 cells is deposited
in a perfect hexagonal lattice with an initial inter-particle distance
equal to the potential minimum. First, the system is allowed to
equilibrate for 5 h, as small deviations from the perfect lattice are
established as a result of the active motile force of the cells. Then,
an artificial gap is abruptly introduced by removing a circle of
cells of a certain diameter, and we observe the time evolution of
the system as it will strive to find a new equilibrium.

Fig. S12 and S13 show the e↵ect of CIL on the dynamics of gap
closure of a cohesive monolayer (W c=0.7, W s=1). Without CIL
( =0) an initial small decrease in wound area is observed, but high
cell-cell adhesion prevents a full closure of the gap in the observed
period. On the other hand, with CIL ( =1), the wound heals
successfully in ±10 h for a wound of initial radius 100 µm. Thus,
CIL produces fast wound closure by triggering collective migration
towards the empty space [11].

In order to obtain experimental comparison with Cochet-
Escartin et al. [8], we performed wound closure simulations with
MDCK-like particles. These simulations use the parameters as
derived for MDCK cells in the main manuscript, with R=16 µm,
W c=0.42, W s=0.35, Fm=25 nN, Dr=0.048 min�1, vp=1 µm/min
and  =1. The general dynamics and shape of the gap closure of
MDCK cells are in good agreement with the collective movement
emerging in our simulations, Fig. S14.

S12 Implementation details

To limit computation times, as well as disk space, the total number
of particles was varied between di↵erent simulations — depend-
ing on the minimum number of cells required to obtain a robust
estimate of a given phase measure. Minimally, this constituted
25 ⇥ 103 particles for estimating the MSD, going up to 105 parti-
cles for simulations to obtain the large fluctuation exponent �.

The simulation time step was determined numerically by means
of a convergence analysis at �t = 30s (i.e. �t=0.016), which was
used for all simulations. It should be noted that in the presence
of �, a significantly larger �t would be possible. The conjugate
gradient method was used for obtaining the particle velocities (see
earlier), and the maximal residual in the forces was determined
at F res=2⇥ 10�6, or Fres=10�13N. An explicit Euler scheme was
used to update the positions. The stochastic di↵erential equa-
tion for the orientations was integrated using the Euler-Maruyama
method. In order to e�ciently compute contact interactions, a
grid-based contact detection algorithm was used, which was exe-
cuted every second step, and ignored contact candidates i and j
when dij > 2.2R.

The system’s boundary was enclosed by means of a sti↵, re-
pulsive potential. To prevent any boundary e↵ects in the com-
putation of phase measures, only particles su�ciently far away
from the boundary (at least 2.5 cell diameters) were included in
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Figure 5.13 CIL enables wound healing by collective cell migration. Simulated healing
of a circular gap of radiusR0 = 100 µm for 15 h. In the absence of CIL (red), wound healing
is severely impaired compared to the typical case with ψ = 1 (blue, see text). The simulation
is performed for a cell monolayer in the polar liquid state (W c = 0.7, see Fig. 5.5). Scale
bar, 100 µm.

min−1. The same estimate is obtained for epithelial MDCK cell monolayers from
the time that a wound needs to start closing [Brugués 2014a]. Then, assuming
that these parameter values are similar for MCF10a and MDCK cells, we estimate
ψ = fcil/(2Dr) ≈ 1 for both cell lines. Self-propulsion forces can be estimated
from traction force measurements, which yield Fm ≈ 60 nN for MCF10a and
Fm ≈ 25 nN for MDCK cells in monolayers [Bazellières 2015]. Finally, cell-cell
and cell-substrate adhesion energies can be related to an effective elastic modulus Γ
of an expanding monolayer, and to the total cellular strain εtot at which the expansion
stops [Vincent 2015]. From Eq. (5.6), Γ ≈ (Ws +Wc) /R

2. Respectively, εtot
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Figure 5.14 Mean-squared dis-
placement of cell migration. The
evolution of the MSD of migrat-
ing MCF10a cells is fit by that of a
persistent random walk, Eq. (5.20),
which yields estimates for the veloc-
ity vm ≈ 1 µm and rotational dif-
fusivity Dr ≈ 0.048 min−1 of the
motion. Dimensionless time reads
t = Fm/(2Rγs)t.

S10 Single cell migration of MCF10a cells

Experimental cell tracking MCF10a cells were grown in DMEM-
F12 medium supplemented with 5 % Horse Serum, 100 U/mL Peni-
cillin, 100 µg/mL Streptomycin, 20 ng/mL EGF, 0.5 mg/mL Hy-
drocortisone, 100 ng/mL Cholera Toxin, and 10 µg/mL Insulin.
Petridish was coated by incubating with 0.1 mg/mL of collagen I
overnight. Cells were seeded at low density (10000 cells/cm2) . Im-
ages were acquired on an automated inverted microscope (Nikon
Eclipse Ti, 10x lens) equipped with thermal and CO2 controls.
Images were obtained every 3 min during ⇡ 24 h. Single cells were
tracked using the ImageJ plugin Trackmate. Mean Square Dis-
placement (MSD) was computed from tracks of at least 100 frames
in length, and averaged over at least 100 cells across 3 repeats.
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Figure S11: Evolution of the mean-squared displacement �2 (t) of
MCF10a cells in low-density cultures, which is fit by the
expression for a persistent random walk, Eq. [45], with
self-propulsion velocity vp=1 µm/min and rotational dif-

fusion coe�cient Dr=0.048 min�1.

Persistent random walks of MCF10a cells In Fig. S11, we show
the MSD, �2(t) as a function of time as measured on MCF10a cells

(red circles). At small time lags, �2(t) appears ballistic (⇠ t
2
),

while at large time lags, �2(t) behaves di↵usion-like (⇠ t), which
is consistent with a rotational random walk described by Eq. [45].
By performing a fit using Eq. [45], we obtain an estimate for the
rotational di↵usion constant Dr ⇠ 0.048min�1 (indicated by a
bold black line).

S11 Gap closure simulations

Epithelial gap closure experiments showcase collective cell migra-
tion and rapid closure of large gaps in epithelial monolayers [8, 11].
While detailed comparison with experiments with specific bound-
ary conditions (e.g. varying gap geometry [9]) does not fall within
the scope of this manuscript, we nonetheless present here a series
of gap closure simulations.

Figure S12: Time progression of simulated gap closure experiments,
see Fig. S14, at W c=0.7, W s=1, �=0, and comparing be-
tween  =0 (red) and  =1 (blue). Snapshots are taken at
constant intervals over a time period of 15h after induction
of a 100µm radius gap. Scalebar=100µm.

Figure S13: Wound area over time for the gap closure simulations
shown in Fig. S12, comparing between  =0 and  =1.
Collective migration enabled by contact inhibition of lo-
comotion causes fast closure dynamics.

Simulations are set up in a large rectangular domain, in which
a very dense and continuous monolayer of 20.000 cells is deposited
in a perfect hexagonal lattice with an initial inter-particle distance
equal to the potential minimum. First, the system is allowed to
equilibrate for 5 h, as small deviations from the perfect lattice are
established as a result of the active motile force of the cells. Then,
an artificial gap is abruptly introduced by removing a circle of
cells of a certain diameter, and we observe the time evolution of
the system as it will strive to find a new equilibrium.

Fig. S12 and S13 show the e↵ect of CIL on the dynamics of gap
closure of a cohesive monolayer (W c=0.7, W s=1). Without CIL
( =0) an initial small decrease in wound area is observed, but high
cell-cell adhesion prevents a full closure of the gap in the observed
period. On the other hand, with CIL ( =1), the wound heals
successfully in ±10 h for a wound of initial radius 100 µm. Thus,
CIL produces fast wound closure by triggering collective migration
towards the empty space [11].

In order to obtain experimental comparison with Cochet-
Escartin et al. [8], we performed wound closure simulations with
MDCK-like particles. These simulations use the parameters as
derived for MDCK cells in the main manuscript, with R=16 µm,
W c=0.42, W s=0.35, Fm=25 nN, Dr=0.048 min�1, vp=1 µm/min
and  =1. The general dynamics and shape of the gap closure of
MDCK cells are in good agreement with the collective movement
emerging in our simulations, Fig. S14.

S12 Implementation details

To limit computation times, as well as disk space, the total number
of particles was varied between di↵erent simulations — depend-
ing on the minimum number of cells required to obtain a robust
estimate of a given phase measure. Minimally, this constituted
25 ⇥ 103 particles for estimating the MSD, going up to 105 parti-
cles for simulations to obtain the large fluctuation exponent �.

The simulation time step was determined numerically by means
of a convergence analysis at �t = 30s (i.e. �t=0.016), which was
used for all simulations. It should be noted that in the presence
of �, a significantly larger �t would be possible. The conjugate
gradient method was used for obtaining the particle velocities (see
earlier), and the maximal residual in the forces was determined
at F res=2⇥ 10�6, or Fres=10�13N. An explicit Euler scheme was
used to update the positions. The stochastic di↵erential equa-
tion for the orientations was integrated using the Euler-Maruyama
method. In order to e�ciently compute contact interactions, a
grid-based contact detection algorithm was used, which was exe-
cuted every second step, and ignored contact candidates i and j
when dij > 2.2R.

The system’s boundary was enclosed by means of a sti↵, re-
pulsive potential. To prevent any boundary e↵ects in the com-
putation of phase measures, only particles su�ciently far away
from the boundary (at least 2.5 cell diameters) were included in
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corresponds to the cell-cell distance at mechanical equilibrium, deq
ij = (1 + εtot)R,

namely the distance at which the total cell-cell force vanishes, F ccij + F pij = 0:

deq
ij =

R

Ws +Wc

[
2Ws +Wc +

R

2
Fme

− 1
4ψ

]
. (5.21)

Then, using R = 16 µm and the values of Γ and εtot reported in [Vincent 2015],
we infer W s ≈ 1.1 and W c ≈ 0.8 for the MCF10a tissue, and W s ≈ 0.35 and
W c ≈ 0.42 for the MDCK tissue. The transition to 3D structures would then
occur at W

3D
c ≈ 1.3 for the MCF10a tissue. Thus, this tissue type falls well

within the polar liquid state, in which cells form a collectively migrating continuous
monolayer as experimentally observed. Respectively, the MDCK tissue is closer
to the wetting transition, which we estimate at W

3D

c ≈ 0.63. Thus, although the
MDCK monolayer also falls within the polar liquid state, it may form 3D structures
more easily, in line with experimental observations [Deforet 2014].

Now, the transition from cohesive to non-cohesive phases should correspond
to the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), which is associated to down-
regulation of cell-cell adhesion proteins (Fig. 5.15) [Thiery 2009, Nieto 2013]. Our
prediction sheds light on the role of CIL in the EMT (Fig. 5.11). As above, we can
estimate the parameters for an EMT in an expanding MCF10a monolayer. Upon a
knockdown of cell-cell adhesion proteins, the epithelial tissue disaggregates at an
intercellular stress σcoh

xx ≈ 300 Pa [Bazellières 2015]. From this value, we can obtain
the critical cell-cell adhesion for the loss of cohesiveness as W

coh
c ≈ σcoh

xx hR
2, with

h ≈ 5 µm the height of the monolayer. Hence, we estimate W
coh
c ≈ 0.2, consistent

with the prediction W
coh
c ≈ 0.19 at ψ = 1.

A tissue may also disaggregate by increasing cell traction forces, such as
upon treatment with hepatocyte growth factor [Vincent 2015, Maruthamuthu 2014].
In our diagram, an increased self-propulsion force Fm yields a lower value of
W c = Wc/(2RFm), whereas its critical value depends only on CIL (Eq. (5.16)).
Hence, an increase in traction force asymmetry may also cause an EMT (Fig. 5.15).
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Eph–ephrin interactions
Interactions between a 
transmembrane receptor (Eph) 
and its membrane-bound 
ligand (ephrin), which can 
signal bidirectionally (that is, 
both receptor and ligand can 
induce intracellular signalling) 
to control behaviours 
such as cell repulsion.

Cajal–Retzius cells
A transient neuronal 
population established during 
embryogenesis that undergoes 
specific migration and 
spreading in the cortex 
of the brain, which controls 
the development of other 
neuronal cells.

SLIT–ROBO
A transmembrane receptor 
(ROBO) and its normally 
secreted ligand (SLIT) largely 
studied in the context 
of neuronal growth 
cone guidance.

Small GTPases
A family of proteins that 
includes RHO, RAC and 
CDC42, which are involved 
in the regulation of 
the cytoskeleton.

In addition to classical cell adhesion molecules, other 
receptor families have been implicated in establishing 
the initial contact during CIL (FIG. 2a). Eph receptors 
are a group of tyrosine kinase receptors that bind trans-
membrane ephrin ligands on neighbouring cells, and 
bidirectional signalling from these Eph–ephrin interactions 
mostly leads to a repulsive response39. In Cajal–Retzius 
cells, both EphA and EphB receptors are required for nor-
mal CIL behaviour, which is necessary for their disper-
sion40. EphA is also involved in homotypic CIL between 
prostate cancer cells, whereas EphB acts as a suppressor 
of heterotypic CIL between these cells and normal fibro-
blasts41,42. Thus, the balance of signalling mediated by dif-
ferent Eph receptors can determine the capacity of a cell 
for CIL. This is intriguing as the loss of CIL upon contact 
of cancer cells with normal cells is speculated to play a 
role in cancer metastasis10, and in prostate cancer cells 
it has been shown that modulating Eph-ephrin signal-
ling leads to a loss of CIL behaviour41,43. There may also 
be more complicated interactions between the various 
receptors involved in CIL. Crosstalk between Eph recep-
tors and cadherins controls the compartmentalization of 
cells in epithelial tissues44. Furthermore, similar crosstalk 
has been observed during embryonic boundary forma-
tion in Xenopus mesoderm45, which is hypothesized 
to involve a process analogous to CIL (see the section 
‘Unexplored roles for CIL’ below).

Recently, SLIT–ROBO interactions have also been 
revealed to be involved in CIL between fibroblasts. ROBO 
receptors belong to the immunoglobulin superfamily of 
cell adhesion molecules, and SLITs function as their nor-
mally secreted ligands. NIH 3T3 mouse fibroblasts utilize 
ROBO4–SLIT2 signalling during CIL, with SLIT2 appar-
ently tethered to the cell surface rather than secreted. 
Similar to Eph receptors, crosstalk between SLIT–ROBO 
and cadherins is possible46,47, suggesting that receptor 
interactions may be a common theme during CIL.

Protrusion inhibition. A CIL response is initiated by 
interactions between actin-rich lamellae of colliding  
cells16,25,26. One of the main regulators of lamellar 
 dynamics during cell migration are the small GTPases 
RHO, RAC and CDC42, which have also been impli-
cated in CIL25,27,41,48–51. For example, collision of neural 
crest cells leads to an inhibition of RAC1 activity25,48, 
which is dependent on N-cadherin and WNT–planar 
cell polarity (PCP) signalling25,49. Many PCP compo-
nents, including Dishevelled, Prickle 1 and Strabismus 
(also known as Van Gogh-like 2), are recruited to the 
receptor Frizzled 7 at the cell–cell contact point, leading 
to the inhibition of RAC1 and activation of RHOA25,27,49 
(FIG. 2b). How RAC1 is inhibited is currently unclear, 
but it may occur indirectly through RHOA activation 
because these GTPases are antagonistic52. In addition, 
in neural crest cells another polarity molecule, partition 
defective 3 homologue (PAR3; also known as PARD3), 
implicated in the establishment of apical polarity in epi-
thelia, becomes localized to the site of cell–cell contact 
during CIL. This is thought to inhibit the RAC1 activ-
ator TRIO48, thereby contributing to RAC1 inhibition 
(FIG. 2b). Similarly, homotypic CIL between pancreatic 
cancer cells is controlled by EphA-mediated activation 
of Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) and RHOA. 
By contrast, loss of CIL observed upon heterotypic 
interactions between prostate cancer cells and fibro-
blasts involves EphB3 or B4 activation and induction 
of CDC42, which then leads to continued cell migra-
tion41. Finally, ROBO4–SLIT2 induction in fibroblasts 
during CIL controls the dur ation of RAC1 activity50, 
and CIL between glial cells is dependent on RAC1 reg-
ulation by the guanine nucleotide exchange factor 
T-lymphoma invasion and metastasis- inducing protein 1 
(TIAM1)53. Thus, it appears that small GTPase regula-
tion is a  conserved aspect of CIL  regulation in numerous 
cell types.
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Figure 3 | Cadherin switching in the regulation of epithelial–mesenchymal transition and contact inhibition of 
locomotion. Epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT) involves a gain in migratory capacity along with a reduction in 
cell–cell adhesion, and this transition is controlled by a change in the type of cadherin molecules expressed at the cell 
surface. E-Cadherin generates stable intercellular adhesions between epithelial cells. Upon loss of E-cadherin and 
acquisition of N-cadherin, neural crest cells undergo EMT while simultaneously gaining a capacity for contact inhibition of 
locomotion (CIL)27. E-Cadherin suppresses EMT and CIL by signalling to other adhesion components, such as p120 catenin, 
which polarizes the small GTPase RAC1 towards cell–cell junctions, thereby inhibiting the protrusions at the cell contact. 
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Figure 5.15 Epithelial-mesenchymal transition. This transition involves loss of cell-
cell adhesion, and acquisition of planar cell polarity, asymmetric traction forces, and CIL
behavior. This is consistent with the association of the EMT to the cohesive-noncohesive
phase transition of our model (Fig. 5.11). In neural crest cells, the EMT is triggered
by a switch from E-cadherin to N-cadherin as a cell-cell adhesion protein [Scarpa 2015].
From [Stramer 2017].

In conclusion, the estimates and observations support the association of epithe-
lial tissues to the cohesive phase. Nevertheless, some mesenchymal cells can also
migrate collectively as a consequence of CIL [Carmona-Fontaine 2008,Woods 2014,
Szabó 2016] or of increased cell-cell adhesion [Plutoni 2016]. Therefore, these
specific phenotypes might also correspond to the active polar liquid state. However,
whether the features of collective mesenchymal cell migration [Theveneau 2013]
fully agree with our results deserves further exploration.

Finally, in our model, the overlapped phase corresponds to 3D tissues. Their
structure is not captured by our 2D model, which only predicts the onset of their
appearance. In experiments, the transition from a cell monolayer to a 3D aggregate
can be induced in many ways [Gonzalez-Rodriguez 2012] (Fig. 6.1), such as by
increasing the density of cell-cell adhesion proteins [Ryan 2001, Douezan 2011].
Alternatively, one can reduce the density of cell-substrate proteins [Ryan 2001,
Ravasio 2015] which, in our diagram, entails a decrease of the critical cell-cell
adhesion for the wetting transition, Eq. (5.19). 3D aggregates also form when
the substrate is softened [Douezan 2012c] (Fig. 6.A.3), which simultaneously
decreases cell tractions Fm and cell-substrate adhesion Ws. This increases W c =

Wc/(2RFm) while keeping W s = Ws/(2RFm), and hence W
3D
c , constant.

The monolayer-spheroid transition has been put forward as an in vitro model
for tumor formation and spreading [Gonzalez-Rodriguez 2012]. In this context,
our predictions may contribute to appreciate the role of CIL in cancer progression
[Abercrombie 1979] (Fig. 5.11). Indeed, downregulation of cell-cell adhesion and
enhanced traction forces promote metastasis, which may proceed through many
steps involving collective cell migration, dissemination of cell clusters, and a final
EMT [Friedl 2003, Friedl 2009, Thiery 2009, Nieto 2013, Cheung 2016].
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5.8 Conclusions
In summary, we have studied the organization of cell colonies by means of an
active-particle model. The interparticle interactions (Fig. 5.4) capture specific
cellular behaviors such as CIL, and give rise to several structures and collective
dynamics (Fig. 5.5). Our results show how CIL leads to regular cell arrangements,
and hinders the formation of cohesive tissues. Self-organized collective motion
in continuous cell monolayers, including wound healing, also emerges from CIL
interactions. The soft character of the intercellular potential allows for the extrusion-
mediated collapse of cell monolayers into 3D aggregates, which is opposed by CIL.
Thus, our work highlights the prominent role of CIL in determining the emergent
structures and dynamics of cell colonies. From a more general perspective, our
results underscore the need to include specific cellular interactions in particle-based
models of tissues to recapitulate observed organizations and collective behaviors of
cell colonies.

In addition, we have analytically derived an effective CIL-induced cellular
repulsion force, which yields explicit predictions for transitions between non-
cohesive, cohesive, and 3D colonies. Based on experimental observations and
parameter estimates, we associate these phases to mesenchymal, epithelial, and
3D tissue phenotypes (Fig. 5.11). Thus, our predictions might have implications
for processes that modify the tissue phenotype, both in development and disease.
In general, this chapter illustrates how a soft active matter approach may provide
insight into multicellular organization and collective cell migration.
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Active wetting of epithelial tissues
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Abstract

The transition from an epithelial monolayer to a spheroidal cell aggregate holds an
analogy with the dewetting process whereby a fluid layer collapses into a droplet.
Exploiting this analogy, this chapter is devoted to studying the wetting transition
of epithelial monolayers from a mechanical point of view. First, we describe the
experiment that motivated this study, which shows the dewetting of an epithelial
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cancer cell monolayer in vitro. Then, we introduce a continuum active polar fluid
model of the monolayer that predicts its traction and flow profiles. By fitting the
predicted traction profiles to the experimental kymographs, we infer the mechanical
parameters of the monolayer. The model also predicts the existence of a critical size
for the wetting transition in the monolayer, in contrast with the classical wetting
transition in regular fluids. We verify this prediction by studying cell monolayers
of different sizes.
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6.1 Introduction

When a cell aggregate is placed on a flat substrate, it may spread on it by extending
a cell monolayer or it may remain as a cellular spheroid. Whether one or the
other process actually takes place depends on the cohesion of the aggregate and its
interactions with the substrate. More precisely, the transition between a spheroidal
aggregate and a monolayer was associated to a competition between cell-cell and
cell-substrate adhesion [Ryan 2001].

In this sense, a direct analogy can be drawn with the wetting transition of a
droplet of a simple fluid on a solid substrate. Depending on the surface tensions of
the liquid-gas, liquid-solid, and solid-gas interfaces, which are directly related to
their corresponding adhesion energies, the droplet either remains as a spherical cap
with a non-zero contact angle or spreads over the substrate as a fluid film. This wet-
ting analogy for cell colonies was firmly established by a series of experiments that
studied the spreading of cell aggregates [Gonzalez-Rodriguez 2012]. In these ex-
periments, the cell-cell and cell-substrate adhesivity was varied by different means,
such as tuning the expression levels of cell-cell adhesion proteins [Ryan 2001, Dou-
ezan 2011], the surface treatment of the substrate [Ryan 2001, Douezan 2011], or
its rigidity [Douezan 2012c].

rheological description of tissue be-
havior depends on the time scale
considered.When the applied stress
is larger than the typical energy
barrier for cell rearrangement, stresses
are relaxed fast.When the residual
stresses become small compared
with energy barriers, they are re-
laxed by fluctuations only, and thus
stress relaxation substantially slows
down. In short-time observations,
residual stresses can be described
as tissue plasticity, even if they are
eventually relaxed at long enough
times. Depending on the cell line,
the time for complete stress relax-
ation may be minutes, hours, or
even days. Accurate measurement
of tissue surface tension by parallel-
plate compression, which assumes
that equilibrium conditions have
been attained, requires that the time
allowed for tissue relaxation is long
enough to completely dissipate re-
sidual stresses (41). A definitive
answer to the debate of charac-
terizing tissues as either viscoelastic
fluids or visco-elasto-plastic solids
could come from measuring the
frequency response of tissues to a
periodic forcing, a much-needed
experiment that to our knowledge
has not previously been reported.
Different constitutivemodels (such
as the viscoelastic Maxwell model,
the generalized viscoelastic Kelvin
model, or theelasto-plasticBingham
fluid) predict different frequency responses. Thus,
periodic forcing experiments could be used to de-
termine the appropriate constitutivemodel for soft
tissues and whether the same constitutive model
with different parameter values can describe dif-
ferent types of tissue, or rather whether different
models are needed for different tissues.

At time scales comparable with the time for
cell division (usually of the order of a day), cell
proliferation and apoptosis affect aggregate rhe-
ology. A theoretical model by Ranft et al. (42)
suggests that cell rearrangements induced by cell
division and apoptosis will result in a viscous
tissue response, independent of the adhesion-
mediated viscosity. At long time scales, both com-
ponents of tissue viscosity must be accounted
for. Moreover, unlike adhesion-mediated viscos-
ity, proliferation-controlled viscosity is affected
by the isotropic pressure applied on the cells be-
cause high pressures have experimentally been
shown to inhibit cell proliferation (43).

Last, another type of experimental technique
characterizes the resistance of a model tissue to
stress-induced failure, either by internal fracture
(44) or by detachment from a substrate model-
ing the extracellular matrix. By pulling apart two

partially fused aggregates at constant speed and
measuring the fracture energy, recent experiments
in our laboratory suggest an analogy between
tissues and polymers. Similar to polymers, the
resistance of tissues to fracture appears to depend
on the imposed deformation rate.

Wetting Analogies of Tissue Behavior
Analogies between tissue mechanics and dy-
namical phenomena involving liquid interfaces,
known as wetting phenomena, have been used
to explain several ubiquitous tissue behaviors.
Among such behaviors, cell sorting (illustrated
in Fig. 2A) has received substantial attention
because it is a model phenomenon for the mu-
tual envelopment of different tissue layers during
morphogenesis (1). Graner and Glazier (45, 46)
developed a two-dimensional (2D) cellular Potts
model to investigate the physics of cell sorting.
By accounting for differential adhesion and for
random cell fluctuations associated with cell ac-
tivity, their model was able to reproduce cell
sorting. The model predicts the existence of two
regimes in the evolution of an aggregate formed
by two randomly mixed cell populations. The fast,
short-time regime leads to a partial cell sorting

state, whereas the slower, long-time regime leads
to complete cell sorting. Both the partial and
complete cell sorting states have been observed
experimentally.

The tendency of cellular aggregates to spon-
taneously round up and acquire a spherical shape,
which is an effect of the area-minimizing surface
tension, is analogous to the behavior of liquid
drops. The dynamics of rounding up have been
experimentally studied in 2D hydra aggregates,
which spontaneously evolve from an elliptic to a
circular shape (47), and in 3D chick embryo ag-
gregates, which evolve from an irregular to a
spherical shape (48). Both phenomena are rea-
sonably well described by modeling an aggregate
as a viscoelastic liquid dropwith a surface tension.

Fusion of two cell aggregates (Fig. 2B) is anal-
ogous to the coalescence of two viscous liquid
drops. The dynamics of spontaneous aggregate
fusion (40, 49) are well described by a balance
between the energy gain by reducing the sur-
face area, which is driven by surface tension,
and the energy dissipation due to internal vis-
cous friction. Tissue phenomena governed by a
balance between surface tension (g) and viscos-
ity (h), such as tissue envelopment, rounding up,

Fig. 3. Phase diagram of tissue spreading. The aggregate’s fate is governed by a competition between the cell-
substrate adhesion energy Wcs and the cell-cell adhesion energy Wcc, the difference of which sets the sign of the
spreading parameter S = Wcs − Wcc. The images show the long-term fate of the aggregate in each of the regions. The
cell-substrate energy Wcs can be controlled either by modifying the substrate’s surface chemistry [nonadhesive PEG-
poly-L-lysine (PEG-PLL) versus adhesive fibronectin (FNT)] or its rigidity (soft versus stiff). The two top images are
reprinted with permission from (3).
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 Figure 6.1 Phase diagram of tissue wetting. For negative values of the spreading pa-
rameter, cell-cell adhesion dominates over cell-substrate adhesion, so that the cell colony
forms an aggregate (partial wetting). For positive values of the spreading parameter, cell-
substrate adhesion wins over cell-cell adhesion, thus driving the spreading of the colony
into either a cohesive fluid monolayer or a gas-like state of scattered cells. The adhesiv-
ity of the substrate may be modified either by tuning its surface treatment or its rigidity.
From [Gonzalez-Rodriguez 2012].
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Precursor Films: Liquid–Gas Transition and Growth
In this section we study the precursor film that forms when S > 0
(complete wetting). An aggregate with ϕ ¼ 100% is deposited on
a fibronectin-coated surface (x ¼ 100%). After around 90 min, a
monolayer of cells spreads away from the aggregate at the contact
line as shown by the green arrow in Fig. 4A (side view). A similar
situation is observed in the spreading of nonvolatile liquids, which
exhibit terraced height profile, the height of each step being one
molecule (37–39).

We examine the influence of E-cadherin expression on the
precursor film. For ϕ ¼ 100% (more cohesive aggregate), the film
is strongly cohesive as shown in Fig. 4B (Movie S2). For the cell
line with ϕ ¼ 21% (less cohesive aggregate), the film is consider-
ably different as shown in Fig. 4C (Movie S3). Cells escape from
the aggregate to migrate individually in all directions forming a
disconnected cell cloud. The dynamics of spreading of this cell
cloud are governed by isolated cell motility. From a thermody-
namic point of view, the precursor film is in a liquid state for
the most cohesive aggregates and in a 2D gas state for the lowest
E-cadherin expression. A similar behavior is observed in the
complete wetting of simple liquids, where 2D liquid-to-gas phase
transitions may occur in the precursor monolayer film (40). By
decreasing the E-cadherin expression level, one can induce a
liquid-to-gas transition in the precursor film leading to the escape
of individual cells.

In the liquid state (where a collective migration is observed),
we examine the kinetics of evolution of the monolayer by mea-
suring its area (i.e., film contour) with time as shown in Fig. 4B.
Fig. 5A shows the evolution of the area with time of the circular
film for aggregates of various sizes with ϕ ¼ 100%. The precursor
film spreads faster for larger aggregates. In the gas state, the mod-
el based on slippage of a cell monolayer is not applicable because
the spreading is governed by individual cell motility.

The adhesive energy gain per unit time, which can be written as
2πSRV ðRÞ, is balanced by the dissipation in the precursor film
spreading away from the aggregate. Previously, de Gennes and
Cazabat have described the dynamics of growth of a stratified
precursor film (38). They have included the existence of two types
of flow: (i) shear with the substrate and (ii) permeation normal to
the layer. The permeation flow is limited to a narrow region near
the contact line, the size of which they called the permeation
length, and they show that its contribution to the viscous dissipa-
tion is negligible. Thus, the viscous dissipation of the film slipping
on the substrate can be written as

k
Z

R

R1

2π~rvð~rÞ2d~r ¼ 2πkR2V ðRÞ2 ln
!
R
R1

"
; [3]

where k is the friction coefficient, R1 is the radius of the contact
line, R is the radius of the precursor film, vð~rÞ is the velocity of
the film at a radius ~r, and V ðRÞ is the velocity at the edge of the
precursor film (see Fig. 4).

The spreading of the film is governed by a balance between the
surface energy gain and the viscous dissipation, leading to

V ðRÞ ¼ dR
dt
¼ S

kR lnð RR1
Þ
: [4]

After integration, we obtain

R2

!
ln
!
R
R1

"
2

− 1

"
þ R2

1 ¼ Dt; [5]

where D ¼ 4 S
k can be interpreted as a diffusion coefficient of the

precursor film. Experimentally, we observe that the precursor
film starts at a radius R1 ≈ 0.6R0, where R0 is the initial radius
of the aggregate. Using R1 ¼ 0.6R0, we fit our experimental data
using Eq. 5 for aggregates of different sizes and two cell lines, ϕ ¼
48% and ϕ ¼ 100% (Fig. 5B). Notice that the curves of Fig. 5A
collapse onto the same straight line, of slope D. From the fits, we
extract Dϕ¼48% ¼ 4.0% 0.1 × 10−12 m2 · s−1 and Dϕ¼100% ¼ 2.5%
0.1 × 10−12 m2 · s−1 (see Table 1). The precursor film spreads
faster in the case of ϕ ¼ 48% aggregates because S ¼ WCS−
WCC andW 100%

CC > W 48%
CC , leading toD ¼ 4 S

k larger. The spreading

Table 2. Cell–substrate adhesion energy per unit area WCS as a
function of x

xð%Þ 0% 35% 51% 68% 81% 100%

WCS∕W
ðx¼100%Þ
CS 0 0.16 0.49 0.76 0.94 1

WCS is obtained for ϕ ¼ 100% aggregates from fitting the experimental
data of the early spreading on mixed fibronectin-PEG-PLL surfaces. The
maximum absolute error on the reported values is 0.03.

Fig. 4. Growth and liquid-to-gas transition of the precursor film (x ¼ 100%). (A) Escape of a precursor film (indicated by the green arrow) seen from the side.
(B) Top view of the spreading for an aggregate with ϕ ¼ 100% (liquid state). (C) Top view of the spreading for an aggregate with ϕ ¼ 21% (gaseous state).

7318 ∣ www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1018057108 Douezan et al.

Figure 6.2 Spreading dynamics of a cell aggregate. a, A precursor film extends from the
aggregate. b, A cohesive cell monolayer spreads on the substrate in the complete wetting
phase. c, The aggregate disgregates into a gas-like state of scattered cells when cell-cell
adhesion is too weak to sustain a cohesive monolayer. From [Douezan 2011].

All the phenomenology found in these experiments was rationalized by com-
plete analogy with the classical wetting transition picture, namely in terms of
the spreading parameter S, as summarized in Fig. 6.1. For cell colonies, the
spreading parameter can be written as S = Wcs −Wcc [Douezan 2011], which
encodes the competition between cell-cell and cell-substrate adhesion energies in
a direct way. Thus, a positive spreading parameter corresponds to a cell-substrate
adhesion stronger than cell-cell adhesion, so that aggregate spreading is energet-
ically favourable. In this case, a precursor film of cells radially extends from the
aggregate until it completely wets the substrate as a cell monolayer (Figs. 6.2a
and 6.2b) [Douezan 2011, Beaune 2014]. In fact, the cell monolayer may even
disgregate into a gas-like phase of scattered cells if cell-cell adhesion is sufficiently
weak (Fig. 6.2c) [Douezan 2011, Guo 2006]. In contrast, a negative spreading
parameter corresponds to cell-cell adhesion winning over cell-substrate adhesion,
and hence to the partial wetting phase in which the cells remain as an aggregate.
Under these conditions, a large cell monolayer was also shown to dewet from the
substrate by the nucleation and growth of holes (Fig. 6.3), as would occur in a
viscous film on a slipping surface [Douezan 2012a, Beaune 2014].

In addition to setting the physical basis of the tissue wetting transition, some
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Fig. 1. Dewetting instability of a cell layer (full E-cadherin expression, φ = 100%) on non-adhesive substrates. (A) A confluent
monolayer of cell is deposited on a PEG-PLL-coated glass cover slip. (B) The cellular film breaks by nucleation and growth
of holes. (C), (D) Cells are collected in rims that grow in a manner analogous to the dewetting of a viscous film on a slipping
surface. The length of the scale bar is 100 µm.

a 0.1 mg/ml PEG-PLL (PLL(20)-g[3.5]-PEG(2), Surface
Solution, Dubendorf, Switzerland) in HEPES solution (pH
7.3) for one hour. A coated glass cover slip forms the bot-
tom of a cylindrical experimental chamber filled with CO2-
equilibrated culture medium and maintained at 37 ◦C us-
ing a heating platform. To prevent evaporation, the open
surface is sealed with mineral oil. A cellular monolayer
is generated by injecting a solution of suspended cells in
the chamber. Under the action of gravity, cells deposit
on the bottom surface. The cell concentration is chosen
to yield a confluent cell monolayer after deposition of all
cells. Cells attach to each other and form a layer as illus-
trated in fig. 1. Each cell is surrounded by neighbouring
cells to which they adhere. The formed cellular monolayer
is metastable on the PEG-PLL-coated surface. After a nu-
cleation time of about 30 min after the formation of the
cohesive film, holes open. We check that cells are intact
during this process using the Trypan blue dye exclusion
test. After having observed the spontaneous retraction of
the cell monolayer for a duration up to twenty hours, Try-
pan blue is added to the experimental chamber to a final
concentration of 20%. The number of dead cells is small
and approximately constant over the time of dewetting,
confirming that cells remain viable during the experiment.

2.2 Nucleation and growth of bare patches

We follow the nucleation and growth of a single hole using
an inverted microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 100) equipped with
a ×10 air objective (NA 0.45) and a CCD camera (Luca-R,
Andor, Belfast UK) at an acquisition rate of 1 frame every
5 minutes. Figure 2A shows the nucleation and growth of
a hole in a φ = 100% (i.e. the most adhesive) cellular
film. The cells removed from the dry patch accumulate
into a rim that appears clearly visible in the upper plane
by changing the focus on the experiment. The dry patch
equivalent radius R is obtained from the measurement of
the area enclosed by the contour of the hole. We have
plotted in fig. 2B the time evolution of the dry patch radius
R for several φ = 100% cell film deposited on a PEG-
PLL-coated cover slip (black markers). Each data series

represents the mean evolution of the hole size, obtained
by averaging the evolution of about ten holes in the same
cell monolayer. t0 is the nucleation time for a given hole
to open. For different holes, t0 ranges from 30 min to 45
min.

In the late stage of the dewetting process, rims get into
contact and compact due to surface tension to form a few
three-dimensional cellular structures that gather the cells
together. This behavior differs from simple liquids where
the rims get into contact and break into droplets arranged
in a polygonal pattern [21] due to Rayleigh instability.

2.3 Influence of the intercellular adhesion energy

We now examine the influence of the intercellular adhesion
energy on the dewetting dynamics. We repeat the previ-
ously described experiment using the φ = 21% cell line,
which expresses a level of E-cadherin molecules of 21% of
that of the reference cell line (φ = 100%). Same as for the
φ = 100% case, holes open spontaneously in the cellular
film after a nucleation time of about 30 min. Figure 2B
shows the evolution of the average radius R(t) of the dry
patch for a φ = 21% cell film deposited on a PEG-PLL-
coated rigid surface (grey markers). The holes open faster
in the case of the φ = 21% cell line.

2.4 Dewetting instability induced by substrate softness

We have shown that a dewetting instability can be in-
duced chemically by a non-adhesive surface treatment,
e.g. by coating PEG-PLL molecules on a glass cover slip.
We explore now the stability of cellular layers on poly-
acrylamide (PAA) gels of various elastic moduli E. In
the experiment, the coated glass cover slip is substituted
by PAA gels, prepared following a procedure similar to
that of Wang et al. [22]. The elastic moduli E are esti-
mated using bulk rheology [23]. The PAA gel forms the
bottom of the experimental chamber. The PAA gels are

Figure 6.3 Dewetting of a cell monolayer on a nonadhesive substrate by nucleation
and growth of holes. Scale bar, 100 µm. From [Douezan 2012a].

of these studies also characterized the dynamics of aggregate spreading [Doue-
zan 2011, Douezan 2012b, Douezan 2012c, Beaune 2014] and monolayer dewet-
ting [Douezan 2012a]. However, the detailed mechanics of the wetting transition
were unknown. In particular, the connection between the spreading parameter and
the forces involved in the collective migration of the monolayer remained elusive.
Therefore, it is the objective of this chapter to elucidate how the tissue wetting
transition arises from the competition of forces in a cell monolayer.

To this end, traction force microscopy experiments were performed by Carlos
Pérez-González in the lab of Xavier Trepat (IBEC, Barcelona), which are briefly
described in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 introduces the active polar fluid model of the
monolayer that was proposed to understand the observations. The model is solved
in Section 6.4 to yield predictions for the traction and flow profiles, which are
contrasted with experimental data. In Section 6.5, the model is employed to study
the wetting transition of the monolayer, giving the spreading parameter in terms
of the model parameters characterizing the active cellular forces in the monolayer.
The model predicts the existence of a critical size for the wetting transition in the
monolayer, which is verified in further experiments on monolayers of different
radii.

6.2 Dewetting of an epithelial monolayer
The main idea of the experiment is to induce the dewetting of an epithelial mono-
layer by an increasing expression of E-cadherin, one of the main molecular compo-
nents of cell-cell adhesions in epithelial tissues. An increasing expression of this
protein should increase cell-cell adhesion, and thus eventually induce tissue dewet-
ting. To this end, the experiments use MDA-MB-231 cells, which are metastatic
human epithelial breast cancer cells, that were genetically engineered to have an
inducible promoter of the gene responsible for the expression of E-cadherin [Sar-
rió 2009]. This way, the expression of E-cadherin can be induced by the addition of
dexamethasone.

These cells are then plated on polyacrylamide gels with embedded fluorescent
beads, which allows the traction forces exerted by the cells on the substrate to
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Figure 6.4 Cells are confined within circular adherent regions of the substrate. A
pattern of collagen coating defines the adherent regions. The substrate is an elastic polyacry-
lamide gel with embedded fluorescent beads (red dots) used for traction force and monolayer
stress microscopy.

Figure 6.5 Addition of dexam-
ethasone induces E-cadherin
expression. The concentration
of E-cadherin is quantified from
Western Blot analyses, in arbi-
trary units defined with respect to
the signal intensity of tubulin.
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be measured via traction force microscopy [Serra-Picamal 2015]. The tension in
the monolayer is also measured from traction force fields via monolayer stress
microscopy [Serra-Picamal 2015,Tambe 2013, Zimmermann 2014b]. In the present
experiments, the elastic substrate is coated with circular regions of collagen, which
is a common extracellular matrix protein to which cells can attach. Therefore, the
substrate features circular adherent islands to which cells are confined (Fig. 6.4).

Upon addition of dexamethasone, cells increase their expression of E-cadherin
(Fig. 6.5) and progressively turn from moving as individual cells to forming a
cohesive epithelial monolayer (Fig. 6.6a). Traction force measurements show
that weak and randomly oriented traction forces initially appear throughout the
cell island. Later, with the formation of a cohesive monolayer, traction forces
become stronger, oriented along the radial direction, and localized at the edge of
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Figure 6.6 Mechanics of monolayer dewetting. a, The expression of E-cadherin induces
the formation of a cohesive cell monolayer. Later, the monolayer dewets from the substrate.
Scale bar, 40 µm. b, The initially weak and random traction forces progressively localize
at the monolayer edge, becoming stronger and radially oriented. c, Monolayer tension is
maximal at the center of the monolayer, and increases in time. d, The dewetting process is
reflected in a decreasing area of the monolayer. e, f, The average magnitude of the traction
forces e, and monolayer tension f, increase in time until the onset of dewetting.

the cell island (Fig. 6.6b and 6.7), consistently with previous findings [Mertz 2012,
Mertz 2013]. In turn, the internal tension is maximal at the center of the monolayer
(Fig. 6.6c). The average magnitude both of traction forces and monolayer tension
is found to increase with time (Figs. 6.6e and 6.6f) [Harris 2014].

Eventually, the monolayer dewets from the substrate and ends up forming a
spheroidal aggregate (Fig. 6.6a and 6.8). It is worth noting that the monolayer
always collapses into a single tissue droplet. This contrasts with the dewetting of
much larger monolayers [Douezan 2012a], which tear apart into several aggregates
by the nucleation and growth of holes (Fig. 6.3). In fact, the dewetting process
of a passive liquid film into a single droplet was only experimentally realized
very recently (Fig. 6.9), unveiling remarkable differences between the dynamics of
wetting and dewetting [Edwards 2016].
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Figure 6.7 Traction forces localize at the edge and are mainly radial. a, b, Kymographs
of the radial component a, and of the absolute value of the ortoradial component b, of the
traction force field. The radial component is larger and more localized. c, Tractions at
the edge are stronger and increase in time more significantly than those at the center of
the monolayer. d, The radial component of edge tractions increases in time, whereas the
ortoradial component remains constant.

To understand the wetting transition, we asked what is the origin of the in-
creasing cellular forces, and whether these forces are responsible for the transition.
Western blot analyses show that the increasing expression of E-cadherin is paral-
leled by an increase in myosin phosphorylation (Fig. 6.10a), which should account
for the increasing forces. It is worth noting that the total concentration of myosin
is not affected by the expression of E-cadherin (Fig. 6.10b). In addition, single
isolated cells do not feature increasing traction forces upon the treatment with dex-
amethasone (Fig. 6.11), suggesting that myosin phosphorylation and the ensuing
increase in forces result from a mechanosensing process associated to cell-cell
adhesion [Harris 2014]. The molecular or cellular mechanism whereby an in-
creasing expression of E-cadherin may result in myosin phosphorylation remains,
to our knowledge, unknown. Indeed, if based on a mechanosensing pathway,
our measurements would suggest a mechanosensitive response in the opposite
direction compared to the well-known reinforcement of cell-cell junctions under
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Figure 6.8 Monolayer dewetting. The tissue-substrate contact area decreases pronouncedly
upon dewetting (basal plane). The tissue evolves from a cell monolayer to a spheroidal cell
aggregate, resembling a droplet. The contact angle increases up to values above 90◦ (side
view). Scale bar, 40 µm.

trimethylolpropane triglycidyl ether (TMPTGE; Chemical Abstracts
Service no. 3454-29-3) deposited on a smooth substrate. The substrate
consists of a set of alternating interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) arranged
to form a circular surface covered by a thin insulating layer and Teflon
surface treatment (seeMaterials andMethods for details of the electrode
geometry). In the presence of a voltageV, the electrodes generate a non-
uniform electric field, which results in a liquid dielectrophoresis energy
proportional to V2 in addition to the surface energies of the gas-liquid,
solid-liquid, and gas-solid interfaces. The liquid responds by spreading
on the solid until it covers an area that satisfies the overall energy bal-
ance. By tuning the liquid volume,W≈ 1 ml, and the electrode voltage,
V ≈ 400 V, we can control the spreading of the liquid. This results in
axisymmetric “pancake”-shaped liquid films that cover a circular sur-
face areaup to thebase radius of the electrodepatch,R0=2.5mm,and thus
have a thickness of h0 ≈ W/pR0

2 ~ 50 mm (Fig. 1A).
Once the initial spreading of the droplet into a thin film was

achieved, we suddenly removed the applied voltage. Such a quench
leads to an abrupt change in the energy balance, which then results in
a new equilibrium state purely determined by the interfacial energies,
thus driving the dewetting of the liquid film. Using high-speed imaging,
we tracked the liquid-air interface dynamics during the dewetting pro-

cess. Contrary to the slow, quasi-static dynamics of a spreading drop, a
dewetting film exhibits a very different pathway toward its equilibrium
configuration. Rather than a spherical cap, we observe the formation of
a receding rim spanning the circumference of the film (Fig. 1, B and C).
It is only at long times that the rim relaxes to a spherical cap shape (Fig. 1,
D and E) and finally reaches the equilibrium configuration (Fig. 1E). This
is different from the time reversal of a droplet spreading to a film, which
would show a sequence of shapes shown in Fig. 1 (A andD to F) without
the intermediate shapes shown in Fig. 1 (B and C).

Therefore, the dewetting process observed here has two regimes: an
initial regime (Fig. 1, A to C) displaying a rim and a central dimple
followed by a subsequent spherical cap droplet retraction regime. To
quantify both regimes, we measured the time dependence of the base
radius of the liquid,R(t), and the apparent contact angle, q(t), whichwas
determined by fitting a third-degree polynomial to the side-view
projection of the liquid-gas interface and extrapolating a tangent to
the intersection with the solid (see Materials and Methods for further
details). Figure 1G shows a clear correlation between the presence of the
rim with a linear decrease in the radius with time, indicating that the
dewetting speed, dR/dt ~ 1 mm s−1, is constant. At long times, we ob-
serve a crossover to a relaxation regime, which corresponds to the

Fig. 1. Experimental imagingof thedewettingof a liquiddroplet froma smooth solid surface. (A) A liquid droplet (TMPTGE;W =1.45 ml, m=180mPa s,
g = 43 mN m−1, T = 22°C, qe = 70°) is forced to wet a circular Teflon patch using a dielectrowetting setup. The resulting pancake-shaped liquid film, which
corresponds to the initial configuration of the experiment, has a radius R0 = 2.5mm. At time t= 0ms, the dielectrowetting voltage is removed. The dewetting
dynamics that follows is tracked by recording the instantaneous film radius, R(t), and the apparent contact angle averaged between the left and right film
edges, q(t). Scale bars, 2mm. (B andC) At intermediate times, an annular rim forms close to the contact line. The rim is visible fromboth the top and side views
of the film. (D and E) At long times, the rim merges and the film relaxes to a spherical cap shape. (F) Equilibrium state of the droplet, where the radius and
contact angle reach constant values, Rf and qe. (G and H) Representative curves for the base radius and apparent contact angle. The formation of the rim
correlates with a linear decrease in the radius and a plateau in the contact angle. The merging of the rim into a spherical cap gives way to a relaxation stage
where the radius and contact angle relax to their final equilibrium values.
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Figure 6.9 Dewetting of a passive liquid film into a single droplet. The initial radius of
the film is R0 = 2.5 mm. Scale bar, 2 mm. From [Edwards 2016].
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Figure 6.10 E-cadherin expression is paralleled by myosin phosphorylation. a, The
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Fig. 6.5.

Figure 6.11 Traction forces of a single
cell do not increase in time. This sug-
gests that the expression of E-cadherin in-
duces myosin phosphorylation through a
mechanosensing process associated to cell-
cell junctions.
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Figure 6.12 Monolayer dewetting is induced by tissue tension. a, Control monolayer
dewetting. Scale bar, 40 µm. b, Treatment with blebbistatin inhibits, or at least strongly
impairs, tissue dewetting. c, Dewetting can be reversed back to wetting by inhibiting
contractility via application of Y27632. d, Monolayer area does not substantially decrease in
the presence of blebistattin. Upon application of Y27632 (arrow), a dewetting monolayer
spreads again. e, f, The magnitude of traction forces e, and monolayer tension f, is reduced
under the action of blebbistatin.

force application [Schwartz 2008, Liu 2010, Gomez 2011, Leckband 2011, Du-
four 2013, Engl 2014, Hoffman 2015, Lecuit 2015].

Next, to check whether the increase in forces induces monolayer dewetting, we
inhibit myosin activity. Upon treatment with blebbistatin, monolayer dewetting is
prevented or, at least, significantly delayed (Figs. 6.12b and 6.12d). Traction forces
and tissue tension are substantially reduced under these conditions (Figs. 6.12e
and 6.12f). In addition, the dewetting process can be reversed by the application
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of the ROCK inhibitor Y27632, which causes the monolayer to wet the substrate
again (Figs. 6.12c and 6.12d). Hence, we conclude that, when they overcome
a certain threshold, cell-generated contractile forces drive the dewetting of the
monolayer. Note that the increasing expression of E-cadherin could trigger the
dewetting process on its own, simply by strengthening cell-cell junctions and hence
increasing the cell-cell adhesion energy (see Fig. 6.1). However, our observations
show that this is not the case but that, instead, a competition between active cellular
forces drives the monolayer through the wetting transition. Therefore, the increasing
expression of E-cadherin is only indirectly responsible for the dewetting of the
monolayer in our experiments.

6.3 Active polar fluid model of epithelial spreading

The observation of the active wetting transition described above motivated the for-
mulation of a physical model to understand it quantitatively. Instead of formulating
a model based on adhesion energies, similar to those previously proposed to describe
tissue wetting, our aim is to see how the wetting transition arises from mechanical
models of collective cell migration. To this end, we extend a previously introduced
continuum model of epithelial spreading [Blanch-Mercader 2017b] to the present
problem. This continuum model takes a coarse-grained approach that describes the
long-time and large-scale dynamics of the tissue as those of an active polar liquid.
Below, we briefly justify this description, which has already been applied to the
spreading of tissue monolayers [Blanch-Mercader 2017b, Lee 2011b, Lee 2011a].
In fact, a very similar model has also been proposed for traction force and velocity
profiles of single crawling cells [Roux 2016].

We remark that, although the dewetting process involves an out-of-plane reor-
ganization of the initial cell monolayer, the model below only describes the 2D
dynamics of the monolayer. Therefore, the model can not capture the 3D flows
and shape of the tissue, nor the dynamics of the contact angle. However, our 2D
description is sufficient to predict the onset and initial dynamics of the wetting
transition, which is the focus of our study.

6.3.1 Polarity dynamics

In monolayers, cells often acquire anisotropic cytoskeletal organizations and shapes,
which gives rise to planar orientational order in the tissue. Nematic orientational
order has been experimentally found and characterized, becoming apparent by the
observation of topological defects in the orientation field [Gruler 1999, Kemke-
mer 2000, Duclos 2014, Duclos 2017, Saw 2017, Kawaguchi 2017, Hirst 2017].
Therefore, tissue monolayers may form nematic liquid crystal phases.

In our monolayer, cells at the center do not exhibit any clear sign of planar
polarity, and they exert weak and random traction forces (Fig. 6.6b-6.7). In contrast,
cells at the edge extend large lamellipodia towards the outside and exert strong
inward-pointing traction forces on the substrate, indicating that they are polarized
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(Fig. 6.6b-6.7). The outwards polarization of cells at the border is likely due to
contact inhibition of locomotion, a cell-cell interaction whereby cells repolarize in
opposite directions upon contact [Mayor 2010, Stramer 2017]. In fact, this interac-
tion is mediated by cell-cell adhesion, with front-rear differences in cadherin-based
junctions acting as a cue for the repolarization [Desai 2009, Khalil 2010, We-
ber 2012, Theveneau 2013, Vedula 2013, Ladoux 2016]. Although originally pro-
posed for mesenchymal cells, contact inhibition of locomotion is being increasingly
recognized to play a key role in orchestrating the collective migration of epithelial
monolayers [Mayor 2010,Theveneau 2013,Vedula 2013,Ladoux 2016,Mayor 2016,
Hakim 2017, Zimmermann 2016, Coburn 2016, Smeets 2016] (see also Chapter 5).
In a cohesive monolayer, this interaction naturally leads to polarization of cells
at the edge towards free space, leaving cells at the center unpolarized (Fig. 6.13).
Such a polarity profile, in turn, explains the localization of traction forces at the
edge and the build-up of tension at the center of epithelial monolayers [Zimmer-
mann 2016,Coburn 2016]. Therefore, upon the expression of E-cadherin, we expect
the polarity field ~p (~r, t) to be entirely set by contact inhibition of locomotion, and
hence to remain essentially independent of flows in the monolayer. Consequently,
within a phenomenological approach, we propose the polarity field to follow a
purely relaxational dynamics given by

∂pα
∂t

= − 1

γ1

δF

δpα
, (6.1)

where F [p] is the coarse-grained free energy functional of the orientational degrees
of freedom. Thus, the functional derivative of F , which is known as molecular field
hα = −δF/δpα, gives the generalized restoring force that changes the polarity field
at a rate controlled by the orientational friction coefficient γ1, known as rotational
viscosity.

For the sake of comparison with the general case, the full constitutive equa-
tion for the polarity of a d-dimensional active polar fluid reads [Kruse 2005,
Jülicher 2011, Marchetti 2013, Prost 2015]

(∂t + vβ∂β) pα + ωαβpβ =
1

γ1
hα −

ν̄1

d
vγγpα − ν1ṽαβpβ + εpα. (6.2)

Here, vα is the velocity field, with ṽαβ = 1/2 (∂αvβ + ∂βvα) − vγγ/d δαβ and
ωαβ = 1/2 (∂αvβ − ∂βvα) are the traceless symmetric and antisymmetric parts of
the strain rate tensor, with vγγ = ∂γvγ . In turn, ν̄1 and ν1 are the bulk and shear flow
alignment coefficients, and ε is the active alignment coefficient. Thus, with respect
to the most general situation of Eq. (6.2), we do not consider polarity advection
and corotation, nor flow alignment and active spontaneous polarization effects in
Eq. (6.1). Note that these simplifications are based on the contact inhibition of
locomotion mechanism for tissue polarity, and that they may not apply to other
experimental situations.

Then, the coarse-grained free energy F has a local polynomial contribution
that specifies the preferred polarity, in addition to spatial coupling terms resulting
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et al. showed for the first time that emergence of
collective behavior in a system can be described by
a simple kinematic model (Vicsek model and its
variations) (12, 68) in which the direction of a given
particle within the system is determined by the
average of all the particles within its neighborhood
(FIGURE 1, B AND C). In such a system, the tran-
sition to an “ordered” collective behavior phase
was observed to be dependent on the density of
the particles. Several studies have indeed con-
firmed that the density of particles constituting a
system remains one of the most important physical
parameters governing the emergence of collective
behavior (55). In many systems, it is observed that
there exists a critical density that triggers the emer-
gence of collective behavior. Other important
physical parameters governing collective behavior
include boundary restrictions (physical con-
straints), feedback loop systems (that allow con-
stituents to sense and respond to their neighbors),
and presence of “leaders.” For example, in sedi-
menting colloids, the correlation length of swirls is
dependent on the boundaries of the chamber (56).
Furthermore, in locusts, it has been observed that
the swarming behavior is lost when they were sub-
jected to abdominal denervation [which prevents

them from sensing the presence of a neighbor (6)].
However, it is important to observe that, in con-
trast to “local spatial coupling” that is characteris-
tic of these systems, multicellular assemblies
typically demonstrate physical adhesion between
neighbors that provides strong “mechanical cou-
pling” as well as a means for biochemical signaling.
Notwithstanding this difference, collective cell mi-
gration shows several characteristics that closely
mimic other physical and biochemical systems.
Indeed, a large body of accumulating evidence
suggests that coordination among cell clusters dur-
ing migration is regulated by various chemical (7,
37) and physical cues (60) within the cellular and
extracellular environment. In fact, the multiscale
tuning model for cell migration proposed by Friedl
et al. (24) and recently further expanded by Ashby
et al. (5) suggests how a complex interplay between
cell-autonomous migration behavior, external che-
mokine gradients, cohesive forces regulating cell-
cell interaction, and adhesive mechano-chemical
features of the extracellular matrix determine the
final migratory behavior of single as well as clusters
of cells.

This review aims to give a broad overview of our
current understanding of collective cell behavior,

FIGURE 1. Overview of migration in single cells and a monolayer of cells
A: cartoon illustrating the mechanism of single cell migration. Symmetry-breaking events lead to cell polarization
and directed migration. Cell polarization in this review refers to the asymmetric distribution of the migratory ma-
chinery. I to V show the steps required during migration of single cell. I, actin-rich protrusions (lamellipodia) elon-
gate the leading edge of the cell; II, adhesion proteins attach the newly formed protrusion to the substratum; III,
acto-myosin contraction leads to the retraction of the rear of the cell and its progression to the front; IV, adhesive
proteins release from the substratum and allow progression of movement; V, migratory machinery is recycled to get
ready for step I. B: Vicsek model is adopted to illustrate the strength of interaction between cells as a function of
density and the distance separating them. At high densities and small separation distances, cells repel and inhibit
each other. Critical density and optimal separation distance induce coordinated migration. At very low densities and
long separation distances, they do not sense their neighbors. C: cells in a highly dense monolayer are subject to
contact inhibition of locomotion (CIL). All cells are symmetrically inhibited, resulting in little migration. Availability of
free space to migrate breaks the symmetry and polarizes the cells at the edge toward the free space. This over-
comes the inhibitory signals and promotes cell motility. Motile cells at the front exert attractive forces on their
neighbors, which, in turn, coordinate their movement.
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Figure 6.13 Polarization of cells in a monolayer by contact inhibition of locomotion.
The motility of cells in a confluent monolayer is symmetrically inhibited by their neighbours.
In contrast, at a free edge, this symmetry in the contact inhibition of locomotion is broken,
which results in polarization of cells at the edge towards free space. Polarized cells start
migrating, thus pulling on their neghbouring cells. This asymmetric force transmission force
polarizes follower cells [Ladoux 2016], which establishes a polarity profile that results in the
collective migration of the monolayer. From [Vedula 2013].

from nematic elasticity, known as the Frank elastic free energy [de Gennes 1993,
Stewart 2004, Stephen 1974, Singh 2002]. For a planar polarity field, it reads

F =

∫

V

[
a

2
p2 +

b

4
p4 +

K1

2

(
~∇ · ~p

)2

+
K2

2

(
~∇× ~p

)2
]
d3~r, (6.3)

where a and b are the coefficients of the Landau expansion of the local free energy
density, and K1 and K2 are the Frank elastic constants associated to splay and bend
distortions of the polarity field, respectively. In our case, cells in the bulk of the
tissue remain unpolarized, so that the free energy must favour a vanishing polarity.
Hence, a > 0, and only the quadratic term in the Landau expansion is kept. In
addition, for the sake of simplicity, we assume K1 = K2 ≡ K, which is the usual
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one-constant approximation for the nematic elasticity. Thus, Eq. (6.3) reduces to

F =

∫

V

[
a

2
p2 +

K

2
(∂αpβ) (∂αpβ)

]
d3~r, (6.4)

so that the dynamics of the polarity is specified by

∂tpα =
1

γ1

(
−apα +K∇2pα

)
. (6.5)

Finally, we also assume that the dynamics of the polarity is fast compared to
the spreading dynamics, and hence that it adapts to the shape of the monolayer
adiabatically, namely with ∂tpα = 0. For two mesenchymal cell types, hemocytes
[Davis 2015] and fibroblasts [Kadir 2011], cell polarization events associated to
contact inhibition of locomotion usually occur within a time scale of τCIL ∼ 10
min [Smeets 2016]. This is much faster than the monolayer speading time scale
given by the strain rate, usually τs ∼ 100 min [Blanch-Mercader 2017b]. Hence,
the adiabatic approximation for the polarity dynamics seems generally reasonable.
In fact, specific support to this approximation will be given in Section 6.4 by
the fits of the model to experimental data in our system. Therefore, under this
approximation, the polarity field is given by

L2
c∇2pα = pα, (6.6)

where the characteristic length Lc ≡
√
K/a of the nematic order has been defined.

6.3.2 Force balance
Next, we establish momentum conservation as

ρm (∂t + vβ∂β) vα = ∂β

(
σsαβ + σaαβ + σE,sαβ

)
+ fα, (6.7)

where ρm is the density of the monolayer, vα is the velocity field, σsαβ and σaαβ
are the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the deviatoric stress tensor, and fα
is the external force density. Finally, σE,sαβ is the symmetric part of the Erick-
sen tensor. This tensor generalizes the pressure P to include anisotropic elastic
stresses associated to the orientational degrees of freedom in liquid crystals [de
Gennes 1993]:

σEαβ = −Pδαβ −
∂f

∂ (∂βpγ)
∂αpγ , (6.8)

where f is the Frank free energy density, namely the integrand of Eq. (6.3) or
Eq. (6.4). Consequently, the orientational contribution to the Ericksen tensor is of
second order in gradients of the polarity field, and hence we neglect it. Thus, force
balance reads

ρm (∂t + vβ∂β) vα = −∂αP + ∂β
(
σsαβ + σaαβ

)
+ fα. (6.9)
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Now, flows in cell monolayers occur at very low Reynolds numbers. Estimating
the density of the monolayer by that of water, ρm ∼ 103 kg/m3, and taking typical
cell migration velocities vc ∼ 10 µm/min, monolayer sizes of R ∼ 200 µm, and
tissue viscosities η ∼ 105 Pa·s [Forgacs 1998, Marmottant 2009, Guevorkian 2010,
Stirbat 2013], we obtain Re = ρmvcR/η ∼ 10−13. Therefore, inertial forces are
negligible, and momentum conservation reduces to the force balance condition:

0 = −∂αP + ∂β
(
σsαβ + σaαβ

)
+ fα. (6.10)

Then, the pressure is related to the cell number surface density ρ by the equation
of state of the monolayer1. For the sake of an estimate, we assume the simplest form
for an equation of state, P (ρ) = B (ρ− ρ0) /ρ0, where B is the bulk modulus
of the monolayer, and ρ0 is a reference density defined by P (ρ0) = 0. Taking
the pressure origin at the monolayer edge, ρ0 ∼ 3 · 103 cells/mm2 (Fig. 6.14). In
turn, density differences in the monolayer are, at most, ρ − ρ0 ∼ 103 cells/mm2

(Fig. 6.14). Then, the monolayer is expected to be highly compressible because
area changes can in principle be accommodated by changes in height, resisted
only by the shear modulus of the tissue. Hence, we estimate the bulk modulus of
the monolayer by typical shear moduli of cell aggregates, which are in the range
G ∼ 102 − 103 Pa [Forgacs 1998, Marmottant 2009, Guevorkian 2010]. Thus,
the pressure in the monolayer should be P . 30 − 300 Pa. In fact, isotropic
compressive stresses (pressures) of ∼ 50 Pa were recently shown to induce cell
extrusion [Saw 2017]. In conlusion, in the absence of significant cell proliferation
[Basan 2013, Recho 2016, Yabunaka 2017a], the magnitude of the pressure in the
monolayer is expected to be much smaller than the tensile stress (tension) induced
by traction forces, as measured by monolayer stress microscopy, which is of the
order of several kPa (Fig. 6.6c, with a monolayer height of h ∼ 5 µm). Hence, we
neglect the pressure in the force balance2:

0 = ∂β
(
σsαβ + σaαβ

)
+ fα. (6.11)

Now, for a nematic medium, the antisymmetric part of the stress tensor is given
by σaαβ = 1/2 (pαhβ − hαpβ). From Eq. (6.1), the adiabatic approximation for
the polarity dynamics, ∂tpα = 0, means that hα = 0. Therefore, the antisymmetric
part of the stress tensor vanishes under this approximation, σaαβ = 0. Thus, force
balance reduces to

0 = ∂βσ
s
αβ + fα. (6.12)

Finally, multiplying Eq. (6.12) by the height h of the monolayer, the force
balance can be rewritten in terms of the experimentally measured traction stress
Tα (~r, t) and monolayer tension σαβ (~r, t) fields:

∂βσαβ = Tα, (6.13)

from where
Tα = −fαh, σαβ = σsαβh. (6.14)

1Note that the equation of state actually relates the pressure to the mass density. Here, we assume
that cells have a typical volume that proportionally relates the mass density to the cell number density.

2Note that this corresponds to allowing the tissue to be compressible also in 3D.
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Figure 6.14 Cell density increases towards the edge. a, The cell density profile is
measured by counting cell nuclei in four concentric regions. Scale bar, 40 µm. b, The cell
density profile develops a gradient towards the edge of the monolayer.

6.3.3 Constitutive equations

Next, constitutive equations must be given to specify the deviatoric stress tensor
σsαβ and the external force fα in terms of the polarity and velocity fields. The
generic constitutive equations of an active liquid crystal are provided by active gel
theory. Here, based on the previous assumptions on the dynamics of the polarity
field, we propose a simplified version of the generic constitutive equations of an
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active polar gel to describe epithelial spreading.
First, spreading occurs at strain rates that define a time scale τs ∼ 100

min [Blanch-Mercader 2017b], at which the tissue should have a fluid rheology.
This timescale is much slower than the turnover time scales of proteins in the
cytoskeleton or in cell-cell junctions, which are of the order of tens of minutes at
most [Wyatt 2016, Khalilgharibi 2016]. Intra- or intercellular processes such as
cytoskeletal reorganizations or cell-cell slidings dissipate energy over these time
scales, so that elastic energy may only be stored in the tissue at shorter times.
Therefore, to describe the slow spreading dynamics, we will not consider the elastic
response of the tissue at short time scales. Note that incessant cell-cell sliding and
neighbour exchanges are observed throughout the experiments, which provides
further support to the purely fluid behaviour of the monolayer at the experimentally
relevant time scales.

Then, in the viscous limit, the constitutive equations for the internal stress and
the interfacial force of an active polar medium are:

σsαβ = 2ηṽαβ +
ν1

2

(
pαhβ + hαpβ −

2

d
pγhγδαβ

)
− ζqαβ+

(
η̄ d vγγ + ν̄1 d pγhγ − ζ̄ − ζ ′pγpγ

)
δαβ , (6.15)

fα = −ξvα + νiṗα + ζipα, (6.16)

where, qαβ = pαpβ − pγpγ/d δαβ is the traceless symmetric nematic order pa-
rameter tensor, and vα is the velocity of the fluid with respect to the substrate.
The coefficients η and η̄ are the shear and bulk viscosities of the medium, ζ is the
anisotropic active stress coefficient, and ζ̄ and ζ ′ are two isotropic active stress coef-
ficients3. Finally, ξ, νi, and ζi are the corresponding interfacial counterparts of the
viscosity (viscous friction), flow alignment (polar friction), and active stress (active
force) coefficients. The constitutive equation for the internal stress, Eq. (6.15), is
that of an active polar gel with a variable modulus of the polarity [Jülicher 2011].
In turn, the constitutive equation for the interfacial force, Eq. (6.16), is less conven-
tional [Jülicher 2009], but it was recently derived from a mesoscopic model of an
active polar gel [Oriola 2017] (see Eq. (4.28), Chapter 4).

Now, as stated in Section 6.3.2, the adiabatic approximation for the polarity
dynamics implies hα = 0, so that flow alignment terms do not contribute to the
stress tensor or the interfacial force. Next, we assume that polarized cells generate
much higher active stresses than unpolarized cells. Hence, we neglect the active
stress coefficient ζ̄ in front of ζ and ζ ′. Note that, to capture the wetting transition
with a model for a two-dimensional fluid layer, the fluid must be compressible,
meaning that bulk coefficients must be retained. Then, for simplicity, we assume
ζ = ζ ′ d = 2ζ ′ and 2η = η̄ d = 2η̄. Under these simplifications, the constitutive

3Note that, to simplify notation, the active coefficients have been redefined to incorporate the
chemical potential difference ∆µ of the ATP hydrolysis reaction that acts as a generalized force in the
standard linear irreversible thermodynamics formulation of active gel theory [Kruse 2005, Jülicher 2011,
Marchetti 2013, Prost 2015].
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equations reduce to

σsαβ = η (∂αvβ + ∂βvα)− ζpαpβ , (6.17)

fα = −ξvα + ζipα, (6.18)

which close the set of equations defining our active polar fluid model of the spread-
ing of an epithelial monolayer.

6.4 Traction and flow profiles
In this section, the model is solved in a circular geometry. There are two unknown
fields: the polarity field ~p (~r, t) and the flow field ~v (~r, t). The polarity field is
completely specified by Eq. (6.6). Once the polarity profile is known, introducing
the constitutive equations Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18) into the force balance condition
Eq. (6.12) sets a closed equation for the flow field. The equations for both the
polarity and the flow field are time-independent. Therefore, the time dependence of
these fields arises solely from the boundary conditions at the free interface, which
moves according to dR/dt = vr (R).

6.4.1 Traction profile
Since traction forces are mainly along the radial direction (Fig. 6.6b-6.7), we
assume the polarity field to be radial: ~p = p (r) r̂. Hence, in polar coordinates,
Eq. (6.6) reads

r2p′′ (r) + rp′ (r)−
[
1 +

r2

L2
c

]
p (r) = 0, (6.19)

which is a modified Bessel equation of first order. Because of the strong outwards
polarization of cells at the edge of the cell island (see Section 6.3.1 for details), we
impose p (R) = 1, namely the maximal polarity value, as a boundary condition.
Finitude and symmetry of the profile also require p (0) = 0. Hence, the solution
for the radial polarity profile is

p (r) =
I1 (r/Lc)

I1 (R/Lc)
. (6.20)

where I1 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and first order. Therefore,
the nematic length Lc characterizes the decay of the tissue polarity from its maximal
value at the boundary towards its vanishing value in the bulk (red gradient in
Fig. 6.15).

Next, we may compare the two sources of dissipation, the viscosity and the
friction coefficient, whose ratio defines the hydrodynamic screening length λ =√
η/ξ. For monolayers smaller than this length, R < λ, viscosity dominates over

friction, and the monolayer stress profile features a central plateau of maximal stress.
In contrast, for monolayers larger than this length, R > λ, friction dominates over
viscosity, and the monolayer stress decays at the center, thus featuring its maximum
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Figure 6.15 Sketch of the cell monolayer. Cells at the edge are strongly polarized, whereas
cells at the center are unpolarized, which establishes a radial polarity profile, indicated by
the red color gradient, that decays over a length scale Lc. Cell polarity is associated to active
traction forces transmitted between the cells and the substrate through focal adhesions, and
to active contractile stress generated in the monolayer. Tension is transmitted throughout the
tissue through cell-cell junctions. Cell flows generate viscous stress in the monolayer and
friction forces on the substrate.
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Figure 6.16 Fits to traction force profiles determine the evolution of model parameters.
a, The radial traction profile is fit by Tr (r) = −T0p (r), with p (r) given by Eq. (6.20).
When performed at each time point, these fits yield the evolution of the model parameters
T0 (t) and Lc (t). b, The maximal traction at the edge of the monolayer increases in time,
reflecting the increasing forces in the monolayer. c, The nematic length characterizing the
decay of the traction profile remains constant. d, Through the boundary condition v (R) = 0,
the confinement of the monolayer sets the value of the contractility −ζ (t), which also
increases in time.

close to the monolayer edge [Blanch-Mercader 2017b]. In our case, the stress is
always maximal at the center of the monolayer (Fig. 6.6c), meaning that R > λ.
Hence, we neglect cell-substrate friction hereafter. This corresponds to the so-called
wet limit [Marchetti 2013], λ→∞, in which the flows in the monolayer are fully
hydrodynamically coupled, with no screening effects due to the release of stress to
the substrate through friction. In this limit, the force balance reduces to

∂βσαβ = −T0pα, (6.21)

where we have defined the active traction stress coefficient T0 = ζih, which gives
the maximal traction stress exerted at the edge of the monolayer.

Then, we fit the predicted radial traction force profile Tr (r) = −T0p (r) to
the experimentally measured profiles at different times, as represented in kymo-
graphs as in Fig. 6.7a. At each time point, the fitting algorithm searches for the
radial position of the maximum of the experimental traction force profile, which
sets the monolayer radius R (t). Then, the theoretical prediction is fit up to this
point, discarding the outer region where the traction force progressively vanishes4.
(Fig. 6.16a). From the fits, one obtains the time evolution of the maximal traction
stress T0 (t) and the nematic length Lc (t). The maximal traction increases in time
(Fig. 6.16b), reflecting the increasing traction forces associated to myosin phospho-
rylation. In contrast, after an initial transient, the nematic length remains essentially
constant throughout the experiment (Fig. 6.16c), taking a value Lc ∼ 25 µm. This
gives support to the assumption that the polarity field is set by a flow-independent
mechanism, and that its dynamics is quasi-static.

4Traction forces measured in this outer region may arise from poorly attached protrusions or be an
artifact due to the long-range propagation of deformations in the elastic substrate used for traction force
microscopy. These effects are not described by the model.
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Symbol Description Estimate
h monolayer height 5 µm
ξ friction coefficient 100 Pa·s/µm2

T0 maximal traction 0.2− 0.8 kPa
Lc nematic length 25 µm
−ζ contractility 5− 50 kPa
γ1 rotational viscosity 10 kPa·s
a polarity restoring coefficient 20 Pa
K Frank constant 10 nN
η monolayer viscosity 3− 30 MPa·s
λ hydrodynamic screening length 0.2− 0.6 mm
D noise intensity of tissue shape fluctuations 0.05− 1.5 µm2/h

Table 6.1 Estimates of model parameters. The estimates in the lowest part of the table
are obtained in Chapter 7.

Now, by combining the inferred value of the nematic length Lc with estimates
for typical traction forces and cell migration velocities, we can estimate all the pa-
rameters of the polarity dynamics, namely the rotational viscosity γ1, the restoring
force coefficient a, and the Frank elastic constant K. To this end, we start by esti-
mating the cell-substrate friction coefficient as ξ ∼ T/ (vh). Taking typical values
of traction stresses T ∼ 100 Pa and speeds v ∼ 10 µm/min for cell migration [Ba-
san 2013], and estimating the cell height h ∼ 5 µm (Fig. 6.8), we get ξ ∼ 100
Pa·s/µm2, consistent with previous estimates [Cochet-Escartin 2014]. Then, we
assume that the rotational viscosity mainly arises from the friction between the
substrate and polarized cytoskeletal structures such as the lamellipodia [Lee 2011b].
Thus, considering the polarized structures to be rods of length ` ∼ 10 µm compara-
ble to cell length, the rotational friction may be estimated as γ1 ∼ ξ`2 ∼ 10 kPa·s.
Now, together with the restoring force coefficient a, the rotational friction γ1 deter-
mines the time scale of the polarity field: τp ∼ γ1/a. As argued in Section 6.3.1,
the polarity field should be essentially set by contact inhibition of locomotion
interactions, so that the time scale of the polarity field may be estimated by that
of contact inhibition events, τp ∼ τCIL ∼ 10 min [Smeets 2016] (see Section 5.7).
This gives an estimate for the polarity restoring force coefficient a ∼ 20 Pa. Finally,
we estimate the Frank constant as K = aL2

c ∼ 10 nN. The estimates of model
parameters are collected in Table 6.1.

Finally, knowing the value of K allows us to check that the orientational
contribution of the Ericken tensor in Eq. (6.8) is negligible as argued in Section 6.3.2.
Using Eq. (6.4) and the polarity profile in Eq. (6.20), this contribution can be
estimated as K (p′)2 ∼ K/L2

c = a ∼ 20 Pa. Therefore, it is much smaller than the
typical tensile stresses measured in the monolayer, of the order of several kPa, and
it can be safely neglected.
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6.4.2 Flow profile
The next step is to solve the force balance equation to obtain the velocity field.
Since traction forces were assumed to be purely radial, we also assume a radial
velocity field, ~v = v (r) r̂, which was indeed observed in spreading aggregates
[Beaune 2014]. Thus, in polar coordinates, the nonvanishing components of the
stress tensor are

1

h
σrr = ηv′ − ζp2,

1

h
σθθ = η

v

r
, (6.22)

and the force balance reads

σ′rr +
σrr − σθθ

r
= −T0p. (6.23)

Hence, the equation for the velocity profile is

η

[
v′′ +

1

r
v′ − 1

r2
v

]
= −T0

h
p+ ζ

[
1

r
p2 + 2pp′

]
. (6.24)

Finitude and symmetry of the velocity profile impose v (0) = 0. In addition, since
the external fluid has a much smaller viscosity than that of the monolayer, we con-
sider it to be an ideal fluid, hence imposing normal stress-free boundary conditions
at the tissue boundary: nασαβnβ |r=R = 0, in agreement with the experimental
measurements. This translates into σrr (R) = 0, which is the same condition em-
ployed to compute the monolayer tension via monolayer stress microscopy. Under
these conditions, the velocity profile reads

v (r) =
1

2η

[[
ζ − 2T0

L2
c

hR
+

[
ζ
Lc
R

+ 2T0
Lc
h

]
I0 (R/Lc)

I1 (R/Lc)
− ζ I

2
0 (R/Lc)

I2
1 (R/Lc)

]
r

+

[
ζ
I0 (r/Lc)

I1 (R/Lc)
− 2T0

Lc
h

]
Lc

I1 (r/Lc)

I1 (R/Lc)

]
, (6.25)

which is plotted in Fig. 6.17 (red curve).
Now, the previous solution is general for a freely spreading cell monolayer.

However, the monolayers in our experiment are confined within circular adherent
regions. While the tissue is wetting the substrate, confinement imposes v (R) = 0.
With no integration constants left, this extra boundary condition sets a relationship
between model parameters. Since the values of T0 (t) and Lc (t) are set by traction
profiles, this condition directly determines the active stress coefficient ζ (t) in terms
of the other parameters:

ζ = −2T0
Lc
h

I2 (R/Lc)

I1 (R/Lc)− I0 (R/Lc)
[
I0(R/Lc)
I1(R/Lc)

− 2Lc
R

] . (6.26)

Thus, whereas all model parameters are free in a spreading or retracting monolayer,
they are not independent in a confined monolayer. Equation (6.26) shows that,
under confinement, the active stress parameter is negative, hence corresponding to
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Figure 6.17 Velocity profile in the monolayer. Equation (6.25). Parameters are T0 = 0.5
kPa, Lc = 25 µm, R = 200 µm, h = 5 µm, and η = 50 MPa·s. For the unconfined case,
the contractility is ζ = −20 kPa, under which the monolayer expands (v (R) > 0). For the
confined case, the condition v (R) = 0 sets the contractility to be given by Eq. (6.26).

a so-called contractile active stress. Accordingly, the coefficient −ζ will be called
contractility hereinafter. When the tissue dewets from the substrate, the confine-
ment restriction is released, and hence the contractility becomes an independent
parameter, not governed by Eq. (6.26) anymore. Thus, up to the onset of dewetting,
the evolution of the contractility can be obtained from Eq. (6.26). To check the
resulting values, we extract the contractility via two other methods. First, it can be
obtained from fits of the radial tension profile in the monolayer:

σrr (r) = T0Lc

[
I2
0 (R/Lc)

I2
1 (R/Lc)

− Lc
R

]
− T0Lc

I0 (r/Lc)

I1 (R/Lc)

+
ζh

2

[
1 +

Lc
R

I0 (R/Lc)

I1 (R/Lc)
− I2

0 (R/Lc)

I2
1 (R/Lc)

]

+
ζh

2

1

I2
1 (R/Lc)

[
1

2
I0 (r/Lc) [I0 (r/Lc) + I2 (r/Lc)]− I2

1 (r/Lc)

]
. (6.27)

In the fits of the tension kymographs, the monolayer radius R (t) is determined
from the radial coordinate at which the stress vanishes, σrr (R) = 0. Second, the
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However, next to the border of the adhesive patch, the tissue
systematically formed a tri-dimensional peripheral cell cord (a
‘rim’) all along this edge (Fig. 3a,b) that can be identified in
phase-contrast images by a white ring corresponding to its inside
edge (Supplementary Fig. 13A; observation repeated on 100
domains from six independent experiments). Rims grew at a rate
compatible with the cell division rate at the onset of rim
formation (Fig. 3d,e). To test whether a centrifugal cell flow could
be involved in the formation of these rims, we measured the
radial cell flow from the radial velocity near the edge at the onset
of their appearance. We found that the contribution to the growth
of the rim originating from a centrifugal flow was at least 10 times
smaller than its actual growth rate (Supplementary Fig. 14;
0.2±0.1 mm h! 1 (s.d.), n¼ 42, over four experiments). There-
fore, these rims resulted mostly from proliferation, not from
centrifugal net cell flow.

During these experiments, it was very clear that individual
extrusions resulting in loss of cells occurred almost exclusively at
the centre of the domains and not at the area occupied by the rim.
This is directly visible for instance in Fig. 1b at long times where
the extruded cells that appear as white dots on the images are

much more numerous in the centre of the domains than at their
periphery. This observation was quantified by counting these
individual extrusion events in the central and peripheral areas.
Rates of extrusion in the peripheral region were found to be more
than four times smaller than in the central region (Fig. 3f). We
call this phenomenon ‘differential extrusion’.

Edge enhancement of proliferation has been reported for
endothelial cells in confined geometries after several days36.
Although in the present experiments, there was no evidence of
such a phenomenon in the first 25 h after confluence
(Supplementary Fig. 15), we do not exclude a similar effect at
longer times. However, we emphasize the importance of
differential extrusion by which divisions occurring in the rim
contribute to its growth, whereas divisions in the centre are
individually extruded before entering apoptosis.

Rims were systematically observed on domains of all
sizes. Their widths did not depend on the domain size
(Supplementary Fig. 13A) and they merged into a single circular
aggregate (a ‘droplet’) for radii smaller than the typical rim width
(B20mm; Supplementary Fig. 13B,C). The development of these
3D structures from monolayers of MDCK cells that are
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Figure 3 | Development of a tri-dimensional peripheral rim. (a) Confocal section 15mm above the basal plane showing a xy section of the rim (left panel).
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Figure 6.18 Formation of a 3D peripheral cell rim in a confined monolayer. a, Planar
section of the rim at 15 µm above the basal plane (left), and reconstruction of the tissue
height (right). The dashed line indicates the limit of the adhesive region on the substrate. b,
Transversal section of the rim. The blue/red lines indicate the adhesive/nonadhesive regions
of the substrate. c, Transversal section of a bulge growing on top of the monolayer. All
images are of actin-GFP. Scale bars, 20 µm. d, Dynamics of rim formation, shown through
tissue height profiles. e, The section of the rim increases in time. From [Deforet 2014].

contractility can also be obtained from the average radial tension
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(6.28)

All three methods yield fully compatible results, which are shown in Fig. 6.16d.
Note that, at the lowest order in the small dimensionless parameter Lc/R, the
average tension is completely given by traction forces: σ = T0Lc + O (Lc/R).
Therefore, the contractility only contributes to the average stress at the first-order
level in Lc/R, which explains the large values of this parameter compared to the
stress in the monolayer.

Both for confined and free monolayers, a general feature of the predicted
velocity profiles is their nonmonotonicity (Fig. 6.17). The model predicts an
outwards flow at a velocity that, close to the center, has a linearly increasing profile,
with a slope controlled by traction forces: v (r) ≈ T0Lc/(ηh) r; r � R, as
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Until Day 4, the monolayer is very homogeneous,
showing a nearly hexagonal arrangement of cells. From
Day 4, however, defects start to appear in the form of small
holes (typical size of (0.35 0.1)! 10"3 mm2). These could
be attributed to the extrusions of viable cells, from either the
belt or areas of increased local density in the monolayer
(inset in Fig. 4). This suggests that extrusions serve to
release stress built in the tissue, and, as a consequence,
the overall density is decreased.

Previous reports suggest that isolated MDCK cells un-
dergo anoikis 8 h after losing contact with their neighbors

(18). However, in this case, it appears that instead of dying,
the extruded cells create new colonies, which can be seen as
an archipelago surrounding the mother cluster (Fig. 4). The
viability of off-cast cells is further evidenced by the appear-
ance of single cells and second-generation colonies with
sizes varying over five orders of magnitude, from Day 4
until the end of the experiment, Day 12. Importantly, no
morphological differences were found in the first- and sec-
ond-generation colonies.

In conclusion, we show what we believe to be a novel
phase of growth of MDCK model tissue on soft PA gels
(E ¼ 0.6 kPa) that, to our knowledge, despite previous
similar efforts (9), has not been observed before. This
finding is especially interesting in the context of elasticity
of real kidneys, for which a Young’s modulus has been
found to be between 0.05 and 5 kPa (19,20). This coincides
with the elasticity of substrates studied herein, and opens the
possibility that the newly found phase of growth has a
particular biological relevance. Likewise, the ability to
extrude viable cells may point to a new migratory pathway
regulated mechanically by the stresses in the tissue, the
implication of which we hope to investigate in the future.

SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Materials and Methods (including one equation), Data Analysis (with sub-
sections Single Cells, Glass and Hard Substrates, and Soft Substrates), two
figures, and References (21,22) are available at http://www.biophysj.org/
biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(14)00220-3.
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FIGURE 3 Monolayer densities in colonies grown on 0.6 kPa
substrates, as a function of the cluster size and age. Each clus-
ter is represented by a single data point signifying its mean
monolayer density. (Black lines) Bulk and (red dashed lines)
edge of steady-state densities from monolayers grown on glass
substrates. Error bars are omitted for clarity, but are discussed
in the Supporting Material.

FIGURE 4 Cell nuclei within the mother colony and in the
neighboring archipelago of second-generation clusters grown
on 0.6 kPa gels at Day 12. (Inset; scale bar ¼ 10 mm) Scar in
the tissue, a result of a cell-extrusion event. (Main image; scale
bar ¼ 100 mm) From the image of cell nuclei (left), it is clear that
there are no cells within the scar, whereas the image of actin
(right) shows that the cytoplasm of the cells at the edge has
closed the hole.
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Figure 6.19 Cell extrusion from the 3D peripheral rim of an expanding monolayer.
The image of cell nuclei shows the presence of the 3D peripheral rim, from which live-cell
extrusion events occur (inset: nuclei, left; actin, right), giving rise to an archipelago of new
cell colonies surrounding the main one. From [Kaliman 2014].

obtained from Eq. (6.25) in the limit Lc � R. In contrast, through Eq. (6.22), the
stress-free boundary condition σrr (R) = 0 imposes the slope of the velocity at the
boundary to be v′ (R) = ζ/η < 0. Hence, the contractility causes the velocity to
drop at the peripheral polarized region of width Lc. Therefore, the velocity a bit
behind the boundary is always higher than at the very boundary (Fig. 6.17). As a
consequence, cells are expected to accumulate close to the monolayer edge as they
flow outwards. Experimentally, a gradient of increasing cell density towards the
edge develops in the monolayer (Fig. 6.14), consistently with the predicted flow
profile.

The increase in peripheral cell density might promote the extrusion of live
cells from the monolayer [Eisenhoffer 2012, Marinari 2012, Eisenhoffer 2013],
eventually leading to the formation of 3D structures at the monolayer edge. This
is indeed what seems to occur in our monolayers (Fig. 6.8). In fact, 3D structures
in the form of cell rims were previously observed both in confined [Deforet 2014]
(Fig. 6.18) and unconfined [Kaliman 2014] (Fig. 6.19) monolayers. We suggest
that the formation of these structures might partially stem from the predicted flow-
induced accumulation of cells at the tissue edge. The appearance of 3D rims
seems more favourable in confined monolayers, in which the contractility is not a
free parameter and the confinement may facilitate the accommodation of extruded
cells in upper layers [Deforet 2014]. In expanding monolayers, the absence of the
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velocity drop close to the boundary [Blanch-Mercader 2017b, Lee 2017] suggests
much lower values of the contractility, which can often be neglected.

6.5 Critical size for tissue wetting

We now focus on deriving the wetting transition, defined by a vanishing spreading
parameter, S = 0 (Fig. 6.1). The spreading parameter is directly related to the
spreading velocity [Beaune 2014], S = ηV , so that using Eq. (6.25) it reads

S =
ζR

2
− 2

T0L
2
c

h
+

[
ζLc +

T0LcR

h

]
I0 (R/Lc)

I1 (R/Lc)
− ζR

2

I2
0 (R/Lc)

I2
1 (R/Lc)

. (6.29)

In the experimentally relevant limit Lc � R, it reduces to

S =
T0Lc
h

R+

(
ζ − 3T0Lc

h

)
Lc
2
, (6.30)

This result gives the spreading parameter in terms of the active forces responsible
for collective cell migration, thus addressing the main objective of this chapter.
Equation (6.30) encodes the competition between the positive contribution of
traction forces, which drive the spreading of the monolayer, and the negative
contribution of tissue contractility (ζ < 0), which drives the retraction of the
monolayer. As shown in Fig. 6.20, the spreading parameter depends on the radius
of the monolayer. As a consequence, a critical monolayer radius

R∗ ≈ 1

2

(
3Lc −

ζh

T0

)
(6.31)

exists above which the tissue spreads and below which it retracts. This implies that
the transition point is an unstable equilibrium point, much like the critical radius in
nucleation processes.

The classical wetting transition does not feature a critical radius. In other
words, the spreading parameter does not depend on the radius of the droplet or the
fluid film but only on the surface tensions of the contacting interfaces5. Therefore,
the predicted existence of a critical radius for wetting in epithelial monolayers,
modelled as active polar fluids, constitutes a fundamental difference between the
wetting transition in these materials and in passive fluids.

5The classical wetting transition is usually of first order. Thus, an energy barrier must be overcome
to reach the final stable state, namely complete or partial wetting. Therefore, a nucleation process takes
place, which entails the formation of a nucleus of the final phase larger than a critical radius defined by
the interfacial and bulk energy difference between both phases [Bonn 2001]. However, the actual stable
phase is entirely determined by the thermodynamic properties of the interfaces, regardless of the lateral
size of the fluid film or droplet. In addition, a critical thickness exists below which a wetting fluid film
is metastable to dewetting [de Gennes 2003]. It is important to distinguish these critical sizes, which
do not determine the sign of the spreading parameter, from our critical radius for wetting, which does
define a change of sign of the spreading parameter.
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Figure 6.20 Critical radius for tissue wetting. Starting from a negative value set by
contractility, the spreading parameter of the monolayer increases with its radius with a
slope determined by traction forces. As a consequence, for any values of the contractility
and maximal traction, a critical radius exists above which the spreading parameter of the
monolayer is positive (wetting) and below which it is negative (dewetting). Parameter values
are T0 = 0.5 kPa, Lc = 25 µm, h = 5 µm, and −ζ = −10n kPa; n = 0, . . . , 4.

Our predictions imply that the wetting transition in cell islands can be induced
by changes of the size of the colony, with no modification of its mechanical param-
eters. We suggest that this prediction might explain the experimentally observed
nucleation of cell monolayers from spheroidal cell aggregates [Kaliman 2014].
Kaliman et al. seeded MDCK cells on a soft polyacrylamide gel (E = 0.6 kPa),
on which they formed spheroidal cell aggregates. Whenever the cell-substrate
contact area overcomes a given threshold, for instance via cell proliferation, a cell
monolayer nucleates and grows from the center of the aggregate (Fig. 6.21). This
observation is consistent with the prediction that large enough monolayers should
wet the substrate whereas small enough monolayers should dewet from it, thus
remaining droplet-like aggregates.

The wetting transition can also be induced by changing the mechanical parame-
ters of the monolayer or of the extracellular matrix6. For instance, dewetting will
occur whenever the contractility exceeds a critical value

− ζ∗ = 2T0
Lc
h

I2 (R/Lc)

I1 (R/Lc)− I0 (R/Lc)
[
I0(R/Lc)
I1(R/Lc)

− 2Lc
R

] ≈ T0

h
(2R− 3Lc) ,

(6.32)
which increases with the radius of the monolayer (Fig. 6.22). Therefore, larger

6In cell aggregates, the wetting transition was also shown to be induced by changing the rigidity of
the substrate [Douezan 2012c]. In Appendix 6.A, we incorporate the role of substrate rigidity in our
model. We show how the different effect of substrate rigidity on traction and contractile stresses leads to
a rigidity-induced wetting transition, which still exhibits a critical size.
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experiments, cells were dispersed over the entire dish. Sam-
ples were periodically fixed up to Day 12, stained for nuclei
and actin, and imaged with an epifluorescence microscope.
Details are described in the Supporting Material.

On hard substrates and glass it was found previously that
the area of small clusters expands exponentially until the
movement of the edge cannot keep up with the proliferation
in the bulk (5). Consequently, the bulk density increases
toward the steady state, whereas the density of the edge re-
mains low. At the same time, the colony size grows subexpo-
nentially (5). This is what we denote ‘‘the classical regime of
growth’’. Our experiments support these observations for
substrates with E R 5 kPa. Specifically, on glass, colonies
start as small clusters of very low density of 700 5 200
cells/mm2 (Fig. 1, A and B), typically surrounded by a strong
actin cable (Fig. 1, B and C). Interestingly, the spreading
area of single cells (Fig. 1 A) on glass was found to be signif-
icantly larger, i.e., (2.0 5 0.9) ! 10"3 mm2. After Day 4
(corresponding cluster area of 6005 100 mm2), the density
in the center of the colony reached the steady state with
6,800 5 500 cells/mm2, whereas the mean density of the
edge profile grew to 4,000 5 500 cells/mm2. This density
was retained until Day 12 (cluster area 1800 5 100 mm2),
which is in agreement with previous work (9).

In colonies grown on 0.6 kPa gels, however, we encounter
a very different growth scenario. The average spreading area
of single cells is (0.34 5 0.3) ! 10"3 mm2, which is six
times smaller than on glass substrates (Fig. 2 A). Clusters
of only few cells show that cells have a preference for
cell-cell contacts (a well-established flat contact zone can
be seen at the cell-cell interface in Fig. 2 A) rather than
for cell-substrate contacts (contact zone is diffusive and
the shape of the cells appears curved). The same conclusion

emerges from the fact that dropletlike agglomerates, resting
on the substrate, form spontaneously (Fig. 2 A), and that at-
tempts to seed one single cluster of 90,000 cells fail, result-
ing in a number of three-dimensional colonies (Fig. 2 A).
When the contact area with the substrate exceeds 4.7 !
10"3 mm2, a monolayer appears in the center of such col-
onies (Fig. 2 B). The colonies can merge, and if individual
colonies are small, the collapse into a single domain is asso-
ciated with the formation of transient irregular structures
(Fig. 2 B). Ultimately, large elliptical colonies (average
major/minor axis of e ¼ 1.8 5 0.6) with a smooth edge
are formed (Fig. 2 C), unlike on hard substrates where circu-
lar clusters (e ¼ 1.06 5 0.06) with a ragged edge comprise
the characteristic phenotype.

Irrespective of cluster size, in the new regime of growth,
the internal structure is built of two compartments (Fig. 2 B):

1. The first is the edge (0.019 5 0.05-mm wide), a three-
dimensional structure of densely packed cells. This belt
is a signature of the new regime because on hard sub-
strates the edge is strictly two-dimensional (Fig. 1 C).

2. The other is the centrally placed monolayer with a
spatially constant density that is very weakly dependent
on cluster size and age (Fig. 3). The mean monolayer
density is 13,0005 2,000 cells/mm2, which is an average
over 130 clusters that are up to 12 days old and have a
size in the range of 10"3 to 10 mm2, each shown by a
data point in Fig. 3. This density is twice the steady-state
density of the bulk tissue in the classical regime of growth.

FIGURE 1 Early phase of cluster growth on hard substrates.
(A) Well-spread single cells, and small clusters with a visible
actin cable 6 h after seeding. (B) Within one day, clusters densify
and merge, making small colonies. (C) Edge of clusters from
panel B.

FIGURE 2 Early phase of cluster growth on soft substrates. (A)
Twelve hours after seeding, single cells remain mostly round
and small. They are found as individual, or within small, three-
dimensional structures (top). The latter nucleate a monolayer
in their center (bottom), if the contact area with the substrate ex-
ceeds ~5! 10"3 mm2. (B) Irregularly-shaped clusters appear due
to merging of smaller droplets. A stable monolayer surrounded
by a three-dimensional belt of densely packed cells is clearly
visible, even in larger structures. (C) All colonies are recorded
on Day 4.

Biophysical Journal 106(7) L25–L28
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Figure 6.21 Monolayer nucleation. A monolayer nucleates from the center of spheroidal
aggregates whenever its contact area with the substrate exceeds a given threshold. A 3D rim
of cells remains at the edge of the monolayer. Cell nuclei are imaged. From [Kaliman 2014].
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Figure 6.22 Size-dependent critical contractility for monolayer dewetting. In the
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monolayers require a higher contractility to induce the dewetting. This can be
understood by looking at the velocity profiles of monolayers of different radii. As
explained in Section 6.4.2, traction forces at the edge impose a linearly increasing
velocity profile at the central region of the monolayer. As a result, larger monolayers
reach higher velocities right behind the narrow polarized peripheral region of width
Lc (Fig. 6.23). In turn, the wetting transition condition imposes a vanishing velocity
at the boundary. As also explained in Section 6.4.2, the contractility is responsible
for the velocity drop across the strongly polarized peripheral layer. Thus, larger
monolayers require a higher contractility to bring the velocity down to zero at the
boundary.
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Figure 6.23 Velocity profile for monolayers of different radius. The velocity right behind
the polarized peripheral region of width Lc is higher in larger monolayers. Therefore, to
meet the wetting transition condition (V = 0), the critical contractility must reach higher
values in larger monolayers (Fig. 6.22). Parameters are T0 = 0.5 kPa, Lc = 25 µm,
h = 5 µm, η = 50 MPa·s. The different profiles correspond to monolayers of radii
R = 50, 100, 150, 200 µm, with the critical contractility −ζ∗ given by Eq. (6.32).

Note that the critical contractility −ζ∗ is precisely the contractility under con-
finement, Eq. (6.26), since confinement also imposes the condition V = 0 in the
wetting phase. Therefore, while fully spread, our confined monolayers are in a
resting state (V = 0) maintained by the parallel increase of traction T0 (t) and
contractility −ζ (t), continuously fulfilling Eq. (6.32).

Then, we propose that, in our experiments, the dewetting is triggered by the
failure of integrin-based cell-substrate adhesions at a critical traction T ∗0 . Focal
adhesions are unable to transmit higher tractions to the substrate, and hence T0 (t)
eventually saturates at T ∗0 . In contrast, E-cadherin-based cell-cell junctions remain
able to transmit the stress generated by the increasing activity of myosin molecular
motors, thereby enabling the contractility to keep rising. Thus, once the traction
threshold T ∗0 is reached, traction forces can no longer follow the increasing contrac-
tility as required by Eq. (6.32) to maintain the monolayer boundary at rest. As a
consequence, the dewetting process starts. In other words, because of the saturation
of traction forces, the increasing critical contractility −ζ∗ (t) eventually saturates
to the value −ζ∗ ≈ T ∗0 /h (2R− 3Lc). This causes the actual contractility −ζ (t),
which keeps increasing, to overcome its critical value, thus inducing the dewetting
of the monolayer.

Within this picture, the critical traction T ∗0 should emerge from the mechanics
and kinetics of integrin-ECM bonds in focal adhesions7 [Schwarz 2013], thus

7Following this rationale, a naive mesoscopic model of focal adhesions is proposed in Appendix 6.B,
which gives the critical traction T ∗0 in terms of kinetic and mechanical parameters of integrin-ligand
bonds.
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Figure 6.24 Mechanics of monolayer dewetting for different island radii and collagen
concentrations. For larger monolayers, as well as for monolayers on substrates coated with
more collagen, dewetting occurs later and at higher tension.

being independent of the size of the tissue. In contrast, the critical contractility
−ζ∗ should depend on the radius of the monolayer as predicted by Eq. (6.32) and
Fig. 6.22.

To test these predictions, we proposed dewetting experiments with cell islands
of different radii, as well as on substrates coated with different concentrations of
collagen. Figure 6.24 shows that monolayers on substrates with more collagen
dewet later, reaching higher tensions. For a given collagen concentration, larger
monolayers also dewet later and at higher tension. Then, we fit the predicted
traction force profiles to the experimental traction kymographs (see Section 6.4 for
details) to obtain the evolution of the parameters of the model, T0 (t), Lc (t), and
−ζ (t) for all different conditions (Fig. 6.25).

Now, to quantitatively compare the onset of the dewetting under the different
conditions, we need a criterion to identify the wetting transition. Since confinement
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Figure 6.25 Evolution of the parameters of the model for islands of different radii and
collagen concentrations. The parameters are obtained from fits of the predicted traction
force profile to the experimental traction kymographs, as detailed in Section 6.4.

imposes V ≤ 0, the natural criterion based on the change of sign of the spreading
velocity turns out to be impractical. Instead, we introduce the following criterion
based on the decrease of the monolayer radius upon the onset of dewetting. We
divide cell islands in circular sectors of a fixed arc length s = 50π/3 µm ≈ 52 µm,
so that islands of radius R will be divided into M = 2πR/s sectors. Then, the
evolution of the average radius Rm (t) of each sector m = 1, . . . ,M is computed
from phase contrast images of the monolayer. Then, the time of the dewetting onset
in a given sector m is identified whenever its average radius falls below a threshold
Rwm = 0.95Rm (0). In other words, the wetting transition time of sector m, t∗m,
is defined by the condition Rm (t∗m) = Rwm. Finally, the onset of dewetting of
the full monolayer is defined to occur when M/6 sectors have started dewetting.
Figure 6.26 illustrates this criterion, which we checked to robustly and reliably
yield the wetting-dewetting transition time t∗.

Figure 6.27a shows the transition time t∗ for cell islands of different radii on
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Figure 6.26 Criterion for the identification of the onset of dewetting. a, Cell islands are
divided in circular sectors. Scale bar, 40 µm. b, c, Evolution of the average radius of each
sector,Rm (t). The onset of dewetting in each sector is identified whenever its average radius
falls below a threshold Rwm = 0.95Rm (0) (horizontal dashed lines in c). This condition,
namely Rm (t∗m) = Rwm, identifies the transition time t∗m for each sector (vertical dashed
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started in M/6 sectors, the whole island is considered to have started the dewetting process.

substrates coated with different collagen concentrations. The wetting-dewetting
transition is found to occur later for larger monolayers (see also Fig. 6.28), con-
sistent with them having to reach higher critical contractilities. Dewetting also
starts later for islands on more concentrated collagen coatings (see also Fig. 6.29),
consistent with them featuring higher critical tractions, and hence higher critical
contractilities. Then, using the measured transition times, the critical values of the
model parameters can be evaluated. As expected, the critical traction T ∗0 = T0 (t∗)
is found to depend on the concentration of collagen coating the substrate, but it
is independent of the island radius for each collagen concentration (Fig. 6.27b).
Therefore, averaging over all islands of different radii, we can define an average
critical traction T ∗0 for each collagen concentration (lines in Fig. 6.27b). In turn, the
critical contractility−ζ∗ = −ζ (t∗) increases both with the radius of the monolayer
and with the concentration of collagen (Fig. 6.27c). Then, introducing the average
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Figure 6.27 Critical parameter values. a, The wetting-dewetting transition times increase
with the radius of the monolayer, as well as with the concentration of collagen coating the
substrate. b, The critical traction T ∗0 = T0 (t∗) is independent of the monolayer radius but
depends on the concentration of collagen on the substrate. For each collagen concentration,
the line indicates the average critical traction T ∗0 over all monolayers of all radii. Shadows
indicate error margins. c, The critical contractility −ζ∗ = −ζ (t∗) increases with the radius
of the monolayer, with a slope that increases with collagen concentration. For each collagen
concentration, the line indicates the average size-dependent critical contractility −ζ∗ (R),
obtained by introducing T ∗0 and L∗c into Eq. (6.32). The slope of −ζ∗ (R) is set by the
collagen-dependent average critical traction T ∗0 . Shadows indicate error margins.
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Figure 6.28 Dewetting starts later for larger monolayers. Phase contrast images. Colla-
gen concentration is 100 µg/mL. Scale bar, 40 µm.
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Figure 6.29 Dewetting starts later for higher col-
lagen concentrations. Phase contrast images. The
shaded region denotes dewetting monolayers, as in
Fig. 6.28. The island radius is 100 µm. Scale bar,
40 µm.
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Figure 6.30 The critical traction is proportional to the density of collagen on the sub-
strate. a, Quantification of the fluorescence intensity of collagen coating the substrate for
the different collagen concentrations in solution. b, The average critical traction T ∗0 scales
linearly with this intensity, which quantifies the density of collagen on the substrate.

values T ∗0 and L∗c into Eq. (6.32), we obtain an averaged dependence of the critical
contractility on the monolayer radius, −ζ∗ (R), for each collagen concentration
(lines in Fig. 6.27c). The transition times and the corresponding critical values of
all model parameters are summarized in Table 6.2.

Finally, to study the dependence of the average critical traction T ∗0 on the
collagen density, we quantified the actual density of collagen on the substrate, as
opposed to its concentration in solution, from fluorescence images. This way, the
average critical traction T ∗0 is found to increase linearly with the density of collagen
on the substrate (Fig. 6.30), as expected from simple models of focal adhesions
(Appendix 6.B).
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Table 6.2 Critical parameter values. The number of islands N , along with the averages
of the transition time t∗, the critical polar length L∗c , the critical active traction T ∗0 h, and
the critical contractility −ζ∗ are given for cell islands of different radius and for different
concentrations of collagen coating the substrate.
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6.6 Discussion and conclusions

We have studied the mechanics of the wetting transition in epithelial tissues by
means of a continuum model for epithelial spreading. The model describes a
cell monolayer as an active polar fluid that, in addition to sustaining viscous
stresses, generates active contractile stresses and exerts traction forces on the
substrate. Based on the model, we have extended the classical concept of the wetting
transition to such an active medium. Specifically, we have explicitly obtained the
spreading parameter, whose change of sign defines the wetting transition, in terms
of parameters that characterize the active cellular forces involved in collective cell
migration. This result allows to understand the wetting transition as a result of the
competition between traction forces and tissue contractility.

Strikingly, in contrast to the classical wetting scenario, the spreading parameter
of the epithelial monolayer depends on its size. As a consequence, a critical
monolayer size exists for the wetting transition. In fact, since contractility is a
bulk stress and traction forces are an interfacial force, their competition requires a
length scale, which naturally defines the aforementioned critical size. Therefore, the
existence of a critical size for tissue wetting is generic, applying to cell monolayers
of any geometry. In experiments, by fitting the predicted traction and tension
profiles to those measured in monolayers of different sizes, we have inferred the
evolution of the model parameters, which has allowed us to verify the prediction of
a critical size for tissue wetting. The characterization of the wetting transition in
terms of the contractility and size of the monolayer and the density of collagen on
the substrate is summarized in Fig. 6.31.
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Figure 6.31 Phase diagram of active tissue wetting. Equation (6.32) gives the projection
of the surface in the contractility-radius plane. The value of the critical traction T ∗0 as a
function of the density of collagen on the substrate is extrapolated from the data in Fig. 6.30.
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Experimentally, an increasing expression of E-cadherin is induced in the cells.
Concomitantly with the formation of cell-cell junctions, this leads to a progressive
phosphorylation of myosin, hence increasing traction forces and contractility in the
monolayer. The competition of these two opposing forces results in the observed
wetting-dewetting transition. Therefore, we conclude that E-cadherin regulates
active cellular forces in the epithelium, thereby controlling the wetting properties
of the tissue.

Nevertheless, the molecular mechanism whereby E-cadherin expression leads
to myosin phosphorylation remains unknown. Therefore, our findings open new
questions about the molecular crosstalk between cell-cell junctions and the force-
generating cytoskeletal machinery. A better understanding of these aspects would
bring insight into mechanotransduction processes at cell-cell junctions and, more in
general, into mechanical homeostasis in epithelial tissues.

Both contractility and traction forces ultimately stem from myosin-generated
forces. As a consequence, they are found to parallely strengthen due to the increas-
ing phosphorylation of myosin. Eventually, the monolayer dewetting process is
triggered by the failure of focal adhesions, which prevents traction forces from
overcoming a critical value. In contrast, the greater stability of cell-cell junctions en-
ables the contractility to keep rising, hence inducing the dewetting of the monolayer.
We have inferred the critical traction and critical contractility from experimental
data, and characterized their dependencies on the monolayer size and the density of
extracellular-matrix ligand. Therefore, the experiment illustrates the differences
between the two competing driving forces of epithelial spreading. Despite sharing
many aspects of the force generation mechanism, which makes them interdepen-
dent, contractility and traction forces differ in their transmission — between cells
through cell-cell junction and to the substrate via focal adhesions, respectively. Yet
another crucial difference is the polar symmetry of traction forces, in contrast to
the apolar nature of contractile stresses. These essential differences are reflected in
the introduction of two distinct terms, with independent parameters, accounting for
these forces in the model.

In the context of the soft active matter approach to living systems, our findings
contribute to the understanding of epithelial tissues as active viscous liquid crystals
[Hirst 2017]. Specifically, our theoretical analysis has considered the wetting
transition of active liquid crystal films [Joanny 2012, Joanny 2013], showing that
essential aspects of the wetting transition in such active media are fundamentally
different from their equilibrium counterparts. In particular, our findings allow
to understand how the wetting properties of a tissue emerge from its active and
liquid-crystalline features, evidencing the active nature of the wetting transition
in tissues. In other words, we show that the wetting behaviour of a tissue is not
independent of the active character of these materials, but it rather arises from active
forces, hence the term “active wetting”. In this line, our results also underscore
the crucial role of planar tissue polarity in establishing the competition between
traction and contractile forces that determines the wetting transition.

In the biological context, our findings might have implications for tumour
formation or spreading [Gonzalez-Rodriguez 2012], as well as for developmental
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processes that involve tissue spreading, such as zebrafish epiboly [Behrndt 2012,
Campinho 2013, Morita 2017]. By unveiling the mechanics of tissue wetting, our
results define how changes in the polarity, active forces, mechanical properties and,
remarkably, size of a tissue may lead to monolayer-spheroid transitions in epithelia.
Hence, our study provides a physical framework to interpret the mechanical outcome
of the phenotypic changes that trigger tumour formation or spreading, as well as
key developmental processes during embryonic morphogenesis.
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Appendices

6.A Role of substrate rigidity in tissue wetting
In this appendix, we study the role of substrate rigidity in the tissue wetting transi-
tion. To this end, we minimally extend the continuum model for epithelial spreading
of Chapter 6 to include the effects of a finite substrate rigidity. In our minimal
approach, we do not consider the nonlocal elasticity problem of the substrate. Thus,
we do not solve for the deformation field of the substrate, which would give rise to
elastic long-range interactions. Rather, we simply consider that the model parameter
directly characterizing monolayer-substrate interactions, namely the active traction
coefficient T0 (see Eq. (6.21)), depends on the rigidity of the substrate.

The dependence of the magnitude of traction forces on the rigidity of the sub-
strate has been studied before [Ghibaudo 2008, Ladoux 2010]. Several theoretical
approaches [Walcott 2010, Marcq 2011, Gupta 2015] have derived expressions that
can be rewritten as

T0 (E) = T∞0
E

E + E0
, (6.A.1)

where T∞0 is the maximal traction on an infinitely rigid substrate, E is the Young
modulus of the substrate, and E0 is a characteristic Young modulus associated to
cell-substrate adhesion complexes. In fact, this generic result ultimately arises from
the in-series connection of two linear elastic media, namely the substrate and the
substrate-bound cellular structures. The dependence in Eq. (6.A.1), which has been
shown to fit experimental data (Fig. 6.A.1), encodes a linear increase of traction
forces at low substrate rigidity that crosses over to a saturation at rigidities much
higher than E0. A very similar dependence was numerically obtained when ac-
counting for the long-range elasticity of the substrate [Banerjee 2012,Lelidis 2013].

When introduced in Eq. (6.29), the dependence of traction forces on substrate
rigidity (Eq. (6.A.1)) yields a critical substrate rigidity for tissue wetting,

E∗ = E0

R
Lc

[
1− I20 (R/Lc)

I21 (R/Lc)

]
+ 2 I0(R/Lc)

I1(R/Lc)

2T∞0 Lc
ζh

[
2− R

Lc

I0(R/Lc)
I1(R/Lc)

]
− R

Lc

[
1− I20 (R/Lc)

I21 (R/Lc)

]
− 2 I0(R/Lc)

I1(R/Lc)

≈ E0

−T∞0ζh (2R− 3Lc)− 1
, (6.A.2)

which decreases with the size of the monolayer (Fig. 6.A.2). Thus, even if larger
than the critical radius, only monolayers on sufficiently rigid substrates are able to
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FSat ¼ FA þ kC

!
ltot # l0

ext # l0
C

"
: (4)

We expect the ensemble average of residual stresses to
cancel: hFSati ¼ hFAi. As long as kext $ kC, the traction
force will be a linear function of kext: FeqxðFSat=kCÞkext.

Experimentally, a wide range of rigidities kext can be ob-
tained when the substrate is a dense array of cylindrical elas-
tomer micropillars whose stiffness depends on their radius
and height. Depending on the coating protein, traction
forces are transmitted through integrin-mediated adhesions
(with fibronectin) (3,4) or cadherin-mediated adhesions
(with N-cadherin) (8,9). Fig. 2 shows that in both cases
the experimental data are well fitted by the force-rigidity
relation (Eq. 3). Note that the fitted values of saturation
forces FSat were not observed; rather, they correspond to
values of kext that are so large that the deflections of the
pillars would fall below the experimental spatial resolution.

The data encompass three cell types: Madin-Darby canine
kidney (MDCK) cells, 3T3 fibroblasts, and C2 mouse
myogenic cells. The cytoskeletal organization and adhesive
properties of the cells vary substantially according to the
type of adhesions and the range of substrate rigidity values.
More-diffuse cortical actin dominates when the environment
is softer, whereas actomyosin bundles are preferentially
formed at higher rigidities (4,9). In all cases, our simple
model captures the essence of the force-rigidity dependence
and sums up biological variation into two quantitative param-
eters: the asymptotic traction force FSat and the cytoskeletal
stiffness kC. The order of magnitude of the saturation force
FSat ' 10 nN corresponds to an active stress of the order of
104 Pa. We obtain this value by neglecting possible residual
stresses and using sA ' FSat=S, where the section S of a
micropillar is of order S ' 1mm2. The cytoskeletal rigidity
is of the order of 102nN=mm, corresponding to elastic moduli
of the order of 105 Pa, a value that is intermediate between
moduli typical of cortical actin (18) and stress fibers (19)
(we used E ' kCd=S with d ' 1mm).
When cells are treated with blebbistatin, an inhibitor of

contractility, the value of FSat is halved (Fig. 2 B). Inspection
of Eq. 4 suggests that traction forces remain nonzero due to
residual activity of myosin motors, as proposed previously
(9), or to nonzero residual stresses, or to a combination
of both effects. We note that the value of kc is almost
unchanged. However, assuming, as in Zemel et al. (12),
that activity modulates cytoskeletal stiffness via a polariz-
ability coefficient a leads to a ratio Feq=FSat ¼
kext=ðkext þ ð1þ aÞkCÞ that depends through a on cytoskel-
etal contractility. Experimental data (9) suggest that

Feq=FSat is independent of the level of contractility, in agree-
ment with our prediction (Eq. 3).

DYNAMICS

Using a biomembrane force setup in which micropipette
aspiration controlled the external rigidity, Husson et al.
(20) measured the loading rate exerted by T cells immedi-
ately after receptor engagement with a model antigen-pre-
senting cell, and found it to be linear in kext. Motivated by
this result, we turn to the dynamics of traction forces, and
modify Eq. 2 by taking into account internal protein friction
in a linear force-velocity relationship:

FAðtÞ ¼ FS þ x
dlC

dt
; (5)

where FS is the stall force, and x is a friction coefficient (21).
Eliminating other variables in Eq. 2, we obtain a differential
equation for the traction force:

dF

dt
þ F

t
¼ Feq

t
(6)

with a viscoelastic time t ¼ x=ðkext þ kCÞ. Integration from
an initial time t0 with initial force Fðt ¼ t0Þ ¼ F0 gives
FðtÞ ¼ Feq þ ðF0 # FeqÞe#ðt#t0Þ=t. For zero initial force,
we find that the initial loading rate is proportional to the
substrate rigidity:

dF

dt jðt#t0Þ$t
x

FSat

x
kext: (7)

lC

FA

lext /2

lC
0

lext /2
0

FA

lext /2
0

lext /2

FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of the model.

A

B

FIGURE 2 Experimental data (average traction force per pillar,
markers) fitted with Eq. 3 (lines). (A) Integrin-mediated adhe-
sions (Fig. 2, a and c, of Ghibaudo et al. (4)). MDCK cells (black
circles): FSat ¼ 3454nN, kC ¼ 146530nN=mm (black solid line);
fibroblasts (blue squares): FSat ¼ 1953nN, kC ¼ 1195
35nN=mm (blue dashed line). (B) Cadherin-mediated adhesions
(Fig. 4 a of Ladoux et al. (9)). Standard conditions (black circles):
FSat ¼ 29510nN, kC ¼ 2095112nN=mm (black solid line); cells
treated with blebbistatin (blue squares): FSat ¼ 1558nN,
kC ¼ 1835164nN=mm (blue dashed line). Error bars correspond
to 95% confidence levels.

Biophysical Journal 101(6) L33–L35

L34 Biophysical Letters

Figure 6.A.1 Dependence of traction forces on substrate rigidity. Equation (6.A.1) fits
experimental data on various conditions. From [Marcq 2011].
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Figure 6.A.2 Size-dependent critical substrate rigidity for tissue wetting. The critical ra-
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exert the traction forces required to overcome contractility and wet the substrate.
Alternatively, the critical radius for tissue wetting monotonically decreases with
substrate rigidity,

R∗ ≈ 1

2

(
3Lc −

ζh

T∞0

(
E0

E
+ 1

))
, (6.A.3)

tending to R∗ ≈ 1/2 (3Lc − ζh/T∞0 ) for infinitely rigid substrates (dashed line in
Fig. 6.A.2).

Therefore, the tissue wetting transition can be induced by substrate rigidity,
in agreement with experimental findings on cell aggregates [Douezan 2012c]
(Fig. 6.A.3). In fact, our result for the spreading parameter as a function of the
substrate rigidity, Eq. (6.29) with Eq. (6.A.1), provides a physical basis for the
ansatz in [Douezan 2012c].
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sensing is mediated by conformational changes of both focal

adhesions29 and actomyosin stress fibers.30,31 It has also been

shown than the forces exerted by focal adhesions on a substrate

increase linearly with the substrate stiffness.20,32 Since the

spreading coefficient S changes sign at E ¼ Ec and we expect it to

increase with substrate rigidity, we propose to write S as

Fig. 2 Top view of the spreading of an aggregate on: (A) a glass cover slip coated with fibronectin (E ¼ 70 GPa), (B) a PDMS gel (E ¼ 1.8 MPa), (C)

a PDMS gel (E¼ 0.5 MPa), (D) a PAA gel (E¼ 16.7 kPa), (E) a PAA gel (E¼ 10.6 kPa), (F) a PAA gel (E¼ 7.4 kPa), (G) a PAA gel (E¼ 2.8 kPa). The

aggregates remain spherical for E# 7.4 kPa and a precursor film spreads around the aggregates for E$ 10.6 kPa. Scale bar: 100 mm. Contact area A is

defined by the area enclosed by the blue contour.
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Figure 6.A.3 Tissue wetting transition induced by substrate rigidity. Cell aggregates
spread over sufficiently rigid substrates, and remain as a spheroidal aggregate on softer ones.
a, Glass coverslip, E = 70 GPa. b, PDMS gel, E = 1.8 MPa. c, PDMS gel, E = 0.5 MPa.
d, PAA gel, E = 16.7 kPa. e, PAA gel, E = 10.6 kPa. f, PAA gel, E = 7.4 kPa. g, PAA
gel, E = 2.8 kPa. Scale bar, 100 µm. Adapted from [Douezan 2012c].
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6.B Stochastic sliding friction model for the traction
force

The goal of this appendix is to obtain a prediction for the critical traction force sus-
tained by focal adhesions, which we have experimentally measured under different
conditions in Section 6.5 in the context of the tissue wetting transition. To this end,
we present the simplest version of available models of stochastic sliding friction to
predict cellular traction forces [Schwarz 2013, Sens 2013].

The approach is to model a focal adhesion at the mesoscopic level as a collection
of elastic linkers, which represent the proteins connecting the actin cytoskeleton to
the extracellular matrix substrate. The elastic linkers of stiffness k stochastically
bind and unbind from the cytoskeleton (through the weakest link of the molecular
complex) at rates kon and koff, respectively. In turn, due to a combination of actin
polymerization and myosin-generated contractility, the cytoskeleton experiences
a retrograde flow with respect to the substrate at speed v over the adhesion site
(Fig. 6.B.1).

Pierre Sens

(a)
koff

kon

(b)

konkoff

v

δ

Fig. 1: (Colour on-line) Sketch of the model. (a) A filament
slides at a velocity v over a substrate covered with hookean
molecular linkers with binding and unbinding rates kon and koff.
Bound linkers are stretched by the moving filament, exerting
a restoring force linear with their extension, approximated by
the filament’s displacement while the linker is bound δ. (b) Fol-
lowing a Kramer’s picture where unbinding corresponds to the
passage of an energy barrier, which is lowered in the presence
of an external load, the linker’s unbinding rate is assumed to
depend exponentially of the linker’s force.

the stability of a collection of stochastic linkers interacting
with an elastic element and the occurrence of a stick-slip
instability. The deformability of the substrate may easily
be included in the model. Remarkably, the sliding force
for a given sliding velocity is predicted to be maximal for
a particular value of the substrate stiffness if the velocity
is sufficiently large.

Sliding force for an imposed sliding velocity. –

Mean-field derivation. The stochastic friction model
is sketched in fig. 1. A filament of length L slides with
a velocity v over a substrate coated with a density ρ of
elastic linkers of stiffness kb. The linkers bind to and un-
bind from the filament with rates kon and koff, respectively.
The average fraction of linkers attached to the filament is
n = kon/(kon + koff). Each linker is bound for an average
time 1/koff, during which it exerts a force that scales like
the linker’s extension δ times its stiffness kb. The linker’s
extension is assumed to be proportional to the displace-
ment of the moving filament while the linker is bound:
δ = v/koff (see fig. 1) and the average force per bound
linker is approximately: f = kbv/koff. The average force
per filament is F = Nnf , where N = Lρ is the number of
linkers interacting with the filament:

F = Nkbv
kon

(kon + koff)koff
. (1)

This force is linear with the sliding velocity (constant fric-
tion coefficient) if the rates are fixed. We are interested in
situations where the rates depend on the force f felt by the
linker. Since the filament is moving laterally and remains
at the same distance from the substrate, linker’s binding
may presumably be weakly dependent of the filament ve-
locity. On the other hand, a bound linker is stretched by
the motion of the filament, and we focus on a mechano-
sensitive unbinding rate koff(f) = k0

offef/f∗
[21] (see fig. 1).

Here, k0
off is the unbinding rate under no load, and f∗ is a

typical force above which the off-rate is strongly affected
by the force.

The relationship between the filament velocity and the
off-rate (hence the total force F via eq. (1)) may thus be
obtained self-consistently using the force-sensitive off-rate
koff(f) and the off-rate sensitive force f = kbv/koff:

F = Nf∗ ron log r

ron + r
with v = vβr log r, (2)

where

r ≡ koff

k0
off

; ron ≡ kon

k0
off

; vβ ≡ k0
offf∗

kb
. (3)

The friction force F varies non-monotonously with the
velocity (see fig. 2). It displays a maximum force Fmax for
a particular sliding velocity v∗, with

Fmax = Nf∗W
(ron

e

)
; v∗ = vβron

(
1 +

1

W
(

ron

e

)
)

,

(4)
where W is the Lamber W function1 (also known as the
product logarithm function) solution of x = WeW . As
previously reported [8,11,16–18], this remarkable feature
is the signature of collective effects among linkers sharing
the same load, exerted by the moving filament.

Stochastic theory of linker’s dynamics. One may go
beyond the qualitative derivation given above and cal-
culate the stationary sliding force by properly taking
into account the probability distribution of binding and
unbinding times. Here we restrict ourselves to the de-
scription of the stationary sliding force and we neglect
finite-size effects. As a consequence, the spatial coordi-
nate has no influence on the linker’s state and is absent of
the treatment below.

Let us call pb(f)df the probability density that a bound
linker exerts a force f on the filament, and pu the prob-
ability that a linker is unbound. At steady state, these
quantities, and the average force ⟨F ⟩ exerted by N link-
ers, satisfy the following equations:

dpb(f)

df
= −koff(f)pb(f)

dt

df
; pb(0) = pukon

dt

df
,

⟨F ⟩ = N

∫ ∞

0

df fpb(f) (5)

with the normalization: pu +
∫ ∞
0

dfpb(f) = 1, and with
df/dt = kbv. One may easily solve eq. (5) for constant
rates and show that the average force has the expected
form given by eq. (1).

If the unbinding rate varies exponentially with the
linker’s force f : koff = k0

offef/f∗
, the solution of eq. (5)

reads

pu =
ṽ

ṽ + rone1/ṽΓ
[
0, 1

v

] ; pb(f) =
ronpu

f∗ṽ
e

1
ṽ

“
1−ef/f∗”

⟨F ⟩ = Nf∗ rone1/ṽ
∫ ∞
0

df fe−ef /ṽ

ṽ + rone1/ṽΓ
[
0, 1

ṽ

] with ṽ ≡ v/vβ , (6)

1limx→0 W (x) = x and limx→∞ W (x) = log(x/ log x).

38003-p2

Figure 6.B.1 Mesoscopic model for a focal adhe-
sion. The cytoskeleton moves at a speed v with re-
spect to the substrate, to which it is adhered through
a collection of linkers that bind and unbind at rates
kon and koff, respectively. Here, δ stands for u in the
text. From [Sens 2013].

The relative motion between the cytoskeleton and the substrate induces an
average stretch 〈u〉 = v/koff on the bound linkers, since k−1

off is the average time
that a linker remains bound. This assumes that the unbinding of the linkers is a
Poissonian process. Then, we assume that each bond withstands a force f = ku.
Therefore, the total force transmitted by the adhesion to the substrate, namely the
traction force, is

T = Nφbf, (6.B.1)

where N is the total number of linkers and

φb =
kon

kon + koff
(6.B.2)

is the fraction of them that are bound.
In general, the binding and unbinding rates of the linkers depend on the force

that they are subject to [Rakshit 2014]. In our situation, this force stems from the
stretching of the linkers imposed by the retrograde flow of actin. We assume that
the cytoskeleton-substrate distance is essentially constant and comparable to the
rest length of the linkers, so that they do not need to stretch substantially to bind.
Therefore, the binding rate is assumed to be independent of the sliding velocity of
the cytoskeleton. In contrast, bound linkers are stretched by the cytoskeletal flow,
and hence the unbinding rate depends on the sliding velocity v [Wolfenson 2011].
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To capture this fact, we employ Bell’s model for the unbinding rate, which endows
it with an exponential dependence on the force [Bell 1978, Evans 2007]:

koff (f) = k0
offe

f/f0 , (6.B.3)

where k0
off is the unbinding rate in the absence of force, and f0 is a scale character-

izing force fluctuations. Assuming that force fluctuations stem from the thermal
fluctuations of the linkers, f0 = kBT/a, where a is a molecular-scale length
that measures the distance between the bound state and the transition state of
the binding energy lanscape, which should be comparable to the ligand-receptor
(integrin-collagen) interaction range. In the case that force fluctuations were essen-
tially active, f0 should be estimated by other means.

Now, in a mean-field approximation that neglects fluctuations, we replace the
force f sustained by a linker by its average 〈f〉 = k 〈u〉 = kv/koff. When combined
with Eq. (6.B.3), this approximation yields the following implicit relation between
the average force and the sliding velocity:

v =
k0

off

k
〈f〉 e〈f〉/f0 . (6.B.4)

In turn, this allows to implictly relate the average traction force on the substrate to
the sliding velocity through

〈T 〉 = N 〈φb〉 〈f〉 =
N 〈f〉

1 + χe〈f〉/f0
; χ ≡ k0

off

kon
. (6.B.5)

This relation is plotted as a function of the velocity in Fig. 6.B.2a, which shows
that it is non-monotonic. At low velocities, the traction increases with the velocity
because the linkers are more stretched and hence widthstand and transmit more
force. However, higher velocities induce the linkers to unbind faster, which causes
the number of bound linkers to decrease. As a consequence, even if each individual
bond sustains a large force, the decreasing number of bonds makes the total traction
force decrease at sufficiently large speeds. This biphasic traction-velocity curve
entails the existence of a maximum traction force, which is given by

T ∗ = Nf0

(
f∗

f0
− 1

)
, (6.B.6)

with f∗ being the solution of

χef
∗/f0 =

1

f∗/f0 − 1
. (6.B.7)

The critical traction force that the linkers can sustain depends only on their binding
kinetics, namely on the kinetic ratio χ (Fig. 6.B.2b), and on the scale of force
fluctuations f0.

Equations (6.B.4) and (6.B.5) define the relationship between the traction force
and the cytoskeletal sliding velocity, T (v). However, the actual velocity of the
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Figure 6.B.2 Traction force by actin sliding friction. a, The traction force is non-
monotonic with the sliding velocity of actin. The plotted dependence is obtained by introduc-
ing the implicit relation in Eq. (6.B.4) into Eq. (6.B.5). The velocity scale is v0 ≡ k0offf0/k.
b, The critical traction force, namely the maximum of T (v) in (a), is determined by the
binding kinetics of the linkers, encoded in the kinetic ratio χ ≡ k0off/kon, through Eqs. (6.B.6)
and (6.B.7).

retrograde flow of actin is determined by the forces driving and opposing it. The
forces driving this flow are due to actin polymerization, Fp, and myosin-generated
contractility, Fc. In the absence of cell-substrate adhesion, and hence of traction
forces, the only force limiting the retrograde flow of actin is the viscous friction of
the cytoskeleton with the cytosol, γv. In the presence of adhesion, traction forces
T (v) also oppose the retrograde flow, so that the force balance reads

Fp + Fc = γv + T (v) . (6.B.8)

Thus, combined with Eqs. (6.B.4) and (6.B.5), Eq. (6.B.8) gives the relation between
the contractile force Fc and the velocity of actin v. This relation is plotted in
Fig. 6.B.3a, which shows that for sufficiently small cytoskeletal friction γ, there
is a region of bistability, namely that two different actin velocities are stable for
a given contractility. This bistable behaviour leads to a hysteresis loop for the
velocity as a function of the contractility. This means that, under an increasing
contractility, the velocity may increase up to the stability limit of the low-velocity
phase, above which it discontinuously jumps to a the value of the high-velocity
phase. An analogous behaviour takes place under a decreasing contractility. Finally,
in the presence of noise, stochastic switching between the two stable velocities may
occur when the contractility value lies within the bistable region, which gives rise
to stick-slip motion of the cell lamellipodium.

For the experimental situation of Chapter 6, in which the contractility is in-
creasing in time, we propose that a critical contractility exists at which the actin
velocity experiences a discontinuous transition to larger values (Fig. 6.B.3a). Upon
such a transition to high actin speeds, the traction force becomes much smaller (see
Fig. 6.B.2a). The discontinuous transition of the traction force as a function of
contractility, with the associated hysteresis loop, is shown in Fig. 6.B.3b. For the
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Figure 6.B.3 Bistability in actin sliding friction. For sufficiently small friction γ̃ ≡
γv0/(Nf0), a region of mechanical instability (dashed lines) exists between two stable
values of actin velocitiy a, and traction force b, for a given contractility. Therefore, a
continuous increase in contractility leads to a discontinuous stick-slip transition from a state
of low actin velocity and high traction force to a state of high actin velocity and low traction
force. In these graphs, the polymerization force is neglected (Fp = 0); including it simply
shifts the Fc axis.

regime of viscous friction coefficients γ in which this bistable behaviour occurs,
the critical value of the traction force may be approximated by the maximal traction
force in Fig. 6.B.2, as given by Eqs. (6.B.6) and (6.B.7).

Note that, in the absence of force fluctuations, the model does not account for
a complete detachment of the focal adhesion, but simply for stick-slip motion8.
However, in the presence of force fluctuations, the complete detachment eventually
occurs, at much shorter times in the low-traction phase. Even in the presence
of noise, due to the constant rebinding rate, the complete detachment is not an
absorbing state of the model. Nevertheless, in the experimental system, the tissue-
scale contractile forces will in general remove the cell from the substrate upon a
complete detachment event, which prevents the rebinding. Consequently, we may
associate the critical traction force of the tissue wetting transition to the critical
traction force of the stick-slip transition of the focal adhesion model above which,
in turn, is approximated by T ∗ in the low friction regime.

Finally, we check that the viscous friction of the actin cytoskeleton with the
cytosol is low enough to ensure that the stick-slip transition exists. In addition, the
lower the cytoskeletal friction, the larger the velocity jump, and hence the better
the interpretation of the tissue wetting transition as the stick-slip transition. The
friction coefficient γ may be estimated from the permeability of the cytoplasm,
understood as a poroelastic medium made of a fluid cytosol permeating an elastic
cortex [Charras 2005, Charras 2008b, Charras 2009]. In this picture, the volume

8This contrasts with what occurs if the cytoskeleton perpendicularly pulls on the focal adhesion
instead of sliding over it. Under a normal pulling force, a complete detachment transition takes
place [Schwarz 2013]. In general, the total force on a focal adhesion will have components in the
directions normal and parallel to the substrate, but we expect the latter to dominate in lamellipodia.
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permeability Kp characterizes the resistance of the Darcy flow of the cytosol
through the cytoskeleton:

~v = −Kp
~∇P. (6.B.9)

Experimental estimates indicate Kp ∼ 4 · 10−15 − 2.5 · 10−14 m2/(Pa· s) [Char-
ras 2008b]. The friction coefficient is then estimated as

γ ∼ V

Kp
, (6.B.10)

where V is the fluid volume driven across the cytoskeleton. For a typical actin
cortical layer in the lamellipodium of height h ∼ 200 nm, width w ∼ 5− 10 µm,
and length ` ∼ 1− 5 µm, and neglecting the volume of the cytoskeletal filaments,
V ∼ 1− 10 µm3, which gives γ ∼ 2.5 · 10−3 − 4 · 10−5 Ns/m.

On the other hand, using a ∼ 1 nm, we can estimate f0 ∼ kBT/a ∼ 5
pN. Then, using estimates for the rate of unforced unbinding of integrin from
the extracellular matrix, k0

off ∼ 1 s−1, and for typical molecular bond rigidities
k ∼ 1 pN/nm [Sens 2013], the velocity scale of actin flows is v0 ∼ 5 nm/s.
Finally, assuming a number of adhesion molecules of the order N ∼ 100 in a
focal adhesion, we obtain γ̃ ∼ 0.0004 − 0.02. These estimates are compatible
with the existence of the stick-slip instability, which should indeed occur in cells
as suggested by the observation of a biphasic relation between traction forces and
actin velocity [Gardel 2008, Schwarz 2013].
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Abstract
In this chapter, we study the stability of the advancing front of a spreading ep-
ithelial monolayer. Based on the continuum active polar fluid model introduced
in Chapter 6, we analytically predict a long-wavelength instability of the front.
Cellular traction forces destabilize the interface against the stabilizing effect of
tissue contractility. Long-range viscous stresses in the tissue yield a fastest-growing
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mode with a finite wavelength, typically of a few hundreds of micrometers. This
wavelength is determined either by the width of the monolayer or by the hydro-
dynamic screening length λ =

√
η/ξ defined by the tissue viscosity η and the

cell-substrate friction coefficient ξ. Thus, the predicted instability may account for
the formation of finger-like protrusions observed during epithelial spreading. Our
analysis shows that, despite their role in the developed fingers, leader cells are not
required to trigger the fingering instability. The instability is also predicted for the
retracting fronts of the dewetting monolayers presented in Chapter 6. We quanti-
tatively compare the predicted growth rates to the experimentally measured ones,
which yields an estimate of the increasing viscosity of the dewetting monolayers,
η ∼ 3− 30 MPa·s.
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7.1 Introduction
When exposed to available space, epithelial cell monolayers under wetting condi-
tions spread. Often, the initially flat front becomes undulated by the growth of mul-
ticellular protrusions called fingers (Fig. 7.1) [Vedula 2013,Saw 2014,Hakim 2017].
The fingers exhibit a fast and strongly oriented cellular flow field along their long
axis [Petitjean 2010, Reffay 2011, Reffay 2014]. At their tip, phenotypically dif-
ferent “leader cells” have been identified (Fig. 7.2) that exert large traction forces,
driving the collective migration of the finger [Omelchenko 2003,Poujade 2007,Ref-
fay 2011, Reffay 2014]. Leader cells are not pre-existent in the tissue but emerge
with the fingers, as the outcome of a self-organization process driven by the com-
plex cellular flows in the epithelium [Reffay 2011, Reffay 2014]. On the sides
of the finger, supracellular actomyosin cables (Fig. 7.2) under tension provide
mechanical coherence to the structure and prevent the formation of nearby fin-
gers [Poujade 2007, Klarlund 2012, Reffay 2014].90 min 12 h

12 h90 min

Figure 7.1 Fingering in epithelial spreading. The initially flat front of an MDCK cell
monolayer develops multicellular finger-like protrusions during spreading. Scale bar, 200
µm. Adapted from [Poujade 2007].

Several models have been proposed to explain the fingering instability in ex-
panding cell monolayers [Hakim 2017]. Some of the models directly implement
leader-cell behaviour to induce the fingers. For instance, special particles with dis-
tinct mechanical properties were introduced in a particle-based model of collective
cell migration [Sepúlveda 2013]. A similar spirit was followed in a continuum
model of the epithelial front as an active membrane, which includes elastic restoring
forces and an active normal force accounting for cell motility [Mark 2010]. To cap-
ture the self-organized appearance of leader cells, a phenomenological dependence
of the cell motility force on the local curvature of the interface was proposed. This
interfacial model, which neglects the long-range hydrodynamic interactions through
the monolayer, yields a simple analytical prediction of a long-wavelength instability
of the front (Fig. 7.3). The same motility-curvature coupling was then implemented
in the aforementioned particle-based model to reproduce the fingering [Tarle 2015].

In a different approach, the fingering instability was also recapitulated by a
particle-based model that introduced an alignment interaction between cell motility
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even originate far away from the edge and be
brought to the front by flows within the epithelium
(51). Indeed, cells far away from the edge of a
monolayer have been shown to extend cryptic la-
mellipodia underneath their neighbors (21), sug-
gesting that leader cells are not necessarily
restricted to the edge of a monolayer (FIGURE 3B).
These leader cells drag along a small cluster of
follower cells, resulting in the formation of “finger-
like” instabilities of the leading front (51). Staining

reveals thick actin bundles (51) as well as stretched
E-cadherin morphology (48) connecting the lead-
ers to the followers, suggesting a strong mechani-
cal coupling and force transmission within these
finger-like structures. Velocity field analysis and
mechanical perturbation of leader cells using laser
ablation strongly support the role of leader cells in
providing local guidance cues to cells following
them (53). It was further observed that inhibition
or expression of a dominant negative form of Rho

FIGURE 3. Mechanisms of collective cell migration from a mechanistic perspective
A: positive (left) and negative (right) fluorescence image of a migrating monolayer of MDCK cells stably expressing
actin-GFP showing finger-like instabilities capped by cells with mesenchymal morphology characteristic of leader
cells. Right image is superimposed with “cartoonized” structures (red and green) to illustrate the distribution of ac-
tin bundles and lamellipodia that is typical of leaders and followers in finger-like protrusions. B: cryptic lamellipodia
extended by cells far away from the leading edge. Inset: magnified view of the region bounded by the dotted box
showing cryptic lamellipodia. Right image is superimposed with pseudo-colored structures (red and green) to illus-
trate the distribution of actin bundles and cryptic lamellipodia. C: cartoon illustrating the mechanical interaction of
cells with the substrate through focal adhesions and with their neighbors through cell-cell junctions. The former re-
sults in traction forces, and the latter transmits the tension across the sheet of cells. D: cell-cell junctions are sub-
jected to shear and normal stresses during migration as a result of mechanical coupling. Cells tend to migrate
along the direction of maximal normal stress and minimal shear stress. E: particle image velocimetry (PIV) tracking
of MDCK cells migrating within wide channels (!400 "m) showing vortex formation (top) and within narrow chan-
nels (!20 "m) showing a contraction relaxation mode of migration (bottom). Cartoons showing the distribution of
traction forces under both conditions are depicted below the respective images (F) plot of the correlation distance
(of velocities) of MDCK cell clusters as a function of the radius of the confining circular pattern.

REVIEWS
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Figure 7.2 Leader cells in epithelial fingers. Cells at the tip of the fingers exhibit a
different, more mesenchymal phenotype with a large lamellipodium at the front and polarized
stress fibers, yet retaining strong cell-cell adhesions with the cells behind. A supracellular
actin cable forms along the side of the finger. From [Vedula 2013].

forces and the local velocity field of the tissue [Basan 2013]. Later on, assuming a
complete alignment between velocity and traction forces, a continuum model was
formulated in the form of Toner-Tu equations for a dry1 and incompressible active
fluid [Zimmermann 2014a, Nesbitt 2017]. This model predicts a moving front to
be stable and non-moving front to exhibit an instability with an unbounded growth
rate for a number of finite wavelengths (Fig. 7.4). In yet a different approach,
fingering, or at least interface roughening, was obtained by coupling chemotactic
fields to different models and numerical schemes for the mechanics of epithelial
spreading [Ouaknin 2009, Salm 2012, Köpf 2013, Ben Amar 2016]. Finally, an
undulation of the interface was observed in the numerical solution of continuum
models of epithelial expansion, treated as an active polar fluid [Lee 2011b] and as an
active nematic with cell proliferation [Doostmohammadi 2015]. Recently, fingering
was also found in a given parameter range of an active vertex model [Barton 2017].

Thus, despite the many efforts, the physical mechanism of the fingering instabil-
ity in epithelia remains a matter of debate. In this chapter, we analize the stability
of the front of an expanding epithelial monolayer by means of the continuum active
polar fluid model introduced in Chapter 6. The model includes hydrodynamic
interactions through the tissue, and it does not implement any kind of leader-cell
behaviour, nor alignment interactions between traction forces and the flow field.
Yet, we analytically predict a long-wavelength instability of the moving front due
to the sole effect of active traction forces. The fastest-growing mode has a finite
wavelength, typically of hundreds of micrometers, consistent with the experimen-
tally observed spacing of the fingers. This characteristic wavelength emerges from

1Here, dry denotes that friction dominates over viscosity as a dissipation source [Marchetti 2013].
Thus, the dry limit corresponds to a vanishing hydrodynamic screening length λ =

√
η/ξ → 0. See

Section 6.4.1 for a discussion of this point.
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where g is the effective surface tension, k is the effective
curvature modulus of the culture interface, H ¼ ~H$n̂ is the
size of the local membrane curvature ~H ¼ v2~r=vs2 (where
n̂ is the outward unit normal along the contour), s is the
contour arc-length, and St is the total length of the interface
(which changes with time). The thickness of the cell layer is
W ~3–5 mm. Variation of this free energy with respect to~rðsÞ
gives the restoring forces per unit length, acting on each
element of the interface (details are given in the Supporting
Material):

$dF

d~r
¼ W

!
$ k

v2~H

vs2
þ g~H $ 3

2
k~H3

"
: (2)

We now add the forces produced by the cells:

1. The internal force due to the cellular motility, pushing the
interface normally outwards Fcell.

2. The normal restoring force due to bulk cell density Fr

(where the average cell density is r ¼ Ncell/Area).
3. A noise term n due to the random velocity of the cells.

Furthermore, although we assume that the bulk of the cell
culture behind the front behaves as a viscous fluid (34), we
neglect long-range hydrodynamiclike interactions through
this cellular medium. This is a simplifying assumption, and
renders the treatment of the model into a local form. Future
treatment of the bulk culture behind the front will have to
include the fact that all the cells produce local active forces,
and have elastic responses (6,17).

Altogether we get the following equation of motion for the
interface

d~r

dt
¼ $k

h

v2~H

vs2
þ g

h
~H $

3k

2h
~H3 þ ðFcell þ FrÞn̂

h
þ nn̂;

(3)

where h is an effective local friction coefficient (which
contains the layer thickness W from Eq. 2) arising from the
cell-substrate adhesion and the effective viscosity of the
two-dimensional flowing film of cells.

The main proposal in our model is that the cells’ motile
force increases with the convex shape, as described above.
For simplicity, we assume that the cellular pushing force
Fcell increases linearly (any other monotonously increasing
relation can be implemented and will not qualitatively
change the behavior) with the convex curvature (negative
H) of the interface, according to (Fig. 1 b)

Fcell ¼
F0 H > 0
ahj~Hj 0 > H > $Hmax

Fmax H < $Hmax

;

8
<

: (4)

where Fmax ¼ ahHmax is the maximal motile force corre-
sponding to the most convex cell shape, with curvature
Hmax ¼ 1/R, where R x 10 mm is the typical cell radius,
F0 is the baseline value for flat or concave cells, and a ¼
(Fmax – F0)/Hmaxh is the proportionality ratio between the
curvature and the cellular forces. Note that there is an

FIGURE 1 (a) Schematic representation of the mapping

of the expanding rectangular culture (left), of initial width

w, where the local cell motility is indicated by the shaded

arrows. The leader cells are indicated by shading at the
tips of the columns of cells (i.e., fingers) (11). This system

is mapped in the model to a dynamic contour in the x,y
plane, where the local velocity (solid arrows) depends on

the local shape (curvature). The height of the fingers h is
given by the maximal y coordinate. (b) The force-curvature

rule that was used to describe the shape-dependence of the

cell motility, as given in Eq. 4. The linear approximation
used in the linear-stability analysis is indicated by the

dashed line (Eq. 8). (c) A typical dispersion curve u(q)

for the linearized model, indicating the unstable mode

q < qc and the most unstable model qmax.

Biophysical Journal 98(3) 361–370
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Figure 7.3 Interfacial instability in an active membrane model with motility-curvature
coupling. a, Sketch of epithelial fingering, with tissue flow, actin cables, and leader cells
depicted. The dashed lines indicate the initial width of the monolayer (left). The model
assumes an active motility force on the interface proportional to its local curvature (right). b,
The proposed dependence of the cell motility force on the interfacial curvature. The grey
dashed line indicates the simpler linear dependence employed in the linear stability analysis.
c, Growth rate of interfacial perturbations of wavevector q. Long-wavelength perturbations
with q < qc are unstable, with the fastest growth occurring at qmax. From [Mark 2010].

the long-range viscous stresses in the tissue, whose propagation is either limited
by the lateral width of the monolayer or screened by friction forces. The model
also shows that tissue contractility stabilizes short-wavelength perturbations of the
monolayer boundary. The stabilizing effect of contractility is typically stronger than
that of surface tension. In all, our analysis explicitly shows how a morphological
instability may naturally take place in an expanding or retracting cell monolayer,
as a result of the flows induced by the traction force field. Leader cells could then
appear upon the onset of the instability, influencing the collective dynamics of the
fully developed finger structures.

Section 7.2 presents the linear stability analysis of the flat front of an expanding
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Fig. 1. (A) Sketch of the tissue geometry. (B–D) Real part of ω as a function of the wave
number q. (B) For the moving solution with L = 100µm. The moving solution is stable for
all L. (C) For the nonmoving solution with L = 10µm. (D) For the nonmoving solution
with L = 100µm. The nonmoving solution is unstable, and some modes grow infinitely
fast. The number of poles in ω increases with increasing tissue length L. Parameters are:
η = 104 Pa s [16,17], γ = 109 Paµm [18], α = 60Pa s/µm2, β = 107 Pa s3/µm4.

behavior can be seen in the expression for the wave vectors k2±. When v0 = 0, the

four roots are k = ±q and k = ±i
√
α/η − q2. The fact that the two middle roots (in

terms of ordering based on Re(k)) have equal real parts for sufficiently small q means
that in the L → ∞ limit, the boundary conditions can be satisfied for all values of
ω. The analog for this fourth-order system is the continuous (positive energy) eigen-
value spectrum of a Schroedinger operator, as discussed e.g. in [19]. In particular, the
signature of this behavior in a finite-sized box is the type of discontinuous behavior
of ω versus q seen in Fig. 1C and D.
The results of our stability analysis are in agreement with simulations [10] and

experimental data. In wound healing assays, cells are typically grown into a confluent
layer, before some cells or obstacles are removed, and cells are allowed to invade the
empty space. Hence, cells are in a nonmoving state before they start closing the artifi-
cial wound. Finger formation at the wound edges is observed in those experiments [9],
reflecting the instability of the nonmoving state in our calculation. In other types of
experiments, a small number of cells is plated on a substrate, and they start forming
a monolayer [20]. In those growing circular cell colonies, cells divide mainly in the
center. Only mild undulations at the tissue edge are observed, since cells exhibit a
velocity normal to the tissue edge during spreading, which corresponds to the stabil-
ity of the moving state.
It has been speculated that specialized leader cells are located at the tips of fin-

gers, and drag the cells behind them [9]. Inclusion of leader cells in mathematical
models could explain finger formation [21,22]. Although we do not exclude that cells

Figure 7.4 Interfacial instability in a Toner-Tu model of epithelial expansion. a, Sketch
of the tissue geometry. b, c, d, Growth rate of interfacial perturbations of wavevector q for a
moving monolayer b, a narrow non-moving monolayer c, and a wider non-moving monolayer
d,. The interface of the non-moving tissue is unstable, with a number of divergences of the
growth rate that increases with the tissue width L. From [Zimmermann 2014a].

rectangular monolayer. The origin of the morphological instability and the role of all
the mechanical parameters of the monolayer is discussed. Then, Section 7.3 presents
the linear stability analysis for the circular dewetting monolayers of Chapter 6. The
analytically predicted growth rates at the onset of dewetting are compared to the
experimentally measured ones. In combination with the critical values of the model
parameters inferred from the wetting transition in Chapter 6, this comparison of
the monolayer dynamics allows to estimate the viscosity of the monolayer under
different conditions.

7.2 Long-wavelength instability of the tissue front

7.2.1 Linear stability analysis

A continuum active polar fluid model for epithelial spreading was introduced in
Section 6.3. The model describes the hydrodynamics of a cell monolayer by means
of a polarity field and a flow field. Under the assumptions and approximations
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introduced in Section 6.3, the polarity field ~p (~r, t) is given by Eq. (6.6):

L2
c∇2pα = pα, (7.1)

and it adiabatically adapts to the boundary imposed by the flow field. Here, Lc is
the so-called nematic length that characterizes the decay of the polarity from the
maximally polarized boundary of the monolayer towards its unpolarized interior
(Figs. 6.15 and 6.16a). In turn, the flow field ~v (~r, t) is determined by the force bal-
ance condition in the monolayer Eq. (6.12), combined with the suitable constitutive
relations of a compressible active polar fluid, Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18):

∂βσ
s
αβ + fα = 0; (7.2)

σsαβ = η (∂αvβ + ∂βvα)− ζpαpβ , fα = −ξvα +
T0

h
pα. (7.3)

Here, η is an effective viscosity of the monolayer, ζ is the active stress coefficient,
and T0 = ζih is active traction stress coefficient. In contrast to Section 6.4.1, here
we retain the viscous friction force between the cells and the substrate2, with a
friction coefficient ξ.

To study the stability of the advancing front, we consider a monolayer with a
rectangular geometry, typical of in vitro monolayer spreading experiments (Fig. 7.1).
Thus, in Cartesian coordinates, Eq. (7.1) reads

L2
c

(
∂2
x + ∂2

y

)
px = px, (7.4a)

L2
c

(
∂2
x + ∂2

y

)
py = py. (7.4b)

In turn, the force balance equation Eq. (7.2) reads

∂xσ
s
xx + ∂yσ

s
xy = ξvx − T0/h px, (7.5a)

∂xσ
s
yx + ∂yσ

s
yy = ξvy − T0/h py, (7.5b)

where the components of the stress tensor are given by

σsxx = 2η ∂xvx − ζp2
x, (7.6a)

σsxy = σsyx = η (∂xvy + ∂yvx)− ζpxpy, (7.6b)

σsyy = 2η ∂yvy − ζp2
y. (7.6c)

We first obtain the flat front solution in rectangular geometry, which will be the
reference state of the linear stability analysis. The long (ŷ) axis of the rectangle
is much longer than the short (x̂) axis. Hence, we assume translational invariance
along the long axis of the monolayer [Blanch-Mercader 2017b]. Moreover, traction
forces are mainly perpendicular to the monolayer boundary [Trepat 2009], so that
we take the polarity field along the x̂ direction: ~p = p0

x (x) x̂, where the superindex

2This is because the problem including the friction term can be analytically solved in the rectangular
geometry considered in this section. Cell-substrate friction is negligible for the monolayers in Chapter 6,
but it is not negligible for sufficiently large monolayers, which we wish to consider in a general situation.
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indicates the zeroth order in the perturbations of the front. Now, imposing symmetry
and boundary conditions p0

x (L0) = 1 and σ0
xx (L0) = 0 as in Section 6.4, one

obtains the polarity and velocity profiles:

p0
x (x) =

sinh (x/Lc)

sinh (L0/Lc)
, (7.7)

v0
x (x) =

λ̄

2η

[
ζ +

T0Lcλ̄
2/h

λ̄2 − L2
c

coth (L0/Lc)

− 2ζλ̄2

4λ̄2 − L2
c

[
2 + csch2 (L0/Lc)

]] sinh
(
x/λ̄

)

cosh
(
L0/λ̄

)

+
Lc

ξ sinh (L0/Lc)

[
ζ

4λ̄2 − L2
c

sinh (2x/Lc)

sinh (L0/Lc)
− T0Lc/h

λ̄2 − L2
c

sinh (x/Lc)

]
, (7.8)

where λ̄ =
√

2η/ξ =
√

2λ is a redefined hydrodynamic screening length, and L0

is the semi-width of the monolayer, which changes according to dL0/dt = v0
x (L0).

Next, we introduce peristaltic small-amplitude perturbations of the flat interface
of the monolayer, namely those that modify the monolayer width3 (Fig. 7.5):

L (y) = L0 + δL (y) . (7.9)

Under these perturbations, the polarity and velocity fields take the form

px (x, y) = p0
x (x) + δpx (x, y) , py (x, y) = δpy (x, y) , (7.10)

vx (x, y) = v0
x (x) + δvx (x, y) , vy (x, y) = δvy (x, y) . (7.11)

In turn, boundary conditions must keep imposing a normal and maximal polarity,
as well as vanishing normal and shear stresses at the interface, which is now curved.
To this end, we define the normal and tangential vectors of each interface,

n̂± = ± cos θ x̂+ sin θ ŷ ≈ ± x̂− dδL

dy
ŷ, (7.12a)

t̂± = ∓ sin θ x̂+ cos θ ŷ ≈ ±dδL
dy

x̂+ ŷ, (7.12b)

where θ is defined in Fig. 7.5, and the± index stands for the right and left interfaces,
respectively. Thus, the boundary conditions for the polarity read

~p · n̂±|x=±L = 1, ~p · t̂±
∣∣
x=±L = 0. (7.13)

For the x-component, the conditions imply px (±L) ≈ ±1. This expands into

px (±L) = p0
x (±L)+δpx (±L) ≈ p0

x (±L0)±∂xp0
x (±L0) δL+δpx (±L) ≈ ±1,

(7.14)
3The introduction of peristaltic perturbations, instead of perturbations that locally conserve the width

of the monolayer, is motivated by the experimental observations, in which the monolayers exhibit local
differences in width along their long axis (Fig. 7.1).
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Figure 7.5 Sketch of the peristaltic per-
turbations of the monolayer boundary.
Dashed lines indicate the position of the
flat, unperturbed interface. The dotted line
indicates the symmetry axis of the mono-
layer.

which yields

δpx (±L) = ∓∂xp0
x (±L0) δL (7.15)

as a boundary condition on the polarity perturbation. For the y-component of the
polarity perturbation, the boundary condition imposes

δpy (±L) = −dδL
dy

. (7.16)

Then, the boundary conditions on the stress read

n̂± · σ · n̂±|x=±L = 0, t̂± · σ · n̂±
∣∣
x=±L = 0, (7.17)

which respectively ensure vanishing normal and shear stress at the interfaces. Here,
for simplicity, we neglect interfacial tension and bending rigidity, which would
contribute stabilizing terms to the growth rate. The condition on the normal stress
gives σxx (±L) = 0 which, after expanding as previously, leads to

δσxx (±L) = ∓∂xσ0
xx

(
±L0

)
δL (7.18)

for the stress perturbation. In turn, the condition on the shear stress directly gives

δσxy (±L) = 0. (7.19)

Next, we decompose all perturbations in their Fourier modes, identified by the
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wave number q:

δL (y, t) =

∫ ∞

−∞
δL̃ (q, t) eiqy

dq

2π
, (7.20a)

δpα (x, y, t) =

∫ ∞

−∞
δp̃α (x, q, t) eiqy

dq

2π
, (7.20b)

δvα (x, y, t) =

∫ ∞

−∞
δṽα (x, q, t) eiqy

dq

2π
, (7.20c)

In terms of the Fourier modes, the equations for the polarity components read

L2
c

(
∂2
x − q2

)
δp̃x = δp̃x, (7.21a)

L2
c

(
∂2
x − q2

)
δp̃y = δp̃y. (7.21b)

In turn, the components of the force balance equation, once the constitutive relation
is introduced, read

η

(
2∂2
x − q2 − 1

λ2

)
δṽx + iqη ∂xδṽy

+
[
T0/h− 2ζ

(
∂xp

0
x + p0

x∂x
)]
δp̃x − iqζ p0

x δp̃y = 0,

(7.22a)

iqη ∂xδṽx + η

(
∂2
x − 2q2 − 1

λ2

)
δṽy

+
[
T0/h− ζ

(
∂xp

0
x + p0

x∂x
)]
δp̃y = 0.

(7.22b)

The boundary conditions must also be translated into the Fourier domain, reading

δp̃x (±L) = ∓∂xp0
x (±L0) δL̃, δp̃y (±L) = −iq δL̃, (7.23)

δσ̃xx (±L) = ∓∂xσ0
xx (±L0) δL̃, δσ̃xy (±L) = 0. (7.24)

Then, the four coupled differential equations Eqs. (7.21) and (7.22) are analyti-
cally solved for δp̃α (x, q) and δṽα (x, q). From the Fourier modes of the velocity
field, the perturbed spreading velocity V can be computed as

V = ~v · n̂|x=L =
[
~v 0 · n̂+ δ~v · n̂

]
x=L
≈ v0

x (L0) + ∂xv
0
x (L0) δL+ δvx (L0) ,

(7.25)
so that

δV (y) = V (y)− V0 = ∂xv
0
x (L0) δL (y) + δvx (L0, y) . (7.26)

Thus, the growth rate ω (q) of the tissue shape perturbations follows from

δṼ (q) =

∫ ∞

−∞
δV (y) e−iqydy =

dδL̃ (q)

dt
= ω (q) δL̃ (q) . (7.27)

Hence,

ω (q) = ∂xv
0
x (L0) +

δṽx (L0, q)

δL̃ (q)
. (7.28)
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Figure 7.6 Long-wavelength instability of the monolayer front. Parameter values are
L0 = 200 µm, T0 = 0.5 kPa, Lc = 25 µm, h = 5 µm, ζ = −20 kPa, η = 25 MPa·s,
ξ = 100 Pa·s/µm2, typical for the monolayers in Chapter 6 (see Table 6.1).

The resulting growth rate, whose expression is omitted here due to its length, is
a real number under any conditions, so that no oscillatory instability is expected.
However, the growth rate evidences a long-wavelength instability of the monolayer
front. Moreover, the fastest growing perturbation has a finite wavelength4 (Fig. 7.6).

7.2.2 Origin and contributions to the instability
Here, we give an argument for the origin of a long-wavelength morphological
instability in the tissue, which singles out its physical mechanism. It is based on
a simple calculation of the flat front velocity that does not require solving for the
full flow profile. To this end, we consider a limit case without contractility and
cell-substrate friction, ζ, ξ → 0, which might be close to the experimental situation
of an expanding monolayer [Blanch-Mercader 2017b]. In addition, we also consider
the experimentally relevant limit Lc � L0. In this limit, most of the tissue behaves
as a passive viscous fluid, since it experiences essentially no traction force, which
is strongly concentrated at a polarized boundary layer of width Lc. Thus, outside
this narrow layer, force balance can be approximated by

∂xσ
s
xx ≈ 0, σsxx ≈ 2η

dvx
dx

. (7.30)

4In our free-boundary problem, the amplitude of the front perturbations does not grow exponen-
tially in time. This is because the growth rate depends on time through the monolayer width L0 (t).
Consequently, Eq. (7.27) yields

δL̃ (q, t) = δL̃ (q, 0) exp

[∫ t

0
ω
(
q, t′

)
dt′
]
. (7.29)
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Figure 7.7 Traction forces completely destabilize the monolayer front. Parameter values
are L0 = 200 µm, Lc = 25 µm, h = 5 µm, η = 25 MPa·s, ξ, ζ → 0, and T0 = 0.25n
kPa; n = 0, . . . , 4.

Therefore, the stress is uniform throughout most of the tissue, with a value given
by the stress accumulated across the boundary layer, namely σsxx ≈ T0Lc/h.
Consequently, the velocity gradient is also constant,

dvx
dx
≈ T0Lc

2ηh
, (7.31)

and hence the spreading velocity vx (L0) = V0 reads

V0 ≈
T0Lc
2ηh

L0, (7.32)

where we have used that vx (0) = 0. This result means that the flat front has an
accelarated expansion due to the sole action of a constant traction force. Conse-
quently, the q = 0 perturbation mode is unstable, ω (0) > 0, since any uniform
displacement of the advancing front makes it depart from its original velocity. This
fact already implies a long-wavelength instability of the front, since the growth
rate ω (q) is continuous and must eventually become negative at short wavelengths
because of stabilizing effects such as surface tension. In fact, under the sole pres-
ence of traction forces, the flat front is unstable with respect to a perturbation of
any wavelength (Fig. 7.7). Such a complete instability stems from the fact that,
similarly to the acceleration of the flat front (Eq. (7.32)), the bulged regions of the
interface locally expand at a higher velocity than the depressed regions (Fig. 7.5).

The previous argument explains why long-wavelength modes are unstable under
only traction forces. However, it does not explain why the most unstable mode
occurs at a finite wavelength (Fig. 7.7). In fact, the existence of a peak in the growth
rate is due to the long-range viscous forces that span the entire monolayer in the
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Figure 7.8 Long-range viscous flows select the fastest growing mode. a, Flow pertur-
bations induced by the longest-wavelength shape perturbations (q < π/L0) are screened.
In turn, flows induced by shorter wavelength perturbations (q > π/L0) naturally have a
shorter range. Finally, shape pertubations at a wavelength that matches the monolayer width
(q ∼ π/L0) are optimal; they span the whole monolayer, thus yielding the fastest front
velocity. L0 = 200 µm. b, The growth rate features a peak at q ∼ π/L0. L0 = 50n µm;
n = 1, . . . , 5. Note that for L0 = 50 µm, ω (0) departs from the value given in Eq. (7.33)
because the limit Lc � L0 does not hold. Parameter values are T0 = 0.5 kPa, Lc = 25 µm,
h = 5 µm, η = 25 MPa·s, and ξ, ζ → 0.

wet limit λ =
√
η/ξ � L0. Thus, a given perturbation of the front generates a

flow perturbation that propagates over a length scale∼ π/q into the monolayer. For
π/q > L0, these flows have a longer range than the width of the monolayer. Since
they do not fit in the monolayer, they are strongly screened. In turn, flows generated
by perturbations of wavelength comparable to the monolayer width span the whole
monolayer, giving the strongest contribution to the motion of the perturbed front.
Finally, flows arising from shorter-wavelength perturbations have a shorter range,
thus having a smaller impact to the motion of the tissue interface (Fig. 7.8a). Thus,
viscous flows in the monolayer are responsible for the peak in the growth rate at
q ∼ π/L0 (Fig. 7.8b).

In fact, the presence of a peak of the growth rate at q ∼ π/L0 can also be
deduced from an expansion of the growth rate at long wavelengths:

ω (q) ≈ T0Lc
2ηh

[
1 +

1

3
(L0q)

2 − 2

45
(L0q)

4
+O

(
q6
)]
, (7.33)

which applies in the limit ζ, ξ → 0 and Lc � L0. The positive curvature of the
growth rate at q → 0 ensures the presence of a peak at a finite wavelength. From
Eq. (7.33), the fastest growing mode can be estimated as q∗ ≈

√
15/ (2L0) ∼ 2/L0,

in agreement with the argument above.
The presence of a surface tension γ of the monolayer interface5 might induce a

negative curvature of the growth rate at q → 0, hence making the peak disappear.
5The surface tension of the interface, γ, quantifies the work per unit area required to expand it. Thus,

it must not be confused with other interfacial forces, such as traction forces and tissue contractility. Even
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Surface tension modifies the boundary condition for the normal stress, Eq. (7.17),
which becomes

n̂± · σs · n̂±|x=±L = − γ ~∇ · n̂±
∣∣∣
x=±L

≈ ±γ d
2δL

dy2
. (7.34)

In this case, Eq. (7.33) becomes

ω (q) ≈ T0Lc
2ηh

+

[
T0LcL

2
0

6ηh
− γL0

2η

]
q2 +O

(
q4
)
. (7.35)

This expression reveals the existence of a critical size

Lγ ≈
3γh

T0Lc
(7.36)

above which the growth rate features a peak at a finite wavelength, and hence tissue
fingers arise at the linear level of the instability. Alternatively, fingers are expected
to easily form if the surface tension is lower than the size-dependent critical value
γ∗ ≈ T0LcL0/(3h).

For typical values of tissue surface tension measured in cell aggregates6, γ ∼
1− 10 mN/m [Foty 1994,Forgacs 1998,Guevorkian 2010,Stirbat 2013], the critical
monolayer width for fingering is Lγ ∼ 0.3 − 10 µm, where we have used T0 =
0.2− 0.8 kPa, Lc = 25 µm, and h = 5 µm (see Table 6.1). Therefore, we expect
surface tension not to play a major role in the fingering instability in monolayers
of typical widths L0 ∼ 0.1 − 1 mm. Thus, fingers should be formed by the sole
destabilizing action of traction forces at the edge of the monolayer which, due to
the ensuing long-range viscous stresses in the tissue, lead to the selection of a finite
wavelength for the most unstable mode.

Cell-substrate friction screens the propagation of viscous stresses over distances
larger than λ =

√
η/ξ. Therefore, friction is expected to affect the selection of

the fastest growing mode. In fact, because of the screening of viscous stresses,
the peak of the growth rate occurs at q ∼ π/λ if λ . L0, namely if friction is
not negligible (Fig. 7.9). Thus, for a sufficiently strong friction, the preferred
wavelength of finger formation is limited by the hydrodynamic screening length
λ instead of the monolayer width L0. For typical values of the friction coefficient
ξ ∼ 100 Pa·s/µm2 and the monolayer viscosity η ∼ 25 MPa·s (see Table 6.1), the
hydrodynamic screening length is λ ∼ 0.5 mm. Therefore, the crossover from a
viscosity-dominated to a friction-dominated monolayer spreading and fingering
should be observable in usual in vitro experiments.

for a flat monolayer edge with a constant length, these interfacial forces drive the spreading or retraction
of the tissue. In contrast, the surface tension γ of the interface only gives rise to a normal force at the
interface under curvature.

6In principle, one of the main contributions to the surface tension of the monolayer should be the
peripheral actin cables usually found at the monolayer edge, specially on the sides of tissue fingers.
Measurements of the traction forces associated to the retraction of such supracellular actin cables upon
laser ablation (Fig. S2C in Ref. [Reffay 2014]) suggest their tension to be γ ∼ 0.2 mN/m, even lower
than the tissue surface tension of cell aggregates. In addition, the cortical tension in cells is also usually
in the range ∼ 0.1− 5 mN/m.
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Figure 7.9 Friction screens viscous stresses to limit the most unstable mode. If friction
is not negligible (λ . L0), the fastest growing mode is set by the hydrodynamic screening
length λ =

√
η/ξ, q ∼ π/λ. Parameter values are L0 = 200 µm, T0 = 0.5 kPa, Lc = 25

µm, h = 5 µm, η = 25 MPa·s, ζ → 0, and ξ = 10n Pa·s/µm2; n = 1, . . . , 5.

Finally, contractility has a stabilizing effect on the monolayer front, since it
decreases the spreading velocity (Fig. 7.10). The effect of contractility is opposite
to that of traction, albeit size-independent. This is because contractile forces are
an internal stress concentrated at the polarized layer of width Lc at the monolayer
edge, and hence do not generate long-range viscous stresses as external forces do.
In the limit Lγ , Lc � L0 � λ, contractility has no impact on the growth rate of
the uniform mode, ω (0), but contributes a stabilizing term to the quadratic term in
the expansion at long wavelengths:

ω (q) ≈ T0Lc
2ηh

+

[
T0LcL

2
0

6ηh
+
ζL2

c

8η

]
q2 +O

(
q4
)
. (7.37)

Thus, as surface tension, it defines a critical size

Lζ ≈
√
−3ζLch

4T0
(7.38)

above which the growth rate features a peak at a finite wavelength. In other words,
fingers are expected at the linear level of the instability if the contractility is smaller
than the size-dependent critical value ζ∗ ≈ −4T0L

2
0/(3hLc).

For typical values of the contractility, ζ ∼ −50− 1 kPa, the critical monolayer
width for fingering is Lζ ∼ 10 − 100 µm, where we have used T0 = 0.2 − 0.8
kPa, Lc = 25 µm, and h = 5 µm (see Table 6.1). Therefore, we do not expect
contractility to prevent fingering. However, our estimates indicate that contractility
is probably one of the main responsibles for stabilizing short-wavelength pertur-
bations of the monolayer front. Thus, the competition between the destabilizing
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Figure 7.10 Contractility stabilizes short-wavelength perturbations of the monolayer
front. Parameter values are L0 = 200 µm, T0 = 0.5 kPa, Lc = 25 µm, h = 5 µm, η = 25
MPa·s, ξ → 0, and ζ = 10n kPa; n = 0, . . . , 4.

effect of traction forces and the stabilizing effect of contractility defines the critical
wavelength of the long-wavelength instability of the front or, in other words, the
band of unstable modes.

7.3 Morphological instability during monolayer de-
wetting

Chapter 6 studied the mechanics of the wetting transition in epithelial tissues.
The experiments showed the dewetting of confined epithelial monolayers towards
droplet-like aggregates. The theoretical analysis described the dynamics of the
confined monolayer in the wetting phase, and then focused on the transition to
dewetting. However, the dynamics of the dewetting process was not studied. In this
section we address this aspect, showing that the circular shape of the monolayer is
lost during dewetting (Fig. 7.11). The monolayer acquires an elliptic-like shape in
the initial stages of the retraction, finally collapsing into a spheroidal cell aggregate.
We propose that the observed symmetry breaking of the tissue shape results from
the morphological instability presented in Section 7.2, which is enabled by the
release of the confinement constraint upon the onset of dewetting.

We first present the linear stability analysis, which predicts that the morphologi-
cal instability should also occur during monolayer dewetting. Then, we compare
the predicted growth rate to the experimentally measured one. Except for the mono-
layer viscosity, all the model parameters characterizing the monolayer mechanics at
the onset of dewetting were already inferred in Chapter 6 from the analysis of the
wetting transition. This allows the monolayer viscosity to be estimated from the
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Figure 7.11 Symmetry breaking of monolayer shape during dewetting. The monolayer
loses its initial circular shape, acquiring an elliptic-like shape. Phase contrast images. The
red contour indicates the monolayer boundary. Scale bar, 30 µm.

retraction dynamics. The results under different conditions reveal that the viscosity
increases with the increasing expression of E-cadherin.

7.3.1 Linear stability analysis
In this section, we study the stability of the retracting front of the dewetting
epithelial monolayers in Chapter 6. With respect to Section 7.2, and consistent
with Section 6.4, the linear stability analysis is performed in a circular geometry
(see Fig. 6.15), considering the wet limit λ =

√
η/ξ →∞, and neglecting surface

tension. Thus, the polarity field ~p (~r, t) in the epithelium is given by Eq. (6.6):

L2
c∇2pα = pα. (7.39)

In turn, the flow field ~v (~r, t) is determined from the force balance condition
Eq. (6.21) and the constitutive equation of the medium Eq. (6.17):

∂βσ
s
αβ = −T0

h
pα; (7.40)

σsαβ = η (∂αvβ + ∂βvα)− ζpαpβ . (7.41)

In polar coordinates, Eq. (7.39) reads
(
∂2
r +

1

r
∂r −

1

r2

)
pr +

1

r2
∂2
θpr −

2

r2
∂θpθ =

1

L2
c

pr, (7.42a)
(
∂2
r +

1

r
∂r −

1

r2

)
pθ +

1

r2
∂2
θpθ +

2

r2
∂θpr =

1

L2
c

pθ. (7.42b)

Force balance is expressed as

1

r
∂r (rσsrr) +

1

r
∂θσ

s
θr −

1

r
σsθθ = −T0/h pr, (7.43a)

1

r
∂r (rσsrθ) +

1

r
∂θσ

s
θθ +

1

r
σsθr = −T0/h pθ, (7.43b)
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Figure 7.12 Sketch of the perturbations of the circular monolayer shape. The dashed
line indicates the circular, unperturbed interface.

with the components of the stress tensor given by

σsrr = 2η ∂rvr − ζp2
r, (7.44a)

σsrθ = σsθr = η

[
r∂r

(vθ
r

)
+

1

r
∂θvr

]
− ζprpθ, (7.44b)

σsθθ =
2η

r
(vr + ∂θvθ)− ζp2

θ. (7.44c)

The solution for the unperturbed state, which preserves circular symmetry, is given
by Eqs. (6.20) and (6.25):

p0
r (r) =

I1 (r/Lc)

I1 (R0/Lc)
, (7.45)

v0
r (r) =

1

2η

[[
ζ − 2T0

L2
c

hR0
+

[
ζ
Lc
R0

+ 2T0
Lc
h

]
I0 (R0/Lc)

I1 (R0/Lc)
− ζ I

2
0 (R0/Lc)

I2
1 (R0/Lc)

]
r

+

[
ζ
I0 (r/Lc)

I1 (R0/Lc)
− 2T0

Lc
h

]
Lc

I1 (r/Lc)

I1 (R0/Lc)

]
, (7.46)

where R0 is the monolayer radius, which changes according to dR0/dt = v0
r (R0).

Next, we introduce small-amplitude perturbations of the circular monolayer
boundary (Fig. 7.12):

R (θ) = R0 + δR (θ) . (7.47)
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In contrast to the peristaltic perturbations of the rectangular tissue in Section 7.2, the
perturbations of the circular interface are generic, accounting for all possible defor-
mations of tissue shape. Then, the polarity and velocity fields are correspondingly
perturbed:

pr (r, θ) = p0
r (r) + δpr (r, θ) , pθ (r, θ) = δpθ (r, θ) , (7.48)

vr (r, θ) = v0
r (r) + δvr (r, θ) , vθ (r, θ) = δvθ (r, θ) . (7.49)

To impose boundary conditions, we define the normal and tangential vectors at the
boundary,

n̂ = cosα r̂ + sinα θ̂ ≈ r̂ − 1

R0

dδR

dθ
θ̂, (7.50a)

t̂ = − sinα r̂ + cosα θ̂ ≈ 1

R0

dδR

dθ
r̂ + θ̂, (7.50b)

where α is defined in Fig. 7.12. In terms of these vectors, the conditions that impose
a normal and maximal polarity at the boundary read

~p · n̂|r=R = 1, ~p · t̂
∣∣
r=R

= 0. (7.51)

For the radial component, these conditions imply pr (R) ≈ 1, which expands into

pr (R) = p0
r (R) + δpr (R) ≈ p0

r (R0) + ∂rp
0
r (R0) δR+ δpr (R) ≈ 1, (7.52)

so that
δpr (R) = −∂rp0

r (R0) δR. (7.53)

For the ortoradial component,

δpθ (R) = − 1

R0

dδR

dθ
. (7.54)

In turn, the boundary conditions on the stress impose a vanishing normal and shear
stress at the interface:

n̂ · σ · n̂|r=R = 0, t̂ · σ · n̂
∣∣
r=R

= 0. (7.55)

The condition on the normal stress gives σrr (R) = 0 which, after expanding as
previously, yields

δσrr (R) = −∂rσ0
rr (R0) δR. (7.56)

Finally, the condition on the shear stress imposes σrθ (R) = 0, which translates
into

δσrθ (R) =
1

R0

dδR

dθ
σ0
θθ (R0) =

2η

hR2
0

v0
r (R0)

dδR

dθ
. (7.57)
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Figure 7.13 Illustration of the perturbation modes of the circular monolayer shape.
The dashed lines indicate the unperturbed interface. The mode number n indicates the
number of bulges of each perturbation mode.

Next, we decompose the perturbations in their Fourier modes, identified by an
index n (Fig. 7.13):

δR (θ, t) =
∞∑

n=0

δR̃n (t) einθ, (7.58a)

δpα (r, θ, t) =
∞∑

n=0

δp̃α,n (r, t) einθ, (7.58b)

δvα (r, θ, t) =

∞∑

n=0

δṽα,n (r, t) einθ. (7.58c)

In contrast to the rectangular monolayer, which has an infinitely long interface, the
circular interface has a finite length. Consequently, as opposed to the continuum
spectrum of the infinite interface, there is a discrete set of possible wavelengths
λn = 2πR0/n; n ∈ N along the finite circular interface. Now, in terms of the
Fourier modes, the equations for the polarity components read

(
∂2
r +

1

r
∂r −

1 + n2

r2
− 1

L2
c

)
δp̃r =

2in

r2
δp̃θ, (7.59a)

(
∂2
r +

1

r
∂r −

1 + n2

r2
− 1

L2
c

)
δp̃θ = −2in

r2
δp̃r. (7.59b)

In turn, the components of the force balance, once the constitutive equation has
been introduced, are expressed as

2η

(
∂2
r +

1

r
∂r −

1 + n2/2

r2

)
δṽr +

inη

r

(
∂r −

3

r

)
δṽθ

+

[
T0/h− 2ζ

((
∂r +

1

r

)
p0
r + p0

r∂r

)]
δp̃r −

inζ

r
p0
rδp̃θ = 0,

(7.60a)

inη

r

(
∂r +

3

r

)
δṽr + η

(
∂2
r +

1

r
∂r −

1 + 2n2

r2

)
δṽθ

+

[
T0/h− ζ

((
∂r +

2

r

)
p0
r + p0

r∂r

)]
δp̃θ = 0.

(7.60b)
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Figure 7.14 Long-wavelength morphological instability during monolayer dewetting.
Parameter values are R0 = 200 µm, T0 = 0.75 kPa, Lc = 25 µm, h = 5 µm, ζ = −40
kPa, η = 25 MPa·s, typical for the onset of dewetting (see Fig. 6.27 and Table 6.2). The line
is a guide to the eye.

Finally, in Fourier space, the boundary conditions read

δp̃r,n (R) = −∂rp0
r (R0) δR̃n, δp̃θ,n (R) = − in

R0
δR̃n, (7.61)

δσ̃rr,n (R) = −∂rσ0
rr (R0) δR̃n, δσ̃rθ,n (R) =

2inη

hR2
0

v0
r (R0) δR̃n. (7.62)

At this point, the four coupled ordinary differential equations Eqs. (7.59)
and (7.60) are solved for δp̃α,n (r) and δṽα,n (r). The procedure to solve these
equations is outlined in Appendix 7.A. The solution is completely analytical for
mode n = 0 and almost analytical for the rest of modes, meaning that it has an ana-
lytical expression that involves two integrals that need to be numerically evaluated.
Then, from the Fourier modes of the velocity field, the perturbed spreading velocity
can be obtained as

V = ~v · n̂|r=R =
[
~v 0 · n̂+ δ~v · n̂

]
r=R
≈ v0

r (R0) + ∂rv
0
r (R0) δR+ δvr (R0) ,

(7.63)
which implies

δV (θ) = V (θ)− V0 = ∂rv
0
r (R0) δR (θ) + δvr (R0, θ) . (7.64)

Thus, the growth rate ωn of the tissue shape perturbations follows from

δṼn =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

δV (θ) e−inθdθ =
dδR̃n
dt

= ωnδR̃n. (7.65)
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Hence,

ωn = ∂rv
0
r (R0) +

δṽr,n (R0)

δR̃n
. (7.66)

The resulting growth rate is a real number under any conditions, showing that there
is no oscillatory instability. At the onset of dewetting, namely using typical critical
parameter values T ∗0 , L∗c , and−ζ∗ that define the tissue wetting transition (Fig. 6.27
and Table 6.2), the cell monolayer exhibits a long-wavelength morphological
instability (Fig. 7.14). Several modes corresponding to deformations of the tissue
shape (n ≥ 2, Fig. 7.13) are unstable. Hence, we propose that this instability is at
the root of the observed shape changes during monolayer dewetting (Fig. 7.11).

7.3.2 Tissue shape dynamics, fluctuations, and monolayer vis-
cosity

Next, we compare our predictions for the morphological instability during mono-
layer dewetting to experiments. To this end, we experimentally characterized the
dynamics of tissue shape by tracking the position of the monolayer boundary during
dewetting (red line in Fig. 7.11). Thus, the evolution of the local monolayer radius
R (θ, t) quantifies the loss of the circular shape of the monolayer (Fig. 7.15a).

To quantitatively assess the theoretical predictions, we experimentally tracked
the growth or decay of the shape perturbation modes. By Fourier-transforming the
shape perturbations δR (θ, t) = R (θ, t)− R0 (Fig. 7.15a), we obtained the time
evolution of the amplitude of each perturbation mode: |δR̃n(t)|. These amplitudes
stay roughly constant before the dewetting and grow upon its onset (Fig. 7.15b).
To compare to the theoretical results, we must restrict the analysis to the linear
regime of the instability. In practice, we defined the linear regime by the criterion
|δR̃n| < 0.1λn, namely that the amplitude of a given perturbation mode is less
than 10% of its wavelength. This criterion is generally fulfilled at short times after
dewetting starts, and is eventually violated. Consequently, we restrict to a short
time span after the onset of dewetting, tf − t∗ = 7 h (Fig. 7.15b).

We quantified the relevance of the different modes at the final time tf by means
of the structure factor of the interface, Sn (tf ) = 〈|δR̃n (tf ) |2〉. For all conditions
of monolayer size and collagen concentration, long-wavelength modes have larger
amplitudes, and hence are more prominent than short-wavelength modes, consistent
with a long-wavelength instability of the monolayer front (Fig. 7.16). An exception
is mode n = 1, corresponding to translations of the monolayer, which often features
a much smaller amplitude. This is consistent with the expected vanishing growth
rate of mode n = 1 (Fig. 7.14), which follows from the translational symmetry of
the problem.

To theoretically compute the structure factor, we add a noise term to the dy-
namics of the perturbation modes, Eq. (7.65). Thus, the corresponding Langevin
equation reads

dδR̃n
dt

= ωnδR̃n + ξ̃n (t) . (7.67)
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Figure 7.15 Dynamics of the shape perturbation modes. a, The circular shape is lost
during dewetting, as apparent from the appearance of perturbations in the local radius along
the monolayer boundary, δR (θ, t) = R (θ, t) − R0. b, The amplitude of the Fourier
modes of the shape perturbations grow upon the onset of monolayer dewetting. n is the
mode number, which characterizes the number of bulges of the corresponding perturbation
(Fig. 7.13).

In principle, shape fluctuations have an active origin, and hence the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem does not hold. For simplicity, although active shape fluctuations
could have a memory, we take a Gaussian white noise:

〈
ξ̃n (t)

〉
= 0,

〈
ξ̃n (t) ξ̃∗m (t′)

〉
= 2Dδn,mδ (t− t′) , (7.68)

where D is the effective diffusion coefficient of shape fluctuations, which we
assume independent of the mode number n. Now, under the approximation of
a constant growth rate ωn in the short time span tf − t∗ = 7 h, the solution to
Eq. (7.67) can be formally expressed as7

δR̃n (t) = δR̃n (t∗) eωn(t−t∗) + eωnt
∫ t

t∗
ξ̃n (t′) e−ωnt

′
dt′. (7.70)

Considering no shape perturbations at the onset of dewetting, δR̃n (t∗) = 0, the

7As pointed out in Section 7.2.1, the growth rate of free-boundary problems is, in general, not
constant. Here, the radius R0 (t) and the mechanical parameters of the monolayer, T0 (t), ζ (t), and
η (t) depend on time, yielding a time-dependent growth rate. Consequently, the perturbation growth or
decay is not purely exponential but rather follows

δR̃n (t) = δR̃n (t∗) exp

[∫ t

t∗
ωn
(
t′
)
dt′
]
. (7.69)
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Figure 7.16 Structure factor of the monolayer interface. At the final time tf of the linear
regime of the instability, long-wavelength modes have developed larger amplitudes for all
different conditions, consistent with a long-wavelength instability of tissue shape. Mode
n = 1, which corresponds to translations of the monolayer, often exhibits a much lower
amplitude than its adjacent modes, which correspond to shape or area changes (Fig. 7.13).
This is consistent with the expected translational symmetry of the problem, which makes the
translational mode marginal (Fig. 7.14). The theoretical prediction (Eq. (7.71), black), is fit
to the experimental data (colours), yielding estimates of the effective diffusion coefficient D
under the different experimental conditions (Fig. 7.19). Lines are guides to the eye.

equal-time structure factor reads

Sn (t) =
〈
|δR̃n (t) |2

〉
= e2ωnt

∫ t

t∗

∫ t

t∗

〈
ξ̃n (t′) ξ̃∗n (t′′)

〉
e−ωn(t′+t′′) dt′ dt′′

=
D

ωn

[
e2ωn(t−t∗) − 1

]
, (7.71)

where we have employed Eq. (7.68).
The predicted structure factor Eq. (7.71) has two unknowns: the diffusion

coefficient D, and the growth rate ωn. To predict the growth rate at the onset
of dewetting, we use the critical values of the model parameters, T ∗0 , L∗c , and
−ζ∗, given in table Table 6.2. Once these parameter values are introduced, the
growth rate is left with a single unknown parameter, the monolayer viscosity at the
wetting transition, η∗. This parameter can be inferred from the retraction rate of the
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Figure 7.17 Fits to obtain the retraction rate of the monolayer. For all different condi-
tions, an exponential growth δR̃0 (t) = δR̃0 (t∗) eω0(t−t∗) is fitted to the experimental data
in the time span tf − t∗ = 7 h after the onset of dewetting.

monolayer, ω0. which we experimentally measure by fitting the exponential growth
of the zeroth perturbation mode8 (Fig. 7.17):

δR̃0 (t) = δR̃0 (t∗) eω0(t−t∗). (7.72)

Then, we obtain the monolayer viscosity η∗ by comparing to the theoretical predic-
tion (see Appendix 7.A for the derivation):

ω0 =
1

4η

[
2T0

R0

h
+ 3ζ + 2

[
ζ

[
Lc
R0
− R0

Lc

]
+ 2T0

Lc
h

]
I0 (R0/Lc)

I1 (R0/Lc)

−
[
2T0

R0

h
+ 5ζ

]
I2
0 (R0/Lc)

I2
1 (R0/Lc)

+ 2ζ
R0

Lc

I3
0 (R0/Lc)

I3
1 (R0/Lc)

]
, (7.73)

which is approximated by

ω0 ≈
T0Lc
2ηh

(7.74)

in the limit Lc � R0. The measured retraction rate is similar for islands of different
size, as well as for the different collagen concentrations (Fig. 7.18a). In contrast,

8Since the zeroth mode is always unstable, its amplitude grows fast with time, soon becoming much
larger than the noise level. Hence, we neglect noise and approximate the dynamics of the amplitude of
the mode n = 0 by its average, exponential growth.
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Figure 7.18 Monolayer viscosity. a, The retraction rate of the monolayer is independent of
its size and of the collagen concentration. b, The viscosity at the wetting transition, obtained
from the measured retraction rate (a) via Eq. (7.73), increases with monolayer size and with
the collagen concentration. c, Monolayer viscosity correlates well with the transition time,
suggesting that the increasing E-cadherin expression entails an increasing viscosity.

Figure 7.19 Effective diffusion coefficient of
monolayer shape fluctuations. The diffusion co-
efficient, estimated from the fits of Eq. (7.71) to the
experimental structure factors (Fig. 7.16), increases
with monolayer radius and decreases with collagen
concentration. This behaviour is consistent with ac-
tive shape fluctuations, driven by traction forces and
damped by cell-substrate friction. The error bars
given by the least-squares fits are likely overesti-
mated, and hence not shown.
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the inferred monolayer viscosity at the wetting transition point, η∗, increases with
the monolayer radius and with collagen concentration (Fig. 7.18b). In fact, the
tendency exhibited by the viscosity is similar to that of the wetting transition time
t∗ (Fig. 6.27a). Indeed, these two quantities correlate well (Fig. 7.18c), suggesting
that the monolayer viscosity increases with time due to the increasing expression of
E-cadherin.

Next, using the predicted growth rates, we fit the theoretical structure factor
Eq. (7.71) to the experimental data (Fig. 7.16), which yields estimates for D. The
inferred diffusion coefficient of tissue shape increases with monolayer size and
decreases with collagen concentration (Fig. 7.19). This behaviour is consistent
with shape fluctuations being driven by the total active force in the tissue, which
scales like T0LcR0 (see Eq. (6.30)), and damped by cell-substrate friction, which
increases with collagen concentration.

Finally, we experimentally determine the growth rate from the structure factor
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Figure 7.20 Growth rate of shape perturbation modes. The theoretical predictions
(black) are obtained by evaluating the growth rate at the wetting transition point, namely
using the critical values of the parameters, T ∗0 , L∗c , −ζ∗, and η∗ for each condition, as
collected in Table 6.2. The experimental growth rates (colours) are obtained from the
measured structure factors (Fig. 7.16) by means of Eq. (7.75). Lines are guides to the eye.

by numerically inverting the relation

Sn (tf )

S0 (tf )
=
ω0

ωn

e2ωn(tf−t∗) − 1

e2ω0(tf−t∗) − 1
, (7.75)

which is independent of the diffusion coefficient D. For all different experimental
conditions, the results show a long-wavelength instability of the shape of the
monolayer during dewetting (Fig. 7.20). Larger islands tend to have a larger number
of unstable modes, in qualitative agreement with the theoretical predictions. In
addition, as reflected in the structure factor, the growth rate of the translation mode
n = 1 is often smaller than the growth rate of adjacent modes. Figure 7.20 also
shows the predicted growth rates at the onset of dewetting (black), namely using
the critical values of the model parameters, T ∗0 , L∗c , and −ζ∗, given in Table 6.2.

Although their qualitative agreement is remarkable, the theoretical and experi-
mental growth rates feature some quantitative discrepancy (Fig. 7.20). Most notably,
in the experiments, the retraction rate ω0 is often larger than the growth rate of the
rest of the modes. In contrast, there is no such marked difference in the theory,
which predicts the elliptic mode n = 2 to be even faster than the retraction mode
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in some cases. This discrepancy might be due to the fact that the theory consid-
ers shape perturbations that protrude outside of the initial monolayer radius R0.
However, due to the confinement imposed by the collagen coating pattern on the
substrate, such outwards protrusions are not possible in the experiments. Therefore,
confinement hinders the initial growth of all modes except for the retraction mode
n = 0, which might explain its preponderance in the experiments. Finally, measur-
ing the growth rate of stable modes (ωn < 0) accurately is challenging. Inferring
the growth rate from temporal correlations of mode amplitudes might help improve
the accuracy.

7.4 Discussion and conclusions

Motivated by the observation of finger-like protrusions during the spreading of
epithelial monolayers, we have theoretically studied the stability of the advancing
front. We model the cell monolayer as a compressible active polar fluid that
exerts traction forces on the substrate. Based on this continuum model, we have
analytically shown that active traction forces are responsible for a generic long-
wavelength instability of the monolayer front. Moreover, the fastest-growing
mode has a finite wavelength comparable to that of the experimentally observed
undulations of the monolayer edge. The existence of such an optimal wavelength
for the growth of front perturbations is due to the limitation of the propagation of
viscous stresses across the tissue, either by the finite size of the monolayer or by the
screening due to cell-substrate friction. The results also show that the contractility
of polarized cells stabilizes short-wavelength perturbations.

Our analysis clearly identifies the physical mechanism of the instability. Cellular
traction forces at the monolayer edge set the velocity gradient in the spreading
monolayer. Hence, under the same traction force, a larger monolayer spreads faster.
Consequently, when the monolayer front is perturbed, the protruding regions of
the interface advance faster than the trailing regions, thus causing the growth of
the perturbation. Therefore, we conclude that traction forces naturally lead to
a generic instability of the monolayer front. Thus, neither leader-cell behaviour
nor couplings of cell motility to curvature or external fields are necessary for the
fingering instability of spreading epithelia. Therefore, our results are consistent
with the emergence of leader cells at later stages of the fingering process. However,
long-range viscous flows in the monolayer are indeed essential for the instability.
On the one hand, they enable the accelerated spreading that renders the interface
unstable and, on the other, their range determines the characteristic wavelength of
the interfacial undulations.

Our predictions can be experimentally tested by analysing the dynamics of the
front perturbations. For instance, one could test whether decreasing traction forces
hinders the instability, or whether the characteristic wavelength of the fingering is
determined by either the monolayer width or the hydrodynamic screening length
λ =

√
η/ξ.

The predicted instability is generic, occurring for any values of the parameters,
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even during monolayer dewetting. For dewetting monolayers, we have experimen-
tally characterized the dynamics of the tissue shape, verifying the long-wavelength
instability of the front. By comparison to the theoretical predictions, we estimated
the monolayer viscosity at the wetting-dewetting transition point. Our results
show that the viscosity correlates well with the transition time, suggesting that
the increasing E-cadherin expression entails an increasing viscosity. This might
indicate that epithelial viscosity mainly stems from intercellular adhesion [Gar-
cia 2015,Blanch-Mercader 2017b]. Nevertheless, the increasing cell number density
due to proliferation could also contribute to the increase of viscosity [Garcia 2015].
In addition, the increasing E-cadherin expression causes an increasing cellular con-
tractility (Figs. 6.6 and 6.10), which might modify tissue viscosity [Stirbat 2013].
Therefore, our results do not preclude a relevant intracellular contribution to the
monolayer viscosity.

More generally, our findings emphasize the role of collective hydrodynamic
modes in spreading epithelia, illustrating how epithelial morphodynamics arises
from long-range hydrodynamic interactions throughout the tissue. In this sense,
our results support the physical description of epithelial tissues as active viscous
liquid crystals [Hirst 2017]. In particular, we propose that epithelial fingering may
naturally emerge as the outcome of a generic morphological instability in a fluid film
driven by interfacial active polar forces. Thus, our results illustrate the relevance
of interfacial instabilities in driven [Troian 1989, Melo 1989, Ben Amar 2001] and
active [Callan-Jones 2008, Sankararaman 2009, Sarkar 2012, Sarkar 2013] fluids for
collective behaviours in migrating epithelial tissues.

Finally, in the biological context, the formation of collectively migrating mul-
ticellular protrusions is often observed in embryonic development and tumor in-
vasion [Friedl 2009]. These observations have led to propose that fingering insta-
bilities might be involved in developmental processes or tumor progression [Ba-
san 2011, Risler 2013, Pham 2011, Giverso 2016, Hakim 2017]. In fact, migrating
fingers have also been proposed to constitute an intermediate state of the epithelial-
mesenchymal phenotypic transition [Revenu 2009, Friedl 2012]. Nevertheless,
in-vivo migrating fingers are often led by cells with a clearly different phenotype,
even of a different cell type, such as cancer-associated fibroblasts leading inva-
sive tumoral fingers [Khalil 2010]. Thus, the actual in-vivo relevance of fingering
instabilities in tissues deserves further investigation.
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Appendices

7.A Solution of the linear stability analysis of the cir-
cular monolayer boundary

In this appendix, we outline the procedure to obtain the profiles of the polarity
and velocity perturbation modes, δp̃α,n (r) and δṽα,n (r), associated to the mor-
phological instability of the tissue shape during monolayer dewetting described
in Section 7.3. The mentioned perturbation modes obey a system of four coupled
ordinary differential equations, Eqs. (7.59) and (7.60):

(
∂2
r +

1

r
∂r −

1 + n2

r2
− 1

L2
c

)
δp̃r =

2in

r2
δp̃θ, (7.A.1a)

(
∂2
r +

1

r
∂r −

1 + n2

r2
− 1

L2
c

)
δp̃θ = −2in

r2
δp̃r, (7.A.1b)

2η
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r
∂r −
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r2

)
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inη

r

(
∂r −
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r

)
δṽθ

+
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((
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r

)
p0
r + p0

r∂r
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δp̃r −

inζ

r
p0
rδp̃θ = 0,

(7.A.2a)

inη

r

(
∂r +

3

r

)
δṽr + η

(
∂2
r +

1

r
∂r −

1 + 2n2

r2

)
δṽθ

+

[
T0/h− ζ

((
∂r +

2

r

)
p0
r + p0

r∂r

)]
δp̃θ = 0,

(7.A.2b)

with boundary conditions given by Eqs. (7.61) and (7.62) (see derivation and details
in Section 7.3.1):

δp̃r,n (R) = −∂rp0
r (R0) δR̃n, δp̃θ,n (R) = − in

R0
δR̃n, (7.A.3)

δσ̃rr,n (R) = −∂rσ0
rr (R0) δR̃n, δσ̃rθ,n (R) =

2inη

hR2
0

v0
r (R0) δR̃n. (7.A.4)

The equations for the polarity perturbations, Eq. (7.A.1), are uncoupled from the
force balance equations Eq. (7.A.2). Hence, they can be solved separately. To solve
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this system of coupled differential equations, we diagonalize it. The eigenvalues of
the system are the following differential operators:

Λ± = ∂2
r +

1

r
∂r −

(1∓ n)
2

r2
− 1

L2
c

, (7.A.5)

which give the following eigenvectors:

δp̃+ =
1√
2

(−i δp̃r + δp̃θ) , δp̃− =
1√
2

(δp̃r − i δp̃θ) . (7.A.6)

Then, in the base of the eigenvectors, the system is diagonal, and hence their
eigenvector components become uncoupled:

(
∂2
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1

r
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(1− n)
2

r2
− 1

L2
c

)
δp̃+ = 0, (7.A.7a)

(
∂2
r +

1

r
∂r −

(1 + n)
2

r2
− 1

L2
c

)
δp̃− = 0. (7.A.7b)

Thus, these equations can be solved in terms of Bessel functions. Subsequently, the
eigenvectors are transformed back to the original perturbation fields by inverting
Eq. (7.A.6). Finally, application of the boundary conditions Eq. (7.A.3) yields

δp̃r,n (r) =

[[
1− n− R0

Lc

I0 (R0/Lc)

I1 (R0/Lc)

]
In−1 (r/Lc)

In−1 (R0/Lc)

+

[
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I0 (R0/Lc)
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]
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]
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2
,

(7.A.8a)
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(7.A.8b)

The force balance equations Eq. (7.A.2) are also coupled, but they can not
be directly diagonalized because of the specific dependencies of the differential
operators in the system of equations. However, the diagonalization is possible upon
the change of variable9 z = ln r. In this new variable, the equations read

2η
(
∂2
z − 1− n2/2

)
δṽr + inη (∂z − 3) δṽθ

+

[
r2

[
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]

r=ez
= 0,

(7.A.9a)
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[
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2

r

)
p0
r + p0

r∂r

)]
δp̃θ

∣∣∣∣
r=ez

= 0.
(7.A.9b)

9I am indebted to Genís Torrents Verdaguer for pointing out this change of variable.
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In this form, the system of equations can be formally solved. Applying the operator
∂z + 3 on Eq. (7.A.9a) and operating, one can obtain the following fourth-order
equation for δṽr:

η

n2 − 4

[
∂4
z − 2

(
1 + n2

)
∂2
z +

(
1− n2

)2]
δṽr,n (z) = fn (z) , (7.A.10)

where fn (z) is a function that properly combines the inhomogeneous terms of
the force balance equations. The corresponding homogeneous equation can be
integrated analytically, but the inhomogeneous term can not. Therefore, the solution
to the full equation is formally expressed as

δṽr,n (r) =
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8nη
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+
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1
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r

1

xn+2
fn (x) dx

]
, (7.A.11)

where x = ez is a newly defined integration variable, and C1, . . . , C4 are undeter-
mined integration constants. This formal solution is valid for n ≥ 2, for which
the four superposed solutions of the homogeneous equation are independent. For
the modes n = 0, 1, these four solutions are not independent, which requires two
new independent solutions to be included. In the following, we will focus on the
n ≥ 2 modes. The growth rate for the n = 0, 1 modes will be computed separately
afterwards.

For n ≥ 2, avoiding a divergence at r = 0 requires

C1 = − 1

n+ 1

∫ R0

0

xnfn (x) dx, C2 =
1

n− 1

∫ R0

0

xn−2fn (x) dx.

(7.A.12)
In turn, the boundary conditions for the stress, Eq. (7.A.4), set the values of C3

and C4. The ortoradial component δṽθ of the velocity perturbations can be then
computed from the solution for the radial component δṽr. Finally, these results
allow to compute the growth rate through Eq. (7.66). Remarkably, the result is a
not-so-long expression with only two pieces that need to be numerically evalutated,
namely the integrals in C1 and C2.

Next, we compute the growth rate of the modes n = 0, 1. The latter corresponds
to translations of the center of the cell monolayer (Fig. 7.13). Therefore, this mode
must be marginal to preserve spatial translational symmetry: ω1 = 0. In contrast,
mode n = 0 corresponds to an expansion or retraction of the monolayer (Fig. 7.13),
which is allowed in our compressible fluid model. Then, the solution to Eq. (7.A.10)
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for n = 0 can be formally written as

δṽr,0 (r) =
1

η

[
C1

r
+ C2 r + C3

ln r

r
+ C4 r ln r

+
1

r

∫ R0

0

[1− lnx] f0 (x) dx− r
∫ R0

r

1 + lnx

x2
f0 (x) dx

+
ln r

r

∫ R0

0

f0 (x) dx+ r ln r

∫ R0

r

f0 (x)

x2
dx

]
. (7.A.13)

As previously, to avoid a divergence at r = 0,

C1 = −
∫ R0

0

[1− lnx] f0 (x) dx, C3 = −
∫ R0

0

f0 (x) , (7.A.14)

and the boundary conditions Eq. (7.A.4) set the remaining integration constants,
C2 and C4. From the solution for δṽr,0 (r), one can also compute the ortoradial
component of the velocity mode, which vanishes: δṽθ,0 (r) = 0. Finally, employing
Eq. (7.66), we obtain the growth rate of the uniform mode:

ω0 =
1

4η

[
2T0

R0

h
+ 3ζ + 2

[
ζ

[
Lc
R0
− R0

Lc

]
+ 2T0

Lc
h

]
I0 (R0/Lc)

I1 (R0/Lc)

−
[
2T0

R0

h
+ 5ζ

]
I2
0 (R0/Lc)

I2
1 (R0/Lc)

+ 2ζ
R0

Lc

I3
0 (R0/Lc)

I3
1 (R0/Lc)

]
. (7.A.15)

In the limit Lc � R0, this is approximated by

ω0 ≈
T0Lc
2ηh

. (7.A.16)
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8
Conclusions and perspectives

This thesis has addressed some mechanical aspects of cellular behaviour, both in
single cells and in tissues, developing theoretical models rooted in the physics
of soft active matter. Here, we summarize the main conclusions (•) and future
perspectives (.) for each chapter. More general conclusions (?) of each part of the
thesis are also drawn.

At the cell scale, Part I has focused on the mechanics of the adhesion between
the plasma membrane and the actin cortex. In Chapter 2, we proposed a model for
membrane-cortex adhesion that couples membrane motion to the binding kinetics of
membrane-cortex linker proteins, from which we draw the following conclusions:

• The coupling between membrane motion and linker kinetics leads to a
membrane-cortex unbinding transition at a critical pressure difference across
the membrane.

• The membrane-cortex adhesion energy depends on the equilibrium stretching
of the linkers, and hence on cortical tension.

• The critical suction pressure for membrane-cortex detachment also depends
on cortical tension, thus providing a way to estimate it from micropipette
aspiration experiments.

• Our model including membrane undulations allows probing membrane-cortex
adhesion from fluctuations of adhered cell membranes.

. Fluctuation spectroscopy experiments on adhered membranes of nucleated
cells, for different values of the pressure on the membrane.
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. Model the effects of active membrane fluctuations and their interplay with
membrane-cortex adhesion.

In Chapter 3, we employed the membrane-cortex adhesion model proposed
in Chapter 2 to study the nucleation of blebs. First, we considered the growth or
decay of a local membrane detachment, and predicted the critical radius for bleb
nucleation. Second, we performed stochastic simulations of our model to study the
kinetics of bleb nucleation. From this study, we conclude:

• Membrane peeling from the cortex, namely the process whereby adjacent
membrane-cortex bonds sequentially break, is the mechanism that governs
bleb nucleation.

• As a consequence, instead of being controlled by the energy of bleb formation
as in the classical nucleation picture, bleb nucleation is entirely controlled
by the binding kinetics of membrane-cortex linkers. Thus, bleb nucleation
requires a kinetic description that goes beyond the possibilities of the classical
nucleation approach.

• The critical radius for bleb nucleation through membrane peeling is estimated
to be typically smaller than the one predicted by classical nucleation theory,
implying a much shorter time scale of bleb nucleation.

• The probability distribution of bleb nucleation times is dominated by a single
time scale that decreases with the pressure difference across the membrane.

. Experiments that induce controlled bleb nucleation to identify the critical
radius and its dependence on pressure and/or membrane tension.

. Study the heterogeneous nucleation of blebs, for instance considering the
effect of the curvature of the cell interface, or nonhomogeneous distributions
of membrane-cortex bonds.

. Study bleb growth by extending the analysis of the model to the nonlinear
regime.

. Study membrane fluctuations via the stochastic simulation method developed
to study the kinetics of bleb nucleation.

Altogether, a global conclusion of Part I is:

? Accounting for the force-dependent kinetics of linker proteins is important
to capture essential mechanical aspects of membrane-cortex adhesion and
detachments.

Part II focused on the dynamics of active polar gels. Specifically, in Chapter 4,
we derived the constitutive equations of an active polar gel from a mesoscopic
model for the dynamics of crosslinker molecules. The main conclusions are:
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• By explicitly obtaining the transport coefficients in terms of molecular param-
eters, our derivation provides an explicit connection between the mesoscopic
and macroscopic levels of description of active gels.

• In particular, the derivation shows how the binding kinetics of the crosslinkers
induce the fluidization of the otherwise elastic material, and how breaking
detailed balance for the crosslinker kinetics gives rise to active stresses.

• All transport coefficients feature instrinsic active contributions due to nonequi-
librium linker kinetics. For example, in the cell cortex, these active contribu-
tions could yield a decrease of viscosity with activity — a phenomenon that
we call active thinning. This effect could explain experimental results on the
rheology of the cell cortex, and potentially of other biological systems such
as actomyosin gels, the mitotic spindle, and the nucleolus.

. Generalize the model to include nonuniform strain and orientation fields,
with the corresponding gradients in the fraction of bound linkers.

. Compute fluctuation spectra in active gels from our mesoscopic model to
identify equilibrium and nonequilibrium contributions.

. Experiments that probe the dependence of transport coefficient on activity.

In general, the results of this part underscore the following conclusion:

? An approach based on coarse-graining microscopic or mesoscopic descrip-
tions of active gels can provide insights that go beyond the physics contained
in the phenomenological hydrodynamic theory.

Finally, Part III focuses on tissues, addressing mechanical aspects of collective
cell migration. Chapter 5 proposes a particle-based description of cell colonies to
study how different tissue organizations arise from cell-cell interactions. The model
intends to capture generic cellular behaviours, such as cellular self-propulsion,
adhesion, and most importantly, contact inhibition of locomotion (CIL). Combin-
ing large-scale simulations, which were performed by collaborators, with simple
analytical calculations, we draw the following conclusions:

• Due to the chosen cell-cell interactions, the model recapitulates a number of
organizations and collective dynamics of cell colonies that are observed in
different existing types of tissue. Examples include gas-like states, regular
distributions of cells, dynamic cell clusters, gel-like networks, collectively
migrating monolayers, and 3D aggregates.

• CIL yields an effective repulsive force between cells, which hinders the
formation of cohesive tissues.

• In continuous cell monolayers, CIL gives rise to self-organized collective
motion, ensures tensile intercellular stresses, and opposes cell extrusion,
thereby hindering monolayer dewetting.
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• CIL plays a prominent role in determining the emergent structures and col-
lective dynamics of cell colonies.

. Study epithelial spreading employing this model.

. Include cell proliferation in the model to study the interplay between cell
migration and proliferation through mechanical forces.

. Derive a continuum version of the particle-based model, identifying the
connection between the cell-cell interaction parameters and those of hydro-
dynamic theories.

Chapters 6 and 7 focus on the spreading of epithelial cell monolayers, which is
studied using a continuum model based on the theory of active polar gels. In partic-
ular, Chapter 6 addresses the wetting transition between spreading and retracting
monolayers. Combining traction-force measurements, which were performed by
collaborators, with theory, we arrive at the following conclusions:

• Contractility induces a nonmonotonic flow profile that may lead to cell
accumulation close to the monolayer edge. These flows might favour cell
extrusion and the formation of three-dimensional cell rims observed in some
experiments.

• The spreading parameter of a cell monolayer increases with its size. Hence, a
critical size exists for the tissue wetting transition, as opposed to what occurs
in classical wetting. This critical size for monolayer spreading naturally arises
from the competition between contact and bulk active forces — traction forces
and contractile stresses, respectively — that defines the wetting transition.

• The wetting properties of a tissue emerge from active cellular forces, evidenc-
ing the active nature of the wetting transition in tissues.

• E-cadherin regulates active cellular forces in the monolayer through myosin
phosphorylation, and thereby controls tissue wetting.

• Traction forces increase with the concentration of extracellular-matrix ligand.

. Investigate the putative relation between nonmonotonic flow fields and cell
extrusion.

. Study the dynamics of the contact angle during the tissue wetting and dewet-
ting processes.

. Study the active wetting transition induced by substrate rigidity.

. Investigate the molecular mechanism whereby E-cadherin leads to myosin
phosphorylation.

In Chapter 7 we study the morphological stability of the monolayer front. Again,
from a combined theoretical and experimental analysis, we draw the following
conclusions:
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• Cellular traction forces produce a long-wavelength instability of the mono-
layer front, which could account for the formation of multicellular finger-like
protrusions observed in spreading epithelial monolayers.

• Despite their role in the developed fingers, leader cells are not required
to trigger the fingering instability. Similarly, couplings of cell motility to
curvature or to external signaling fields are not required.

• The characteristic wavelength of the interfacial undulations is determined by
the screening of long-range viscous stresses in the tissue.

• The predicted fingering instability explains the symmetry breaking of tissue
shape during monolayer dewetting.

• Monolayer viscosity, inferred from the dynamics of monolayer dewetting,
increases with the expression of E-cadherin, suggesting that it is mainly due
to intercellular adhesion.

• The effective noise intensity of tissue shape fluctuations increases with tissue
size, suggesting that such fluctuations have an active origin.

. Experiments that test specific predictions, for example probing the role of
traction forces or the hydrodynamic screening length in epithelial fingering.

. Study finger growth by extending the analysis of the model to the nonlinear
regime.

In all, a broader common conclusion of Chapters 6 and 7 is:

? The large-scale, long-time dynamics of epithelial spreading can be described
by the hydrodynamics of active polar viscous fluids.

? In particular, taking into account the fluid nature of cell monolayers, with
the corresponding long-range viscous coupling, is essential to capture some
collective behaviours such as tissue wetting or hydrodynamic instabilities.

In general, Part III emphasizes the following conclusion:

? Physical models based on an active soft matter approach, either implemented
in particle-based or continuum descriptions, can yield insights into mechani-
cal aspects of collective behaviour of cell colonies and tissues.

Therefore, in my opinion, building such models, as well as designing experi-
ments aimed at testing their predictions and assess their assumptions, may contribute
substantially to advance our understanding of collective cell migration.

Globally, this thesis illustrates how insights into mechanical aspects of diverse
biological processes in the context of cells and tissues can be gained by developing
theoretical models based on the physics of soft active matter. Thus, it encourages
to extend this approach to further biological contexts, with the aim of gaining a
physical understanding of specific biological phenomena and, thereby, perhaps
ultimately devise general physical principles of biological self-organization.
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Resum en català

Aquesta tesi estudia aspectes mecànics d’alguns processos biològics en cèl·lules i
teixits, que aborda desenvolupant models teòrics basats en la física de la matèria
tova. La tesi s’estructura en tres parts que se centren en sistemes biològics diferents.

A la Part I s’estudia l’adhesió entre la membrana plasmàtica i el còrtex d’actina
de les cèl·lules eucariotes, que són dos dels seus principals elements estructurals.
Controlar l’adhesió entre aquests dos elements és crucial per a diversos processos
cel·lulars, com ara la citoquinesi o la motilitat. Normalment, la membrana i el
còrtex es mantenen adherits per mitjà d’un gran nombre de proteïnes específiques
que els connecten. Ara bé, en algunes situacions, la membrana es desenganxa
del còrtex i s’infla per efecte de la pressió intracel·lular, formant una protrusió
amb forma de casquet esfèric anomenada butllofa cel·lular. Les butllofes cel·lulars
apareixen en diversos contextos, però una de les seves utilitats principals és com a
protrusions per a la motilitat cel·lular de tipus ameboide.

Al Capítol 2 es proposa un model continu que acobla la mecànica i la hidrodinà-
mica de la membrana amb la cinètica d’enllaçament de les proteïnes que connecten
la membrana i el còrtex, que depèn de la força a la qual estan sotmesos. Primer
es considera una membrana plana, i es prediu el valor crític de la diferència de
pressió que causa el desenganxament de la membrana. També es calcula l’energia
d’adhesió entre la membrana i el còrtex. Tant la pressió crítica com l’energia
d’adhesió depenen de la tensió cortical generada pels motors moleculars de miosina
que hi ha al còrtex. En base a aquestes prediccions, es discuteixen experiments
de succió amb micropipeta que provoquen el desenganxament de la membrana.
Analitzant dades experimentals publicades, utilitzem el model per estimar la tensió
cortical de les cèl·lules de Dictyostelium discoideum. En segon lloc, s’estén el
model per incloure undulacions de la membrana, tenint en compte les interaccions
hidrodinàmiques mediades pel fluid de l’entorn. En el límit en què la cinètica dels
connectors és un procés molt més ràpid que el moviment de la membrana, es predi-
uen les correlacions espaciotemporals de les undulacions d’una membrana adherida.
Finalment, se suggereix com es podrien utilitzar aquestes prediccions per inferir
propietats de l’adhesió membrana-còrtex per mitjà d’experiments d’espectroscopia
de fluctuacions de la membrana.

Al Capítol 3, s’empra el model d’adhesió proposat al Capítol 2 per estudiar la
nucleació de butllofes cel·lulars. El model mostra que la nucleació de butllofes
cel·lulars està governada pel pelat de la membrana, és a dir, el procés de propagació
de fractura pel qual els enllaços adjacents entre la membrana i el còrtex es trenquen
seqüencialment. Per mitjà d’aquest mecanisme, el creixement o la reducció d’una
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regió de membrana desenganxada està completament determinat per la cinètica
d’enllaçament de les proteïnes connectores. Així doncs, la nucleació d’una butllofa
cel·lular no està determinada pel cost energètic del desenganxament i inflament de
la membrana com s’espera en la teoria clàssica de la nucleació. Així, concloem
que la teoria clàssica de la nucleació no captura la física del procés de pelat de la
membrana i, per tant, no descriu completament la nucleació de butllofes cel·lulars.
Considerant el mecanisme de pelat, prediem el radi crític per la nucleació de
butllofes cel·lulars, així com la corresponent barrera energètica efectiva. A més,
estimem que aquestes quantitats són típicament més petites que les predites per la
teoria clàssica de la nucleació, de manera que s’espera que la nucleació de butllofes
sigui més ràpida que el predit clàssicament. Després, fem simulacions numèriques
d’una membrana adherida fluctuant per obtenir la distribució de probabilitat del
temps de nucleació. Trobem que aquesta distribució està dominada per una única
escala de temps que disminueix amb la diferència de pressió a la qual està sotmesa
la membrana.

En conjunt, els estudis de la Part I ens permeten concloure que tenir en compte
la cinètica d’enllaçament de les proteïnes que connecten la membrana i el còrtex és
important per capturar aspectes mecànics essencials de l’adhesió entre aquestes dos
elements estructurals bàsics de la cèl·lula.

La Part II se centra en la dinàmica dels gels polars actius. Els gels actius són
materials tous, sovint xarxes polimèriques entrellaçades reversiblement, que estan
mantingudes fora de l’equilibri termodinàmic per mitjà de processos interns que
transdueixen energia contínuament. A més, els constituents d’aquests materials
sovint són anisòtrops, i fins i tot polars, de manera que poden formar fases amb
ordre orientacional, com ara cristalls líquids. L’exemple paradigmàtic de gel polar
actiu és el citosquelet cel·lular, que està compost d’una xarxa dinàmica de filaments
polimèrics polars. De fet, la dinàmica col·lectiva de diversos sistemes biològics,
com ara el còrtex d’actina, el fus mitòtic, i teixits epitelials, s’ha descrit per mitjà de
la teoria hidrodinàmica dels gels polars actius. Les equacions constitutives dels gels
polars actius es van derivar inicialment en el marc de la termodinàmica irreversible,
de manera que contenen un conjunt de coeficients de transport fenomenològics. Així
doncs, la relació entre els coeficients de transport que descriuen el comportament
macroscòpic dels gels actius i les propietats dels seus constituents microscòpics és
essencialment desconeguda.

En el Capítol 4, deduïm les equacions constitutives d’un gel polar actiu a partir
d’un model mesoscòpic de la dinàmica de les molècules que entrellacen els ele-
ments polars del sistema. D’aquesta manera, establim una connexió entre propietats
moleculars i el comportament macroscòpic dels gels polars actius. Específicament,
obtenim explícitament els coeficients de transport en funció de paràmetres molecu-
lars. En particular, això mostra com la cinètica de les molècules entrellaçadores
indueix la fluidització del material, que altrament seria elàstic. De forma similar,
la violació de la condició de balanç detallat per la cinètica molecular dóna lloc a
esforços actius. A més, obtenim que tots els coeficients de transport tenen una con-
tribució activa provinent del trencament de balanç detallat en la cinètica molecular.
En particular, pel còrtex cel·lular, aquesta contribució podria produir una disminu-
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ció de la viscositat amb l’activitat — un fenomen que anomenem fluidització activa
(en anglès, “active thinning”), i que podria explicar alguns resultats experimentals
sobre la reologia del còrtex.

Finalment, la Part III està dedicada a les colònies cel·lulars i els teixits, centrant-
se en la migració col·lectiva de cèl·lules i en la morfologia dels teixits. En molts
contextos biològics, les cèl·lules migren com a part d’un grup, fins i tot en el si d’un
teixit. Per migrar, les cèl·lules s’han de polaritzar i exercir forces tant sobre l’entorn
com entre elles, anomenades forces de tracció i intercel·lulars, respectivament. En la
migració col·lectiva, les interaccions entre cèl·lules donen lloc a diversos fenòmens
dinàmics emergents en els teixits, com ara la mateixa coordinació de la migració
cel·lular, la formació de fluxos vorticals, protrusions multicel·lulars al front del
teixit, la propagació d’ones mecàniques, etc. Els diversos capítols d’aquesta part de
la tesi es dediquen a estudiar fenòmens col·lectius d’aquesta mena.

En primer lloc, el Capítol 5 proposa una descripció basada en partícules per
estudiar com les diferents organitzacions de cèl·lules en teixits emergeixen de les
interaccions entre cèl·lules. El model pretén capturar comportaments cel·lulars ge-
nèrics, com ara la migració cel·lular, l’adhesió amb altres cèl·lules i amb el substrat,
i la possibilitat de solapament de cèl·lules. A més, es modelitza l’anomenada inhibi-
ció de la motilitat per contacte (CIL, de l’anglès “contact inhibition of locomotion”),
que fa repolaritzar la migració cel·lular en direcció oposada als contactes entre
cèl·lules, per mitjà d’un parell de força en la direcció de migració. Amb el model,
es mostra com la CIL dóna una força repulsiva efectiva entre cèl·lules, amb la
qual prediem transicions entre teixits cohesionats, no cohesionats, i tridimensionals.
A més, en simulacions del model fetes per col·laboradors, identifiquem diverses
estructures i dinàmiques col·lectives observades habitualment en diferents tipus de
teixits. Alguns exemples són estats de tipus gas, distribucions regulars de cèl·lules,
cúmuls dinàmics, xarxes tipus gel, monocapes cel·lulars que migren col·lectivament,
i agregats tridimensionals. Llavors, discutim resultats experimentals publicats des
de la perspectiva dels nostres resultats, cosa que ens permet associar diferents tipus
de teixits amb els diferents estats predits pel model. En general, concloem que, a
baixa adhesió intercel·lular, la CIL dificulta la formació de teixits cohesionats. Ara
bé, quan l’adhesió intercel·lular és prou forta per formar monocapes cel·lulars con-
tínues, la CIL dóna lloc a moviment col·lectiu auto-organitzat, garanteix esforços
tènsils a la monocapa, i s’oposa a l’extrusió de cèl·lules, dificultant així el col·lapse
de la monocapa cap a un agregat tridimensional.

En segon lloc, els Capítols 6 and 7 se centren en l’escampament de monocapes
epitelials sobre substrats sintètics, en un dels experiments model per estudiar la
migració cel·lular col·lectiva. A les escales de temps en què es produeix el procés
d’escampament, el teixit és essencialment fluid, i s’escampa gràcies a les forces
de tracció exercides per les cèl·lules de la vora del teixit, que es polaritzen. En
base a aquestes observacions, el procés d’escampament s’aborda mitjançant un
model continu basat en la teoria dels gels polars actius. En aquests estudis, es
combina la teoria amb experiments de microscòpia de forces de tracció realitzats
per col·laboradors.

El Capítol 6 es concentra en la transició de mullat en teixits epitelials, que
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separa l’escampament d’una monocapa cel·lular de la seva retracció cap a un
agregat tridimensional de cèl·lules — que seria l’equivalent d’una gota de fluid.
En els experiments, es prepara una monocapa epitelial confinada en una regió del
substrat, i en la qual s’indueix un augment de l’expressió de la proteïna E-caderina,
responsable de l’adhesió intercel·lular. Aquest augment produeix un increment de
les forces cel·lulars a la monocapa, que desemboca en la seva retracció cap a un
agregat de tipus gota. El model prediu perfils de força de tracció i de tensió a la
monocapa que s’ajusten bé a les mesures experimentals, fet que permet extreure
l’evolució temporal d’alguns paràmetres del model. A més, el model també prediu
un perfil de flux a la monocapa que, en ser no monòton, tendeix a acumular
cèl·lules a la vora de la monocapa. Aquesta acumulació podria fomentar l’extrusió
de cèl·lules i la formació de cinturons tridimensionals a la vora de monocapes
epitelials tal com s’observa en alguns experiments.

A partir del perfil de flux, s’obté el paràmetre d’escampament de la monocapa,
el canvi de signe del qual indica la transició de mullat. El model prediu que el
paràmetre d’escampament depèn de la mida del teixit, cosa que implica que hi ha
una mida crítica per la transició de mullat. Les monocapes més grans que aquesta
mida crítica, que depèn dels paràmetres del model, mullaran el substrat, mentre que
les monocapes més petites formaran agregats. L’existència d’un radi crític per la
transició de mullat en teixits no té contrapartida en la transició clàssica de mullat,
i sorgeix del fet que la transició es deu a una competició entre forces cel·lulars
actives de contacte i de volum — les forces de tracció i la contractilitat del teixit,
respectivament. Per posar a prova aquestes prediccions, es realitzen experiments
amb monocapes confinades en regions de diferent mida. Els experiments mostren
que les illes més grans tarden més a començar el procés de retracció, d’acord amb
la predicció del model. La retracció també tarda més a començar en substrats amb
menor concentració de col·lagen, una proteïna de la matriu extracel·lular, ja que
les forces cel·lulars són menors. En conjunt, els resultats d’aquest capítol mostren
com les propietats de mullat dels teixits epitelials provenen de les forces actives
exercides per les cèl·lules, evidenciant que la transició de mullat té una naturalesa
activa, amb característiques fonamentalment diferents de la seva equivalent clàssica.

Al Capítol 7 estudiem l’estabilitat morfològica del front d’una monocapa en
escampament. El model prediu que les forces de tracció causen una inestabilitat
de gran longitud d’ona del front de la monocapa, mentre que la contractilitat del
teixit té un efecte estabilitzador. Les traccions indueixen fluxos viscosos de llarg
abast en el teixit, que són responsables que el mode més inestable tingui una
longitud d’ona finita, donada per la menor entre l’amplada del teixit i la longitud
d’apantallament hidrodinàmic a partir de la qual les forces de fricció esmorteeixen
la propagació d’esforços viscosos. Per tant, la inestabilitat predita pel model pot
explicar la formació de protrusions multicel·lulars en forma de dits observades
durant l’escampament de monocapes epitelials. Així, concloem que la presència de
cèl·lules líder, tal com s’ha suggerit en base a observacions experimentals, no és
necessària per a la inestabilitat del front, per bé que aquestes tinguin un paper en la
dinàmica col·lectiva dels dits de teixit que es desenvolupen subsegüentment. De
forma similar, acoblaments de la motilitat cel·lular amb la curvatura de la interfase
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o amb camps externs com ara senyalitzadors bioquímics, com s’ha suggerit en base
a models teòrics, tampoc són essencials per a la inestabilitat, que pot tenir un origen
purament hidrodinàmic.

Finalment, la mencionada inestabilitat morfològica permet explicar el tren-
cament de simetria de la forma del teixit observada durant la retracció de les
monocapes epitelials en els experiments dels nostres col·laboradors. Ajustant les
prediccions de l’anàlisi d’estabilitat lineal del model a les dades experimentals, infe-
rim la viscositat de la monocapa, que augmenta amb la concentració d’E-caderina,
suggerint que aquesta propietat del teixit es deu principalment a l’adhesió inter-
cel·lular. Ajustant el factor d’estructura, també inferim la intensitat del soroll de
les fluctuacions de la forma de la monocapa, que augmenta amb la mida del teixit,
suggerint que es deu a les forces de tracció i que, per tant, té un origen actiu.
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